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INTRODUCTION.

It is now the greater part of four years since I first came to

South Africa with the intention of carefully studying at first

hand its various problems—political, racial, economical and

legal. I had determined on a year's travel, deciding on

South Africa instead of Australia or America on account of

the fact that for many years past I have known as personal

friends or acquaintances most South Africans of British or

Dutch descent who have studied law at the Inns of Court

in London—a connection which I have found of the utmost

value and interest in my travels, as South Africa, whether

Dutch or British, has been for a long time, and seems likely

to continue to be, ruled largely by lawyers.

My purpose was to write an impartially worded statement

of the various burning questions, some of the developments

of which have now fixed on South Africa the eyes of the

civilised world—Boer and Uitlander in the Transvaal

—

Imperial or Eepublican factor, Dutch or British predomi-

nance in all South Africa—black and white—missionary and

anti-missionary— Indian and anti-Indian— capitalist and

labourer at the diamond fields of Kimberley and on the Gold

Eeef of the Witwatersrand—Eoman-Dutch and British law

in all South Africa.

"With such an object in view I have visited every State

and Colony and territory south of the Zambesi Kiver, and I

have had the privilege of discussing most pending political

questions—of so much greater magnitude since then than I

quite realised at the beginning as possible—with nearly every
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leading public man in South Africa, from the High Com-
missioner, and other imperial governors and administrators

of British territories and British agents in the Transvaal, to

the present and late Ministers of the two Colonies of the

Cape and of Natal ; from the presidents and executives and

volksraads of the Ilepublics of the Vaal and of the Orange

Eiver to leaders of the Bond in Cape Town, to leaders of

the Uitlanders of Johannesburg and to Eeform prisoners in

Pretoria jail. In this way I ha^"e steadily adhered to the

method of inquiry which I mapped out before I reached

South Africa, and which I stated in the first of a short series

of letters which I contributed to a leading London journal,

beginning in November, 1896.

As I have stated, my inquiry was not confined to the

purely political question of British or Dutch predominance

in South Africa now engrossing all minds. In pursuance of

my original design, I collected their views on the exploitation

of minerals from directors of " De Beers " in Kimberley, as

well as from Socialists in Pretoria ; from Johannesburg

millionaires and from workmen in the gold mines. On land

tenure I have conversed with Boer commandants holding

cattle runs of twelve thousand acres as well as with the

Bijwoner, living on an overlord's land with a less certain

than the most precarious of feudal tenures. I have inquired

into the prospects of missionary enterprise, visiting the chief

missions of all the Churches in Basutoland (the greatest of

the armed Kaffir reserves) and have compared, later on, the

methods of civilising the Kaffir adopted by the Societe

Evangeliquc de Paris in Morija with those followed at the

monastery of the German Trappists in Natal. I have noted

the doubts as to native adaptability to Christianity presented

to me by white trader and Kaffir chief. On the momentous

problem for the European race of the right way to deal with

the Kaffir— the origo malorum between British and Dutch

—

Kaffir reserve or Kaffir dispersion—the land for the black or

for the white—and generally the relation of the Kaffir to the

dominant race, in the towns and on the veld, on the farm

and in the mine, I have ascertained the theories of European
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mine owners, of Boer stock farmers, of British agriculturists

;

of missionaries who champion the Kaffir ahnost to the

verge of claiming for him social and political equality ; as

well as of home-born and Colonial British who approve of

the Kaffir's exclusion from the foot-path in Johannesburg.

As far as possible I have contrasted with these theories what
the Zulu and the Basuto, the Swazi and the Matabele have

to say to one on those matters, and on the incomprehensible

ways of Boer and Briton and white men in general ; although

the task of penetrating into the recesses of the Kaffir mind,

I am assured, by life-long observers, is one which no European

can ever feel even hopeful of having achieved. On the

utility of permitting or encouraging Indian immigration I

have been favoured with views so widely divergent as, in

Ehodesia, those of the Chamber of Commerce of Buluwayo,

and in Durban, those of the Association of Indians (Moham-
medan and Hindu) of Natal.

The legal problems of South Africa^—questions of legisla-

tion and administration—I have had the privilege of dis-

cussing with all the Chief Justices and most of the Judges of

the High Courts, as well as with past and present Attorneys-

General and State Attorneys of the Cape, of iSTatal, of

Ehodesia, of Griqualand West, of the Transvaal and of the

Orange Free State ; and also with the Eesident of Basutoland

with Native Commissioners, and other magistrates adminis-

tering the law affecting natives in the Kaffir reserves and in

territory occupied by Europeans. No one in Europe who has

not made a special study of this aspect of the South African

public field can form an adequate conception of the number
and complexity of these problems, dealing with such un-
familiar topics as the degree to ^^'hich legislation should

admit natives to civil or political rights, similar to those

possessed by Europeans; the recognition to be accorded to

native usages ; the regulation of Asiatic immigration ; the

effect of systems of land tenure, native and European, on the

supply of labour for agriculture, for the mines, f(jr industries

and generally on the economical progress of the country : the

special, and, to European eyes, the anomalous laws enacted
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to protect the production of diamonds and gold ; tlie restric-

tion of the supply of alcohol to the natives ; the prohibition

of the supply to them of arms.

The very titles of these enactments and of the officials to

enforce them, strike strangely on the ear ; the Curfew L aws

the Glen Grey Act, the Faction Fight Acts, the Native Com-

missioners, the Protector of Indians. Above all, fruitful of

endless and persistent and fierce controversy among lawyers

and laymen alike, are the famous enactments styled the

I.D.B. Acts, which, contrary to usual principles of jurispru-

dence, reverse the burden of proof for all persons, European

or native, by making it incumbent on the possessor of rough

diamonds to prove his innocence.

Legislative power has been vested in authorities of every

kind, and promulgated in every form, from enactments by

British Colonial Parliaments of the Cape and Natal, to

resolutions of a Chartered Company and of a Legislative

Council in Pthodesia ; from Volksraad besluits in the Trans-

vaal to proclamations of the High Commissioner in the

native reserves.

In another book I hope to publish the result of these

inquiries. It is true that I have adhered to this method of

investigation long past the period which I had originally

believed would be sufficient. This, however, was the result

of a discovery—made by other Europe-born inquirers in

South Africa—that, however admirable a method of induc-

tion is the collection of opinion on both sides of every con-

troversy, a year is not a sufficient time in which to test the

value of opinions or the reliability of assurances. Within

the first year I carried out my plan of travel almost in full.

If, however, I had written my conclusions in November 1897,

I should now be compelled to very gravely modify them.

For—to take the problem overshadowing South Africa even

then, now so tragically solved—I had come to the conclusion

that there would be no war between the British and Dutch.

I had accepted the assurances given to me, from the Orange

Eiver to the Limpopo, by men in the highest station in the

Picpublics, that no war party and no war spirit existed ; and
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I had agreed with the view of Mr. Bryce, whose book on

South Africa I had followed with attention, that infinite

patience and the slow touch of time would heal.

This view, indeed, was repeatedly expressed to me within

the past twelve months—when I had long ceased to hold it

—by public men of such political experience as past and

present Ministers of the Crown in Cape Colony and Natal,

and by men of such opportunities of gauging the most sensi-

tive barometer of peace and war as the Committee of the

Johannesburg Stock Exchange.

However, at the end of my appointed time, a pressure of

professional work (chiefly reaching me as advisory counsel to

the Transvaal Eepublic on the legal questions arising under

the Conventions with the Imperial Government) decided me
to prolong my stay in South Africa for another year.

Since then, the increasing strain of the ever-darkening

political scene, fraught with such sequence of blood and

tears to all who live in South Africa and to all citizens of

the Empire—a situation which, so far off as November, 1898,

I saw and proclaimed could have no ending but war—has

held me as a spectator, and, to some slight degree, a most

unwilling actor in the drama, which I had come only to

witness.

That I have warned, with all the force I could command,
the Governments of the two Eepublics against the fatal

course into which they were led by counsellors of their own
race, I have no reason to regret ; although much, that m

j

warning was in vain.

Cape Town,

July, 1900.





THE SETTLEMENT AFTEK THE WAR

IN SOUTH AFEICA.

CHAPTER I.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.

In a dispatch which I sent to a London journal from

Johannesburg, dated the 21st November, 1896, I wrote:

—

" To investigate tlie more important facts of the political

situation in the Transvaal and South Africa was the task

which I set before me some months ago. Fuller information

as to the reality of the relations between British and Dutch

in South Africa is obviously a necessity of the hour, in view

of the influence exercised by home opinion on European

expansion in that quarter of the world. The plan of inquiry

which, after a good deal of consideration, seemed to me the

most likely to be useful, was to ascertain the opinions of

leading public men in the Transvaal, the Free State, and the

Cape Colony on all those points relating to South African

political affairs on which home opinion appeared specially

to require information, and which at the same time are of

the first importance. This information has been freely given

to me, and I shall in consequence be able, where controversy

exists, to present the views of both sides. I decided also to

see as far as possible all aspects of life in the Transvaal and

South Africa—on the farms and in the veldt, as well as at

the mines and in the towns. It is, of course, not to be for-

gotten that some controversies about South African affairs

cannot be decided by any investigation into facts. Often

B
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the dispute is not about facts, but about general theories of

life and action. Take, for instance, the question of the

arming of natives, as the Basutos were armed with European

weapons with which they defeated a General of the Imperial

forces forty years ago, which they have refused to surrender

to a colonial demand, and which they still retain. Diametri-

cally opposite conclusions will be reached by theorists who

think that the white man has no right to be in South Africa

—a not altogether unheard-of section at home—and those

who hold that European immigration stands in need of no

apology. No investigation into facts can alter this diver-

gence of view. Similarly, on the question of vote or no vote

for the natives, or on that of British or Dutch supremacy

—

if supremacy and not fusion there must be—or on that of

Imperial expansion or Imperial abandonment of our depen-

dencies, not so much, if at all, do the facts of the situation,

as the political preferences or other prejudices of the dis-

putant, determine his opinion and action. To save time and

useless trouble, I therefore decided to take some things,

fruitful enough of controversy, as granted. I take it as

granted that Europeans have a right to immigrate to South

Africa or any other region of the earth in which they can

live in health. I assume that the native races have certain

rights, at least those of being treated with humanity and

justice, however far they may fall short of fitness for equality

of political privileges. I assume that the British and Dutch

speaking settlers are equally entitled to be here ; they are

manifestly destined to stay here. I shall not waste time in

arguing for the proposition that the British Government has no

occasion to apologise for its existence in South Africa, and is

justified in doing its best to develop territory in its possession

for the advantage of the citizens of the Empii-e and of civili-

sation generally. Einally, I take it that a general agreement

among South Africans as to a particular poKcy or as to the

existence of a particular state of things is more likely to

be correct than conclusions arrived at by home-staying

politicians or others who have never come into contact with

the social conditions about which they theorise.
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" It may occur to some that this enumeration is un-

necessary. But if recent criticism of the conduct of South

African affairs be scrutinised it will be seen that exactly

contrary assumptions underlie much that has been written.

Unfortunately, too, the history of South Africa displays at

large the grave and lasting consequences of blunders of

British policy, due only partly to ignorance of the actualities

of the situation, but much more attributable to fixed theories

of political ethics or professedly religious principle as to the

rights of the Kaffir, the respective claims of the British and

Dutch, the right or duty of the Imperial Government to

abandon or remain in South Africa. And the holders of

these, like most other theories, are practically proof against

argument based on facts. Not, however, that theory, political,

philanthropic or religious, is alone to blame. The see-saw

of party government—most unhappily allowed to affect

Imperial policy as regards the Colonies, although supposed

to be excluded from affecting Imperial foreign policy—has

enabled the incessant veering of home opinion to shape the

direction of South African politics. But it is nearly always

some fact, proof, theory or other (often, no doubt, shielding

itself behind misrepresentation of facts) which has periodically

convulsed home opinion, and so contributed quire as much to

dii'ect Imperial action as the presence or absence of informa-

tion as to the value of gold reefs, or the utility of Colonies as

feeders of trade, or the material advantages or material dangers

of new fields for emigration.

" The first discovery to be made by anyone who en-

deavours to get at the outlines of the problem, is that the

political situation in the Transvaal cannot be separated from

that in the Cape Colony, in the Orange Free State, and in

Natal. Politics in the Transvaal are so intimately inter-

woven with those of the neighbouring Eepublic and those of

the old Colony—of which both the Eepublics are historically

off-shoots—that they are incomprehensible if taken separately.

A mixed European population, starting from the old Colony

—originally Hollander, French, Huguenot, and British

—

spreads over all these States. In the towns, English is

B 2
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spoken ; in the country—with the exception of the English-

speaking Eastern province of the Cape—Dutch. But the

population is practically bilingual, in the sense that nearly

every one can speak the two languages, although English is

for the town, and Dutch for the country and for speaking to

the Kaffir. The two Eepublics were severed from British

dominion within living memory—the Transvaal in 1852, and

the Free State in 1854. The connection between the Ee-

publics and the Colonies is not comparable to the case even

of such close neighbours as Switzerland and Italy. It can

only be compared—and even then the comparison falls short

of the reality— to the connections arising from the inter-

change of population between the different sections of the

United Kingdom. Family ties link together the whole

population—Dutch speaking and English speaking—from

Table Mountain in the Cape to the Limpopo in the Trans-

vaal. A common history and tradition, a common religion,

and a common use of the two languages, weld them into a

community. Even the persons who play on the public stage

in one section of the territory are borrowed from another. The

present President of the South African Eepublic was born a

British subject in the Cape Colony ; the Chief Justice is an

immigrant from the Colony. The President of the Orange

Free State who held office longest, bore a title conferred by

the Queen. The present Chief Justice is a brother of the

Chief Justice of Cape Colony. The highest officials of both

Eepublics have been repeatedly chosen from the Colony.

Dingaan's Day—the Transvaal public festival commemorated

on the 16th December—celebrated the defeat by the Boer

emigrants from the Cape of a Zulu chief in the now British

colony of Natal. Not one public act of importance can be

done by the Transvaal Government or the Cape Government

without its effect passing from one end to the other of this

contiguous territory of the Eepublics and the Colonies, and

affecting all this mixed European population. The diversion

of Transvaal trade to Delagoa Bay touches immediately the

Cape Boer. As showing the community of sentiment and

interest which pervades this mixed population, out of many
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instances, those of Majuba Hill and the Jameson Raid are

sufficient. They affected and were affected by the politics of

the Cape Colony only one degree less immediately than those

of the Republics. In fact, South Africa presents much of the

situation which New Amsterdam presented before the com-
plete fusion of British and Dutch produced the New York of

the War of Independence.

" British and Dutch are here in South Africa to stay.

The self-governing Colonies and the British Government are

as much in possession as are the Republics. In the interest

of European civilisation, harmonious co-operation between

British and Dutch is plainly desirable ; the common interest

of both sections (equally concerned in the maintenance of

internal peace and security, order and efficiency of adminis-

tration) points in the same way. Some perception of this

common interest is shown by the existence of a certain body
of sentiment in favour of a confederation of the Colonies and

of the Republics. The presence of a common danger is a

permanent stimulus to that sentiment. The black man
never fails to realise, and by his action to suggest to the

white man, the underlying solidarity of interest, if not of

sentiment of all Europeans. When Boer and Briton were

supposed to be in conflict as a consequence of the Jameson
Raid the Matabele marked his sense of the occasion by rising

in revolt at Bulawayo. The fact, however, that a political

combination is desirable is unhappily no proof that rulers and
people will cause it to be formed, Washington thought in

1787 that disruption was more likely to result from the

jealousies of the States than federation from their percej^tion

of a common interest. This, too, although among many links

of union between the States were to be counted the use of a

common language, the existence of similar Republican con-

stitutions, and the memory of common perils endured and
victories gained. It is clear that there were forces making
for union in America not to be found in South Africa, But
this is not all. The alternatives before the American States

were those of federation on the one hand, and separate State

existence on the other. The issue was a single one. In
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South Africa, the possibilities of the future are more
numerous. Will the future bring confederation or separate

development ? If confederation, is it to be under the shield

of the British Empire, or as the union of a group of States

independent of the Empire ? And, lastly, whether the States

be confederated or isolated, subject to the British Empire, or

independent, what section of the population, British or Dutch
speaking, seems likely to predominate in political power and

in language ? The mind of the people in South Africa must
largely furnish the ultimate determinant of the future. It

will be a fatal error to suppose tha.t so- called " practical

"

considerations (meaning those of immediate pecuniary gain)

must necessarily decide their future action. Of all facts, the

most stubborn and creative are the ingrained beliefs and
prejudices of a people—which are usually attributable to

quite other causes than a regard for their material interests.

A generalisation which is correct enough when applied to

operators on the Stock Exchange fails to explain the action

of a generation of Huguenots who lost all in fleeing from

France.

" On the other hand, the set of home opinion must play a

large part. Dominant British opinion was certainly behind

the King in his attempt to tax the American colonies.

"In South Africa, Imperialist and Eepublican, British-

born and Boer, colonists of every nationality seem to agree

with impressive unanimity that one great cause— if not the

greatest—of such cleavage of British and Dutch as exists has

always been an apprehension of Imperial enforcement of a

mistaken policy as regards the natives. The Englishman at

home who creates public opinion is understood to be liable

to be swayed by a section who proclaim the black man as a

brother and a citizen, capable of exercising and absolutely

entitled to full political citizen's rights and entire social

equality. Two centuries of experience have led the Dutch-
speaking colonists to believe that tutelage, and not equality,

is the black man's portion of justice. His belief is that

shared by Sir Theophilus Shepstone, and announced as a rule

for future British administration in the proclamation of 1877,
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which annexed the Transvaal. ' Equal justice does not and

should not involve the granting of equal rights, such as the

exercise of the right of voting, to savages, or their becoming

members of a legislative body, or their being entitled to

other civil privileges which are incompatible with their

uncivilised condition.' It is true that the institution of

responsible government in the Colonies has lessened the

prospect of Imperial interfei'ence in the matter, as the Cape

Glen Grey Act shows. But there are in practice limits to

the self-government of a self-governing dependency, and to

the extent to which it can disregard current British opinion.

The creation of the coloured vote in Cape Colony has not

reassured the Boer. This subject, therefore, is one for careful

inquiry, as immediately bearing on the prospects between

Briton and Boer, and of confederation between the States,

It may be convenient if I mention here the other subjects on

which I have sought information from men of all parties

through South Africa.

" As far as bearing on present conditions and prospects,

the history of the European in South Africa, and particularly

of the circumstances which have formed the character of the

Boer, must be considered. The present condition of parties

in the Transvaal particularly, and in the Free State and

Cape Colony; their grounds of divergence, racial and

religious, and their policies I have made the subject of

special inquiry ; as also the policy of the Transvaal Govern-

ment, internal and external, and the policy of foreign powers,

including Germany, as regards the Eepublics and South

Africa. The views of eminent lawyers, including the Chief

Justices of the Eepublics, on the question of the existence or

non-existence of the suzerainty over the Transvaal proclaimed

by the Convention of Pretoria of 1881, will be of interest.

Leading men on both sides of the internal controversy have

given with considerable care their views as to the validity of

the claims of the Uitlauders, and on all the matters of

legislation and administration raised on their behalf. The

relation of all the coloured races, including the immigrant

Indians and Chinese, to the white population constitute, as
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has already been stated, a matter of tlie gravest interest;

and T liave been favoured with the opinion of the arbitrator

appointed by the British and Transvaal Governments to

decide upon the claims of the Indians to be admitted to the

Transvaal. The views of the various political parties as to

the right policy for the Britisli Government, the Colonies and

the Republics respectively in South African affairs have also

been a matter for inquiry. In my following letters I shall

deal with these subjects. Where divergence of views exists

I shall state as fairly as I can the case presented by the

authorities on both sides. Finally, I shall state the con-

clusions at which I have arrived."

In an interview published in the Pretoria Press of the

6th December, 1896, I said :

—

" The last point to which I should wish to refer is tlie

prospect of a lasting peace between the two divisions of the

European race in South Africa, the English and the Dutch
sections of the population. I do not wish to put forward my
opinion as a final conclusion, but I think that if there should

be a frank recognition on either side, that the other side is

entitled to be here, and a spirit of reasonable compromise,

there is no reason why a modus vivcndi should not be arrived

at. Not perhaps in the present, but almost certainly in the

future, the pressure of the Kaffir and the other non-European

populations would be likely to lead to the coalition and the

ultimate fusion of the white people. The fact tliat a certain

course of action is a reasonable one and for the benefit of all

parties is no proof, however, that it is going to be adopted."

These last remarks have unfortunately proved prophetic,

but this citation from the interview will show the spirit in

which I had entered into my inquiries and in which they

were conducted to the end.
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CHAPTKR II.

THE NECESSITY OF FINALITY IN THE SETTLEMENT,

The one conclusion which is borne in upon the mind of

anyone of any European nationality who has considered the

complex problems of the South African situation is the

necessity of a final settlement, once for all, of the question

—

In whose hands is political power to be committed ? On the

answer to this question depends the whole future of the race

in South Africa. This is obvious ; but much more depends

on the solution. On it depend the safeguarding of the

integrity of the British Empire and the fulfilment of its

high mission in the world. On the solution depends the

preservation of all that the great Eaj means for all the

subject races of the world, for Kaffir, for Hindu, for Malay

;

as well as for the European colonist who has been so

strangely impelled to annex within the brief period of a

few generations the whole surface of the habitable globe.

The object with which I write, therefore, is to show that,

above and beyond the rights and wrongs of the particular

issue to which Boer and Briton in South Africa are com-

mitted, finality in the settlement should be the dominating

thought in the minds of the statesmen who will have to

decide when the cannon is silent; finality imperatively

required to further the mission in the world of the European

race, a mission so strongly realised now in England and in

the Empire by those who, a few years ago, would have

looked upon the vision as an idle dream; to promote the

fusion of the European race in South Africa in furtherance

of the higher mission of the race the world over ; to ensure
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the elevation ultimately, and in the present the just treat-

ment of the subordinate races ; a burden not of the white

man's selection. These are the objects to be bcrne in mind
by those who endeavour to influence the final settlement of

the present struggle in South Africa for British Imperial

or Boer Eepublican prodominance. That tlio continued

existence of the Empire turns on the inclusion or the

exclusion of South Africa from its sphere of influence any

impartial student of the situation must feel convinced. But
that nothing must be left to the settlement of time alone in

this struggle between Imperial British and Eepublican Dutch
supremacy, is the one great political fact which I purpose to

make clear.

The integrity of the British Empire, it is a truism to say,

rests on its moral as much as or even more than on its

material foundation. It may be thought unnecessary—but

it is not—to recall a truth falling in the category of those so

well known that people think they may be safely neglected.

Its moral foundation centres in its prestige. Its material

foundation in the extent of its territory, in its strength in

armaments, in its numbers of men trained to arms, in its

possession of gold, in the dimensions of its trade.

Prestige is a word not in very good repute in England

;

a foreign word not perfectly acclimatised. Nevertheless, it

deserves naturalisation, for, dispassionately considered, it

represents the reputation of the Empire and of its governing

classes within as well as without its own borders for,

primarily, military power in men and munitions of war, in

valour and in tactical skill ; but quite as much for sanity,

for intelligence, for a sense of justice in administration, and

for gratitude to its public servants. Macaulay points out

most truly how the chief foundation in India of the per-

manence of British rule is due to the conviction in the mind
of every Indian, of Ptajput, of Sikh, of Gurkha, of Bengali, of

the absolute reliance which they can place on the plighted

British word. Every sworder of John Company knew that

his daily ration of rice would be paid to him as his veteran's

pension as safely as the salary of the viceroy ; although the
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Veteran warrior were lying helpless in the most forgotten of

remote villages. Whereas, notwithstanding the promise of

mountains of gold from the native ruler, the certain fate of

the veteran warrior no longer fit to wield his weapon was to

be thrown out on the roadside to furnish a meal for the

vultures. In the word "prestige" must be included

reputation for qualities such as this, the Empire's gratitude

and its sense of justice.

The present war in South Africa and all the preceding

race strife between British and Dutch is attributable to the

fact that the reputation of the Imperial Government, not

alone with the Dutch, but with the British descended

colonist, with the Kaffir and with the Indian immigrant, has

been precisely the reverse of its reputation in India. No
firmness, no consistency; alternately negrophiUst and anti-

Kaffir; alternately expansionist and Manchester School.

Nothing more fixed than the certainty of Imperial change

;

unless indeed it were the cruelty of Imperial ingratitude.

How then will the reputation of the Imperial power for

the qualities of good government be affected by any un-

certainty in the final settlement ?

It is to be remembered that not alone the peoples of

Europe, but the people of the United States of America will

be judges on the Imperial action in the settlement of South

Africa. And not alone these, but the self-governing people

of Canada, of Australia and New Zealand, and the vast

subject population of India and of the far East ; above all,

in this matter of the settlement, the British colonist in

South Africa and those of Dutch descent, who are hanging

with anxious attention upon the Imperial decision, and are

considering now, and will decide at the end, what estimate

they should form of the likelihood of the Imperial sceptre

remaining in the hands of the composite nation, Celt and

Teuton and Scandinavian, in the Islands of the Northern

Sea.

Let us glance at the other, the material foundations of

the Empire. How will they be afiected by the prospect

whether the settlement in South Africa is to be permanent
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or temporary
; whether a chance is to remain of an alien and

hostile power rising in arms and excluding the Empire from

South African territory ? It is admitted that it is essential

to the maintenance of the British Empire in its integrity that

the sea route to India and Australia should be kept open.

If a hostile power were to dominate South Africa the

maintenance of that route would be clearly impossible.

The sinking of a single ship in the Suez Canal would block

the road to India. If India and Australia were severed

from the Empire, the defection or the annexation of Canada
would clearly be a matter of a very short time. A speck on

the map would represent British territory after such defec-

tions
; after such an annihilation of the life-work of Clive

and Hastings, of Wolfe, of Pitt and Nelson and Wellington,

of Havelock and Lawrence, and of the contemporary admin-

istrators and generals who from Kandahar to Cairo, from

Simla to Cape Town, from Khartoum to Bloemfontein and

Pretoria, have carried on the work of their predecessors as

servants of the Empire.

Looking at South Africa exclusively, the newer age would

see the gold and the diamonds of the Witwatersrand and

Kimberley, the most productive fields in the world, in the

hands of a hostile power. The recent policy and action of

the two Dutch-speaking Eepublics have given proof, if proof

were wanted, that gold and diamonds are equivalent to the

possession of cannon and rifles, and provisions and all muni-

tion of war, and the services of veteran strategists and

skilled artillerists. And even the most home-looking of

theorists could not fail to see that, in regard to trade, the

loss of South African predominance would mean the necessary

downfall of the commercial prosperity of the British Isles.

The trade route to Central Africa, to preserve which so many
British statesmen have striven (even the Colonial Minister

of Majuba Hill), would be lost for ever. The fruits of the

annexation of Egypt and of the conquest of the Soudan would

be destroyed.

But the moral foundation of the Empire is the most im-

portant. Stronger than steel is the sword of the spirit. The
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Empire rules India by the mind rather than by the cannon.

What will be the effect of Imperial vacillation, want of

intelligence, want of appreciation of the facts of the external

world, on the minds of the people of India ? and on the

minds of the people of Canada, Australia and New Zealand ?

and on the minds of the people of the American Common-
wealth, tending now so closely to friendly co-operation with

the Empire in the common world work of the race ?

Now the arguments used in England, in the controversy

at present proceeding there as to the settlement in South

Africa, mainly turn on the contention, raised by a small

minority, that none of these important consequences bearing

upon the integrity of the Empire depends in the least on

the solution of the South African crisis. It is contended

that the question of Dutch or British supremacy may be

solved one way or the other without affecting the future of

the Empire ;
without impairing its prestige in India or in

the Colonies, in Europe or in the American commonwealth

;

without cutting off its sea route to India and Australia, or

the over-land route through Africa to the Soudan and Egypt.

To some minds, and I confess to mine, the most complete

answer to this contention is to be found in the universal

conviction of the British Colonies, not merely in Africa, but

in Australia, New Zealand and in Canada, that the issue of

Dutch or British supremacy in South Africa means life or

death to the Empire. To many it seems worse than idle for

a section in England, whose experience has never reached

the outlying territories of the Empire, to set up their opinion

on a matter of this kind against the universal consciousness

of the people in the self-governing colonies, who are con-

vinced, and who have sealed their conviction with their

bk)od, that the whole future of the Empire, its material and

moral foundation, tm'ns on the assertion and the firm estab-

lishment once for all of Imperial supremacy in South Africa.

Securus judicat orbis terrarum.

With this conviction I have been compelled by the logic

of facts to agree; and my task in these pages is to show

the reasons why I think this conviction should be shared by
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all citizens of the Empire. I propose first to consider the

general outline of the history of British and Dutch relations

in South Africa, and the conclusions as to the right Imperial

policy now to be adopted to be deduced from that history.

But before considering this part of the subject there are two

considerations I wish to lay stress upon.

The first is, that the Empire is exceedingly modern ; it

has not lasted for ever; there is no vast store of political

experience, such as in popular imagination exists, to draw

upon. What has existed only one hundred and fifty years

need not last for ever.

The restless activity of the island-born Elizabethan

sailors, though fully a century later in their enterprises

than the Portuguese under Prince Henry the Navigator,

has caused in most British minds an illusion of greater

antiquity in the Empire than history warrants. The Battle

of Plassey in 1757 marks practically the beginning of our

present world-wide dominion. The victories of Drake and

Kaleigh, the colonisations of Penn and Baltimore, were

obliterated as far as the Empire was concerned when, one

hundred and twenty-five years ago, a mad king controlled

the destinies of England, and by an assertion of almost

Kussian autocracy—"Mettre le roi hors de page"—cut off

the American colonies from the British community, whose

laws and language and religion and social forms they inherit

;

a tie so much stronger than at one time was believed the

happier developments of later years have shown. Tliis, of

course, is only true as to the material foundation and the

extent of the territory of the Empire. The Empire is ex-

ceedingly modern in the extent of its territory; nearly as

modern as the United States of America.

Now, strange though it may seem to home-staying

Britons, this modernness—with its suggestion of the Empire

being merely temporary—is fully present to the minds of

many leading South Africans, more especially those of

Dutch descent. At a Queen's jubilee banquet in Johannes-

burg in June 1897, 1 heard an unquestionably loyal speaker

of Dutch descent refer to the inevitable dissolution of the
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Empire ; to what he took to be the inevitable time when a

separate and independent South African nation would take

its place in the world. In a recent missive to the Govern-

ments of Europe an official of a Dutch Eepublic referred to

the Empire as a Colossus with feet of clay. A comet, not a

fixed star, is the conception of our world-wide dominion,

cherished not alone by some of our good cousins on the

Continent of Europe, but by some citizens of the Empire.

This is a conception which most citizens of the Empire

do not share. Rather the drawing together of the English-

speaking peoples is theii' ideal goal. And to some of us,

who are students of the Law of Nations, rather the political

incorporation of the whole of the dominant race of Europe is

the event towards which we move, than any repetition of

the sundering of the community of the race ; which, begin-

ning in the disruption of the Empire of the Csesars, ended in

the disruption of the Empire of the Hapsburgs.* But it

should never be left out of the mind of the statesmen who
direct immediate Imperial action—although happily not

ultimate Imperial destiny—that their firmness, their sense

of justice, their gratitude for service to the Empire, their

tenacity of purpose, their approximation to or receding from

the Hapsburg grip, are being carefully scrutinised by millions

the world over—some with anxiety lest they fall below

their Imperial station ; others with hope, nay, with a sure

belief, that they will fall.

The other consideration I wish to present is that the

preservation of the heritage of the British Empire—the

most glorious instrument of justice the world has yet seen

—is not the private property of individual British citizens

to be accepted or abandoned as a " damnosa hereditas," at

* Since these lines were written, and for the first time since the last

Crusade, and more comi:)letcly than in the Crusades, the Great Powers of

the European race stand united in arms against a non-European foe.

The massacres in China have brought about that united European

intervention which some observers have long foreseen as inevitable.

(In an article on the United States Chinese Exclusion Act, published in

the American Law Beview of October 1S94, 1 referred to this prospect

of general European intervention.)
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the suggestion of their individual interests. It is a trust

for the whole human race.

I have referred to the brief period of time within which

the British Empire has been built up ; but the process has

been only a part, although a mighty part, of a mucli greater

movement. It is dilHcult to realise how few df tlie European

race have clearly conceived the brevity of the term within

which the whole of the earth has fallen under the control

of European ideas, of law, of limits of social conduct, to

some degree of religion and everywhere of European military

power. At the present moment the supreme law in all that

vast section of Africa Avhich stretches from the Zambesi to

the Lion's Head takes as its highest authority—highest

though not most immediate—the decrees of a Pretorian

Prefect of the Eoman Empire in York ; and yet here, least

of all in the community of Christendom, is the solidarity of

the European race the world over recognised. That the

dispersion of the race over the whole globe and its being

placed in a position of guidance over subject populations is

an accident few can believe. But, apart from this, of the

deepening of the perception of duty towards these races,

of the spirit which, in regard to one section of Europeans, is

called Imperialism, and the acceptance of the white man's

burden, there can be no doubt. Here, in South Africa, one

is the more struck by the rude recrudescence of 16th century

nationalist particularism, an unfortunate result of the dis-

ruption almost completed in that age of the organised

community of Europe—a disruption which has given rise

to so many things besides the individualist form of the

present Law of Nations. Now, to many minds, it is clear

that this revolt of Dutch sentiment in South Africa against

the dominant spirit of the European world furnishes the proof

of its destiny of failure. But it is none the less essential

that that strange perversion of thought among some English-

men, which leads them to look on devotion to the integrity

of the Empire as an exhibition of national selfishness, should

be banished from the minds of those on whom the high

function of directing Imperial action has fallen.
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CHAPTEK III.

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH AND DUTCH IX SOUTH AFRICA.

The necessity of revictualling the Dutch ships engaged in

the East India trade, and the adoption by Louis XIV. of a

policy of religious conformity in France, were the causes of

the complexion borne by the original white population in

South Africa. Soldiers, sailors and farmers in the service of

the Dutch East India Company, and French Huguenots, have
combined, with a large German contingent, to form the Dutch-
speaking people.* Strange to say, the territory of the Cape
was, long before the Dutch occupation of 1652, declared a

British possession by certain English captains. But the

annexation of 1620 was not confirmed by the Government of

James I., no more than the annexation of Spitzbergen by
other bold mariners ; and when the Huguenots came to the

Cape after the Eevocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, the

Dutch Company held undisputed possession of the tiny

colony at the Castle on the Peninsula. As was to be

expected in such a small community, the Huguenot mind
has played a greater part at the Cape than in England, or

Ireland, or Holland, whither the bulk of the refugees fled.

The intensity of the Huguenots' convictions, reaching to

fanaticism, seems the true origin of the present religious

fervour of the average Boer, Notwithstanding a careful and

* I am reminded by Chief Justice Kotz' of the Transvaal that, fur

some unexplained reason, writers on South Africa ignore the very larfe

German strain in the Dutch-speaking people ; although names so well
known as that of President Kruger are obviously German. In 1806, tlie

time of the second British occupation, about one-third of the names were
German.

C
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systematic exclusion of undesirable members from permanent

residence, the other colonists of the Dutch Company, how-

ever determined and valiant, cannot have been characterised

by an extraordinary depth of religious conviction. In fact,

the servants of the Company were largely recruited from

desperate and broken men of every European nationality.

But dominating, overshadowing, affecting all that has hap-

pened till this year of 1900, was an event of 1658, before the

Huguenots had come. A number of slaves, captured from

Portuguese slave ships, were handed over to the New Colony,

being sold on credit to the farmers. All the same, let us not

forget that philanthropy which abolished, also established,

negro slavery. The captive West African was bought by

Christian missionaries to prevent his being eaten, or boats

being floated in his blood.

The British Empire's acquisition of a real footing in India

in the second half of the 18th century, and the anti-re-

publican zeal of the last Stadtholder of the house of Orange-

Nassau, determined the presence of the British section of the

population. Since the original temporary cession after the

French Eevolution—" les provisoires sont les plus perman-

ents "—made by the exiled Stadtholder, writing from Kew,

and more especially since the definite cession of the Cape

and Ceylon and Guiana from the Kingdom of Holland to the

Imperial Crown in 1814, a cession based on payment of

several millions of British money, the stream of British

immigration has been steady. Except in one instance, it has

not been of very great volume, or setting towards the country

rather than the town. This exception was the State-aided

immigration of 1820, wlien the eastern province of Cape

Colony was colonised from England. As a result, the

Eastern Province is the only district where the farming

population speaks English. In the rest of the Colony, and

generally through South Africa, English is spoken in the

towns and Dutch in the country.

The characteristics of the present Boer population of the

two Eepublics are mainly due to their life in the Colony

before the Great Trek of 1836. Their religion, their govern-
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ment, their language, their military organisation, all formed
part of their life in the Colony. Even the nomadic life of

trekking had its origin there, though their subsequent flight

from British rule, continued for over a generation, deepened
the habit and gave it a political purpose.

The language is a simplified modification of the Hollander
tongue of the 17th century. French was forcibly suppressed

early in the 18th century ; otherwise it is probable that, as

the Huguenots were the great religious and intellectual force

in the little community, the language would now be French
as well as so many of the family names. Their religion is

Calvinist, of the Dutch variety ; here, as elsewhere, discipKn-

ing the mind by the stress of fatalism, which moulded
English Soundhead and Scottish Covenanter as well as the

Lowland Burgher who fought with Alva. Their strength in

fight is made tenfold by the conviction that the sword of the

Lord smites for His saints. President Kruger's speech in

Pretoria in December 1896, ascribing his burghers' victories

to the direct interposition of Heaven, and warning his marks-

men not to boast of their skill with the rifle, and his address

in Kroonstad in March 1900, ascribing the reverse of the

anniversary of Majuba Day, and the capture of General

Cronje, to their boastful celebrations of Majuba, give an

epitome of the orthodox Boer's view of success in war. At
the same time, a struggle for existence prolonged over genera-

tions, against beasts and men, lions and leopards, Bushman's

poisoned arrow and Zulu's assegai, have developed cournge,

resource and self-reliance. More than this, military disci-

pline, not to be acquired in isolated border combats, has been

impressed on the farmer's miad by a system, reaching back

for centuries, of universal compulsory military service.

Every male from eighteen to sixty is under the military

command of the Field-Cornet of his district. In times of

extreme danger the age limit begins at sixteen, and has no

fixed time for ending. The steel-bow tenancy of the northern

farmers on the Scottish borders is the nearest British

parallel.

But, notwithstanding his democratic church and demo-
c 2
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cratic military duties, and, until very recently, a general

condition of equality in respect to economical position, what

has been evolved is not a peasant egalitaire, but a peasant

aristocrat. The subjection of the negro, vrhether by force or

other inducement, and the relegation to an inferior and alien

race of nearly all manual labour, have produced in the Boer a

distaste for such labour—a distaste, no doubt, intensified by

climatic influence—and has contributed to form as well an ex-

treme independence of demeanour, quite dissociated from any

reliance on an abstract liberty of the citizen. His people are

the chosen race of the Bible, which is his guide ; and it is

part of the design of Providence that the black man should

toil.

Lastly, the Government of the Colony, both Dutch and

British, was conducted in many points in such an ill-judged

manner, having regard to the bent of the popular mind, as to

produce an ingrained hostility to Government interference.

In all things political, autocrat ; in all things commercial,

monopolistic, such was the government of the Dutch East

India Company. Strong Government and military obedience

the Boer was ready to support, and to enforce when urgent

necessity plainly showed such to be unavoidable. But for

ordinary purposes and every-day life as little of Government

as possible. And to prevent military usurpation they came
to prefer to elect by popular vote even their military com-

manders, from Field-Cornet to Commandant-General. To
this impatience of anything they consider as unnecessary

official meddling, their heritage of revolt in their blood and

their memory largely contributed. Their ancestors—fugitive

adventurers of every European nationality, Hollanders who
carved a Eepublic from the territory of Philip II., French

who fled from their fair land sooner than obey their King
;

the descendants, hereditary revolters, impatient of restraint,

religiously fanatic and religiously war-like, peasant aristocrats

by Divine decree, Eoundheads tm-ned Virginia planters,

Frenchmen and Germans who speak Dutch.

Such was their character in the old Colony.

Next comes the event—the result of that character and of
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the circumstances of the time—the event which created one

British Colony and two Boer Eepublics, the Great Trek. The
Great Trek of 1836 was a strange dght.

" Masses of the people, including some of the very best men in the

country, abandoned or sold for little or nothing some of the choicest

lands in South Africa, and left the Colony avowedly to get rid of English

rule and to form independent communities anywhere and at any distance

in the interior."

What caused tliis flight ? The answer to this question

will set in a clear light many of the perils and difficulties of

the present and past political situation in the Transvaal and

South Africa, and will carry a lesson for guides of British

public opinion.

The remote causes are, of course, to be found deep in the

past life of Dutch and Huguenot and British. The imme-
diate cause was the well-meaning but utterly misguided

policy of the Imperial Government. Missionaries and party

see-saw divide the blame. This policy may be described as

negrophile and anti-Boer as regards the relations of black

and white, and as alternately rash and timid as regards terri-

torial expansion. The British Government has frequently,

and at one time invariably, assumed the truth of missionary

allegations, and held that, in all quarrels between Boer and

Kaffir, the Boer was always wrong
;
going at one time to the

fantastic and monstrous extreme of endeavouring to subject

Dutch-speaking white men to the coercive criminal jurisdic-

tion of Griqua chiefs. The British Government, according to

whether an Imperialist or Little Englander party happened

to be in power, has swung again and again with bewildering

inconsistency from a policy of extending the territory of

the Empire at vast expenditure of blood and treasure, to

a policy of abandoning territory with precipitation and

with an astonishing disregard of obligations to friends and

allies.

The manifesto of Pieter Eetief, one of the Boer leaders,

dated 22nd January, 1837, sets forth the main causes of the

Great Trek. The abolition by the British Government of the

apprentice labour system—long applied to the blacks, and of
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the Dutch system of compelling them to reside in definite

locations—had flooded the Colony with wandering plunderers

—" turbulent and dishonest vagrants," as Retief calls them.

The manner in which the Imperial abolition of slavery had

been carried out had inflicted severe loss on the farmers.

Only a fraction of the real value of the slaves was allotted by

the Imperial Parliament ; and this fraction was reduced to a

nominal sum by the extraordinary condition that payment

would only be made in London, a condition which compelled

the farmer to sell his claim for a trivial amount to an agent.

The British policy of recognising the " independence " and
" sovereignty " of Kaffir savages on the Colonial borders had

rendered the farmers on the border districts liable to constant

risk of pillage and murder, which the British Government

either could not or would not check, while it actively inter-

fered to prevent the farmers avenging themselves. The

missionary anti-Boer agitation in England and the predomin-

ance of the London Missionary Society's agent (a Dr. Phillips),

in the direction of British policy at Cape Town, had convinced

the farmers that no fair play was to be expected from any

British Government. The revolutionary doctrine of the

political equality of white and black, denounced with entii'e

accuracy by the first British Governor of the Cape as an

invention of the French Eevolution, and subsequently to be

repudiated by the first British Governor of the Transvaal,

had been, on missionary instigation, adopted as a Christian

theory of Government by the Imperial authorities. The

Dutch-speaking farmer, who had to live among the blacks so

placed on political equality, regarded this policy as not only

irreligious and unscriptural, but as destructive of order, and

"proper relations between master and servant," and as a

standing danger to life and property.

On the border all these evils pressed most heavily ; so

from the border districts of Beaufort, Graaf Eeinet, Somerset,

Albany, and Uitenhage, set off this exodus of the chosen

people, 98 per cent, of the whole coming from those districts.

The emigrant farmers with their wives, and children, and

servants, their house-waggons and long teams of oxen, and,
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above all, with their rifles and their Bibles, set their faces to

the wilderness.

" We solemnly declare that we leave this country with a desire to

enjoy a quieter life than we have hitherto led. We will not molest any

people or deprive them of the smallest property ; but, if attacked, we
shall consider ourselves fully justified in defending our persons and

effects to the utmost of our ability against every enemy. We complain

of the unjustifiable odium which has been cast upon us by interested and

dishonest persons under the name of religion, whose testimony is believed

in England to the exclusion of all evidence in our favour ; and we can see,

as the results of this prejudice, nothing but the total ruin of the country.

We quit this Colony under the full assurance that the English Govern-

ment has nothing more to require of us, and will allow us to govern

ourselves without its interference in future. We are leaving the fruitful

land of our birth, in which we have suffered enormous losses and con-

tinual vexation ; but we go with a firm reliance on an all-seeing, just,

and mei'ciful God, whom we shall always fear and humbly endeavour

to obey."

On a summer day in December 1896, I have taken down
from the lips of a " Voortrekker" of 1836—at that time in

Graaf Eeinet a boy of 10—an enumeration of the causes of

the Great Trek identical with those in the manifesto of

Retief ; although he told me he had no recollection of that

manifesto. But, as typical of the Boer even of to-day, I

append other reasons he assigned, and to which, in character-

istic fashion, his wife assented. The first was that the

Colony was becoming too crowded. The next was that

the trek fever had seized on the people, as in 1868 it drove

the Boers over the Kalahari desert to escape from death to

a subjection to a German military administration. The last

was that the Great Trek was designed by Providence, so that

savage places of the earth might be peopled by Christian men.

The territorial results of this movement of a few thousand

Boers have already been referred to. But the effect on the

mind of the Boer has been no less marked. As a friendly

chronicler put it, " Having been on trek for 44 years, the

trek has eaten itself into their hearts. They are still on

trek." * But it is not merely the trek fever—moving for

* Mr. W. A. Aylward.
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moving's sake. It has been consecrated by time and jjioved

efficiency as a political remedy for oppression. And British

tenitory now hems them in and prevents their trekking

further. The love of isolation has matured in the heart of

the Boer; he feels crowded if a single habitation can be

seen anywhere within the sweep of the horizon. His house,

as he would wish it to be, and as it still is in most cases,

reminds one of a ship on the open sea ; M'ith the blue arch

of the sky above, and the green and grey circle of the veld

around, broken by nothing but the slopes of the kopje, blue

in the distance.

It is difficult within brief limits to trace even in outline

the events which followed the Great Trek. Only those bearing

immediately on present problems can be touched, and the

fewest words must suffice. The emigrant farmers leaving

the Colony came upon a coast region on the Eastern slope

swept bare of inhabitants by the murderous legions of Tshaka,

the Zulu chief, who had perfected a new military organisation.

This land was a res nullius. Tshaka merely exterminated

;

he did not occupy. The farmers first tried peaceful methods.

The treacherous Zulu Dingaan, successor to Tshaka, beguiled

their leaders with their words, and then massacred Eetief

and his companions at his kraal at which they were his

guests. The farmers then tried war, and broke the power

of Dingaan on December 16th, hence the Transvaal State

festival, and founded the IiepubUc of Natal. Here they

were met by Colonial proclamations calling them British

subjects. A British enactment of 1836 assumed jurisdiction

for the Cape Courts over offences by white persons in Africa,

south of latitude 25°, the latitude of Delagoa Bay. Finally,

in 1845, after many shiftings of policy, the Imperial Govern-

ment authorised the annexation of Natal—after the Boers

had attempted to form an alliance with Holland—an offer

which the King of Holland repudiated. Fleeing again from

British rule, the Boers retired to the interior beyond the

Drakensberg range, and again set up their Ptepublican

Government and their Dutch-speaking Volksraad. Yet
again pursued by proclamations of their British allegiance,
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they fought and lost the battle of Boomplatz in 1848, and

their territory from the Orange Kiver to the Vaal was annexed

to the British Crown as the Orange Eiver Sovereignty. All

the Boers north of the Vaal Pdver—the territory of the

present Transvaal—were left unsubdued, but still were

designated British subjects and rebels by proclamation, and

a price was set on the head of their leader, Pretorius the

elder.

So far the advance movement against the Boers was in

favour, notwithstanding some waverings, with the Imperial

Government. The pendulum now began to swing in the

opposite direction. The reaction began as a countermove

to the subtle and ungrateful policy of Moshesh, the Basuto

chief, really a creature of the previous negrophilist policy

of the British administration. Moshesh was a petty Basuto

chief, who had taken advantage of the destruction of his

Zulu enemies by the Boers and of Imperial negrophilist

policy to gather around him in the mountains now called

Basutoland the broken remnants of many clans. These,

with British sanction, he armed with European weapons,

and became a power in the land. To consolidate his power

he proceeded to intrigue against the British who had created

him—herein as ungrateful as any European prince or demo-

cracy. He proposed an armed union with Pretorius and the

proscribed emigrants beyond the Vaal Eiver, and a forcible

intervention in the Orange River Sovereignty.

The Imperial pendulum swung. After having for six

years (from 1846 to 1852) protested that the emigrant

farmers were under indissoluble allegiance to the British

Crown, and would never be allowed to set up their Ptepublican

Volksraad, a complete change of front followed the unmask-

ing of the Basuto. " The minutes of a meeting at Sand

Eiver"—commonly called the Sand Eiver Convention—
signed by British delegates, originally appointed to assess a

fine on the Basutos, and delegates of the Transvaal rebels in

January 1852, guarantee in the fullest manner on the part

of the British Government to the Boers north of the Vaal

Eiver the right to manage their own all'airs and to govern
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themselves according to their own laws, without any inter-

ference on the part of the British Government.

The Imperial troops were then sent against the Basuto

chief, and were signally defeated at the battle of Berea, in

December 1852 ; Moshesh, at the head of thirty thousand

well-armed Basutos, driving back the British General Cath-

cart. What followed ? A step, the effects of which exist in

South Africa to-day, to the astonishment of British and

Dutch alike; an unconditional surrender by the Imperial

Government.

The war against the Basuto was abandoned. But much
more than this. The home Government actually decided,

under the influence of a cold fit of "non-expansion" and

economy, accelerated by defeat in war, to follow up the

release of the Boers in the Transvaal, who asked for the

release, by the abandonment of the Boers and others in

the Orange Eiver Sovereignty, who protested against the

desertion. The abandonment took place in total disregard

of the declared wishes of the Assembly. Delegates were

sent to England to protest. The Imperial Commissioner

shook off these too loyal subjects, and agreed with the anti-

British party to establish the Orange JFree State. This

decision of the Imperial Government is embodied in the Con-

vention of Bloemfontein of February 1854.

In the twenty years which elapsed from 1854 few events

peculiar to South Africa materially modified the situation.

The wo-rld-wide extension of means of communication, the

increasing perception of the importance of markets, had a

certain influence on British Imperial policy, but had not

created European rivalry. New conditions, however, arose

after this time. The discoveries in Central Africa came to

their culmination in the work of the expedition under

Sir Henry Stanley. The establishment of trading posts

by the King of the Belgians on the suggestion of that

explorer—after British authorities of the Colonial Office had

cautiously declined his offer—directed the_ minds of other

European States to Africa—once again to supply " something

new." "Ex Africa semper alic[uid novi." The entry by
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Germany into the industrial arena of the world market—one

of the results of its consolidation imder Prussian influence

—

and the rivalry of France in the same field, due to the

wonderful recuperating power of its people, ended in a

general European agreement on the subjugation of Africa,

embodied in the Act of the Berlin Congress. The " Scramble

for Africa " ensued ; ancient Portuguese claims were revived,

and, within a decade, every power of Western Europe, except

Austria, was to be found with territorial claims over some

portion of the land inhabited by the black man.

In Imperial policy expansion became once more in the

ascendant. Under the Colonial Secretaryship of Lord Car-

narvon—guided by and inspired by Mr. Froude—a design of

South African Confederation, rather than of direct Imperial

authority, was formed in 1874. One new condition had

meanwhile arisen in its favour. The grant of responsible

Government and local autonomy to the Cape Colony promised

considerably to restrain interference by home enthusiasts in

the conduct of native affairs.

Meantime, since 1854, the history of the two sparsely

populated Kepublics was one of incessant struggle with the

Basuto, the Griqua, and the other Kaffir powers which Im-

perial policy had allowed to be set up on their borders.

Internecine conflicts between the Boers themselves were not

imknown. The Transvaal was for the time rent into separate

republics ; and a forcible annexation of the Orange Free State

was actually attempted by President Pretorious (the younger)

of the Transvaal—the same Pretorius being subsequently

elected President of the Free State. With the exception of

the Kaffir troubles, the progress in prosperity of the two

PtepubLics was unmistakable, though few in Europe before

1877—outside of British circles—were interested either in

the constitution or the geographical position of these minor

experiments in Pepublican Government. Much, however,

might be said of the wise rule of Sir John Brand, President

of the Free State for a quarter of a century, and of the

ambitious dreams of President Burgers of the Transvaal—the

first to invoke aid from the Hollanders in men and money.
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For a long time prior to 1877 certain Colonial statesmen,

such as Sii' George Grey and Sir Kichard Southey, looked on

the abandonment of the territory of the Eepublics as a

colossal blunder of the Imperial Government. A vast

South African dominion under the British flag, stretching

from Cape Town to the Zambesi, was their ideal. They

regarded the Boer system, says a friend of the Boers, as

embodying " stagnation ; waste of public land, which they

looked on as the true treasury of Colonial Empire, and a

retardation of the only progress they had faith in, which to

their minds was of itself a crime." The accession to power

of Lord Carnarvon, and the acceptance of the views of Mr.

Eroude, gave the Grey policy a forward impulse ; and Sir

Theophilus Shepstone's annexation of the Transvaal in 1877

was one of the results.

The inevitable swing of the Imperial pendulum was, of

course, to come. After Majuba Hill, when a British force

was defeated by the Boers, the Transvaal was retroceded.

The story of the retrocession is sufficiently familiar to

obviate the necessity of repetition. Two observations will

be sufficient for the present. In the first place, the parallel

to the Imperial retreat before the Kaffir after the Basuto

victory of Berea in 1852 is obvious. If the Transvaal was

to be retroceded, it was unfortunate for British prestige that

it was not surrendered before Majuba Hill. The South

African deduction—for Boer and Basuto—was necessarily

that the best way to get good terms from the British Empire

is to fight. Again, the Government of Mr. Gladstone appears

to have been under the impression that the territory of the

Transvaal was too worthless to fight about.

In 1884 the States of South Africa consisted of two

British Colonies (the Cape and Natal) ; two Boer Eepublics

—the South African Eepublic and the Orange Free State

;

and various native States under direct Imperial Government,

such as Basutoland, Griqualand West, and others. It is

worth noting that Basutoland was not declared British until

the Basutos had been defeated in war by the Free State,

when Sir Philip Wodehouse interfered ; and that all these
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nominally British territories are really Kaffir reserves. Also,

that the propriety of the annexation of the Kimberley
diamond fields was disputed by the Orange Free State

;

and that the operations of the Chartered Company were

to end in cutting off the Boers from the interior. One of

the ever-recurring fits of Imperial hesitation—the inner

history of which will be interesting when it is published

—

allowed Germany to annex a vast tract of South-West

Africa; all of which had been for years within the sphere

of influence of the Cape Colony, and the chief, if not only

port of which is still British. The agreement of the Imperial

Government to submit British claims in Delagoa Bay to the

arbitration of a French President had removed the British

flag from that harbour, while, however, a right of pre-emption

was retained.

This brief survey brings us down to the origin—the im-

mediate cause—of the recent political situation in the Trans-

vaal. An absolutely new complexion was put upon affairs

by the opening of the goldfields and the discovery of gold in

the Transvaal in 1887. JSTo other political event of magni-

tude has since occurred ; other than the British annexation

of Zululand and Amatongaland.

The financial situation of the restored Eepublic is under-

stood to have induced the throwing open of the goldfields,

prospecting having been hitherto prohibited by the Volksraad

of the farmer State. The inevitable inrush of British and

other European gold-seekers changed the whole political

conditions of the Transvaal—before that time every white

man was welcome to be a burgher—indeed was placed on the

Field-Cornet's list without application—and the introduction

of many millions of European capital concentrated on its

affairs the attention of the civilised world; an attention

which political agitation from 1892 to the outbreak of the

war had not caused to relax. The problem before the war

obviously arose from the fact that the original Boer popula-

tion retained all political power, having enacted new laws

for that express purpose. The Boer leaders directed all the

internal and external affairs of the mixed community.
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except in so far as the British Government retained a

power of supervision over treaties with foreign States

—

a supervision regulated by the London Convention of 1884.

The Government of the Transvaal Eepuhlic is and was

in the hands of about 15,000 Boer electors, representing

about 60,000 to 80,000, people in all. These electors chose

the President, the Commandant-General, the Volksraad.

The total white population—the bulk of whom immigrated

within the last twelve years—has been calculated at from

200,000 to 300,000, including the Boers. The native popula-

tion is estimated at about 350,000. The area of the land

—

fertile, and rich in minerals—is about that of the United

Kingdom. The gold output of £11,000,000 a year before

the war had placed the Transvaal third if not second in the

list of gold-producing countries ; and its vast stores of coal

and iron were practically untouched. The State, which in

1877 felt a debt of £215,000 a heavy burden (which it had

no immediate means of paying), was in possession of a

revenue of nearly £4,500,000, drawn almost exclusively from

the gold mines.

In a letter from Pretoria in December 1896, I wrote :

—

" The upholders of the Boer Government justify their resolve

to retain power in their hands on the ground that by this

means alone can the Boer's independence and his right to

govern his Eepublic in his own way be effectively main-

tained : and that in this way alone can his right in the land

and in all which it produces be made predominant, as it

justly should be. ' A crowd,' they say, ' of adventurers

seeking money has met here from all quarters of the globe.

The gold they extract was here, in our possession in our own
land, before they came. We have not compelled their

coming, nor is this their abiding place. They will return to

their homes in a few years ; and strangers are never allowed

to share in the government of theii- temporary dwelling-

place. We do not know what they would do with political

power if we gave it to them ; but to judge from their actions

in the past and their present denunciations they would use

it to oust us, of whose ways they do not approve. We are
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the men who have fought for our freedom, and have wrested

this country from Moselekatse and his cruel Matabele hordes.

The strangers have fought no one; they came merely to

reap where we have sown.'

" It will be my task to set forth the claims of the

Uitlanders, and the reply of the Boers over all the main

points at issue. Meanwhile, one striking feature of the

situation must be noted. The Boer himself stands not where

he was ; here, as everywhere, the old order changeth. The

power of gold, called forth by the Boer Government, has

done more than assemble the Uitlanders of Johannesburg ; it

has created the Boer of Pretoria—the townsman Boer, a

contradiction in terms.

" The main characteristics of the mind of the Boer, while

still on his wide-spreading farm, away in the dreamy hills,

with his Bible and his rifle, remain unchanged. But in the

towns it is different, and the town Boer governs while the

country Boer reigns.

" The old order changeth. The Boers have been divided

into social classes ; and the mind of some of those classes

has sadly altered its outlook on the world. Gold was the

great engine of both changes ; education, altered purpose,

and altered social functions following. The stoppage of the

trek ranks next ; land, in vast farms, is no longer to be had

for the asking by any burgher. Settled peace, and its

attendant ills, play a great part in the change. And, lastly,

the shrinking of the world—the closing of the ranks of the

Family of Nations through steam and the telegraph—has

left sure if slow traces.

" Where formerly the Boers were a single class, with like

duties, equality of fortune, and a sentiment of equality, there

are now politicians and administrators, lawyers, engineers,

speculators in the mines, shares, and land values, as well as

farmers. Even among the farmers a class has arisen ominous

as any—the landless rustic—the bijwoner, the bye-dweller."
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CHAPTER IV.

BRITISH RIGHTS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Underlying much Continental criticism of British methods

in South Africa, and more especially of the Imperial nego-

tiations with reference to the claims of the Uitlanders and

to the interpretation of the Conventions with the Republics,

is an assumption, taken directly from that section of the

South African press which upholds the Republican propa-

ganda, that there is some superior right, inherent or acquired,

in the Dutch Republics over the Imperial Government to

existence or authority in South Africa; and similarly some
superior right in the Dutch and French Huguenot and

German descended individual colonist over the British

descended or British-born colonist. Is there any foundation

for this assumption ?

In the preceding historical sketch I have stated, as fairly

as I could, the impression an unbiassed reading of South

African history is likely to make on one in no way hostile

to the Dutch sentiment or people. It discloses a long

list of mistakes of Imperial policy. To these I shall refer

again. But does it uphold the Boer propagandist assumption

that there is some superior right to South African territory,

and to the government of all or any portion of its inhabitants,

in the Republics rather than in the Imperial Government ?

Or does it establish the more striking assumption that

colonists bearing Dutch, German, and Huguenot names
have any higher claim to live their lives in South Africa

under ordinary civilised conditions, including the condition

of political liberty, than'those of British descent ?

Let us iirst consider the right of the Imperial Govern-
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ment. The origin of its present title to the Cape Peninsula,

and to a further stretch towards the interior (about one-third

of the present Cape Colony) is based on a formal Treaty

of Cession of 1814, between the Kingdom of Holland and
the British Government, ceding the Cape Colony and other

Dutch possessions to the Imperial Crown for the sum of

£6,000,000. On cession, therefore, not conquest, the title

rests. It is further to be noted that the original occupation

of the Cape was undertaken in 1796 at the request and in

the name of the last Stadtholder of the House of Orange, a

fugitive in England. The annexation of 1806 was a warlike

operation against the Batavian Eepublic, an ally of France,

which, together with France, had engaged in war against the

British. Nevertheless, in the negotiations at the general

settlement of Europe following the overthrow of the First

Napoleon in 1814, the British right to retain the possession

of the Cape and to the portion of Cape Colony already

referred to, was not based on a military occupation already

effected. A purchase was negotiated, embodied in the Con-

vention of 1814 with the Kingdom of Holland, then newly

established, the Stadtholder having been transformed into a

King. The original title to the Peninsula, therefore, which

should clearly be borne in mind, is not conquest, but peaceful

cession, on terms of mutual advantage to both the contracting

Powers. The parallel which some Continental writers have

found in the conquest and partition of Poland does not

therefore seem very evident. The Peninsula, be it remem-

bered, not the rest of the Cape Colony, which, with the

exception of a small portion, bounded on the east by the Fish

Eiver, has never been under Dutch, but always under British

Government.

But there are other titles of the Imperial Government in

South Africa. Immense sums have been spent in Kaffir wars

—a long series from the first date of British occupation until

a few years ago. The wars of the Kei Eiver created the Cape

Colony as it is now known. The crushing of the Zulu, at a

•cost of £6,000,000, freed the Transvaal and the Orange Free

D
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State in 1879 from ever present danger. Similarly, the

occupation of Bechiianaland, at a cost of £2,000,000 in 1884,

the pacification and firm government of the Basuto—the Gun
War alone of 1883 cost £3,000,000—the reduction of the

Matabele and the Mashona, have left the population in the

Dutch-speaking States free from the Kafiir menace which

threatened them for generations. Indeed, it is only too

evident that the subduing of the Kaffir with a view to the

maintenance of peace between the two sections of Europeans

must be described as premature. If it had not been effected,

the military energies of the Boer must necessarily have been

occupied in defending his life against native risings, instead

of in the war on the British Colonies. The blood of British

soldiers has been for a hundred years shed like rain in repress-

ing these attacks. Gaika and Galeka, Pondo and Griqua,

Basuto and Zulu, Swazi and Matabele, and Mashona, have all

taken their toll of blood from the forces of the Imperial

Power.

Then, again, the peaceful subjugation and the restraining

from attack of the Kaf&r tribes is to be considered. In the

present war 60,000 armed Basutos, thirsting for revenge

for the loss of their land annexed to the Orange Free State,

under the unequivocal designation of the " Conquered

Territory," have been restrained from interfering by an

Imperial Administrator. The Imperial Governor of Natal

keeps in check a horde of 100,000 armed Zulus, who have

petitioned for his permission, as their Supreme Chief,

to take part in the present war. At a signal from the

Imperial representative in Bechuanaland tens of thousands

of Bechuanas would swarm over the western border of the

Transvaal. One word from the High Commissioner would

precipitate the Swazi on the eastern border.

These services in outlay of gold, in expenditure of blood,

in labour of administration now affect, and always have

affected, the safety and the prosperity of every European

commimity, Dutch or British, in the Colonies, the Terri-

tories, or the Eepublics in all South Africa. The Imperial
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Government has, indeed, thought the maintenance of peace

and the upholding of civilisation to be worth the bones of

many a Pomeranian Grenadier. Every sovereign expended,

every soldier's life lost, has represented a direct gain to

every European inhabitant, inside as well as outside, the

Kepublics of the Vaal and the Orange Kiver.

Again, the enormous British immigration into South
Africa during the hundred years of British rule is to be

remembered. The eastern province of Cape Colony is the

English province jpar excellence. It is the result of an

organised immigration of British farmers, brought about

under the direct auspices of, and at an enormous cost to,

the Imperial Government. In what respect is the title of

these immigrants and their descendants to live in South

Africa and hear their language spoken, less than the right

of descendants of subjects of the Dutch Crown, now living

in territory transferred by treaty to the Empire ? There was
no Dutch-speaking or other European population in that

region when the British went there. Similar considerations

obviously apply to the British immigration to Natal, colonised

by British subjects in 1820, long before the Boers trekked

to the Hinterland in 1836. And with as much force do they

apply to the British colonisation of the vast territory north-

ward to Ehodesia. "What prior Boer title exists in these

regions ? Where, then, is the justification for the ideal of a

Dutch-speaking Kepublic ruling South Africa from Bulawayo
to Simonstown ?

Greatest of the services to all South Africa are those

rendered by the naval forces of the Imperial Power. It is

indisputable that the peace of South Africa and the inde-

pendence of its States are guarded by the Imperial navy.

Without that protection no one believes that the territory

of South Africa would be left free for a single year from

annexation by a Great Power. The German annexation in

1884 of the comparatively barren tract of south-west Africa

is a sufficient proof—if proof were wanted—that, in the

European scramble for Africa, the richest portion of the

D 2
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whole continent in diamonds and gold would not have been

forgotten.

It is, therefore, understating the case to say that all

this expenditure of treasure, of lives, of labour, for a hundred

years, and with no prospect of cessation in the present or in

the future, show how intolerable is the assumption that the

Dutch-speaking Eepublics, as States, have any superior right

in the territory of South Africa over that of the Imperial

Government.

Let us next consider the right of the British colonist as

an individual, apart from his necessary participation in the

right of the Imperial Government. The suggestion constantly

appears in the writings of our continental critics that the

British colonist is, somehow, an intruder in South Africa;

that he has no right to be there except on sufferance by the

Dutch. He has no right to hear his language spoken or have

it taught to his children ; he is, in fact, in every sense of

the word, an alien. There is one sufficient answer. What
has been said as to the action of the Imperial Power proves

the right of British citizens the world over to emigrate to

South Africa, and to live there on terms of equality with

prior European immigrants. But the right of the British

colonist in South Africa, derived from his participation in

the right of the Empire of which he is a part, has been greatly

increased by his own action during the century of British

occupation. The blood of British colonists has been lavishly

shed during the long series of Kaffir wars. The fighting

has by no means been left to the professional soldier ; the

colonial-born British have always been as used to arms as

theu' Dutch fellow-colonists, and their courage has been as

undoubted. But no Dutch expenditure of capital or of

labour can be mentioned as even distantly approximating

to the lavish expenditure of money, of skill in industry, in

a<Triculture, all over the South African territorv, in the

Colonies as well as the Eepublics. It is to attempt to prove

the indisputable to argue as to what the capital and labour

of British colonists have done, not alone in the Cape and

Natal, and in Ehodesia, but in the territory of the Eepublics,
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Where would be the wealth of Johannesburg, and where

indeed the armaments of Pretoria, but for the capital and

labour of British colonists ?
*

* A leading journalist of Cape Town tells me that when a British

colonial of South Africa reads what he describes as my icy analysis,

his fingers tingle to grip his rifle as his charter of right. There is much
in this feeling of irrepressible indignation at the assumption of a sujierior

Boer title, with which every citizen of the Empire must sympathise

;

but I have intentionally refrained from importing heat into the considera-

tion of this particular aspect of the situation in South Africa, as my aim
is not to denomice, but to convince.

oC>X<J>V

'
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CHAPTER V.

THE BOER CHARACTER.

In November 1896 I wrote from Johannesburg, as quoted

iu a preceding chapter :

—

" Of all facts, the most stubborn and creative are the ingrained beliefs

and prejudices of a people—which are usually attributable to quite other

causes than a regard for their material interests. A generalisation which

is correct enough, when applied to operators on the Stock Exchange, fails

to ex])laiu the action of a generation of Huguenots who lost all in fleeing

fi-om France."

One of the results of my four years' investigation has

been to confirm my beUef in the proposition of the truth of

which I was convinced at the beginning.

The foundation cause of the whole antagonism between

British and Dutch in South Africa, either in social or in

political life ; the foundation cause of the opposition of the

Eepublics to the Imperial Government ; the foundation cause

of the present war, is to be found in the mind of the Boer

people; and that mind is, and has been for generations,

maintained in an attitude of profoundest distrust of the

British Government and of the British colonist.

Tlie immediate cause of the present war is a different

matter, which I shall consider later. In the explosion of a

mine the immediate cause may be described as the finger

which presses the button completing the electric connection

;

but the vdre must have been laid and the explosives placed

before any explosion would have been possible. In South

Africa the wires have been laid and the explosives placed

in position by the inherited Boer distrust of the British
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Government, of the British colonist, of all that was or is in

their own phrase, " Engelsch gezind "—" English minded."

The Boer people's distrust of the British Government and

of the British people in South Africa is the result, partly of

their character, whether original or acquired
;
partly of their

degree of information as to past and present facts of British

power and British purpose ; and partly of the history of

Boer dealings Avith the British. This distrust exists, and,

as a British Imperial representative told me in Pretoria, is

to be felt, palpable as a stone wall. It is accompanied by

apprehension, rising on occasion to hatred ; and, however

disagreeable the contemplation of the fact may be to loyal

citizens of the Empire, is accompanied also with contempt.

The Boer character is that of the ordinary Hollander

Dutch of the 16th century, stubborn and brave ; and of the

French Huguenot of the same time, religious in the

16th-centmy sense of that term, with a not inconsiderable

High German strain superadded. There are additional

characteristics ; the result of two centuries and a-half of

their environment in South Africa. Boer ignorance of facts

as to the power and purpose of the Empire, which ignorance

need not surprise us so much when we reflect that it is

shared by so many of our good cousins on the Continent of

Europe, plays a great part. Not the least force to contribute

to the deepening and strengthening of the rooted distrust in

the Boer mind of British Government and British colonist

have been past Imperial mistakes of omission and commission.

I have found a Boer leader, holding high office in the

Orange Free State, who was not aware that the trek-ox and

the ox-waggon were not an original invention of South Africa,

but were a tolerably accurate reproduction of a similar

feature in Hollander rural Hfe. Similarly, I found educated

Dutch South Africans who have not realised that the basic

elements ;of the Boer character in war or in peace are a

tolerably faithful reproduction of ordinary Lowlander

characteristics of the 16th century in Europe, which have

survived by isolation. That character above all is conserva-

tive, resisting change. Stare super antiquas vias, that is the
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most striking feature of the Boer miiul. They are stubborn

and brave, which is equivalent to saying that they descend

from tlie Dutch wlio broke their dykes to let in the sea ; and

who still remember on the 1st April their Ducal-Spanish

persecutor, and who still recall how

" Op den eersteu April

Verloor Alva zyn Briel."

And, too, that they are descended from the French

Huguenots, who at Moncontour met the shock of the veteran

soldiers of the League, and at Ivry followed to victory the

white plume of Navarre. Yet, again, that they descend

from the sturdy landsknecht who followed the fortunes of

Ulrich von Hutten, and from the rustic leveller in the

Peasant Wars, who beat back with his pike the proudest

of the German chivalry. Their character is intensely clannish

;

there is no room for the stranger except as a transitory

guest. Here, again, the 16th century of Europe is reproduced.

The equality fantasy of that century as regards the non-

European races, the experience of 250 years in South Africa

has induced them to discard; but, unfortunately, part of

their 16th-century heritage is to be found in their repudiation

of the right to equality of the European stranger. " He
belongs to the other Commune—what is he doing here ?

"

Super-added to this 16th-century foundation are acquired

characteristics, the result of the Ufe of Hollander and French

Huguenot and G-erman for the hundred years which lasted

before the establishment of the Imperial rule. The Boer's

demeanour towards the Kaffir is precisely the reverse of that

favoured by the amiable theorists who for so long a period

directed the policy of Exeter Hall. The Boer's dislike of

Government and of taxation appears, primarily, to be traceable

to past misgovernment of the Dutch East India Company.

"In all things political, purely despotic; in all things

commercial, purely monopolistic." Old Testament texts are

also at hand to show that only the alien should be taxed.

Isolation in the veldt, and the illusion of being free from all

protection or direction—not realising that the sea was kept
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by the Great Sea Power—contributed to this intense dislike.

Dr. Johnson's favourite definition of excise best represents

the Boer's conception of assessments for public pirrposes.

Again, among modifying influences on their character must

be counted their ignorance of facts of the world, especially

of external political facts. Primarily this appears to be due

to their isolation in the remote veldt in the first instance

;

but, of late years, quite as much to misleading " Afrikander,"

Hollander and German propagandists, who, consciously or

unconsciously, transmitted to them their misleading concep-

tions of British purpose and British power.

Of no immediate political importance, more especially as

regards the present political problem, but still indirectly

affecting it as bearing upon the judgment of Europe-born

visitors, must be noted the fact that not alone the clanship

but the hospitality of the wandering Arab are closely

paralleled in the ordinary life of the Boer of the veldt. This

hospitality has sometimes misled the British inquii-er into

forgetting that its presence is perfectly compatible with the

Arab's diplomacy.
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CHAPTER VI.

A CENTURY OF IMPERIAL VACILLATION.

A century's vacillation of the Imperial policy from 1800 to

1900, and a century's illustration of apparent Imperial

ingratitude, have left profound traces on the Boer mind.

Tew in England have realised how great that vacillation has

been, and how striking have been the instances of Imperial

abandonment of their servants in high office, and of subjects

found to be too loyal.

It is quite a commonplace of belief among British South

Africans that the Empire must be a providential institution
;

as otherwise, its existence would have become impossible

loner ago.

Let us consider some of the most striking instances of

the swinging of the Imperial pendulum. A proclamation of

the first British Governor of the Cape, who took possession

in 1795 at the suggestion of the exiled Stadtholder, pro-

claimed, with great accuracy, that the doctrine of the

political equality of the Black and White races, of European

and non-European, was an invention of the rashly experi-

menting minds who controlled a French Eevolutionary

Assembly. That an observer so near to the event should

have fully appreciated the momentous nature of the decree

of the French Constituent Assembly conferring the franchise

on the blacks in the French islands of the West Indies, is

perhaps a matter for some surprise. One result is to be seen

at the present day in the travesty of civilised government,

that alternately shocks and amuses the visitor to the so-

called Black Republic of Hayti, where the barbarous rites of
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Voodoo are defended by citation of purely European theories

of religious liberty, and interference with even cannibal

sacrifice is protested against as equal in atrocity to the

massacre of St. Bartholomew ; and where gratitude for their

liberation from slavery takes shape in enactments pro-

hibiting a white man from ownership of an inch of land in

Hayti.

This is the first theory of the Imperial Government.

What was their next ? The humanitarian impulse directed by
such leaders in England as Wilberforce had clothed, with a

quasi-religious sanction, the French Eevolutionary doctrine

of the political equality of the negro; a new attitude was
taken up by the Imperial Government. An anti-Boer pro-

native policy, directed by the Loudon Missionary Society of

South Africa and other missionary bodies, finally received

Imperial sanction by the liberation of the slaves in 1833.

But it did not end there. It gave political votes to the

negroes in the Cape in 1870, and their vote now is a most

appreciable factor in the election of Members to the Cape
Parliament. Here, however, also there is no finality. I

have already cited the Proclamation in 1877 of Sir Theo-

philus Shepstone, annexing the Transvaal to British territory,

and repudiating any concession of political or social equality

of savages.

Let us take another instance of shiftings of the Imperial

policy. At the suggestion of the agents of the Missionary

Societies the Imperial Government adopted, some seventy

years ago, an astounding policy, which was no less than that

of surrounding the Cape Colony with a ring of independent

native States ; and actually pursued tliis perverse idea to the

extent of attempting to enforce the subjection of Dutch
Voortrekkers to the criminal jurisdiction of a Griqua chief.

What followed ? This insane idea was abandoned on Dutch

resistance ; and, more than that, the whole policy of creating

independent native States was abandoned as precipitately as

it had been undertaken.

Take again, the astounding series of changes of policy

with regard to the Basutos and Basuto territory. For twenty
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years after 1830 the Imperial Administrators gave every

eucouragemeut to the formation of an independent armed

Kaffir community in the mountains now called Basutoland,

a State practically created between 1830 and 1870 by the

skill of the Kaffir chief, Moshesh, aided by the diplomatic

guidance of the French missionaries of the Societe Evan-

geHque, of Paris, whose first leader, it is instructive to learn,

had fought in the barricades in 1830, during the Three

Glorious Days of July. In 1852 the Imperial Government

thought that the armed Basutos would become a danger, and

sent General Cathcart, with an army, to subdue and disarm

them. The British General being defeated by Moshesh at

the Battle of Berea, the Imperial Government abandoned

their intention of subduing the Basutos. Indeed, they went

further ; finding the Baruto War rather troublesome, they

abandoned the whole Orange Kiver Sovereignty in 1854,

notwithstanding the protest of the Legislative Assembly at

Bloemfontein. More changes were still to come. During

the war between the Basutos and the Orange Free State the

Imperial Governor, Sir Philip Wodehouse, actually stopped

the transmission of ammunition through British territory to

the Free State, in violation of the Convention of Bloem-

fontein of 1854, and proclaimed his neutrality in war. It is

most interesting to find that an Acting Military Governor of

Natal, though no lawyer, pointed out, with entire legal

accuracy, that, quite apart from the Convention of Bloem-

fontein, a Proclamation of neutrality on war between

Europeans and non-Europeans was a thing absolutely

unknown to International law, which has no application to

relations of peace or war, except among States of European

descent. Yet another set of alterations of policy. To induce

the Basutos to supply labour for the construction of the

Cape railways in 1870, rifles were given to them in payment
by the British authorities. In 1882 the disastrous so-called

" Gun War " was started, with the object of disarming them

—a war memorable from the fact that General Gordon

admitted that he owed his life to the generosity of the

Basuto chief, Masupha, whose people were attacked while
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Gordon was actually parleying with Masupha in the chiefs

kraal.*

The Basutos having made an unexpectedly firm resist-

ance to the disarmament, this policy too was abandoned,

and the territory in 1884 was handed back by the Cape

Government to the Imperial authorities, by whom it is now
administered as a Kaffir Eeserve.

Take again the alternate hot and cold fits with regard

to expansion and non-expansion of territory in South Africa.

Look at the single instance of Natal, In 1844 the Imperial

Government emphatically refused to sanction the various

British occupations in Natal dating from 1820. In 1845

this policy was abandoned, and previous specific orders were

recalled. Whatever may have been the motive, whether or

not fears were entertained of a Boer Eepublic of Natalia

obtaining possession of a port on the Indian Ocean, in the

Harbour of Durban, and forming an alliance with Holland,

the fact remains another instance of Imperial change.

Look again at the inconsistent attitude of the Home
Government with reference to the recognition or non-recog-

nition of the independence of the Boer emigrants from the

Cape Colony. Before the Great Trek of 1836, an Attorney-

General in the Cape sees no objection of the Boer farmers

withdrawing themselves from British jurisdiction. Later

on proclamations are issued denying the right of the Boer

farmers to expatriate themselves, or to get free from the

jurisdiction of the British Crown. Not merely proclamations

but arms were used. Natal is annexed in 1845 ; the Boer

leader, Pretorius, is defeated in the Battle of Boomplaats in

1849 by Sir Harry Smith ; a price is set on the head of

Pretorius, who fled north of the Vaal Eiver. Then this

design of preventing Boer independence is abandoned. The

Sand Eiver Convention of 1852 promises independence to

* In December 1896 1 rode from Maseru to Thaba Bosigo, the Mountain

of Darkness, to visit Masupha, and spoke to him about Gordon's visit.

The veteran warrior had been rain-making, having alternately appealed to

the shades of his ancestors on the sea-sand covered top of the Mount of

Darkness, and at the French Missionary Church at the foot of his kraal to

the higher powers of the other race.
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the Transvaal. The Convention of Bloemfontein forces

independence on the unwilling Assembly of the Orange

Eiver Sovereignty. But the end is by no means here.

"Within a few years the Imperial Governor, Sir George Grey,

threatens the cancellation of the Conventions of Bloemfon-

tein and of the Sand Eiver if union between the two

Eepublics be attempted. In 1866 Governor Sir Philip

Wodehouse officially suggests the cancellation of the Con-

ventions. In 1868 he takes the Basutos under his protec-

tion after they had been defeated by the Boers of the Free

State. In 1877 Sir Theophilus Shepstone annexes the

TransvaaL In 1881, after the defeat of Majuba Hill,

Mr. Gladstone retrocedes the Transvaal.

From 1845 to 1854, with some waverings and intervals,

the non-expansionist theory is emphatically asserted by the

Imperial Government. In 1822 it is definitely abandoned,

of course with the inevitable wavering ; as, for instance, in

1884, with reference to the territory now called German
South-West Africa, annexed by Prince Bismarck, after the

British Colonial Office had neglected to occupy it in response

to his inquiry. But still, since then, we have generally

had nothing but annexations : No Man's Land, Bechuana-

land, Zulu and Mashonaland, Matabeleland, and Ehodesia,

Amatongaland on the eastern coast.

British rights in 1870 was emphatically asserted with

regard to Delagoa Bay. To save a few thousand pounds, for

which Portugal was willing to sell at that time Delagoa

Bay, the British Colonial Office preferred to abandon the

claim for arbitration, which experience might have told

them was sure to be unfavourable to any British claim ; and

accordingly in 1874 the award of Marshal McMahou,
President of the French Eepublic, assigned the bay and

territory to the Portuguese. What wonder then that the

conviction remains in the Boer mind that nothing is fixed

but Imperial change ? Most striking of all, most deeply

permanent in its result, has been their remembrance of a

contrast between Governor Wolseley's speech in the Trans-

vaal during the British occupation and Prime Minister
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Gladstone's retrocession. "As long as the sun shines in

the heavens the Transvaal will remain British territory."

" You may as well expect the Vaal Eiver to run back to its

source as the act of annexation to be reversed." Such was

General Wolseley's confident declaration.

It would take too long to give, in anything like sufficient

detail, the instances of apparent Imperial ingratitude in the

treatment by the Imperial Government of their own high

officials and of their Colonial supporters. With the aban-

donment of Sir George Grey, the recall and the cancellation

of the policy of Sir Bartle Frere, both Governors and High
Commissioners ; the supercession of Sir Theophilus Shep-

stone, the Imperial Commissioner who annexed the Trans-

vaal ; a supercession occurring long before the retroceding

of the country, all these steps have left a deep impression

on the Boer mind. And, as regards the body of the loyal

colonists, it is a commonplace to hear that it does not pay

to be loyal. British colonists, who settled on the Orange

Eiver Sovereignty while it was British territory, were

abandoned in 1854, contrary to the declared wishes, contrary

to the protest of the Legislative Assembly at Bloemfontein,

contrary to the arguments and entreaties of the deputation

of the Assembly sent to Westminster to protest. The
Imperial Governor, who carried out the expulsion of the

territory from the Empire, even went the length of des-

cribing the too loyal protestors as disaffected persons ; in the

Transvaal, British colonists who had settled during British

occupation, investing all their capital in reliance on General

Wolseley's declaration of the permanence of British rule,

found themselves abandoned after the defeat of Majuba
Hill.
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CHAPTER VII.

BOER DISTKUST OF BRITISH.

Distrust, apprehension, depreciation; these, I have said,

constitute the resultant present attitude and frame of mind
of Boers to British. As it is now, and as it has been for

generations past. As I have shown, their distrust is due

partly to memory of Imperial vacillation, partly to memory
of Imperial ingratitude to faithful servants and loyal sub-

jects. It is due, however, to other causes as well; chief

among these must be reckoned the long association of the

Boer with Kafiir wiles. Nowhere more than with the Kaffir

chiefs of South Africa is appreciated the conception of

language as an instrument given to man to conceal his

thoughts. Again, the distrust is based partly on ignorance

of the Imperial Government's real motives.

The Boer apprehension of injury from the Imperial

power at times culminates in hatred. Again, a multitude of

causes have called this feeling into being. The memory
of past injuries, or of deeds which Boers regard as injuries,

plays a great part. For there were some real injuries,

althouoh others are fictitious. The Boer dislike of Govern-

ment and of taxation has already been referred to, and the

Boer dislike of being interfered with in treatment of the

Kaffir, and the Boer dislike of being crowded out by

strangers. The total result is an ever-present apprehen-

sion of injury from the action of the Imperial power.

Of past injuries some, as I have said, were real. For

instance, the method of carrying out the abolition of slavery

in South Africa at the order of the Imperial Government in
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1834, an order issued without the slightest regard to South

African feeling under the influence of the Wilberforce agita-

tion, this method left much to be desired. An absurdly

inadequate sum of about a million and a half was allocated

to South African slave-owners, and the payment of this sum
was rendered a simple farce by the preposterous condition

which required the payment to be made in London alone

;

the results of this condition being necessarily that the task

of receiving payment had to be assigned to speculative

agents, with the result that the greater part of the compen-

sation did not reach the owners despoiled, and even in some
cases that their claim for compensation was abandoned.

Then, again, among other real grievances, must be men-
tioned the persistent negrophilist interference of the Imperial

Government between Boer and Kaffir in the border wars.

As the manifesto of Piet Eetief recites, no protection was

given to border farmers against the inroads of marauding

savages. When the Boer farmer betook him to rifle and

liorse and repelled these invasions, the Imperial Government,

under the impulse of an uninstructed public opinion in

England, and of negrophilist missionaries in South Africa,

interfered and prevented the farmer from reaping the fruits

of his victory, replacing the blameless Kaffir in the status

quo ante helium.

Then, again, it must be admitted that the failure of the

Imperial Government to carry out its promise given, through

Sir Theophilus Shepstone, to grant Home liule to the

Transvaal, did constitute a real grievance.

But of the past injuries which rankle most in the Boer

mind, and which have been seen to have real foundation, must

be reckoned the extraordinary demeanour of various military

Governors ruling in the name of the Empire. For instance,

the demeanour of Sir Owen Lanyon, Governor of the Trans-

vaal, is still daily recalled by the Boer ; a man who refused

to shake hands with members of the Volksraad—an intoler-

able insult to proud peasants who regarded themselves as

of the Lord's Elect.

Among injuries in the past inflicted on the Boer by

£
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Imperial action are some which rankle greatly as grievances,

but which any partial observer can only conclude, in view

of the spirit of hostility which the present war and all the

preparation fur it have revealed, to be only apparent. The

action of the Imperial Government was really justifiable.

First among these was the annexation of Basutoland by Sir

I'hilip Wodehouse intervening to prevent the Orange Free

State from annexing Basutoland, after fourteen years' desul-

tory warfare with the Basuto, to whose fury the Orange

Eiver Sovereignty had been abandoned by an economical

Manchester School Ministry in Westminster. Eeally justi-

fiable Sir Philip Wodehouse's intervention appears to have

been, in the light of later facts and of the present war. At

that time the strip of territory between the Basutoland

mountains, the range of the Molutis and the Drakensberg,

stretched No Man's Land to the sea. One hears still in

Basutoland of dreams in the early sixties of French annex-

ation by Napoleon the Third, from the Caledon Eiver to the

coast. The French missionaries, who were first to enter

that loveliest of the lands of South Africa, and whose work

of exploration has left such permanent traces as the name of

Mont aux Sources, which they give to the highest snow-clad

peak, of nearly 12,000 feet, in the whole sub-continent, could

not have viewed with other than satisfaction such an exten-

sion of the Empire which was peace. But one is told that

the "Entente Cordiale" prevented the realisation of the

dream.*

Seeing that the occupation of Basutoland by the Orange

Free Street would most probably have entailed as a conse-

quence Boer occupation of the sea-coast from the slopes of

the Drakensberg, and in view of the war spirit now so

unhappily evidenced among Boer peoples. Sir Philip Wode-
house's policy of intervention and annexation, to protect the

integrity of the Empire, has been amply justified by time.

A German attempt to annex the same coast—under title

of concessions by a Kaffir chief of much later date (in

* Riding tlirougli Basutoland one can still find a trader who can speak
only French and Sesuto, as I did one day in January 1897.
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1884), I am reminded by a leading member of the Cape

Parliament—was defeated by the action of the late Cape

Ministry.

The annexation of the Diamond Fields of Kimberley

figm*es as another and the greatest item in the Boer

accusations of rapacity and bad faith against the Imperial

Government. It is said that on titles granted by Griqua

chiefs, subsequently held invalid by a British High Court,

the diamond fields of Kimberley were declared a British

possession. This argument was one with which, at one

time, I was considerably impressed ; but the case on the

other side has now proved to be much stronger than at one

time it seemed, when it was based merely on the cession of

the Diamond Fields, negotiated with Sir John Brand, the

President of the Orange Free State, and the payment to the

Orange Free State of a sum in compensation of £90,000,

AVhen we have witnessed the use to which the possession

and control of the Gold Fields of the Witwatersrand has

been put by the Boer Eepublics—how gold has been

transmuted into artillery and rifles and the services of

skilled generals from Algiers, such as the late Comte de

Villebois-Mareuil—one cannot say that the sole justification

of the Imperial annexing of the Diamond Fields is to be

found in the difficulties which a small pastoral state would

find in policing the cosmopolitan population of Du
Toit's Pan.

Among the purely fictitious injuries of the past in the

relations of the Boer and Imperial Governments must be

counted the famous executions of Slachter's Nek in 1815.

Certain farmers, who had resisted an*est, and fired on and

killed officers of the law, were tried for murder and

rebellion, and were executed under a combination of

singularly cruel and pathetic circumstances, including that

of ropes breaking at the first attempt at their execution.

One could hardly admit that even real harshness attributable

to the Imperial British authorities of such a far-off time, if

fully established, could militate against or outweigh the

accumulation of British rights in South Africa for the last

E 2
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century. Not so long before in Newgate, in London, an

Englishwoman, whose husband was seized by the press-gang

of the Naval authorities, and who, to save herself from

starvation, stole a loaf of bread, was hanged, an act

denounced in the House of Commons as a foul judicial

murder. Such were the manners of the age ; and not in

British territory alone, as Victor Hugo's story of Jean

Valjean sufficiently shows. But the utter injustice of

citing the execution of Slachter's Nek as a proof of British

cruelty or of British tyranny over the Dutch, is rendered

manifest by the single consideration that the trial was held,

the sentence delivered and the sentence executed by Dutch

officials—^judge, jury, and executive officials being all

Dutch. Many more examples of high-handed adminis-

tration could be cited from the records of the Dutch
Administration of the Cape during the hundred and fifty

years of Dutch rule in the Peninsula. Eevolt of Dutch
farmers and trek into the wilderness were by no means
unknown during the rule of the Dutch East India Company,

nor yet appeal and remonstrance to the States-General at

the Hague.
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CHAPTER VIII.

BOER DEPRECIATION OF BRITISH CHARACTER AND POWER.

The Boer depredation of British character as exhibited by

both the Imperial Government and the British colonist

springs from quite a combination of causes, some of which

have already been referred to. For Imperial indecision in

the past nothing but contempt is felt by the stubborn

Hollander and Huguenot race, which knows its own mind.

Anything but respect has been the result of the spectacles

they witnessed of Imperial ingratitude to public servants,

and to British and Dutch loyalists in the Orange Eiver

Sovereignty in 1854, and in the Transvaal Province

in 1885.*

The Boers, people and Government, well remember that

the Imperial Government threw over Sir George Grey,

recalled Sir Bartle Frere, and dismissed Sir Theophilus

Shepstone. There is nothing very astonishing, therefore, in

the fact that they expected that the British Parliament

would also abandon Sir Alfred Milner.

The effect on the Boer mind of the plentiful lack of

information on the part of the British Government of facts

of life and of the world, palpable to all who have lived in

South Africa, for instance, that the position to which Kaffirs

are entitled in justice is not one of equality, has not raised

their estimate of British intelligence. Ignorance of fact

* In January 1897 I had an interesting conversation at his farm in

the Conquered Territory, a district of the Free State, with a son of the last

British resident of Bloemfontein wlio had settled down as a burgher of

the Orange Free State, and who had become in every respect a typical

burgher.
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they interpret as lack of intellectual acumen. The humani-

tarian wave of sentiment, which for the last hundred years

has so dominated British home opinion, they do not share

in the least, no more than the English of the eighteenth

or of the seventeenth or the sixteenth century. In fact,

counsellors are not wanted to tell them that the spirit, which

dates from the French Encyclopaedists and from Bentham

and Wilberforce and McKenzie in England at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, is only affectation of superior

virtue at the expense of other people; and that, like the

Cromwellian Puritan's interference with bear-baiting, which

was prompted by the desire not to save pain to the bear, but

to prevent the man being amused, so British interference

with the domestic discipline of the Kaffir was intended

rather, under the pretext of virtue, to annoy the Boer and to

weaken his power in the land.

Again, the non-expansionist theories affected by various

parties in succession in England, prompting Imperial

Governments in one generation after another to declare their

unalterable resolve not to move further into the interior,

have not greatly impressed the Boer with respect for British

intelligence and consistency—theories expounded first by

missionaries, who tried to build up independent Kaffir

" sovereignties," later on by Manchester School economists,

who had not yet realised that trade follows the flag ; and,

last of all, by the so-called Little Englanders, whose theory

that the Empire must always be wrong no Boer thinks of

reciprocating by a contention that the Eepublics must

always be in error. The Boer, however, is furnished with

various explanations of these theories, all of them very

unflattering to British intelligence. A high Imperial

administrator was the first to point out to me that the Boers

regard the missionary's interference as due to the missionary's

perception of his private pecuniary interest. Where the

Kaffir tribe was left undisturbed, and the Kaffir chief ruled

as king, the missionary sat by his side, sharing his authority

and emoluments as mayor of the palace. The Manchester

School economist they regarded as an example of the painful
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effects of want of iDteUigence and of rash dealing with

facts 6,000 miles away, beyond the ken of the distant

experimenter. Little Englanderism they regard as either

lack of patriotism—for every Boer believes himself bound to

take the side of his own people—or else fear of expense and

increase of taxation ; or else party interest seeking a high-

minded excuse to turn the other political party out of office
;

or else what our Continental cousins believe to be our

national weakness—the affectation of superior virtue.

Much has been said in South Africa, of recent years, of

the advantages and of the dangers of magnanimity. The

High Commissioner in a recent speech in Capetown has

vindicated the wisdom and the statesmanship of exhibiting,

during and after the war, the British quality of magnanimity.

That quality is genuine as we know. The British are one

of the very few peoples who do not personally hate their

enemies in war or their rivals in commerce. They have

adopted and fully exercise the precept of their greatest

predecessors in the political organisation of the European

race. No Eoman administrator has more fully acted on the

precept

—

Parcere subjedis, et debellare superhos. Now, the

Boer way of regarding actions of the Imperial Government

claimed as exhibitions of magnanimity is very instructive.

It is quite untrue that they do not appreciate magnanimity.

But, as lawyers say, they join issue on the facts. What has

been represented as magnanimity they do not regard as

magnanimity at all. For instance, take the retrocession of

the Transvaal after the British defeat at Majuba Hill. They

regarded it, and still regard it, as Lord Kandolph Churchill

held in his book on South Africa, as a measure adopted after

full consideration of political and economical advantages.

They remind you that no gold reefs had been discovered in

the Transvaal at that time ; that Prime Minister Gladstone

had cited the official description twenty-six years previously

of the British Commissioner who negotiated the Sand Eiver

Convention, that the Transvaal was a howling wilderness.

The Imperial Government knew that President Brand had

intimated that he would be unable to restrain his burghers
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of the Orange Free State from siding with the Transvaal, if

the war were prolonged ; and the Imperial Government did

not care to spend tens of thousands of lives of British

soldiers, and tens of millions of British money, in reducing

to subjection a howling wilderness of barren and worthless

and wind-swept veldt. A Republican Chief Justice pointed

out to me how absurd on this account it was for the Imperial

Government to expect abject protestations of gratitude for

this exhibition of magnanimity—magnanimity merely in

pretence. The pretence was an aggravation of the original

crime of annexing the Transvaal. Now, Lord Kiraberley's

recent speech shows that this Boer contention all along (tliat

the intimation of Sir John Brand, President of the Orange

Free State, as to the action of his burghers really did weigh

with at least one of the members of the Gladstone Cabinet

and that one the Colonial Minister, in deciding on the

retrocession of the Transvaal without avenging Majuba Hill)

was not without foundation.

Then, again, one phase of British public life, which we
see is really due to the spirit of justice which animates our

people at home, presents itself in a totally different light to

the Boer in South Africa. The Opposition in the House of

Commons or in the House of Lords criticise the conduct of

the war as carried out by the Government in power. This

the Boers do not regard as unpatriotic, although they regard

the publication of the debate as unpatriotic. But that any

citizen of the British Empire should take sides against the

Imperial Government during that war does not appear to the

Boer to constitute any ground for admiring the British

cliaracter. Whatever their party differences, war unites the

Boers and silences faction. Above all things, however, the

chief grounds of the Boer depreciation of the Imperial

Government, and of the British people at home and in South

Africa, is to be found in their estimate of the military

capacity both of the Imperial troops and of the British

civilian population.

The actual defeats of British forces for the last half

century by Kaffir and by Boer have never been forgotten,
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and are every day recalled. The battle of Berea in 1852

;

the defeat of Majuba Hill in 1881 ; the series of defeats

which made up the Basutoland Gun War from 1882 to 1885
;

the surrender of Doornkop in 1896 of troops commanded by
officers of the Imperial army, had quite prepared tlie Boers

for their initial victories in the present war, and they were

not in the least surprised to have driven back again and

again seven generals of the Imperial forces. Magersfontein,

and Stormberg, and Colenso, and Spionkop, seemed to them
the only natural sequence of their past experiences, unbroken,

save by Elandslaagte, until the tide of war turned on the

anniversary of the "winter day that withered hope and
pride

;

" the anniversary, on the 27th February, 1900, of

Majuba Hill, whose memory now is erased by Paardeberg.

Let me sum up the Boer estimate of the Imperial

British army ; for Colonial troops they have always had a

different estimate. The Boers regard the rank and file of

the Imperial army as brave but unintelligent. Their

Young Afrikander counsellors have read French as well

as English literature, and quote Napoleon's description of

the British army and people, "A nation of lions led by
jackasses."

The officers of the Imperial army have never stood high

in their estimation. They do not understand why, owing to

absurdly inadequate pay and a preposterous scale of mess
and amusements expenditure, the possession of wealth and

social position is practically essential, with the possible

exception of one in a hundred thousand cases, to rank in the

army and to command in the field ; and they do not think

that this method of organising an army is either fair to the

average citizen or to the rank and file considered individually,

and above all is unpatriotic, as jeopardising the safety of the

State itself They cannot understand how the British people

or Parliament are insane enough to tolerate such a method
of national suicide. "Were such a system attempted among
the Boers there would be a general rebellion, and the

Government would be overturned in a day. Although

not part of their Huguenot heritage, the Boers act in the
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organisation of their military forces strictly on the French

principle of Napoleon—" La carriere ouverte aiix talents."

General Joubert's explanation to Sir Evelyn Wood in the

negotiations after Majuba of the Boers' reasons for picking

off the British officers—not merely that they were the eyes

of their corps, but that they were wealthy aristocratic

professional soldiers, whereas with the British rank and file

the Boer had no grievance—is sufficiently instructive. As
regards the undoubted courage of British officers, the Boers

regard its exhibition as not truly patriotic, being a mere

seeking of personal distinction ; and they do not think that

a desire to gain a cross or other marks of bravery is in the

least a justification for a servant of the State exposing

himself to unnecessary danger, more especially when his

death may involve that of the troops under his command.

Boer criticism is often directed to the refusal of Imperial

officers to take colonial advice ; they ascribe this refusal to

professional pride, to silly ideas of superiority over colonists

on social grounds, and to professional jealousy of volunteer

soldiers. They tell one many stories of what they regard as

singular inefficiency, walking into traps which would deceive

no Boer. At the same time, the Boers greatly resent what

they describe as the overbearing demeanour of Imperial

officers to the common British soldier, with whom, on the

other hand, the Boer, from commandant to the youngest

recruit on commando, is inclined to fraternise. In fact, as

some of our candid though friendly critics from the German
army have pointed out to us, they hold the theory of the

German critics, that officers of the Imperial army do not

appear to take up the army as a serious profession, but

rather as an appanage of their social rank, or as a social

distinction; that they are more interested in displaying

gorgeous uniforms on parade, or in figuring as carpet-soldiers

in drawing-rooms than in studying tactics ; and that they

are much more interested in polo than in Kriegspiel. Boer

leaders have frequently commented also on what they describe

as nepotism in the appointments to the British War Office

and in the Imperial army, and, indeed, in the British Foreign
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Office and Colonial Office as well. It is quite true that

there is no nepotism in their military appointments. These

go by merit alone.

Their low estimate of the military capacity of the British

civilian population is equally marked. The rawest Boer boy

from the veldt smiles at the' ignorance of rifles and horses

shown by wandering British visitors and tourists, and shown

too by the Uitlanders on the Witwatersrand. The Boers have

not the wider vision to see that this military incapacity of

the British civilian population is the result of industrialism,

of the division of labour; and very largely too of British

reliance on the Navy ; and most of all of the fact that, for

generations, the ordinary British civilian has had no occasion

to draw the sword on British soil. In England, especially,

no battle has been fought since the march of the Young

Pretender to Derby in 1745.

It is needless to say that I am not to be taken as

approving of every detail of the Boer indictment of the

British Army organisation, as it exists at present ; although,

apparently, to judge by the criticism of our Continental

friends, and more especially by similar criticism made by

Colonial troops from South Africa, there is foundation of fact

justifying their view. What I am concerned with is the

mental attitude of the Boer people in its relation to causing

the war. Therefore, I would point out, what, most of all, has

caused the Boer depreciation of Imperial military power is

their false estimate, shared by many of our Continental friends,

of the reserve force, of the real military strength, of the

Empire when its existence is seen by its citizens to be in danger.

Until the present war, and the striking exhibition of

patriotism which it has evoked from the people of the United

Kingdom, and until that heart-stirring rally of the Colonies,

which has impressed the world, the Boers, both people and

Governments, really thought that the little red Army List

enumerated the whole force of the Empire.*

* Even 80 enlightened a man and so gallant a soldier as General

Joubert apparently thought so, as letters of his published in the French
and German press at the outbreak of the war seem to show. The highest
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The Boers, Governments and people, genuinely believed

that Mammon-worship had killed patriotism in England.

They too hastily took the formula—"A nation of shop-

keepers "—as an accurate guide to the likely action of the

British people at home. " Shopkeepers intent on nothing

but money." Many members of both the Governments of

the Eepublics have been educated in London, and judged

the people of England and of the United Kingdom from

the denizens of the East End ; and even these they mis-

judged.

Again, too, they agreed with such a high authority as

Mr. John Morley, that in any great war Canada or Australia,

so far from rallying to the help of the Empire, would " cut

the painter." Mr. Goldwin Smith's prophecies of the

annexation of Canada by the United States of America were

quite familiar to them. They believed that the hold of the

Empire on India was of the most precarious kind, and that

tlie 300,000,000 of people were merely waiting for an

opportunity of revolt. Hollander, German, French, all their

Continental friends really believed these theories ; and

impressed them on the mind of the Boer in the Volksraads

and on the veldt. Above and beyond all things, they were

certain that the courage of the Imperial Government itself

was gone ; that they were afraid of Kussia in India, afraid of

Dutch rebellion in the Cape, afraid of French-Canadian

secession ; afraid of French intervention in Egypt—one even

spoke to me of a fancied French annexation of the Channel

Islands, whose inhabitants, as loyal as any in the whole

sweep of the Empire, describe themselves as having conquered

England and beaten France—afraid of every Power in the

civilised world; even of Italy taking Malta and Spain

seizing Gibraltar.

The Boers have had a rude awakening.

officials of the Governments at Pretoria and Bloemfontein listened to you
with polite and patient incredulity when you endeavoured to show how
mistaken was this theory, and upon what an immense reserve fimd of

patriotism and determination, in the highest and in the lowest social

ranks, in the castle as well as in the slum, the Empire could draw.
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Note.—What the views of the educated Boer—the young

Afrikander—were is fairly paralleled by those ascribed to

many French people, in the following extract from an article

by Baron Pierre de Coubertin, in the Fortniglitly Beview for

May 1900.

Eeferring to the might of the Empire, and the average

Frenchman's estimate of it, the writer states :

—

" There is nothing in the world so hard to bring home to a Frenchman's

mind as the nature of that power. He persists in judging Anglo-Saxon

society by his own ' Napoleonic ' and ' centralising ' ideas. He cannot be

made to see that all these countries scattered over the surface of the globe

can form a whole ; he is always expecting a break up, and is firmly

persuaded that the smallest event might serve to bring it about. He
believes, on the authority of a few worthy globe-trotters, who, in the

words of the Psalmist, have eyes but they see not, that the native popula-

tions of the different English Colonies are oppressed and longing to revolt.

Already his prophetic vision sees Ireland, India, Burmah, Jamaica,

Australia, New Zealand, the Cape, Egypt, Canada, proclaiming their

independence, as if that magic word expressed the highest hopes of all

these countries. You cannot get it into his head that they are all loyal

to England, because they are happy under her rule and because there is

something quite wonderful in her power of organisation and administration."
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CHAPTER IX.

THE POLICY OF PKESIDENT KRUGER.

In the historical sketch which I have given of the relations

between the British and the Dutch in South Africa, I have

endeavoured, as I have already stated, to place a view of the

political position as it would strike any citizen of the

Empire, who came to the consideration of the problem with-

out any bias against the aspirations, or the past history, of

the Dutch-speaking people.

"Measures, not men"—that was, and is, and always

shall be a favourite popular fallacy. Let me quote from a

great political philosopher :
" With small men no great

things are done." The policy of President Kruger has

not been in the least the policy of a small man. But he has

not attained to the vision of the first Bonaparte. One

cannot do everything oneself; the most obsequious instru-

ment is usually the most completely useless.

The plight of the Pretorian English after the retrocession

of the Transvaal was truly piteous. They had invested

their all in the British territory of the Transvaal province,

relying on the declaration of the Imperial Governor: "As

long as the sun shines, as long as rivers run, the Transvaal

remains British territory." They saw how that promise,

without fault of the promiser, had been kept. They buried

the British flag in Pretoria with the prophetic epitaph

" Resurgam." Wherefore the appreciation by the Pretorian

English of Imperial faith and honour and gratitude has

always been extreme. And as regards the conquering Boer, it

is enough to say that the Pretorian as to the Johannesburger
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is as wine unto water, in their divergence from fraternisa-

tion with anything that is Dutch.

The Triumvirate of the Boers— Kruger, Pretorious,

Joubert—were indeed triumphant. Immediately after the

retrocession the divergent policies of Kruger, elected Pre-

sident, and of Joubert, elected Commandant-General, became

evident.

In a preceding chapter I have endeavoured to explain

the lines on which parties were divided. Exactly as among
the 17th-century English, the lines ran on principles of

Church government ; it would seem an exaggeration to say

religious principle. The Doppers were the Ptoundheads

among the Boers of the day. They represent what Edmund
Burke calls the dissidence of dissent, the Protestantism of

the Protestant religion. A Dop is a round cap ; the Dopper

was the Ptoundhead. The Dopper objects to music in the

church; and in the contest between the policies of Paul

Kruger and Piet Joubert he made his co-sectary the

victor.

No one who has met the old President Kruger can doubt

in the least that he is a most striking historical character

;

one who will stand out for centuries to come, and will wield

in legend and story a great power on the minds of men.

One is in doubt whether to reflect on the historic parallel of

that English commander of mercenaries, who, the gi'eat

Aguto, figures in the records of the Eepublic of Florence,

and sleeps in his English village home as Sir John Hawk-
wood ; or on recent ingenious romances wherein a 19th-

century humanitarian survival finds himself surrounded

with new, undreamt of, and paralysing conditions, in a time

and a generation which had far forgotten the influences, and

passed from the conditions which had determined his mental

development.

For the President is a Lowland Hollander of the 17th

century in mind, whatever may be on one side his High
German descent. Stubborn, brave, stoical, he cut off" his

own thumb with a knife when it was shattered by a rifle

bullet. He believes absolutely in the divine destiny of his
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people, and transfers to them all the promises of the Lord of

the Old Testament, who led His chosen people out of the

wilderness. The sword of the Lord and of Gideon still

smites for the chosen people ; and, if one is surprised to

find what a lack of sense of historic continuity is manifested

in this hermit, crab-like assumption of an ancient and cast-

off tenement, let us remember that our worthy Independents,

who stood up against the Man of Blood, and smote him at

Brentford and Naseby—that sergeant " Bind-their-kings-in-

chains-and-their-nobles-in-links-of-iron " who plied his sword

in Ireton's army—were afflicted by a similar lack of per-

ception of historical perspective. The President really

believes, and always has believed, that the Boers are the

chosen people of the Old Testament, to whom the children

of Ham should be servants, and that they are promised

the annexing of the Promised Land. Some, who doubt the

President's sincerity, do not know the fact that he was one

of the first Voortrekkers born in the Cape Colony ; one who,

in 1836 as a boy of thirteen, followed in the steps and

adhered to the Proclamation of Piet Eetief.

President Kruger's policy, in pursuance of the mission

which his election imposed on him—for all that power,

whether that of President, or Landdrost, or Field-Cornet, is

from on high no Boer, at least no Boer of the President's

generation, can doubt—was clearly, from the first, to establish

the power of the chosen race ; or, transmuting this phrase

into language understood by English-speaking people of the

Empire and of the United States of America, to establish a

great Dutch-speaking Afrikander Power—the United States

of South Africa.

The first necessity for the accomplishment of this policy

was necessarily to secure the power of the President himself.

With the keen vision of a Cardinal Eichelieu (whom a

Transvaal official recently reminded the Uitlanders of Johan-

nesburg bore the name so familiar in South Africa as that of

Du Plessis) ; with the relentless purpose of a Prince Bismarck,

the President evidently made up his mind that, to accomplish

this providential mission, certain steps were necessary ; and
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these steps he took without hesitation, with firmness,

inspired by his 17th-century conception of patriotic ardour

and religious purpose.

The next step was to do everything which was possible

to eliminate Imperial control of the destinies of the Republic.

The expelled Orange Free State, expelled from the Empire

against its will, had absolute power, under the Treaty of

Bloemfontein of 1854, to conclude treaties with foreign

Powers, without any Imperial sanction or possibility of veto.

The President designed to secure similar freedom for the

Republic north of the Vaal River.

The next desirable thing which he clearly contemplated

in the interests of his burghers, who always desired land for

the occupation of their increasing population, was to secure

the expansion of their territory to the north, and thereby

to allow the trek to secure opportunities of limitless

continuation.

Next to this to secure a seaport. The nucleus of the

United States of South Africa would be greatly assisted in

obtaining world-wide recognition of its status as a sovereign

State, if its warships should sail the seas, and its flag was

to be seen from Hamburg to Marseilles, and from Naples to

Trieste.

Most of all, however, and most urgently was needed the

acquisition of gold for the Treasury of the Republic. When
the Imperial Commissioner annexed the Transvaal in 1877

the treasury was empty. The Boer has an aversion to pay

taxes so strong that it may be almost described as constitu-

tional. How was the gold to be procured ?

Because, unless some weakness hardly to be hoped for

even in the most vacillating Government at Westminster, it

could hardly be expected that the Imperial Government

would peaceably submit to being driven into the sea, not

to mention the colonist of British descent, whose knowledge

of his rights and determination to maintain them were but

too well known. Without gold, no war preparations could

be contemplated.

It is quite easy to prepare for war if you have gold, with

F
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which to obtain cannon and rifles, and ammunition, and

skilled strategists, veterans in stricken fields and expert

artillerists. There is no necessity, if things go well, of

declaring war until the British Empire is at war with another

Great Power.

In furtherance of this policy, too, the President's obvious

duty was to seek the support of the sister Eepublic of the

Orange Free State ; and, above all things, if diplomacy or

preferential trade advantages, or promises (no matter how
lavish) of political domination could secure it, the support of

one of the Crreat Powers of Europe.

This policy tlie President steadily carried out, with

qualities of determination and foresight which must wring

an unwilling admiration from the most loyal citizen of the

Empire.

It was a mere incident in the consolidation of his

personal power, but still absolutely essential, that he should

eliminate any Transvaalers whose power and authority in

the Eepublic rested on their own weight with the burghers,

and not on their nomination by the President, and who were

likely to endeavour to carry out a policy of independent

initiative, which possibly might conflict with the President's

designs.

In pursuance of the policy of eliminating Imperial

control, a deputation was sent to England at the end of 1883

with the object of obtaining certain modifications of the

Convention of Pretoria of 1881, which embodied the result

of the Majuba Hill negotiation. The Convention of Pretoria

contained many restrictions on the liberty of the Government
of the Eepublic, both as regards their internal action with

reference to the Kaffir and the foreign negotiations of the

Eepublic with the Great Powers of Europe. The deputation,

of which President Kruger was a member, succeeded in

obtaining from Lord Derby, then Colonial Minister, many
modifications of the Convention, in their direction of giving

a freer hand to the Government of the Eepublic. I shall

revert to this subject at greater length later on in connection

with the Suzerainty Controversy of October 1897. Suffice
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it here to note that the deputation succeeded in procuring

the abrogation of the right of the Imperial Government

to move its troops through the territory of the Eepublic, and

procured also the practical abolition of the right of the British

Agent to interfere on behalf of the natives, and removed

from the hands of the Imperial Foreign Office the function of

negotiating all agreements between the Eepublic and Foreign

Powers. But the crowning triumph^ for the negotiators of

the New Convention of London of 1884 was that the

obnoxious word Suzerainty was omitted by Lord Derby
from the New Convention; and that the only control

over the foreign affairs of the Eepublic retained was a veto

on treaties which, to be valid, should be exercised within

six months.

Now, as regards the expansion of the territory of the

Eepublic which the President regarded as necessary to its

prosperity, it is to be noted that, while the Conventions of

Pretoria and London contained provisions prohibiting the

conclusion of treaties between native chiefs on the east or

the west of the Eepublic without the sanction of the

Imperial power, no such restriction is imposed on the trek

to the north. The motives of these restrictions are clear

enough, when one considers the traditional policy of the

Imperial Government with regard to the Boers obtaining a

foothold on the Indian Ocean ; and, on the other hand, the

perception by the Colonial Office (even under the secretary-

ship of Lord Derby) of the desirability of maintaining the

trade route to the interior of Africa. Still, expansion to the

north was expressly permitted to the Eepublic.

This right to the north continued until the policy of

Mr. Cecil Ehodes, ending in the occupation of Mashona
land and Matabeleland, put an end to all prospect of

the expansion of the President's territory north of the

Limpopo.

The Bechuanaland Expedition of 1884, under Sir Charles

Warren, costing the Imperial Government some millions,

put an end to expansion on the west by suppressing the new
Boer Republics of Stellaland and Goshen, which President

F 2
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Kruger had proposed to annex to the Transvaah The im-

portance of this step, from the Imperial point of view, may
be seen, when it is considered that such expansion woiihl

necessarily have ended in the joining of the Transvaal

territory in the west to the eastern border of German South-

West Africa; and, consequently, the cutting off of the

British trade route to Central Africa, which even Lord

Derby—whose interest in African affairs, I was told by a

member of the Transvaal Deputation of 1883, could be

expressed in the wonder why the African elephant was not

domesticated—was desirous of maintaining. If such a

junction had been effected, there could obviously have been

no Cape to Cairo route.

The policy of Mr. Cecil Ehodes having completely

hindered any peaceable expansion of the Transvaal territory,

and warlike expansion being out of the question for the

time being, the President made the next l)est bargain he

could—that is to say, he entered into negotiations with the

Imperial Government to obtain their sanction to an outlet

on the sea. Between the Transvaal and the Indian Ocean,

and between the Portuguese of Delagoa Bay and the British

Colony of Natal, stretched a naiTow strip of land called

Amatongaland, in the occupation of some Kaffir chiefs, and

not yet annexed by any European Power. Now, the Con-

ventions of both Pretoria and London of 1881 and 1884

expressly provide that no treaties could be made by the

Transvaal with native chiefs to the east or west of the

Eepublic without the express consent of the Imperial

Government. In return, therefore, for his promise to

support the British Chartered Company in their establishing

of law and order in Khodesia, the President obtained the

consent of the Imperial Government, embodied in the Swazi-

land Convention of 1890, to his taking over, in full

sovereignty, a strip of land reaching from the eastern border

of the Transvaal to the Indian Ocean at Kosi Bay. The

Convention stipulated that the strip of land was for the

construction of a railway, which had to be completed within

three years. In 1894 a new Convention of Swaziland was
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negotiated, chiefly for the purpose of obtaining the annexa-

tion of Swaziland to the Transvaal ; but the President, with

a strange lack of his usual foresight, omitted to include in

its provisions a continuation of the agreement with the

Imperial Government relative to the strip of land in

sovereignty and the railway to Kosi Bay. It is understood

that he intended to have it embodied in a separate Conven-

tion. Nevertheless, the promise of the Eepublic to aid the

British Chartered Company in Khodesia was repeated in the

Swaziland Convention of 1894. Soon after this period, as

the term of three years had expired, the Imperial Govern-

ment took a step, seemingly of very slight importance,

consisting in the annexation to the Imperial Crown of the

worthless slip of territory of Amatongaland ; whereupon

the two Dutch Eepublics were completely hemmed in by

British territory, and the President's dream of his port on the

Indian Ocean became no longer realisable by peaceable

means.

It must be noted that the President had not a unanimous

Volksraad with him in this desire of his to acquire a sea-

port. Several members and high ofhcials lield that the

possession would be a weakness in case of war with any

great Power.*

The President, nevertheless, undoubtedly considered this

loss of his opportunity of constructing a harbour as a great

grievance, for which he held Mr. Ehodes chiefly responsible.

* The progress of the present war would seem to bear out the correct-

ness of the latter view, one which was very forcibly impressed on me by
that able lawyer, Dr. Coster, whose service to the Republic he had adopted
ended in his gallant death, leading a corps of his Uollander fellow-

countrymen at Elaudslaagte. In October of last year at Delagoa Bay
I noticed the striking anxiety of the officers of Her Majesty's warships

that the rumours of an intention of a Republican commando to seize

Kosi Bay should be confirmed, an anxiety which one gallant officer of

H.M.S. Philomel expressed to me with considerable emphasis. It seems
indisputable that the possession of Delagoa Bay in the hands of a neutral

power, and thereby the impossibility of the British fleet blockading tlie

harbour, has been of distinct advantage to the Dutch Republics in

enabling them to keep up their supplies. If either Delagoa Bay or Kosi
Bay had been in Dutch hands, a rigorous blockade of the coast would
certainly have been carried out, and all ships carrying supplies for the

Boer armies would have been seized as prizes of war.
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The President's design of replenishing his Treasmy was

indeed, as all the world knows, completely successful. The

earlier law of the Transvaal prohibited prospecting for gold

anywhere in the Eepublican territory ; as the burghers, who
set such store upon their isolation on the veldt, quite realised

that an influx of miners would put an end to their pastoral

quiet, and their exclusive possession of land. For similar

reasons, as the Imperial Government desires to maintain

Basutoland as a Kaffir reserve, prospecting for minerals is

prohibited there ; and apart from other risks from native

hostility any prospector would be promptly deported across

the Caledon River. During the presence in London, in 1883,

of the dei3utation to Lord Derby for the negotiation of the

New Convention of 1884, the President invited capitalists

from all the world to develop the mineral resources of the

Transvaal, promising them every protection—a promise

reiterated in the most emphatic terms in an official letter

from the Secretary of the Deputation, dated 13th December,

1883, published in the press at the time.

Having obtained from Lord Derby the right of conducting

diplomatic negotiations independently of the British Foreign

Office, the President promptly proceeded to make use of his

power. Immediately negotiations were entered into with

Germany and Holland, Prince Bismarck, who had previously

declined any direct negotiations, immediately recognising the

altered international status of the Kepublic. To this branch

of the subject I shall refer again, in considering the policy

of the German Imperial Government in South Africa

generally.

The President, in pursuance of his policy of obtaining the

support of Foreign Powers, entered into the closest relation

with Holland and the Hollander people. He appointed as

his representative in Europe the Hollander Baron Beelaerts

van Blokland, residing at the Hague. The President also

secured the services of the most able of all his public

servants, a member of the Bar of Holland, Dr. W. J. Leyds

(at present the Minister Plenipotentiary of the Bepublic in

Europe), and many other Hollanders for every branch of the
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public service. In pursuance of the same policy a Nether-

lands Company was, after years of negotiation, wliich is

sufficiently familiar in connection with the recently published

award of the Berne Arbitrators, placed in possession and

control of the railways of the Transvaal leading to the

Portuguese harbour of Delagoa Bay, Considerable dis-

satisfaction was always expressed by those of Dutch South

African descent at this exclusion of themselves from the

public service ; but, as has already been pointed out, it was

apparently necessary to enable the President to consolidate

his own power so as to carry out his wider political designs.

Dutch Afrikanders, as were called those educated men from

the Colonies of the Cape and Natal, would stand more on

their own feet, and would depend less on the President's

nomination. Even the able lawyer above referred to, who
acted as secretary of the London Deputation, and whose

own standing with the burghers was considerable, did not

remain long in the President's confidence. Dr. Jorissen,

State Attorney of the Eepublic, the negotiator of the Majuba

Hill Convention, was dismissed while on leave of absence

in England. Precisely as Cardinal Eiclielieu crushed the

recalcitrant nobles, and precisely as Louis XI. surrounded

himself with his corps of Scottish archers, or Louis XIV.
with his Swiss guards, so did the President surround himself

with an army of skilled officials, who could possibly have no

leverage on the minds of his burghers with which to thwart

his far-seeing policy. For this reason, quite as much as

from the fact that few of the burghers of the Transvaal

were sufficiently educated to discharge the duties of any

Government office, must be ascribed the President's preference

for the service of immigrants from Holland.

Before referring at greater length to the transmuting of

the gold of the Eand—won from the Keef by the capital and

toil of the British and other European immigrants who had

flocked to the newly-created town of Johannesburg at th,'

President's invitation— into cannon and forts and expe-

rienced soldiers, it will be necessary for me to direct
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attention to another portion of the political field in South

Africa. Tor it must never be forgotten that, as I have

stated in the first chapter, the whole of the political field

in South Africa— from Cape Town to Kimberley, from

Kimberley to Durban, from Bloemfontein to Pretoria—all

constitutes one vast chess-board. No single move can be

taken at any one point without the fortunes of the whole

field being affected.
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CHAPTER X.

[the young AFKIKANDER PROPAGANDA: 1881.

" The winter day that withered hope and pride."

(1.) Majuba and the Foundation of the Bond : The Platform.—(2.) Majuba
and the Dutch Journals : The Press.—(3.) Majuba and Stelleu-

bosch : The School.— (4.) Majuba and the Dutch Reformed Church:

The Pulpit.

The vision of a separate Dutch-speaking nationality, exclu-

sively governed by Dutch hands, and conforming itself to

traditional Dutch methods, seems always to have been fixed

in the minds of the Boer Voortrekkers in the Eepublics.

The danger to the British Empire involved in any such

establishing of an alien Power in South Africa, and the

danger of leaving a nucleus of hostility in the Eepublics on

the British borders, was distinctly foreseen and pointed out

by such British Imperial Governors as Sir George Grey, Sir

Philip Wodehouse, Sir Bartle Erere, and Sir Theophilus

Shepstone. Their treatment at the hands of the Imperial

Government has already been referred to. But, until the

retrocession of the Transvaal, very little indeed had been

done in furtherance of that ideal. President Burgers, of the

Transvaal, a Hollander immigrant, endeavoured in the early

'seventies to take some steps towards the realisation of the

ideal. He had great schemes for the making of Pretoria

a centre for the creation of an all-embracing South African

Eepublic in the future—schemes which extended so far as

the formation of a railway to Delagoa Bay and the establish-

ing of a great university in Pretoria. But his support from

the burghers was rather lukewarm. Independence they
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liked very well, and isolation in the veldt, and not being

interfered with by the British ; but far-reaching schemes of

railways and universities and other such gorgeous palaces

of fancy, which involved in the immediate present the

payment of taxes by tax-hating burghers, seem not to have

appealed to them. For other reasons also—chiefly his want

of harmony with their religious beliefs—President Burgers

fell into disfavour with the Boers, who even went the length

of abandoning their President when, immediately before the

annexation of the Transvaal, he was leading them in war

against Sekukuni, a Kaffir chief. So President Burgers was

deposed by Sir Theophilus Shepstone, who found the treasury

in Pretoria completely empty ; the teachers, with whose aid

President Burgers desired to found his university of Pretoria,

took to other occupations ; and the President's iron rails

for his projected railway to Lourenfo Marques lay rusting

at Delagoa Bay.

Then occurred that event which has shaped the whole

movement of South African politics for the last twenty years

—-the retrocession of the Transvaal, after the unavenged

defeat of Majuba Hill. Perhaps, if the genius of President

Kruger, his skill and resource, and his procuring the exploita-

tion of the gold mines by European capitalists and miners,

had not been there to utilise it—that terrific shock to South

African confidence in the resolution, the good faith, the con-

sistency, or even the sense of self-preservation, to be expected

from an Imperial Government in Westminster—no such

world-moving consequences would have occurred. But Presi-

dent Kruger was there, and the gold lying liid in the Kand

was procured in many millions.

Before referring to the birth of the so-called Young
Afrikander Propaganda, which spread over South Africa

immediately after the retrocession of the Transvaal, let me
indicate the manner in which, I think, any fair-minded

citizen of the Empii-e should view the formation of this idea

of an independent Afrikander nation, and the steps taken to

realise it. I do not think I can express it better than by a

quotation from a letter addressed to me in Johannesburg, in
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October 1896, by a leading resident in Johannesburg,* who,

like most colonists of British descent, is a strong Imperialist.

He says :

—

" To say one word that would interfere with the prospects of harmonious

co-operation between the British and the Dutch would be criminal. The

means to bring about such co-operation are, it seems to me, to be achieved

only by England making such a demoustration of her determination to

remain the supreme and ruling power in South Africa as would make any

thought of attemptiug to oust her jurisdiction the phantasm only of the

lightest of feather-brained politicians.

" There is no doubt that many of the Dutch population please them-

selves with thoughts and ambitions of establishing an independent

Afrikander nation. This ambition is no doubt creditable from their point

of view, but it is absolutely inconsistent with British interests, not only in

South Africa, but throughout the Continent of Europe, and, if I may
venture to say so, with the due and orderly spread of civilisation amongst

the native tribes."

The policy of the Gladstone Cabinet, in its deciding to

retrocede the Transvaal after the defeat of Majuba Hill, has

practically dominated the whole of South African politics for

the last twenty years. That policy was announced by Mr.

Gladstone as one of magnanimity ; and so it was undoubtedly

regarded by the people of the United Kingdom. So it was

not regarded by anyone, British or Dutch, in South Africa.

I have already referred to the interpretation put on the retro-

cession given to me by a Eepublican Chief Justice. When
that is the view of the retrocession held by a man of the

highest education, what must be the estimate of every Boer

of the veldt ?

Four great movements of a propaganda through the Cape

Colony and the Eepublics began on the perception by the

Boers, in the Colony and in the Eepublics, that the Imperial

Government was prepared to submit to defeat. The plat-

form, the press, the school, and the pulpit, all, by combined

action, proceeded to impress on the public mind that, in view

of the weakness and indecision of the Imperial Government,

it was not merely possible, but certain, that a new Afrikander

* Mr. H. S. Caldecott, now Chairman of the Uitlauder Committee ol"

Natal.
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nation, absolutely independent of the Imperial Crown, could

be created.

Now, it does not seem of the highest importance, although

much controversy has turned on this point, whether forcible

expulsion of the Imperial power or pacific negotiation was

looked upon as the more feasible method. The goal, held

steadily in view, was the establishing of an independent

nation ruling all South Africa, from the Zambesi to the sea.

Of course, the advantages of the defence of that independence

to be obtained from the navy of the greatest sea-Power in

the world were quite obvious ; therefore, it was always put

forward, as part of the Afrikander policy, to grant the British

Empire the possession of Simonstown, in the Cape Peninsula,

as a coaling station for warships for India and Australia.

Indeed, a contribution to the Imperial navy was admitted by

all Afrikander propagandists to be only fair, in view of the

services the Imperial navy would render in policing the coast

and warding off foreign attack. Even in the Kepublics many
were always to be found to advocate such a subvention in

aid of the Imperial navy.

The origin of the Bond, as was called the political

organisation formed in the British Colony of the Cape, formed

recently the subject of an interesting correspondence, begin-

ning with a letter from Mr. Theophilus Schreiner, brother of

the late Cape Prime Minister. This letter is of such interest

that I reproduce it here :

—

Mr. Reitz's Manifesto.

To the Editor of the " Cape Times."

Sir,—My attention has only just now been drawn to the manifesto

of Mr. Reitz, State Secretary of the Transvaal, to the Orange Free State

burghers, as published in the Cape Argus, 19th inst.

In this shameful and shameless document Sir Alfred Milner, Mr. Cham-
berlain, the British Cabinet, the Queen of England, and the British nation

are declared to be murderers, robbers, breakers of treaties, and the

responsibility for the present war between the Republics and England is

sought to be laid on their shoulders in a wealth of scurrilous and

mendacious statement.

1 feel ini|iGlled to write the following lines, not to discuss matters
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which have passed beyond the pale of argument, but to throw a little

personal historic light on the question as to who is responsible for the

present war, which may serve to show that not England, nor England's

Queen, nor England's Government are the real originators of the same.

I met Mr. Eeitz, then a judge of the Orange Free State, in Bloem-

fontein between seventeen and eighteen years ago, shortly after the

retrocession of the Transvaal and when he was busy establishing the

Afrikander Bond. It must be patent to every one that, at that time at

all events, England and its Government had no intention of taking away
the independence of the Transvaal, for she had just " magnanimously "

granted the same ; no intention of making war on the Republics, for she

had just made peace ; no intention to seize the Rand gold-fields, for they

were not yet discovered. At that time then I met Mr. Reitz, and he did

his best to get me to become a member of his Afrikander Bond, but after

studjdng its constitution and i^rogramme, I refused to do so, whereupon

the following colloquy in substance took place, which has been indelibly

imprinted on my mind ever since.

Reitz :
" Why do you refuse? Is the object of getting the people to

take an interest in political matters not a good one ?
"

Myself :
" Yes, it is ; but I seem to see plainly here, between the

lines of this constitution, much more ultimately aimed at than that."

Reitz :
" What ?

"

Myself :
" I see quite clearly thai the ultimate object aimed at is the

overthrow of the British power, and the expulsion of the British flag from

South Africa."

Reitz (with his pleasant conscious smile, as of one whose secret

thought and purpose had been discovered, and who was not altogether

dipleased that such was the case) :
" Well, what if it is so ?

"

Myself: "You don't suppose, do you, that that flag is going to

disappear from South Africa without a tremendous struggle and fight ?
"

Reitz (with the same pleasant, self-satisfied, and yet semi-ajxilogetic

smile) :
" Well, I suppose not ; but even so, what of that ?

"

Myself ;
" Only this, that when that struggle takes place you and I

will be on opposite sides, and, what is more, the God who was on the side

of the Transvaal in the late war, because it had right on its side, will be

on the side of England, because He must view with abhorrence any

plotting and scheming to overthrow her power and position in South

Africa, which have been ordained by Him."

Reitz :
" We'll see."

Thus the conversation ended ; but during the seventeen years that

have elapsed I have watched the propaganda for the overthrow of British

power in South Africa being ceaselessly spread by every possible means

—

the press, the pulpit, the platform, the schools, the colleges, the legislature

—until it has culminated in the present war, of which Mr. Reitz and his

co-workers are the origin and the cause. Believe me, sir, the day on
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which F. W. Reitz sat down to pen his ultimatum to Great Britain

was the proudest and happiest moment of his Ufe, and one which had for

long j^ears been looked forward to by him with eager longing and

expectation.

He and his co-workers have for years past plotted, worked, prepared

for this war, and the only matters in connection with it in which they are

disappointed are, firstly, that tliey would rather the war had come several

years later, so that their anti-British propaganda might more fully have

permeated the country ; secondly, that they would have liked to declare

war against England at a time when she should be involved in some great

struggle with a foreign Power instead of at a time when she is free to give

all her attention to South Africa; and, lastly, they are disappointed at

finding out that English soldiers can fight.

It is true that an active factor in bringing about this war has been the

existence of the gold-fields of the Rand, not, however, as asserted, because

England covets them and is determined to seize them, but because the

wealth drained from them has enabled the Republics to become military

powers of a strength far out of proportion to their population, and thus

has led F. W. Reitz & Co. to think that their dream of a Pan-Afrikander

RepubUc and the ousting of the British flag may become a reality. Hence

their declaration of war against England rather than grant just political

rights to the inhabitants, whom that same wealth has led to settle down

in the Transvaal, and whose presence and numbers, however useful to the

Dutch Republics towards the production of wealth to be used for the

setting forward of their political aims, might, if they became possessors of

the franchise, prove damaging to the success of the scheme of the great

Pan-Afrikander Republic. Although I have been obliged, in this record

of an historic reminiscence, to mention the Afrikander Bond, I do not

wish to be supposed to be attacking that body as it exists in the Cape

Colony at the present time, or to accuse it of backing Mr. Reitz up in his

declaration of war agamst the British Empire. Its leaders claim that

they and it are loyal to England. So be it. My object is to show that,

not the British Government, but the Republics, led by Kruger, Reitz,

Steyn, and their co-workers, have been steadily marching on towards this

war, and consciously plotting for it, ever since the " magnanimous

"

retrocession of the Transvaal by England, and even before the Witwaters-

rand Gold-fields were discovered.

I am, etc.,

Theo. Sohbbineb.

Riversdale, October 31. [1899.]

A pamphlet recently published in Cape Town, entitled

"The Birth of the Bond," consisting in a reprint of a

pamphlet entitled " De Transvaalsche Oorlog " (" The

Transvaal War"), issued, in 1881, by a Dutch paper called
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De Patriot^ contains the following statements among many
others of a like kind.

The Preface of the translation runs as follows :

—

" This is a translation of a pamphlet published in Dutch in the first

half of the year 1882, shortly after the surrender of the Transvaal to tlie

Boers. The title of the original is ' De Transvaalsche Oorlog ' (* The
Transvaal War'), and its contents have been faithfully reproduced,

excepting that a portion has been omitted to avoid repetition.

"It consists of a series of leading articles, originally publislicd in

De Patriot, then the most vigorous of the Bond organs. It is believed

they have never before been translated into English, and consequently

they will prove a revelation to British colonists and to the British public

at home of the hatred, as bitter as it was ungrateful, which at that time

was cherished hj Afrikanders in this Colony, as well as in the Eepublics,

against the English people, and against everything English, and which

has been vigorously fomented ever since by the most shameless mis-

representations.

"Here, too, the reader may view the Afrikander Bond at its very

beginning, and mark the lines on wMch it was projected, and which have

been exactly followed out in its ill-omened career. We see that it was

designed to be a preparation for an Afrikander * nation,' a confederation

totally independent of Great Britain. With this key all the moves of the

Bond and of the Eepublics fall into their places—the enmity practised

towards English colonists, the diligent propagation of the Dutch language,

the underground war against Imperial influence, the dogged refusal to

make concessions to the Uitlanders, the accumulation of war matei'ial, the

fostering of the manufacture of explosives, the consolidation of the two

Republics, the assumption of absolute independence, and the declaration

of war at the earliest moment it was thought safe.

" Fortunately the grand conspiracy has failed, but we earnestly desire

that our countrymen should realise the danger from which South Africa

has had a narrow escape ; and there can be no better means to this end

than the universal perusal of the following pages." *

The Transvaal War.

The moral pressure was too strong : England was forced to give back

the stolen Transvaal. If the Transvaalers had indeed stayed quiet, as

nearly all advised them to do, then England's injustice would have been

successful ; she would have been confirmed in her robbery, and would also

easily have absorbed the Free State. Now all her thieving is over, and

* The tranBlation is published at the Journal Office, GrahamBtown
Cape Colony, and is dated FebTuary 1900.
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probably she will never repeat it. Might has run ite race against right,

and lost, and will never be able to renew the conflict on such favourable

terms. And our faith in the righteous is all the stronger, that England

will be yet more severely puni8he<l, if she dares to begin again with her

policy of robbery and murder.

England's power has been rcpeat«<ily beaten and humbled. The little

respect which an Afrikander still had for British trooi)s and cannon is

utterly done away. And England has learned so much respect for us

Afrikanders that she will take care not to be so ready to make war with

us again. Think of it ; no English soldier had the honour to set his foot

on Transvaal ground. Those that were in the Transvaal already had to

sit still in the forts like mice in a trap, and those that were to go and

relieve them got their soimd beating in the Natal territory.

The Transvaalers have now got what they wanted, and what they for

four years vainly solicited from England, namely, the revocation of the

annexation, the giving back of their laud, and the restoration of the South

African Eepublic.

The Free State shall now also remain a free State, and England must

now keep her claws off from the Transvaal long enough for us Afrikanders

to recover strength a little and pull things to rights.

The Afrikanders have now a little time and opportunity to develop

themselves as a people. We had all been fearing that the Jingoes would

simply overwhelm us.

The Transvaalers are now restored to credit, in their own eyes and in

the eyes of all the world. Now all Europe and America are alive to the

rights of our affairs, and it will be dangerous for England to go on with

her accustomed plundering.

The Afrikanders, especially the young ones, have now got an aversion

to foreign languages and customs, and particularly to the English, and an

ambition is awakened within them for their own people and their own
language. The Englishman has made himself hated, language and all.

And this is well ; for the contrary evil had already made great progress.

The English sovereignty over South Africa has now gone back at least

half a century. Good : we are heartily glad of it.

The Formation of the Afrikandeb Bond.

This is another matter which we must now carry through. Now or

never. We have seen how necessary it is that the Afrikandei's should

have a general union or body, so as to be able to work together. This

was never more necessary than now. Even the Volksblad, which formerly

was not favourable to such a Bond, and even now objects to its being

empowered to watch the press, finds the establishment of the Bond not

only advisable but pressingly needful. It remarks :
" All doubt as to the

pressing necessity of taking this matter in hand vanishes now that we see

that branches of the London South African Union are being formed at the
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Cape, 80 as to give powerful assistance to the English merchants. If there

must be a conflict between English and Dutch here, then let the Dutch
take care that they are ready for it."

The Free State Express of 7th April last publishes the draft of such a

Bond, similar to what we have several times proposed in TJic Patriot, ])ut

worked out more in detail by some friends at Bloemfontein. Hero follows

its constitution :

—

The object of the Afrikander Bond is the establishment of a South

African nationality through the cultivation of a true love of this our

fatherland.

The Bond must grow up out of the heart of the people : the rules can

come on after. This is now our time to establisli the Bond, while a

national consciousness has been awakened through the Transvaal war.

And the Bond must be our preparation for the future confederation of all

the States and Colonies of South Africa. The English Government keeps

talking of a Confederation under the British flag. That will never happen
(daar kom uiks van nie). We can assure them of that. We have often

said it; there is just one hindrance to Confederation, and that is the

English flag. Lot them take that away, and within a year the Confedera-

tion under the free Afrikander flag would be established.

But so long as the English flag remains here, the Afrikander Bond
must be our Confederation. And the British will after a while realise

that Froude's advice is the best for them ; they must be content with

Simon's Bay as a naval and military station on the road to India and

give over all the rest of South Africa to the Afrikanders.

If an Englishman is willing to become an Afrikander and acknowledge

our land and people and language, then we will acknowledge him as our

countryman and heartily support htm, or one of any other nationality on

the same terms.

The Anti-British Campaign—No Trading with the British.

We must form trading associations with Europe and the United States

of America. There is now good opportunity for this, as there has recently

been started a direct line of steamers between Germany, Holland, Belgium,

and South Africa, and it is said there is to be a separate line to run fi-om

Belgium to the Cape. There is also now so much interest in South Africa

awakened in Europe, and such sympathy felt for our Boer nationality,

that it will be easy to establish the desired trade connections.

The Amsterdaui Handehhlad {Journal of Trade) remarks :
—

"The future of England lies in India, and the future of Holland in

South Africa. When our capitalists vigorously develop this trade, and

for example form a syndicate to buy Delagoa Bay from Portugal, tlien a

railway from Cape Town to Bloemfontein, Potchefstroom, Pretoria, Delagoa

Bay will be a lucrative investment. And when in course of time the

Dutch language shall universally prevail in South Africa, this most

G
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extensive territory will become a North America for Holland and enable

us to balance the Anglo-Saxon race."

The Boer stores which we must establish must be Dutch or Afrikander

through and through, not any English. No English signboard, no English

advertisements in English nowsi)apers, no English bookkeepers ; no, all

Dutch or Afrikander. Just as English stores help to uphold English

newspapers, English schools, English social life in a town, so on the

contrary our Boer stores must work to prevent the English element from

prevailing, and must uphold the Afrikander spirit in the place, as against

the English spirit.

Yes, England is, as Bilderdyk, the Dutch poet, has rightly called her,

" a gang of robbers," and those islanders live only by plunder ; their ships

plunder on every shore ; their vultures fly over mountain and valley, and

light upon every carcase; they gather and glean whatever they can;

therefore it is that they have so many colonies, and therefore they raked

in the Transvaal. And now we must endeavour, instead of their being

able to plunder more in our land, to cut it off so that they shall have less,

and if possible nothing to prey on in our land. And then we shall

whether we are not quickly rid of these vultures. Where there is

no carcase, there you see no vultures. The trade is still imder

the English flag; thus England cannot hinder us from starting such

associations in the Colony and Natal, and the Free State and Transvaal

are of course free to do so. But the English rob us not only with their

stores, but particularly with their banks. We give an extract from the

Amsterdam Handelsblad of March 13tli, from which anyone, and our

Transvaal friends above all, may see how an English bank dared to serve

us. " The only bank in the Transvaal was in English hands. It had

advanced money on the Seccocoeni war. Suddenly it demanded payment,

and refused all further credit. That was the cause of the talk later on

(says Mr. Moodie) about the empty State chest, and the few pence that

the Queen's treasurer found as a balance of ready money." And how are

we to prevent such an evil ? Why, in the same manner as with the stores,

by helping ourselves.

Let us start a National Bank, with branches in all towns and villages

of our land.

Preparations for War.

To start manufactures of the munitions of war is another lesson which

we'must learn from the events of last year, particularly from the late wars

in the Transvaal and Basutoland. And this, of course, specially concerns

the two Republics.

For this, two things are required : (1) to make their own ammunition,

and (2) to be well supplied with cannon, and provide a regiment of artillery

to work with them. To begin with this last. In this we may praise

President Brand. We believe that the Free State is fairly well provided

with cannon and with ammunition for cannon. And he has also had for
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Bome time past young men drilled in the fort at Bloemfontein to work

with the cannon. So that if the English troops were coming over the

Drakensberg by Harrismith way, for example, they would not be the

only ones to use field-guns, but the Free Staters from the Berg above

would have kept them far enough off with their cannon, and if the

Transvaal had had just a couple of cannon on Laing's Nek, with a few

clever gunners, there would have been still less chance for the English

ever to get over that way. Unfortunately, in the betrayal of the country,

the cannon that the Transvaal had, also fell into the hands of the robbers,

and were used against the Boers at Pretoria. But when once the Transvaal

gets its independence back, the Government of the Eepublic will have

learned from the recent war a lesson as to what they must do for the

future.

But the other point is of much more importance ; the Free State and

the Transvaal must make their own ammunition for themselves. This is

the matter by which the English have always harassed them. Think

how Sir P. AVodehouse was ready to hand over the Boers to the ill-will of

the BasutoR, by stopping the supply of ammunition to the Free State.

And we must freely express our astonishment at President Brand and the

Volksraad that they did not have their eyes opened then, and begin at

once to manufacture gunpowder. And, again, in the Transvaal war, the

one hope of the soldiers was that the Transvaalers might run out of

ammunition. And Spiigg * lent himself as a tool to stop the supply of

ammunition from the Colony to the Free State, so that the latter might

not supply the Transvaal. Now, however, they have their eyes opened,

and let them profit by the lesson. The Transvaalers are beginning to

make all their own ammunition. At Heidelberg there are already 4000

cartridges made daily. And a few skilful Afrikanders have begun to make
shells too. That is right; so must we become a nation. When
oppressed, we grow strong. Let us have just a little time, and we will

develop our nationality.

And the Free State is also becoming vigilant. At least the Express

takes the matter up warmly. In its issue of 14th April it says :

—

" Lest anyone should think the proposal we made some time since to

the Raad about establishing a gunpowder manufactory was merely out of

ill-humour caused by the stopping of our supply from abroad, we return

to the subject now. Sulphur, as is well known, is foimd in the country,

and the evident proof thereof is the specimen exhibited in the Bloemfon-

tein Museum. All that is needed is to determine the quantity, and

Government would do well to instruct its officials to make the necessary

inquiries, for we are assured that it is found in more than one place in

the State. Saltpetre is found in many parts, and also the best charcoal

for gunpowder making, namely that from willow-wood, which is plentiful.

Sir Gordon Sprigg, then and now Prime Minister of Cape Colony.

G 2
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Witli au outlay of say £5,000 a factory can be started sufficient to provide

for our own needs, which is our special aim at present, though afterwards

it could be enlarged as may be desired. We cannot endure to be de-

jxjndent, as we are now, on the pleasure of ill-mannered and ill-tempered

rascals who in a foolish manner enter upon wild, extravagant enterprises

from which they have to retreat with shame and then cover it with

various lying statements against the Free State, on which they wish to

lay the blame of their own folly. Nor can we stand idly looking on

while arms and ammunition are sold wholesale to the natives around us,

while in the future decisive moment for South Africa we shall find

ourselves unarmed. And again, who knows who may be Prime Minister

in England then, and what sort of policy will rule the Colony ? We
wish for peace, and are resolved to have it. We have no glory to win by

war. But we may lose that which is precious, namely, sufficient prepara-

tion of such means of defence as to make us independent of the favour,

friendship, or hostility of the enemy. Thus we hope that one of the

fruits of the Transvaal War will be that the Republics shall make their

own ammunition, that they no longer suffer England to make a profit by

them, and that they will moreover every year set apart £1,000, or rather

allow to their Government the amount of charges for powder made on

their account."

No Land to be Sold to the British.

And while we are more specially dealing with the Republics we will

accordingly give the Boers there one more jiiece of advice : they must

sell no land to Englishmen.

We specially say this to our Transvaal brethren. In any national

conflict it is to the advantage of us Afrikanders that we are the land-

owners. The great majority of the English are only birds of passage

(trekvogels) that go away as soon as they have eaten carrion enough, or

there is no more carrion to be got. Our Boers are really the nobility of

South Africa. In England they have a very perverted idea of our Boers.

They think they are like the English farmers. Among the English the

nobles are the landowners and the "boers" are merely tenants—the

slaves, in fact, of the nobility. Here it is just the reverse. The Boers

are the landowners and the proud little Englishmen are dependent on the

Boers. They themselves are now beginning to see it, and therefore will

they try to get our ground into their possession. Watch against that,

Free Staters, Transvaalers ; sell no land to the Jingoes, even though they

offer to pay high prices. Think, if once they get a firm footing (or

landed property) then you will never get rid of them again. If you have

ground to part with that you do not need for your own children sell it to

an Afrikander from the Colony. Here there are too many of us, and

there are plenty who will go north if they can get land. Once more, this

is a ix)int of great importance—We stand upon our own ground.
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War against the English Language.

The English and the Anglified schoolmasters and, still more, school-

mistresses teach our children from early youth

—

(a) That the Enghsh language is the finest and best ; whereas it is

only a miscellaneous gibberish, without proper grammar or dictionary.

(b) That English history is the most interesting and glorious

;

whereas it is nothing more than a concatenation of lies and mis-

representations.

(c) That they must give the chief place to English geography ;

whereas all England is nothing more than an island in the North Sea.

(d) That they are educated as soon as they can gabble English
;

whereas they simply make themselves ridiculous by it, in the eyes of

every judicious person.

(e) That English books and periodicals are the finest and best to read
;

though really they are the greatest mass of nonsense (with some exceptions)

that you can find anywhere ; and finally, in one word

:

(f) That it is an honour for everyone to ape the English in every-

thing, and, in fact, to become English ; whereas it is the greatest shame

and disgrace for any people to belie their own God-given nationality.

Among following headings in this remarkable reprint

are:

—

Dutch speaking in Parliament.

Dutch in the Courts.

Dutch in public offices.

Dutch in the churches.

Dutch in the schools.

Disgrace to speak English.

The English governess a pest.*

The Cape Times of 10th May of this year contains the

following comment on the pamphlet just mentioned :

—

The pamphlet called the " Birth of the Bond " has drawn from the

Chairman of the South African Conciliation Committee {in England) a

defence of that organisation in the columns of the Times, whose special

correspondent in Cape Town had appealed to its evidence of the Afrikander

conspiracy to drive the English out of South Africa. Mr. Mackarues?

must have some personal acquaintance with the operations of the Boud|;

for if we are not mistaken he was in Cape Town during the period oi

* In 1882, an .Act of the Cape Parliament provided that Dutch iu the

future was to be treated as an official language, and on an equal footing

with English iu Parliament and in Courts of Law. Prior to that enact-

ment, a British Order iu Council of 1828 was iu force making English the

sole oiiicial language.
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Sir Hercules Robinson's * experieuco of Bond machiualioua concerning

Bechuanaland, He may possibly even remember that famous despatch

in which the Governor lamented the failure of Responsible Government,

in a political condition of Ministerial subjection to an irresponsible power

having no constitutional status. We are not quoting the actual words.

Sir Hercules Rubinson's definition of the situation was neater than any we

can give without reference to the text. It was during the same period

tliat Mr. Merriinan'sf denunciation of the Bond, recently revived as a

•'Progressive" document, tickled the ears of the groundlings in an

Eastern City. Mr. Mackarness, however, the mellowing influence of

time having doubtless afl'ected his Colonial memories, now writes :
" Since

the Bond became a genuine political power in the hands of responsible

leaders it has neither in its constitution, its conduct, nor in the speeches

of its champions, furnished evidence for the charges of disloyality so

freely launched against it." The champions of the Bond included the

late Mr. Borckenhagen % and the present Mr. Reitz,§ The former

gentleman was not a British subject ; and, therefore, not amenable to any

charge of disloyalty for his consistent hostility to the British influence

in South Africa. Mr. Reitz has given ample proof of the sort of loyalty

he was likely to foster in the organisation of which the avowed aim was
" the formation of a South African nationality." When invited to become

President of the Orange Free State in 1888, Mr. Reitz declared that it was

his fervent desire to see the day when the United States of South Africa

should have become an accomplished fact. It was a perfectly legitimate

aspiration for one in his position ; but it was an aspiration excluding tlie

British jxiwer from any part or lot in its accomplishment. With Mr. P.

Molteno
||
Mr. Reitz preferred Great Britain as a coast protector to any

other European Power. At least, in 1888, he avowed that preference.

This, indeed, is hardly the position which loyal British subjects care to

contemplate as the future destiny of their country. The Bond, however,

must be judged by Mr. Reitz's utterances. The language of Bondmen in

the Colony was more cautious. That was all. In aim and aspiration

there was no difference.

It is not enough to establish the Bond's innocence of disloyalty.

Mr. Mackarness goes on to assert a direct and continuous proof of its

active loyalty. " The Bond," he writes, " has actively supported almost

every British Ministiy of recent years, thus associating itself closely and

vigorously with a distinctly British policy." As accurately, might it be

* High Commissioner, afterwards created Loid Rusmead.

t A Member of the Bond Ministry at the Cape.

X The Editor of the Bloemfontein Express.

§ Formerly President of the Orange Free State, now Transvaal State

Secretary.

II
Author of a book entitled A Federal South Africa.
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said, that an aboriginal cannibal associates himself closely and vigorously

with the labours of evangelisation when he has eaten his missionary.

Such credulity might be venial in a Courtney or a Massingham, knowing

nothing of South African political affairs by personal observation.

Mr. Mackarness, however, had his opportunity of acquainting himself

with the ways of politicians while the Bond method was being demon-

strated with really unblushing candour. From the beginning it was the

rule of the Bond to refrain from ministerial ofiice. The rule was, to some

extent, forced upon the members by their transparent incapacity to

transact departmental business ; it was also a convenient rule, inasmuch

as it enabled the managers of the party to engage the services of

practised debaters, to whom office was precious, both for the personal

importance it conferred, and for other considerations that need not be

specified. Mr. Mackarness mentions a series of Ministers who enjoyed

the Bond support in its close and vigorous association with a distinctly

British policy. That is hardly the language Sir Hercules Robinson

would have used at the time of Mr. Mackarness's South African sojourn.

It certainly was not the language Mr. Merriman used at the same time
;

nor was it the language with which Mr. J. W. Leonard * electrified the

meeting of Cape Town citizens assembled to support the distinctly

British policy in defiance of the Bond and its auxiliaries. The curse of

South African politics, indeed, was the diabolical ingenuity of the Bond
in getting its purposes eff"ected by the instrumentality of politicians who
had no natural sympathy with it. The advance was made cautiously,

step by step, but with assured progress towards the determined goal.

First the native vote had to be dealt with. One set of Ministers began

this work; another set of Ministers completed it. Thus seat after

seat was lost to the Party now calling itself Progressive, and the

balance of power in the House of Assembly transferred to the Party

aiming at Afrikander, which, in truth, is nothing else but Republican,

domination. "As a matter of fact," Mr. Mackarness says, "neither

Mr. Rhodes nor any other sensible person had any doubt as to the Bond's

loyalty." What Mr. Rhodes thought about the ultimate aim of the Bond,

Avhile he was relying on the Bond vote, we do not know ; he is not one

who always lets out the full contents of his mind. It sufficed for him
that the Bond vote was necessary to keep him in power; nor did he

grudge the immediate price. Whether he was satisfied within himself

that the union of South Africa within the Empire, and in harmony with

British ideals, was the desire and aim of the Bond, is another matter.

We doubt, however, whether any " sensible person," who had even

a superficial knowledge of South African politics, gave the Bond credit

for such an aspiration.

The distinct instances of Bond loyalty quoted by Mr. Mackarness

Late Attorney-General of Cape Colony.
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are plausible but not couvincing. "In 1894," he says, "the Bond

members voted a large addition to the salary of the High Commissioner,

and in 1895 supported tlie Imperial Government in forcing President

Kruger to rooixjn the Vaal Drifts.* In 1896 certain Bond members

supported Mr. Merriman in petitioning for the establishment of the British

Government in Rhodesia. The enthusiastic devotion of the Dutch

towards Her Majesty in 1897 has been placed on record in eloquent

terms by Sir Alfred Milner. In 1898 the Bond Members unanimously

voted £30,000 a year to the Imperial Navy and gave the British

Admiralty a free hand in Simon's Bay." The vote to the Navy was

creditable to the Bond ; it would have been even more so if the Members
of the Party had given a courteous hearing to the arguments by which it

was recommended. In the matter of the Vaal Drifts the Bond offered no

opinion. What was done was done in Cabinet Council ; and we believe

that the leakage whereby the decision of the Cabinet came to be generally

known seriously disturbed the equanimity of Ministers. They did good

by stealth, and blushed to find it fame. The demonstration of loyalty in

1897 goes far to prove that the Bond policy, written large in Mr. Reitz's

declaration, is not the policy of all the Dutch-speaking people of South

Africa; and upon this foundation is the hope built of a happier condition

after the present troubles have passed away. Mr. Mackarness, however,

holds his brief for the defence of the Bond, not of the Dutch-speaking

population of Cape Colony, and, so far as the Bond is concerned, he has

absolutely no case.

The London Daily News of the 20th April of the present

year contains the following article on the origin of the

Bond :

—

Mr. Cronwright-Schreiner is not exactly the man to whom one would

look at present for a criticism of the Bond, and for evidence in sujiport of

the case that the British policy of equal rights and progressive legislation

was in danger in South Africa. Neither would anybody think from

Mr. Schreiner's and other speeches on the same side that British success

means greater protection for the natives. The fact is, however, that no

stronger assertion of the mischief that was going on in South Africa, as

the result of the Bond's principles and organisation, could be desired than

that which is to be found in a paper of Mr. Cronwright-Schreiner's on

"Political Ethics and Political Organisation," read to the Cradock

Farmers' Association on October 7th, 1893, and reprinted in a pamphlet

which we now have in our hands. It will be noted that the date is long

* The late Cajie Premier, Mr. Schreiner, agreed to the Cape Ministry's
active assistance in using armed foice to compel the Transvaal to open
the Drifts.
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anterior to the Jameson Raid ; it is even before the commandeering dispute

and Sir Henry Loch's significan.t questions to the Transvaal Uitlanders

concerning their armament ; it is a date when Mr. Rhodes was in favour

with the Dutch. What at that date was the policy of the Bond in regard

to the British power in Africa ? What were the character and political

aims of the Bond ? Wliat were its ideas with regard to the treatment of

the natives? Mr. Crouwright-Schreiuer (Mr. C. S. Cronwright as he was)

shall say.

" What is the Afrikander Bond ? " said Mr. Cronwright, in his address

to the Cradock Farmers' Association.

" It is," said he, in answer to his own question—" it is anti-English in

its aims ; its officers and its language are Dutch ; and it is striving to

gain such power as absolutely to control the Cape Parliament."

" What sort of men were they ?
"

" The vast majority of Bondmen," we read, " are nearly illiterate,

ignorant, and governed almost entirely by emotion instead of by reason

;

the wisdom of the Bond represents to a very great extent the ignorance of

the farming population of the Colony. Reason and argument are of no

avail with such men ; they are bad, non-progressive farmers, and their

actions, prompted by ignorance, are governed by unthinking prejudice."

Tlie Bond, said Mr. Cronwright, was composed chiefly of a type of

farmer which he had described in an early part of his paper. Looking

for this description, we find it is part of a general description of the social

conditions of the Colony, most of which we transcribe :

—

"The social conditions of this Colony present a most interesting

problem ; indeed they are almost unique. There are three main elements

of the population in juxtaposition such as are not found similaiiy placed

in any part of the world. There is first a class fairly representative of

the present-day, nineteenth-century moral, rehgious, social, and mental

development. This class is composed partly of people born in other

countries, principally in Great Britain and Germany, and of their

educated Colonial-born descendants, and of the educated Afrikanders,

descendants of the old Hollanders and Huguenots, The great bulk of

this class is, of course, of English descent, and all speak and write

English. Next is a class, a peculiar people, such as I believe are found

nowhere else in the world. It is composed almost entirely of Afrikanders

engaged in farming, speaking a patois of very limited vocabulary, called

by them ' the Taal,' the great majority being unable to speak English.

They are descendants of the old Dutch pioneers, and through having

been for a long time almost entirely cut off from communication with

civilisation, as many of them are yet, they have not advanced ; their isola-

tion and illiteracy have prevented any intellectual progress ; rather they

have deteriorated. The narrow Calvinism of their ancestors has developed

into a gross fatalism. They are almost illiterate, very ignorant, and super-

stitious ; they are out of touch with the world, and out of sym])athj^ witii
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and behind tlie spirit of the times ; tlieir notions are crude and primitive

in the extreme, and their conduct is governed by a standard of moraUty

which had Uttle in common with that which regulates the remainder of the

white population. Their reading is practically coniined to the Bible, and

they are the victims of an effete theology. A most capable writer in

' The Cape Illustrated Magazine ' for August remarks :
' No one Avith

eyes to see, and ears to hear, can avoid remarking that we have in our

midst a numerous section of the population, mostly rural, content to

stand upon the old motto, Quieta iiou movere. This is the section that

believe that what sufficed for their ancestors will suffice for them, and

which honestly imagines that a patois, like the Taal, is eventually to

prevail against the onrush of the Anglo-Saxon tongue, the language of

the modern world. This is a class whose antiquated piety would arrest

the locomotive in mid-Karoo at 12 o'clock on a Saturday night and allow

the locusts to feed undisturbed on their growing crops, because once in

the dawn of history the shadowy form of a Hebrew law-giver brought

the punishment of voetgangers to bear on the equally shadowy form of

an Egyptian king.'

"

Here comes iu a sentence or two of Mr. Cronwriglit

regarding the attitude of the population towards the natives,

which we reserve till we come to that subject. Then Mr.

Cronwright-Schreiner proceeds :

—

It is from the ranks of these people that the " Poor Whites," the most

depraved section of the population, are being daily augmented. They

are lazy, slovenly farmers, with a rooted antipathy to honest, continuous

hard work, and they object to be interfered with by law, wishing to be

absolute on their farms. They resent any law which tends to protect

their more progressive neighbours from their own dangerous methods of

farming, and they would selfishly and foolishly subserviate the interests

of the whole Colony to their own benighted wshes. Thus we have no

Compulsory Scab Act, no Compulsory Destruction of Locusts Act, no

compulsory eradication of prickly pear, or Xanthium Spinosum, no Com-
pulsory Brands Registration Act.

" These men," said Mr. Cronwriglit, summing up, " constitute the

strength of the Bond ; this is the section of the Dutch to whom our

pitiable invertebrate politicians are bowing the knee and selling the

country for a mess of pottage, to the utter degradation of political morality

and to the great detriment of the best interests of the Colony." The third

section referred to by Mr. Cronwright-Schreiner were the natives, about

whose treatment something will presently be quoted.

Mr. Cronwright found that the Bond's influence on the politics of Cape

Colony was " decidedly pernicious," that it dominated the Parhament, was
" absolutely powerful " in up-country districts, and that the fear of
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offending it had (even then in 1893) "too long paralysed our political

life."

It is said to-day that the war has raised the race feeling. But in 1893

Mr. Cronwright said, in criticism of Mr. Hofmeyer's reputation as a great

Btatesman

:

" We have had our Legislature dominated hy a race clit[ue, that clique

being composed of men who, beyond all others, know least of politics and

are least able to judge of what the real needs of this country are. And
tlie leader of this party, he who, by his clever management, perhaps

because he is the only able man among them, has given them this baneful

power, he is called great
!

"

In further criticism of the Bond, Mr. Cronwright-Schreiner objected to

the rule of "that section of our people least capable of legislating on

sound and progressive principles." Again, we read :
" Where the Bond

rules there is no political freedom, for its members consider a different

opinion from their own as a gross insult, and resent it accordingly."

Again :
" It " (the Bond) " simply exercises terrorism where it is powerful

enough to do so." On the race issue, which Sir Alfred Milner is accused

of raising in 1899, see agam what Mr. Cronwright said six years before :

—

" It is the Bond which, while voting by ballot in its own deliberations,

has prevented our voting by ballot for Parliamentary representation, and

yet prevents that system being adopted at the comin>^ General Election.

With all its power what have we got to thank it for ? Comparatively

nothing. Weighed in the balance, it is found wanting. It has directed

all its energies to resisting the measures the country needs, to introducing

the " Taal " into Parliament and the Law Courts, and to raising the franchise

60 as to give the Dutch Boer element more voting power. In fact, the

Bond has sacrificed the welfare of the country for years to the selfish

attainment of one object, namely, the supremacy of the Dutch-speaking

inhabitants of the Colony, regardlesss of the rights of others ; the imagined

good of an ignorant clique of the Dutch has been preferred to the good of

the country. These men must not have power ; they are imwholly unfit

to have it. Because it is such a body, and striving solely for its own
benighted ends, and is founded and conducted on race lines, and because

it cannot grapple with our problems, and not only does not and canno

introduce wise and progressive legislation, but also blocks the way
whereby we might advance, I say it should not have the power it has,

and that we should oppose it instead of temporising with it."

So much for the character of the Bond, its political capacity and its

iwlitical aims, long before the Raid. Now, as to its treatment of the

natives. The triumph of the Bond is, of course, the alternative to the

British establishment of the policy of equal rights, and recently there has

been an attempt to prejudice the British case by representations (to which
the signatures of many labour leaders have been obtained) that the war
is a deep design of the capitahst class to obtain cheap native labour
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for the mines. On this queBtion Mr. Cronwright gave this opinion in

1893:—
*' I am sure the Bond policy would spoil our labour supply."

He also said :

—

" The Bond is utterly unfit to deal with the native problem. It is

benighted and dominated by violent and unthinking prejudice. Such a

body cannot be trusted to guide the destinies of our weaker lellow-mortals.

Its native policy is fraught with the gravest danger to the Colony. As I

have said, the native question is our one big problem ; it will never be

settled on Bond lines. In the native we have an almost unique supply of

labour, a perennial fount of wealth to the Colony. Treat him justly,

wisely and humanely, and we shall always have a supply of good and

cheap labour; pursue the Bond policy, and the country will be flooded

with a set of roving thieves, who will become utterly demoralised by

adding to their own vices those of the lower whites, and be a curse to the

country ; and endless trouble will be stored up for the future."

Here we recur to the omitted passage from Mr.

Cronwright's description of the farmers dominating the

Bond. It is said :

—

They still retain the inhuman and primitive ideas with regard to the

native—bred of ignorance, and the days when " Zwart Schepsel " was

their slave. They are utterly unable to discuss the native question on its

merits ; they do not consider that we have any moral duty towards the

black from whom we took the land, and who now contributes largely to

the revenue, and fights for the British Empire as loyally as they them-

selves do.

Towards the end of his paper Mr. Cronwright, recurring to this topic,

said the class of Dutch which constituted the majority of the Bond had

an utterly degraded view of the native, looking upon him more as a

higher type of animal than as a human being, and their behaviour

towards him was regulated accordingly. If they had their way, they

woidd never have " fair play." These are the views of Mr. Cronwright-

Schreiner before the Raid, and before his marriage.

It is set against this explanation of the establishing of

the Bond that the leaders of the party under whose auspices

the present Cape Ministry have been put in power have

persistently, and till to-day, denied that there ever was any

such design to oust the British influence. British colonists,

however, meet one's inquiry as to the degree of acceptance

which these professions deserve by reminding one that, in a
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country of diplomatists, the ways of diplomacy are considered

permissible in the furtherance of a movement regarded as

patriotic ; and by telling one that, precisely as every Boer

in the field is a general, fully cognisant of the plan of

campaign, so is every Boer in political life an ambassador,

considering himself entitled to exercise quite as mucli

reticence as any Minister Plenipotentiary from St. Peters-

burg, or Washington, or Berlin, or Paris, or Kome—or even

from the Court of St. James.

The connection between the hopes revivified by Majuba
Hill and the immediately started Dutch press propaganda

has been sufficiently indicated by the extract already given

from the pamphlet on " The Birth of the Bond," which, it is

to be noted, is a reprint from Be Patriot, the leading Dutch
newspaper of Cape Colony in 1882.

The nature of that propaganda has been clearly described

in the despatches of the present High Commissioner. There

is nothing in which the pages of Be Patriot surpassed those

of Bn Express, the Afrikander organ in Bloemfontein in

the Orange Free State, The mot d'ordre for the whole press

in the Cape—where Ons Land is now the principal Bond
paper printed in Dutch, and the South African News the

principal Bond paper appearing in English—is clearly to

eliminate British influence in every respect all over South

Africa. The very title of the journal published in a British

colony, an integral portion of the Empire

—

Ons Land—
asserting that the land is ours in the Dutch tongue, shows

plainly the keynote. The British born or descended citizen

of the Empire is merely, in the view of the press propa-

gandist, a commorant foreigner, who may remain, and even

may be naturalised, if he behaves himself

Be Express of Bloemfontein was conducted by a man of

great ability and of striking personality, the late Mr. Carl

Borckenhagen. German by birth, he had adopted his new
Afrikander nationality with, thoroughness, and showed
clearly that the dream of his life was the establishing of a

new non-British nationality. Whether it was that he loved
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the Afrikander more or the Briton less is not quite so clear.

Many of our German cousins seem to dislike us. But

of the wonderful ability with which he conducted his

journal, there can be no doubt at all, and none, too, of his

astonishing command of the English idiom in its most telling

vigour.

In Pretoria the Volksstem, the " People's Voice," was

conducted on practically the same lines as the Bloemfontein

Express. In Johannesburg the Band Post, published in

Dutch, and the Standard and Diggers' Nevjs, published in

English, practically adopted—with some waverings on the

part of the latter journal—the same programme.

It would be impossible, within any reasonable compass,

to give extracts illustrating the carrying out by these

journals of the original policy
—

" Eliminate all that is

British." It must suffice to say that the very latest, as

well as the earliest of their issues, will convince the most

incredulous.

As far as the journalists of the Eepublics are concerned, it

is to be remembered that they were foreigners, and not

citizens of the Empire ; and, however we may regret their

narrower conception of patriotism, we cannot say that they

acted outside their rights, incumbent though it may be on

every citizen of the Empire to aid in dispelling for ever

their particularist dreams.

Similarly, as regards the anti-British propaganda carried

on by Ministers of the Dutch Eeformed Church, it does not

seem expedient to argue over much on what is palpable to

all in South Africa, and what is indeed plainly avowed, if

not boasted of. Churchmen of other Churches may safely be

left to frame indictments against these preachers of the

Prince of Peace.* Beading these indictments of the Dutch

Eeformed Church by Anglican and Eoman Catholic, Scottish

Presbyterian and Wesleyan in South Africa, one historical

parallel forced itself on my memory. The heaviest article in

the indictment of the Venerable Bede, the Saxon monk and

* See Appendix.
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chronicler, against the British native Christian Church—the

inheritors of the institutions of Constantine, finally driven to

Wales—was that they pushed their hatred of the Saxon

invader so far as to refuse to evangelise him, desiring his

punishment in the next world to avenge his crimes of the

present. The Grond Wet of the Boer Eepublic of the Vaal

Eiver declares that no equality of black and white, in

Church or State, will be endured by the people. The

missionary enterprise of the Dutch Keformed Church among

the Kaffirs is largely conspicuous by its absence.

As to their war spirit, yet another historical parallel.

The Dutch Eeformed Church is, like its people, of the 16th

century—a church militant indeed. The utterances of

many predikants recall the Eang's unanswerable query to

the Pope's remonstance against the capture of a mail-clad

bishop :
" Is this your son's coat ?

"

Let me pass to aspects of the propaganda on wliich I

may speak more freely. On a May day of 1891 I was in

the garden of the Middle Temple when I first heard of—but

did not realise its terrible meaning—the Young Afrikander

ideal. A friend of mine was with me, and we were speaking

on one aspect of the Law of Nations, on which I have

always been interested—the race limits of International

Law—the extent to which our rules of international conduct

are applicable to savages and savage warfare, or to the

peoples of Eastern civilisations—Indian or Chinese or

Japanese. I hold that they are quite inapplicable, being

the reflex of the consciousness of the white race of Europe.

I referred to the manner in which the great groups of peoples

were becoming greater—the consolidation of France, from

the warring provinces of Brittany and Burgundy and

Gascony and the Isle de France ; of the almost completed

consolidation of the German-speaking peoples ; of the vast

sweep of the Eussian autocracy ; of the wondrous stretch of

the United States of America; and last, and not least, of

our world-wide Empire, and of how closely we are approxi-

mating to the political fusion of the dominant race of

Europe, almost realised in the Eoman Empire ; and how
with each step towards that fusion the inapplicability of
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our laws of conduct, national and international, outside our

own race, tends to become plainer, until at last it would

become so plain that no one would conceive these laws as

even remotely to relate to European dealings with Kaffir or

non-Eiuropean. The pressure of the non-European must

inevitably tend in the direction of consolidation, and there-

fore of the elimination of particularist national or rather

tribal ideas, among the European race the world over. My
friend, w^ho is of an old Huguenot name, and a lawyer of the

Temple, said :
" You are speaking of the Millennium ; in

South Africa we shall drive the British into the sea."

As, among other reasons, I had immediately before been

instructed in the library by a mild Aryan brother of Bengal

how the British rulers of India were to be induced to

surrender their powers of Government to the educated

graduate of Calcutta University—their command of Sikh and

Gurkha and Eajput to the men from the plain—by the

simple device of holding up a grey-coated bogey of a Eussian

soldier on the borders of Baluchistan, I confess I did not

dream that tragedy was jostling comedy so near. The

shadow on the old sundial, the slope of the lawn, and the

trees under which I was sitting, seemed more deserving of

attention.

In the fierce glare of a Bloemfontein day of March 1897

I met my friend again, holding high office in the Orange

Free State. We talked of many things, but one of his first

questions was, " Do you still think of the Millennium, as in

the gardens of the Temple ? We shall drive the British into

the sea." I said, " They shall be as dead and gone as the

red and white roses plucked in the Temple Gardens five

hundred years ago, and as forgotten as the wars of York

and Lancaster." " No, not quite so forgotten. They can

keep Simonstown and the Bay." This was the Confederation

Week of March 1897, which linked the Orange Free State

to the fortunes of the A^aal Eiver Eepublic. I had returned

from attending the " Kwaije A^rouw " l^anquet, and a perfectly

harmless phrase of the President Kruger was being wildly

telegraphed over the world.

The latest, although, I hope, not the last, time I met my
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friend was in a Johannesburg club in September 1899, in

the dark and gloomy days during the exodus of the Uitlanders.

He said, " Good-bye : we should have preferred this war

twenty years later ; we may fail, but we shall do our best.

You did not believe my prophecies years ago; you believe

them now." I said, " Of war, I did not believe them ; but

of success, you will be led to believe mine."

Now my friend of these three interviews, and of many
others, was not one of the Afrikanders in power ; he is one of

the most favourable specimens of the results of South African

educational training, and is a marked exception to the

rank and tile of the average young Afrikander trained in

African schools, obtaining degrees in English or Scottish

universities, or becoming qualified as professional men

—

lawyers, physicians, or engineers—in England. To the

intellectually inferior members of the Young Afrikander

party 1 shall refer again, when I come to consider the

immediate cause of the war.

What, however, any European who settles in South

Africa cannot fail to see, from palpable evidence, is that

South African educational institutions, judged by the fruits

of their training the minds of their alumni, can only be

described as an anti-British forcing-house. The shibboleth,

" Drive the British into the sea," has clearly been impressed

on their minds at the most susceptible period.

Nothing is further from my design than to institute a

polemic against individuals or individual institutions. So I

do not propose to re-echo the naming of particular colleges

or institutions incessantly reaching one's ears in South

Africa from British residents, although details, if they were

wanted, are easily available. For present purposes it is

sufficient to judge the schools by their fruits—the minds of

those who have passed through their training. " Drive the

British into the sea."*

* See Appendix.

H
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CHAriEE XI.

GERMAN COLONIAL EXPANSION.—THE ALLEGED

"ENTENTE CORDIALE."

One of the most impressive speeches I ever heard was one

delivered by Mr. Gladstone, then Prime Minister, in the

early part of 1885, defending his policy towards German
expansion in South Africa—addressing the House of Commons
and the foreign ambassadors. The Prime Minister welcomed

Germany to the field of colonisation, and as a helper in the

great task of spreading European civilisation over Africa and

the world, wished her " God speed."

That Prince Bismarck, then German Chancellor, recipro-

cated such fraternal feelings one may be permitted to doubt.

German interests, and German interests alone, quite legiti-

mately from his nationalist standpoint absorbed his thoughts.

Consolidated Germany had become industrial. Industries

require markets all over the world, and trade follows the flag

—more especially when other nations' traders are excluded

by hostile tariffs. The Scramble for Africa came rather late

or Germany; but Germany took possession of anything

that was left. Among these annexations was that of German
South West Africa, surrounding the British possession, ad-

ministered by Cape Colony, of Walfisch Bay.

A generation or two from this will be better able to judge

—

as then documents, now in the archives of Continental Foreign

Ofl&ces, may be published—as to the reality of the anti-

British policy freely asciibed to the German Chancellor by

British Imperialists in Johannesburg and in Cape Town. I

shall endeavour to show what their theory was and is. Let
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us console ourselves by thinking that in a hundred years the

incredible may become commonplace. Few people in London
at the end of the 18th century would believe that the

Empress Catherine of Eussia could stoop to send written

directions to her ambassador in London to have English

journalists who opposed her policy in their articles in the

London press waylaid and bludgeoned. Yet the carious may
read these directions in the collection of despatches published

a few years ago by order of the Tsar, edited by Professor de

Martens of St. Petersburg. If these journalists had been

warned, and had published their news, they would probably

not have got a soul in England to believe them.

British Imperialists in South Africa ascribe to Prince

Bismarck, and to a less extent to his successors, a definite

anti- British policy, so as to secure for Germany territory

where possible, and, when territory was not attainable, trade.

They allege that the following ascertained facts are proofs of

that policy.

In the first place, the annexation of German South West
Africa, always regarded as within the British sphere of

influence since 1836, being within latitude 25°; and more
than that, actually constituting the Hinterland of the British

possession of the town and harbour of Walfisch Bay. There

is, in fact, even now, no other harbour of the slightest im-

portance in the territory. Much bitterness is still felt by
Cape colonists on what they regard as an unwarrantable

intrusion on their ground, and it is another of their grievances

against a vacillating Colonial Office in London. They point

out to you that a narrow strip of German territory has been
prolonged to touch the Zambesi River. They suggest it was
meant to facilitate a junction with Transvaal territory, the

trek to the North being still expressly permitted to the

Ptepublics by the London Convention of 1884; permitted,

indeed, until Mr. Cecil Rhodes, by occupying Mashonaland
and Matabeleland, headed off the trekking Boer.

In the next place, the subsidising of the German East

African line of steamers, running from Hamburg to Delagoa

Bay, and preferential trade advantages in the way of Pretoria

H 2
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Government orders to German traders. Connected with this,

the institution of the Government National Bank in Pretoria

with German, instead of HoUander or Boer, directors in 1889,

Again, the closing of the Drifts in 1895, an order of

I'resident Kruger, to prevent traffic being taken by road

instead of rail from Cape Colony to the Transvaal, a measure

intended for the benefit of the Hollander railway company

primarily, but secondly to divert trade to Delagoa Bay, where

the railway ended and the German steamers plied.

Yet again, the introduction of German officers, artillerist

and engineers, to Pretoria and Bloemfontein ; and the con-

struction, ordered in 1895, before the Jameson Eaid, of forts

in Johannesburg and Pretoria under the direction of German

officers.

The famous telegram of January 1896 of the German

Kaiser figures very largely indeed among their proofs of an

anti-British Boer-German entente cordiale. British South

Africans will not accept assurances, such as even a Socialist

member of the German Eeichstag gave me, that no political

significance attacheil to that telegram ; that it was merely

the military spirit of the Kaiser leading him to recognise

Boer valour. They ask you, why then did the Germans ask

permission from Portugal to land marines at Delagoa P)ay to

proceed to Pretoria to guard German interests, on the out-

break of the Jameson Eaid ?

As regards President Kruger's desire to obtain German

support, or that of any other of the great Powers, there of

course can be no doubt. His declaration of January 1896

to that effect is explicit ; but we are speaking here of German

policy.

Now, in subsequent chapters, I purpose to present both

the Uitlander and the Boer vei-sion of the Transvaal situa-

tion, in tlie language of their own leaders, directly com-

luunicated to me, and my own conclusion on their merits.

In this will appear plainly the Boer attitude towards the

German Government and German influence, and their desire

to utilise both of those forces as buttresses of theii- in-

dependence—as tht-y conceived it.
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Here I only record the general sentiment of British South

African Imperialists, on German policy, prior to the present

war. If I can form no definite conclusion as to German

Imijerial policy from 1884 to 1892, and from 1892 to 1899,

no doubt the fact that the public of foreign countries have

no access to the records of the Foreign Office at Berlin will

prove a sufficient excuse. Of one thing one can feel perfectly

convinced: that if the German Chancellor had conceived

designs of ousting British influence in the Transvaal and the

Cape and South Africa generally, it would not be for love of

the heaux yeux of Pretoria.

As to an alleged " Conspiracy " between the two Ee-

publican Governments, the German Chancellor, and the

Bond party in Cape Town, to oust the British Empire one

hears very much; but, except by inference and induction,

one is shown no proofs ; on the contrary, as I shall make

clear later on, we have emphatic denials on the South

African side—both in the Republics and the Cape.

Even as to such a design, embodied in an alliance as

formal as may be, it must in fairness be remembered that

there is no absolute wickedness in a German Chancellor

desiring the predominance of Germany, in extent of territory

or in trade, in South Africa, or anywhere else; and in

availing himself of the absolute independence thrust on one

former British dependency—the Orange Free State—and the

modified independence surrendered after defeat to another

British dependency. And similarly, that the object of

creating a Dutch-speaking and Dutch-ruled South African

Dominion through the Governments of Pretoria and Bloem-

fontein is a perfectly intelligible ideal for Dutch-speaking

folk, who have had so many reasons not to admire the

British Colonial Office, to entertain.

The case of the Bond party in Cape Colony is quite

different. Such an alliance would constitute the crime of

rebellion in a particularly aggravated form. It would

indeed be monstrous, as the present High Commissioner put

it, if the Dutch-descended British colonists were not loyal.

Absolute liberty, absolute equality, political power to the
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extent of nominating the Ministers of the Crown, is their lot

in the Cape Colony—and in all British possessions no

disability rests on any European of non-British descent.

I venture to submit to British South African Imperialists

a view of the policy of some of the Bond leaders—for the

rank and file have sent thousands of armed rebels to the

field, and indeed Bond Members of the Cape Parliament have

taken up arms as well—whicli I have tentatively held, which,

if correct, would harmonise their professions, public and

private, of loyalty to the Empire with their sympathy with

their kindred over the Orange Eiver, and their desire to see

them maintain their separate state existence. Living states-

men who have sat in the Imperial Cabinet, even at one time

Lord Beaconsfield, looked forward to the future of the

Colonies as one of absolute severance from the Empire.

"Perish India," is a well-known phrase. The Colonial

Minister of Majuba Hill, his successor of the London Con-

vention of 1884, and Prime Minister Gladstone cannot have

been inspired with that passionate devotion to the great

mission of the Empire and the maintenance of its integrity

which now thrills through its citizens. These statesmen

certainly considered themselves loyal ; and, no doubt, even

their opponents would not dispute their loyalty in intention,

however they may denounce what they regard as their

unwisdom. I have recalled how, at the Queen's Jubilee

banquet in Johannesburg of June 1897, I heard a Dutch

loyalist—who has sacrificed home and friends for his loyalty

—refer to what he assumed to be the inevitable dissolution

of the Empire. May it not be that the independent

Afrikander nation, contemplated by some of the Bond

leaders, was one to be evolved by this peaceful process ?

None the less it is incumbent on citizens of the Empire

to demonstrate the utter failure of that ideal to rise to the

true conception of the destinies of the race. That they will

resist it to the death on the field of battle they have shown.

But the task remains of convincing the minds of our Boer

fellow-citizens, and of some among our allies of the United

States. The work before those suited for it in South Africa
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to-day is to convince all who have, for good or ill, thrown
in their lot with the future of South Africa, that the growth

of a local patriotism and the cherishing of proud memories

of a bygone ancestry are no more incompatible with the

wider patriotism of the Empire than the upholding of the

ancient nationality of Wales or of the newer nationalities of

Canada and Australia.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE HEMMING IN OF THE REPUBLICS—THE ACTION OF

MR. CECIL RHODES.

Of the policy of Mr. Cecil Rhodes, late Prime Minister of

Cape Colony, I have no first-hand information ; as, to my
regret, he is almost the only one of the leading men, living in

South Africa of recent years, whom I have never had an

opportunity of meeting. My conclusions as to his policy,

therefore, have to do rather with its results in action than its

intention.

The annexation, by Mr. Rhodes's expedition in 1889, of

Mashonaland, on the north of the Transvaal, followed by that

of Matabeleland, completely cut off the expansion of the Boer

Republics to the north. Por the first time in the two

hundred and fifty years of Boer life in South Africa the

trek was at an end. This was a serious social factor in the

life of the Boer, whose sons hitherto had always looked to

the beaconing off of new farms for newly established home-

steads. This aspect of the end of the trek was seen clearly

enough by the Transvaal Boers, and the so-called Perreira

Trek across the Limpopo was attempted in 1890 ; but the

expedition was met and turned back by the then Adminis-

trator of the newly-named province of Rhodesia, Dr. Jameson,

afterwards to be the leader of the Raid.

The funds for this latest of British annexations were, as

Mr. Rhodes has explained, furnished by the famous diamond

mines of the De Beers' Company ; and a charter was procured

from the Imperial Government, vesting the administration of

the new province in a company, framed on the seventeent]}-
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century English model of the old East India Company.

Mr. Rhodes's party in the Cape Parliament was, until 1896,

the date of the Jameson Eaid, supported by the organisation

of the Bond.

The social effects in the life of the Boer of the Transvaal

of the cutting off of the trek were great ; the political effects

were greater. As I have pointed out already, the Conventions

of Pretoria of 1881 and of London of 1884 expressly per-

mitted to the Transvaal Boers the right of expansion to the

north of the Limpopo, if they should choose to exercise it,

merely stipulating that agreements with Kaffir chiefs to tlic

east or the west of the Republic should be subject to

Imperial revision. The Imperial policy was to retain the

trade route to tlie north, and to control any access to the

sea which the Boer Republics might seek to establish.

Now, the Boers had neglected to exercise the right of ex-

pansion ; and the Rhodes annexation definitely closed the

door.

As I have explained in what I have said as to the policy

of President Kruger, a substitute, or, at least, some slight

solatium was offered to President Kruger in the shape of a

seaport on the Indian Ocean at Kosi Bay. This in return for

the promise of the Republic to assist the Chartered Company
in the laiaintenance of order in Rhodesia. But this right,

too, under circumstances already described, was allowed to

lapse, and was not renewed in the Convention of 1894,

annexing Swaziland to the Transvaal.

The extreme importance to the Empire of the annexation

of Rhodesia has only lately been realised in the United

Kingdom. It is not a question of whether Chartered Com-
pany Government is good or not, or whether direct Imperial

rule would be preferable. It is that some form of British

annexation was urgently required to maintain the trade route

to the interior of Africa. British Parliaments, unfortunately,

until quite recently, have not taken wide views of foreign

relations, or of the necessity of safeguarding British trade.

Much more than that, a Treasury, with a truly superstitious

reverence for keeping down expense—an economy that in
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Delagoa Bay and the Transvaal has cost untold millions

and thousands of lives—would never have consented to

move.

The result, therefore, would have been the expansion of

the Boer Republic to the Zambesi River, and the junction of

its territory with German South-West Africa, where it touches

the Zambesi, and the complete shutting off of British trade

to the vast undeveloped interior.

The policy attributed to Prince Bismarck of ousting

British influence in South Africa, and joining hands with

the Transvaal in holding a steel rope from sea to sea,

became, therefore, incapable of realisation without war with

the British Government, and a general European war, which

the holders of Alsace-Lorraine could not contemplate with a

light heart.

As I have already said, I have no materials, except those

open to the whole world, on which to judge as to Mr. Cecil

Rhodes's intention or methods. As to this service of his to

the Empire there can, however, be no doubt or hesitation.

Without his control of the millions of De Beers and his

promptitude of action, not waiting for the consent of a de-

bating Parliament or an unteachable Treasury at Westminster,

the British annexation of that vast territory would, in human
probability, not have been accomplished. In which case, the

problem now before the Imperial Government would have

been different indeed.

The prevention of Boer expansion to the west effected by
the Bechuanaland Expedition of 1884, under Sir Charles

Warren, showed a similar regard for Imperial interests in

the maintenance of the trade route to the interior. But in

the Bechuanaland Expedition the action was taken by the

Imperial Government. In the annexation of the territory

north of the Limpopo the action was taken by an individual

citizen of the Empire on his own initiative, and at the

expense of resources of which he held the control.

Of the political methods of the late Premier of Cape
Colony, various estimates have been made.

His opponents—and there are some among staunch
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Imperialists—tell you that his alliance with the Bond
strengthened its power for anti-British purposes.

But the parallel of Prince Bismarck persisted in pre-

senting itself to my mind. One would like to hear what

any survivor of forty years ago of the old National Liberal

Party of Prussia could tell one of their earlier relations with

the Man of Blood and Iron. Even in later days he is said

to have kept in his cigar-case a veritable olive leaf, to be

tendered by the victorious leader of the Junkers to the

National Liberals.

Farendo vinccs. As are the powers of nature, so are

princes and democracies. Lord Chancellor Bacon's demeanour
towards the contemptible Prince, into whose hands the in-

scrutable designs of Providence had committed the lordship

of Scotland and England and Ireland, would too hastilty be

deemed mere opportunism.

The stories of Mr. Cecil Khodes's reputed comment on

General Gordon's views of life and action—" Your ideas are

admirable, but they lack a gold basis "
; of Mr. Pihodes's

—

again reputed—indignation at General Gordon's refusal to

accept the contents in gold of the treasure chamber of the

Chinese Emperor, grateful for the repression of Taeping

rebels, if, as is to be hoped, they are true, would explain

many adaptations of means to an end.

In a speech delivered to the shareholders of De Beers

after the relief of Kimberley, Mr. Ehodes referred to a

conversation of his with the late Mr. Carl Borckenhagen,

editor of the Young Afrikander Bloemfontein Express.

In this colloquy the late premier of the Cape Colony was,

as he says, invited to throw in his lot with the party which

designed to oust British influence from South Africa, and

to form an independent Afrikander nation ; a proposition

declined, as being incompatible either with the respect

of the Dutch people, which, towards a deserter, would

be inconsiderable, or with the duty of a citizen of the

Empire.

Singularly enough, I have Mr. Carl Borckenhagen's

version of that colloquy. The able journalist described the
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attitude of the late premier as one of crass materialism.

" Money, not the sword of the spirit."

I ventured to tell him that, in all ages, one who aspires

to act, and not merely to teach, must use the weapons of the

time and generation. In one time muscle ; in another tactical

skill in arms ; in another speech ; in another gold. And this

is not, of necessity, materialism.
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CHAPTEE XIII.

THE REFORM MOVEMENT IN JOHANNESBURG.

Dealing with the policy of President Kruger, I have referred

to the various restrictions on the attainment of the franchise,

imposed after the London Convention of 1884, with the

object of retaining power in Boer hands, and excluding any-

possible participation in power of those who did not entertain

the dream of an anti-British Dutch dominion in South Africa,

and even of those who were in any respect " Engelsch

gezind."

Now, many writers and speakers have blamed the

President— while, strangely enough, congratulating the

Empire—for not seizing on the undoubted opportunity,

presented to him by the influx of the new European popu-

lation and his control of a revenue of millions, to build up

a great Republic on the model of the United States of

America, consisting of all Europern nationalities. There is

not the faintest doubt that the President had this prospect

;

had it especially after the Jameson Raid in 1896 ; and had

it even up to a short time before the war of October 1899.

Many, even of British descent in South Africa, perplexed

and despairing of ever seeing any sane and consistent policy

adopted by the Imperial Government, would most decidedly

have thrown in their lot with the formation of such a

Republic, destined to ultimate independence, if they were

treated by the Boers on terms of equality. Some critics

even ascribe to the baleful influence of State Secretary Leyds

the President's not having adopted this Kne of policy. I

shall show later on that it was not the policy of State
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Secretary Leyds that had the last word in precipitating war
;

but there is a much deeper objection to all those irrelevant

criticisms. They remind me of the ingenious speculations

as to what would happen if an impossible Tsar were a

Socialist, or an inconceivable Pope a revolutionist. The

mind of President Kruger, and of all the dominant caste

among the Boers, would revolt against such a conception of

a Eepublic. By independence they meant Dutch indepen-

dence, of a Dutch-speaking, Dutch-thinking, Dutch-ruling,

Dutch-praying and Dutch-fighting folk, and not nineteenth-

century new-fangled Kepublicanism of a cosmopolitan herd

of unwarlike European Outsiders, of a different religion and

language, whose participation in political power would bring

the Eepublic into harmony with, instead of opposition to, the

Empire. Aut Caesar, aut nuUus.

As might, however, have been anticipated, the Outsiders,

more especially the British majority, did not take kindly to

this archaic conception of their position—whether paralleled

by that of Hebrews in Egypt, or of Helots in Sparta ; and

refused to be comforted by any amount of plausible ex-

planations as to the President's necessity of consulting the

prejudices of the veldt Boer. Within five years of the dis-

covery of the Witwatersrand, they started against the

exclusionist legislation of the Volksraad, an agitation ever

increasing in volume and determination.

For the first few years, in fact until 1894, the Uitlanders

addressed their petitions and remonstrances to the Govern-

ment and Volksraad of the Transvaal. They formed a National

Union to agitate for the removal of their grievances. When,
however, after years of agitation, they found their petitions

rejected with scorn, and a speaker in the Volksraad telling

them that if they wanted rights they could take up rifles and

fight for them, and the President declaring that he would

never yield and that the storm might burst, they turned their

eyes to the Imperial Power. Their appeal to Lord Loch,

the High Commissioner in 1894, primarily induced by the

refusal of the British Helots to take up military service

against the Kaffir tribes, as long as they were refused the
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franchise, is one step in tliis alteration of their appeal. The
agitation in press and platform meanwhile continued.

Into the various counts of the indictment brought by the

Uitlanders against the Government of Pretoria, I do not

purpose to enter here, but shall go into them fully later

on. Here I shall deal only with the accusation that the

agitation was not a genuine one, but was the outcome of a
" Capitalist Plot " to get the gold reefs more completely

into capitalist hands ; and secondly, with the disastrous

Jameson Paid of December 1895.

I came to South Africa fully prepared to give credence

to the theory of a " Capitalist Plot," should I find evidence

to sustain it. President Lincoln's warning to his people of

the danger of capitalist domination—a warning given now
nearly forty years ago—has always seemed to me to mark his

prescience, and to point to a real danger ; to which, fortunately,

many American citizens are at last awakening. The exemption

of Kimberley diamonds from taxation seemed to prove a

similar danger in South Africa. The patient investigation

of some years has convinced me that there was no such

inception to the Uitlander agitation.

In real fact, the great capitalists, if they looked merely

to dividends, were in a much better position with the

Government of President Kruger. I do not here refer to

possibilities of corruption being greater than under any

probable British regime. The gold law itself of the Trans-

vaal played most enormously into the hands of the great

houses. In the first place, the amount of taxation levied

on the gold product directly was not considered by the

resident Uitlanders—whatever the great capitalists might

say—as really excessive. What the Eeformers objected to

was not the actual amount of taxation on gold, but improper

expenditure of the sums accruing, and improper of levying

of customs tariffs on necessaries of life, which affected the

rank and file, and affected the millionaires not at all. If

taxation pressing on the Uitlander residents were removed, and

if the taxes on the Gold Mines were expended on legitimate
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objects of public expenditure—roads, bridges, law courts,

schools, and other such purposes—and not expended on

armaments and secret service funds, the rank and file of

the Reformers would never have objected to the taxation

on the gold output as excessive ; and, indeed, would not

improbably have advocated its being increased.

In the second })lace, one aljsurdity of the Transvaal Gold

Law played directly into the hands of the great capitalists,

and acted detrimentally to the ordinary resident of moderate

means. Gold claims, whether worked or not, had to pay

the same amount of monthly licences. The result was, that

in times of depression, for which wealthy speculators carefully

waited, poorer men, perforce, were obliged to allow their

claims to lapse to tlie Government, whereupon, of course,

the wealthy speculator could afford to buy at the public

auction of the lapsed claims, prescribed l:ty law. In this

way all unexploited claims of known value were for a long

time, and are to the present day, falling steadily into the

hands of a few great capitalist groups.

The great owners, who may be trusted to see to their

pecuniary interest, were quite aware of these two cardinal

results of the Transvaal Gold Law ; and for them the rule

of Pretoria, from a merely pecuniary point of view, was

simply ideal.

They appear to have looked askance at the Reform move-

ment. No conceivable British-ruled community could suit

them as well ; witness the terrible example of the British

law of Klondyke, giving about 50 per cent, of the gold to the

British Crown, otherwise the Canadian Treasury.

To be set against this, of course, is the fact that the high

tariffs and the high charge for dynamite exacted by the

Dynamite Monopoly, interfered with exploitation of mines

of lower grade ore. But a millionaire need not worry about

apples which he was sure of gathering when they became

ripe.

Now, a consideration of these facts is alleged by the rank

and file of the L^itlanders—such as the men who are now
riding in the Imperial Liglit Horse—to have induced the great
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capitalists to hold very severely aloof from the Reform

movement at first.

Later, when it gained volume and there seemed a possi-

bility of Pretoria giving way and a British as well as Dutch-

ruled Eepublic being created, they decided to cast in tlieir

lot with the side which apparently—although only apparently

—was going to win and to control, if not "capture," the

movement.

Now, I am not to be taken as saying that the capitalists

of the Witwatersrand had no public motive in their later

action in joining the Reform movement ; I was not in the

Transvaal at the time, and I have not sufficient data on

which to judge. Indeed, we must all hope that, in view of

the pending settlement, some at least have been and will

be actuated by views of higher statesmanship. But it is an

historical fact that, for whatever reason, they held aloof from

the Reform movement, and that, therefore, its origin cannot

have been a " Capitalist Plot."

The Jameson Raid of December 1895 altered the whole

political arena. All the winning cards fell to President

Kruger.

It is needless here to dwell on either the conception

or the execution of the Raid for the supposed aid of the

Uitlanders, carried out by Dr. Jameson, the Administrator

of Rhodesia, with about 500 of the Mounted Police under

his command. Its violation of all the rules of international

law is, of course, obvious.

But its result on the position of the Imperial Government
and of the Uitlanders of Johannesburg was simply to cause

paralysis. To the hands of President Kruger and his

Government it committed a magical lever. Enormous
armaments might in the future be proceeded with openly,

as well as secretly, since proof there was that armed invasion

of the territory of the Republic, without challenge or warning,

had happened, and might happen again.

Viewed in the light of the subsequent war, the failure of

the ill-omened Raid can only be described as Providential.

If that body of five hundred men had reached the practically

I
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unarmed city of Johannesburg, one shudders to think of

what would have been the fate of the hajdess citizens. The

mighty and unknown power of the two Eepublics—for both

had sprung to arms—the most formidable military force in

South Africa, which has defied in w^ar one of the greatest

of the world Empires, would have crushed into gore and

ashes the whole European population of the gold reef.*

" Dit is de eerste gcboortsdag van der Afrikander natie,"

" This is the first birthday of the Afrikander nation "—is

said to have been the exclamation, on hearing that Ehodesian

troops had crossed the border, of the veteran judge who was

negotiator of the Convention of Majuba Hill. As a blow

turns into ice water below freezing-point, so did the shock of

the Eaid unite all the Boers in the land. The more pro-

gressive Boers of the Transvaal, the Boers of the Orange

Eree State, who always maintained a Liberal franchise, the

Dutch colonists of the Cape and Natal, many of whom, un-

witting of the old Eresident's deeper designs, had sympathised

with the Uitlanders in their grievances, became crystallised

into a solid mass, henceforth never to be moved but by the

cannon of the Empire.

On the steps immediately following during the year 189G

I need not dwell. The Imperial Government's hands were

ciuelly hampered by being made to appear in the wrong in

the eyes of the world by the action of a few troopers over

whom they really had no control. The Uitlanders were

reflected on for their apparent lack of courage for not coming

to the help of their rescuers ; never to have opportunity to

show their quality until Elandslaagte. The Eresident was

enabled to display his magnanimity in not shooting "the

marauders," merely handing them over to the British

Government for trial; and as to the "rebels," by re-

straining himself from the infliction of the death sentence,

* It has been objected to by some that tlie large canuon had not at

that time been procm-ed by Pretoria ; and that therefore the Raid might

have sacceeded. But not cannon, by any means, lafles were and are the

slreugch of the barguers ; and Mr. J. P. Fitzpatrick's book shows that at

the end of 1895 there were two rifles fur every burgher in the land.
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contenting himself with enormous fines amounting to a

quarter of a million sterling. His Government also was

enabled to openly increase with feverish haste that pile of

armaments which later on astonished the world.

The trial of the Eeform prisoners in Pretoria I have had

described to me from the lips of Eeform prisoners and their

advocates, as well as by their chief prosecutor. The trial of

the late Administrator of Ehodesia and his companions of

the Eaid I have personally witnessed in the High Court of

Justice in England, where they were duly sentenced and sent

to prison.

The only immediate matter to be borne in mind is that

the Imperial Government, for its part, vindicated its non-

participation in, and strong disapproval of, the ill-omened

expedition.

It is true that the deeper cause of the Eaid was the

existence of the helotry of the Uitlander, and that public

attention was riveted on their position as one result of the

Eaid. This, however, is one of the compensations incident

to many actions whose justice cannot be defended. The

peaceful progress of the Eeform movement would probably

have succeeded in obtaining Imperial intervention without

three years' delay, three years' preparation of armaments on

the Boer side, and the cost and loss of lives of a devastating

war.*

During the following year of 1896 the three most striking

aspects of the political situation were the colossal armaments

being prepared for the Pretorian Government in all the war

factories of the world, the diplomatic intervention of the

Imperial Government through the Colonial Secretary, and

the growth of an Imperial political organisation through

South Africa, called the South African League.

This last carried on the agitation of the Eeform movement,

though under different leadership, the leaders of the late

Eeform movement having been sentenced by the Courts of

* The present High Commissioner describes the Raid as " a con-

sjiiracy of wliich the great body of Uitlanders was innocent, and which
perverted and ruined their cause."

I 2
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Pretoria either to banishment, or, as a condition of the

reduction of their imprisonment to fines, by the imposition

of the penalty of abstention from political agitation.

Before taking up the thread of events in the order of

time, Itt me state in their own language the case of the

Uitlauder against the ruling Boer, as presented to me by

leaders on both sides in the end of 1896 and the beginning

of 1897.



( :i7 )

chaptp:r XIV.

THE UITLANDER INDICTMENT AGAINST rRPn'ORIA.

The method of investigation of tlie public problems of South

Africa which I had decided on before my arrival, I carried

out, with particular care in regard to the Uitlander move-

ment in the Transvaal. I shall give, usually in their own
words, the charges of the Uitlanders against the Transvaal

Government, which I obtained in 1896 and 1897 from

leaders among them ; and the defence, again usually in

their own words, as stated to me by leaders in the two

Republics.

Let me first say that I have never regarded the real issue

as one of the treatment of the Uitlanders, simply regarded as

oppressed individuals. The real issue for the Empire and the

world was, and is, the maintenance of the integrity and
prestige of the Empire, struck at primarily by the relegation

of certain of its citizens to an inferior status in the Transvaal :

secondarily, by the fostering of an ideal of a hostile Dutch
Afrikander Dominion.

The Uitlander might want the franchise in order to use

it as a lever to redress his personal grievances. The Imperial

Government's demand on his behalf was moved by a sense

of self-preservation.

What follows in this chapter was written in 1897.

The grievances of the Transvaal Uitlanders are now a

thrice-told tale : one, too, on which public opinion in

England is largely made up. As evidencing the existence

of the anti-British policy ascribed to the Government,

reference has already been made to this long catalogue.
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Here I purpose to ennmerate the grievances as stated by

the Uitlander leaders, taking first those endorsed by Lord

Ripon and Mr. Chamberlain.

The Uitlander's exclusion from the franchise, and the

reasons why the Uitlanders object to being placed in a posi-

tion of political inferiority, furnish ground for a sense of

resentment which has largely been influenced by what may
be generically described as sentimental considerations. The

practical results of their exclusion from the franchise are not

less entitled to consideration. The present conditions under

which the franchise may be obtained are practically pro-

hibitive. If the Uitlander desires to be naturalised, he

must first reside two years, and have been during those

two years registered in the list of the Field-Cornet of his

district. This registration subjects him to compulsory

military service. At the end of the two years he may
request to be naturalised. His request may be granted—if

the State Attorney considers there is no legal objection, and

if the Executive considers there is no political objection.

The Uitlander who has been permitted to become naturalised

must take an oath of allegiance, expressly renouncing his

allegiance to his former State. What privileges does he

secure by this naturalisation ? He can vote in the election

of the Field-Cornet for his district, and of the district

member for the Second Volksraad. What is the Second

Volksraad? An advisory body without legislative power.

Membership of the Second Volksraad is open to Uitlanders

who have been naturalised for two years, are over thirty

years of age, are Protestants by religion, have immovable

property, and are actually domiciled in the Transvaal. If

the newly naturalised citizen has remained in possession of

these qualifications for ten years, he becomes eligible to be

appointed a full burgher ; that is, if the First Volksraad, the

body with legislative power, thinks fit to create him a full

burgher by resolution. Seeing that the First Volksraad

has absolute legislative power, the Franchise Law would

seem to be unnecessary in this latter provision
; as the First

Volksraad can appoint anyone to be a burgher, whether he
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has fulfilled the terms or not. The contrast between the

provisions regardinsj the Uitlander and those applying to

the Boer is evident from consideration of the fact that

every Boer youth of sixteen years of age obtains the full

political franchise, with right of voting in the Presidential

election and to the First Volksraad, the supreme power in

the land.

The consequences of this exclusion from the franchise are

alleged by the Uitlanders to be those which may be expected

to spring from the absence of control by the tax-payer over

those who have the spending of the money. Every item

in the impeachment of the Government put forward by the

Uitlanders they trace to the monopoly of political power

enjoyed by the earlier immigrants. Over-taxation, pecula-

tion, mismanagement, favouritism towards Hollanders, defects

of municipal government, inefficient police, defective water

supply, inefficient educational institutions, imperfect organi-

sation of the Law Courts, and retrogressive legislation

affecting the liberty of the citizen—all are ascribed to the

exclusion of the Uitlander population from the exercise of

political rights.

The educational grievance is next to be considered.

" The Government of the Transvaal," writes a leading Uitlander, " in the

exercise of its prerogative subordinates the education of children growing

up in the country to the patriotic impulse of compelling them to accept it

through the metlium of the Dutch language. The consequence is, that

last year, whilst £63,000 was nominally spent on State-aided schools, only

Is. lO'i. per head was devoted to the education of Uitlander children,

i.e., English schools ; whilst over £8 per head was spent upon the school-

going children of Dutch-speaking parents. Notwithstanding the lavish

expenditure upon the " Staats Gymnasium " and Dutch country schools,

the scale of education amongst Dutch inhabitants is of the lowest order.

In Johannesburg, I have no hesitation in saying, there are thousands of

children, both Dutch aud English, growing up in ignorance and vice,

and their existence in the State must ultimately prove a danger and

disgrace."

"The prejudice against English," writes a leading advocate, "is sure

to injure the rising generation in the struggle for existence here, for

without English it could never aspire to any position either in the learned

professions or in commercial life."
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Mr. Chamberlain's remark that "Up to the present, it

seems to have been practically impossible for the children of

Uitlanders to obtain effectual education in the State-aided

schools," is as true as when it was made in February 1890.

There is no adequate provision for the 7,000 children in tlie

Johannesburg district. As English-speaking parents refuse

to allow their children to be taught in schools where the

instruction is carried on in the Dutch language, their only

alternative is to send them to private schools. As these

English-speaking private schools receive no assistance from

the State, the expense falls on the parents of the cliildren.

In the case of well-to-do parents, this means they have to

pay twice over for the education of their children ; but in

the case of the miners and the poorer population, it means

that their children are without instruction, as they cannot

afford to pay the fees required by competent teachers in

private schools. The newer generation of the poorer classes

are growing up without education, to the material detriment

of their own prospects, as compared with those of the

educated immigrants from Europe, and to the ultimate

danger of the population of the Transvaal ; ignorance being

the seed-plot of crime. Recently the Volksraad passed

an Education Bill, to which Mr. Chamberlain looked forward

in his despatch of February 1896. What are the provisions

of that Bill ? The medium of instruction imder the new
Bill will be the home language of the children (this being

usually English) only until they have reached the fifth

standard, when the medium is to be Dutch alone.

Financial grievances are next to be considered.

" It is maintained," Bays Mr. Chamberlain, " that the finances are mis-

managed, and that the expenditure escapes proper control and audit ; that

taxation is maintained beyond the needs of the administration ; that

unfair discrimination is shown in the collection of personal taxes ; that the

import duties on the necessaries of life are not only a hardship on the

working classes, but so raise the cost of the working of the mines as

actually to be prohibitive of the working of the poorer ones, which, if

the taxation were better apportioned to the abihty to bear it, might be

opened up to the general advantage,"
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As the Manifesto of the Transvaal National Union puts

it

" We find that taxation is imposed upon us without any repreeentation

whatever. That taxation is wholly inequitable

:

(a) Because a much greater amount is levied from the people than is

required for the needs of the Government

;

(h) Because it is either class taxation, pure and simple; or, by the

Bclection of subjects, though nominally universal, it is made to fall upon
our shoulders ; and

(c) Because the necessaries of life are unduly burdened.

Expenditure is not controlled by any pubHc oflScial independent of the

Government ; vast sums are squandered ; while the Secret Service Fund is

a dark mystery to everybody."

As a result of want of control of the tax-payer over those

spending the taxes, taxation is excessive; it presses with

special weight on the working classes. It discriminates

between the Boer and the Uitlander.

The finances are mismanaged in expenditure as well as

in the levying. Enormous suras are wasted on war material,

unnecessary for any legitimate purpose of self-defence. Vast

appropriations are made on account of secret service. The
excess of taxation may be measured by the consideration

of the fact that a State with the insignificant population

of the Transvaal raises £4,462,193 in taxes.

In effect, the whole of this taxation rests upon the gold

industry, which produces about £7,000,000 worth of gold

during the year, as there are practically no manufactures,

and no taxation levied on agricultural produce grown in the

country. The annual estimates issued last year show the

income and expenditure as follows :

—

Income.

Customs .
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Transfer Dues ....
Diggers' Licences

Stand Licences ....
State portion of Profit on Dynamite

ExPENDITUKB.

War.
Total Salaries .

Police

Telegraph Department

Postal Department

Works .

Special Expenditure .

Judicial Department .

Administration of Justice

£275,000

58,872

54,200

35,000

£943,510

898,041

242,421

80,909

44,374

730,000

585,350

19,241

38,850

The war item of expenditure last year was under

£200,000 ; this year it is £943,510, of which £375,000 is

for the " purchase of fire-arms."

The estimated expenditure, which in 1894 was only

£1,595,000, has now risen to more than three times that

amount, while there is a public debt of nearly £10,000,000

sterling.

The taxes are levied so as to tax the Uitlander and leave

the Boer free from taxation.

" The policy of the Government," says the Manifesto, " in regard to

taxation may be practically described as protection without production.

The most disastrous hardships result to consumers, and merchants can

scarcely say from day to day where they are.

" Is it not a grievance that the townsman has to pay a heavy tax on

almost everything he uses, while the countryman pays hardly anything

on those articles which he himself indulges in V

The policy of taxing food imports to favour the Boer

farmer—the exact reverse of the policy of the Free Breakfast

Table—renders the cost of living to the working classes

enormously high, and makes their nominally high wages

entirely illusory.

The effect of this policy of taxation on the mining

industry will be considered later.

An Uitlander writing at the time of the Jameson Eaid

described the situation as follows :

—
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" The system of taxation is so organised as to throw nearly tlie whole

of the revenue charges of the country on that portion of the population

which is powerless to control expenditure. The revenue a few years ago,

before the Uitlander population had risen to its present numbers or

developed the mining industry to its present value, averaged about

£75,000 a year. In 1894 the revenue was £1,750,000; in 1895 there has

been a very great further increase, and, notwithstanding this augmentation

in the total receipts, it has been estimated, according to carefully compiled

returns, that the share paid by the Boer population is only £5000 more

than it was ten years ago. To speak, as is sometimes done, of the share

which they contribute to the Exchequer as a tenth is only a form of words.

In reality it is much nearer to a twentieth. The system is protective

where there is nothing to protect. The Boer consumes no imported

produce, and the State does not supply more than a quarter of the produce

consumed on the Rand. The customs tax, therefore, falls as a revenue

tax upon the Uitlander. The Boer, unfortunately, is cultivating less than

before, and the natives, who were good producers, are being dispersed and

harried under the Plakkers Wet, or Squatters' Law, which, as will be

shown, is enforced also chiefly against the Uitlander landholders. A few

other examples will serve to illustrate the direction of the incidence of

taxation. The receipt stamp law is made more and more vexatious and

burdensome, and the penalties are excessive. But only trade receipts are

stamped. The farmer who sells produce does not stamp receipts, and the

Boer never engages in trade.

" This tax falls, therefore, exclusively on the alien. The newly

imposed 1 per cent, tax on coal falls also exclusively on the alien, who
alone makes use of this kind of fuel. These are relatively small matters.

The transfer duty, which, of course, falls wholly upon the industrial com-

munity, has lately been subjected by the Raad to an increase, which is of

the most disastrous importance to the development of the mining industry.

Hitherto this duty has been 4 per cent., paid either on the cash considera-

tion passed in respect of claims, or ground acquired by companies, or on a

valuation made by the local authorities of the vendors' shares. The Raad
have now decided that the 4 per cent, shall be payable on the nominal

value of the shares and cash. The tax under the old conditions has given

a very large revenue to the State. The proposed change converts it into

an absolutely colossal charge upon the mining industry, and will swell

the already considerable surplus at the disposal of the Transvaal Govern-

ment with sums that would otherwise have gone a long way to open np
and equip new mines. The duty has to be paid on reconstructions as well

as on bond fide sales, and the fact that the ownership really remains in the

same hands is not taken into account."

Mr. Chamberlain's despatch next refers to the exceptional

restrictions imposed by law on the right of public meeting.
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Mr. Chamberlain adds, however, that he feels bound to

admit that, as far as the recent history of Johannesburg is

concerned, these restrictions do not seem to have been very

strictly interpreted. The Uitlander resident of Johannes-

burg does not consider the restriction to be merely nominal.

Exactly as the effect of an immigration law is not to be

measured by the number of immigrants turned back at the

border, similarly the effect of a law repressing the right of

puljlic meeting cannot be gauged by simply considering the

number of meetings which have been formally suppressed.

People are deterred from holding meetings when they know
they are exposed to hostile Government action. It is also

pointed out that the new Acts, the Alien Expulsion Act and

the Press Act, render

—

" The expression of public opinion liable to be visited by severe punish-

ment. It is right also to point out that under the Press Law letters or

articles of a personal or political nature must bear the signature of the

author ; it may have the effect of deterring the exposure of abuses in any

case where the writer has perfectly good reason to feel disinclined to dis-

close his name."

The grievances of the Mining Industry next come under

review. The agitation for the removal of burdens on the

industry has been represented in England as a grotesque

complaint on the part of the cosmopolitan Jew capitalist

that he is not allowed to add to his already superfluous

millions. But, it is said, there is more in the complaint

than the disai pointment of the millionaire. The whole

prosperity of the country depends on the mines. If by
taxation mines of inferior grade are made incapable of being

worked at a profit, not merely the cosmopolitan millionaire

but all the inhabitants of the Eand, and more particularly

the working class, must suffer. Furthermore, the European

investor must suffer. £150,000,000 of European capital

have been sunk in the Transvaal mines; the return in

dividends to the European shareholders has been slight. If

the Government do not wdsh to repress the growth of the

industry then they must labour under the economic fallacy

a.'jcribed by Edmund Burke to the Government of George III.
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They seem not to know that " Taxation is not Pievenue," and

not to realise the elementary economic proposition that by

lowering an impost the Government may obtain an increased

return to the treasury. The chief burdens on the Mining

Industry fall under the head of the Protective Tariff adopted

by the Government to favour the agricultural products of

the Transvaal farmers, the policy of granting monopolies,

such as the dynamite concession and the railway concession,

the policy of obstruction as regards railway facilities with

the Cape Colony, the want of facilities for the employment of

native labour, and minor obstructions to the carrying out of

the business of the mines—such as the official ostracism of

the English language. Generally, also, it is alleged that the

excessive taxation, direct and indirect, prevents the higher-

grade mines giving adequate return for the capital invested

in them, and prevents the lower-grade mines being worked

at any profit at all. As to the first point, it is clear that

taxing food imports raises the cost of subsistence of the

labourer, and necessarily the rate of remuneration which he

must be paid by the mining companies, although that in-

creased rate is of no advantage to the labourer but passes

to the Government in the form of taxation. As regards

State monopolies Mr. Chamberlain observes

—

" The policy of granting State monoiwlies as regards mining requisites

and other important articles of commerce has ^iven rise to much resent-

ment, and as regards some of them, it is difficult to see how even a

plausible justification can be put forward for them from the point of view

of the interests of the general community."

It is pointed out that the policy of granting monopolies

is one which is condemned by all economies, and is contrary

to the practice of the civilised world. On the one hand, it

may be looked upon, at the best, as a means of exacting

excessive taxation ; and at the worst, as a scandalous misuse

of the public revenue to enrich a few monopolists. To take

the dynamite monopoly. At the lowest estimate this is

calculated to be equivalent to a tax of £400,000 per annum
on the industry. The Manifesto of the Keform Union put
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it at £600,000 per annum. The monopolists purchase in

Europe a 50 -lb. case of dynamite at a cost of 295., paying

carriage from Europe to Johannesburg, amounting to 10s. at

the utmost. Their charge is 885. per case to the mining

companies. Even these figures do not represent the whole

of the possible loss to the industry. The companies cannot

use other explosives which cost less and are more suitable

for some descriptions of mining ; they are deprived of the

benefit of any new chemical inventions, as they are compelled

to buy from monopolists whatever the monopolists choose to

sell ; and as to the dynamite which they purchase, they have

no guarantee that it is of good quality, as the monopolists

have no competition to fear.

Mr. Chamberlain observes

—

" I cannot suppose that, looking to the large interests which the

Government of the Eepublic has in the financial success of its railways,

tliere can be any hesitation in redressing proved grievances, or in adopting

measures for the improvement of the personnel or the traffic and other

ari-angements of the lines."

Opinion in Johannesburg does not justify that confident

expectation of Mr. Chamberlain. It is represented that the

railway management is not merely incompetent in its

personnel, and inefficient in its supply of railway material

and rolling stock, but is directed by political motives which

have no regard whatever to the commercial success of the

mining industry. It is alleged that the policy of the

railway administration controlled by the Government is, in

the first place, to repress the growth of the industry, the

opening up of new mines or the profitable working of mines

of lower grade ; and in the next place, to drive such traffic as

there is over the Portuguese railway to Delagoa Bay instead

of the British railway to Cape Town. It is pointed out, for

instance, that the railway refuses to supply sufficient trucks

for conveying coal to the mines; that companies have

suffered large losses on account of insufficient supply of coal

for their engines. On one occasion the traffic from the Cape

was practically stopped at Vereeniging on the Vaal Kiver by

the refusal of the railway to forward loaded trucks from tlie
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Cape, on the pretext that the Transvaal Railway could not

give more trucks for the Cape service than for Natal or

Delagoa Bay. The coal supply is similarly obstructed by

the refusal of the railway company to facilitate the construc-

tion of sidings, and by their insisting on coal being loaded

into sacks, instead of into trucks with movable sides. Their

refusal to run sufficient trains to the terminus of the Cape

Government Eailway is ascribed to a distinct anti-Cape

policy to drive traffic from the Cape route. Political motives,

however, are said to be not the sole ones, inasmuch as goods

coming by the Delagoa Bay route pass for a greater distance

over the Transvaal line, and a larger share of the cost of

carriage goes to the Transvaal Railway. The railway, in

whose stock the Government is largely interested, arranges

its tariff so as to be a huge tax on the Mining Industry. The

Rand train, a coal and passenger train running from Krugers-

dorp to Springs (about forty-two miles), is understood to earn

enough to pay interest on the whole mining capital of the

whole line. The railway has its head office in Amsterdam,

where its books are kept, and its accounts are published in

Dutch. Refusal to insure undelivered goods, refusal to take

precautions against fire, the appointment of Hollander clerks

who can understand neither the Taal nor English, a be-

wildering red-tape system imported from Holland, arbitrary

regulations of tariff and traffic, and systematic insolence on

the part of the officials, are said to be counted among the

facilities afforded by the railway.

In connection with the labour supply Mr. Chamberlain

was similarly hopeful.

" As regards the grievances which have been put forward in connection

with the labour question by the mining industry, I content myself at

this time by expressing the hope that, if, by the abatement of formalities

and needless restrictions, by promoting the well-being of the natives when
going to, remaining at, and returning from the mines, and by forcing on
them wise restrictions as regards drink and such matters, the labour

supply can be enlarged, and the condition of the labourers improved, the

President and his Executive Council will not fail to give the questiou

their most earnest attention."
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The Uitlanders do not consider that Mr. Chamberlain's

hope has been realised to any appreciable extent. A Liquor

Law has been passed restricting the supply of alcohol to the

natives ; but the working of the native pass law, the arbitrary

exactions inflicted on the natives working in the mines, the

police arrest of any native appearing even accidentally

without a badge in public, their prohibition to walk on the

footway, the practical denial of redress if thoy are ill-used by

white men—all these official practices, it is alleged, act as a

deterrent on the supply of native labour to the mines. Many
minor obstacles are enumerated to the development of the

mines of the Kand which fall under the head of charges of

general maladministration, to be considered later on. One,

however, may be noted here. The ostracism of the English

language (the recent law requiring all documents to be

written in Dutch) is said to constitute a serious obstruction.

Summing up generally the charges against the policy of the

Government as regards the mines, it is averred that the

action of the Executive, direct and indirect, prevents the

higher-grade mines from giving adequate return for the

capital invested in them, and prevents lower-grade mines

from being worked at a profit. The Government Commission

recently appointed to consider the condition of the mining

industry is expected to elicit facts bearing out the foregoing

contentions.

Mr. Chamberlain's remarks as to the police service are

said to be as applicable to present conditions as they were

to those of last year :

—

" The only other matter of grievance on which I propose to touch now
is the condition of the poUce force ; as to which, I may remark, that the

difficulties of the reforming party in the Volksraad and the Executive

appear to arise from the strong prejudice of the more conservative of the

burghers against employing Uitlanders, which would not be unworthy
of sympathy were it not for the patent fact that a population like that

of the burghers cannot possibly be expected to furnish adequate material

from which to select candidates for this department of public service

;

and to make difficulties about appointing foreigners amounts, under the

circumstances, to a denial to the Uitlander community of what are among
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the primary rights which the governed may demand of those who

undertake to govern them."

The municipal government of the Eand is the last subject

referred to in Mr. Chamberlain's despatch. It is complained

that residents have no control over the management of

municipal affairs ; that the streets are ill-kept and ill-

lighted ; that there is no efficient police—the police being

mainly Hollanders appointed and paid by the Government,

and under no obligation to consult the wishes of the residents

of the town ; that the water supply in the hands of con-

cessionaires is very imperfect, and the quality of the water

supplied is dangerous to health ; that fever has become

endemic, and that crime, owing to the want of efficient police

and absence of lighting, is rapidly increasing, and that it

has become dangerous to go out of doors in the suburbs

after sunset. The municipality created by the law recently

passed by the Eaad is said to be but a slight improvement

on the previous system under which such control as Johan-

nesburg had over its municipal affairs was exercised by the

Sanitary Board. The Burgomaster of the new municipality

is a nominee of the Government, and acts of the municipality

are subject to the veto of the Government.

" The municipal affairs of the town," writes a resident, " are controlled

by a Sanitary Board, whose powers are limited, and subject in nearly all

detail to the veto of the Government.
" The water-supply, which should be controlled by the mimicipal

body, is in the hands of concessionaires. It was the same with the

lighting of the town until recently, when the Sanitary Board was

empowered to acquire it. The sanitation of the town is extremely

defective, greatly owing to the limited powers of the Sanitary Board.

" A municipal law is under the consideration of the Volksraad, but

it is understood that the chief officer, namely, the Burgomaster or Mayor,

will be appointed by the Government from among the burghers of the

country. All these matters occasion inconvenience and discomfort to the

inhabitants."

Many other grievances, however, not touched upon by

Mr. Chamberlain are enumerated by the Uitlander. The

ostracism of the English language is not confined to the

K
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State schools. The language of cominerce is English all

through South Africa
;

yet policemen in the streets are

unable or unwilling to reply in English, and railway officials

profess a similar inability. The discussions at the municipal

Board must be conducted in Dutcli. It is proposed that all

way-bills and other commercial documents should be written

in Dutch under a penalty of a line for neglect. " There

has been a deliberate attempt," says the Manifesto of the

National Union, " to Hollanderise the Eejjublic, and to kill

the English language."

" The use of Dutch," writes a Johannesburgcr, " as the official

language in Courts and public deiiartments naturally causes expense and

mconvenience to the trading, manufacturing, and mining classes, whose

only tongue is usually EngUsh, and in which all business transactions are

conducted."

A leading advocate writes :

—

" The prohibition of Enghsh in the Courts makes litigation twice as

expensive and not nearly so effective as it would be if both languages are

used; for in cross-examining an English witness Avho understands, but

does not speak, Dutch, the witness has many points in his favour, and

cross-examination through an interpreter is often a farce. About 75 per

cent, of the High Court cases are between English-speaking people ; about

15 to 20 per cent, are between an English litigant and some other party,

and from 5 to 10 per cent, are between non-English litigants."

Religious disabilities, unknown in any civilised country,

flourish in the Transvaal.

" The Statute books," says the National Union Manifesto, " are

disfigured with enactments imposing religious disabilities."

" So far as I know," writes a resident, " these disabilities are felt in

this way. No grant in aid of Je^nish schools is made on the ground that

if such grant were given, Eoman Catholics would equally have a claim,

and as the State will only sui^^wrt the Protestant religion, Roman
Catholics are rigidly excluded."

This retrograde principle is embodied in a clause of the

Grond Wet.

Another branch of the action of the Government consists

in restricting the right of the Uitlander to caiTy arms, con-

sidered in all countries to be the essential privilege of a free
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man. Arms are heavily taxed on the frontier. Besides the

tax a special permit is required for the importation, a

permit which may be refused at the discretion of a Govern-

ment ofl&cial. The purchase of ammunition, even by persons

who are already in possession of arms, is hedged round with

burdensome restrictions. In every single instance of pur-

chasing ammunition, no matter how small the quantity, the

Government permit must be obtained. The new law now
before the Volksraad may be described as the Uitlander

Disarmament Act, as it provides that not merely is im-

portation or purchase of arms, but the possession of arms,

to be subject to Government licence, refusable at discretion.

Assisting this policy of disarmament is instituted what is

described as a system of military terrorism. Powerful forts

are built at Pretoria and Johannesburg; vast quantities of

Maxims and military supplies are being daily imported, and

an elaborate force of artillery is drilled and equipped ; mili-

tary parade is incessant, and everything is done to impress

the Uitlanders with a sense of subjection to the armed forces

of the Executive, and of being governed by a power which is

independent of their opinion. Threats, it is said, are freely

made to commandeer obnoxious Uitlanders in the event of

disturbances ; everywhere the Transvaal eagle, adopted as the

symbol of military authority, is paraded in the face of the

Johaunesburger. German officials assist in this organisation

of mihtary forces, and so far from conditions in this respect

being better, they are worse than at the time of the publica-

tion of the Manifesto.

" We have now openly the i^licy of force revealed to us : £250,000

is to be spent upon the completing of a fort at Pretoria, £100,000 is to be

spent uix)n a fort to terrorise the inhabitants of Johannesburg ; large

orders are sent to Krupp's for big guns, Maxims have been ordered, and

we are even told that German officers are coming out to drill the

burghers."

This anticipation of the Manifesto has been more than

verified.

The exclusion of the Uitlander from office in the Pi6-

K 2
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public, quite apart from the resultant misgovernment at-

tributed to it, is considered a serious grievance. Public

office has always been regarded among English-speaking

peo})le as a reward for public service, and as a stimulus to

public spirit. The position under which the permanent

resident is excluded from any hope of rendering any service

to the commonwealth is regarded as not merely implying a

stigma of inferiority, but as depriving the English-speaking

population of a valued element in their social life, and an

invaluable stimulus to interest in public affairs. This is

particularly a grievance felt by British residents on the

lland, accustomed to traditions of self-government and equal

citizenship. The special grievance of the Afrikander Uit-

landers consists in the preference shown to Hollanders as

opposed to Afrikanders in appointments in the public

service.

" When we remember," declares tlie Manifesto, " that those who hold

power belong to a different race, speak a different language, and have

different pursuits from ourselves, that they regard us with suspicion and

even with hostility, that as a rule they are not educated men, and that

their passions are played upon by unscrupulous adventurers, it must be

admitted that we are in very great danger. ... In the most important

departments of State we are being controlled by the gentlemen from the

Low Country, while the innocent Boer hvigs to himself the delusion that

he is preserving his independence. They control us politically through

Dr. Leyds, financially through the Netherlands Railway, educationally

through Dr. Mansvelt, and in the department of justice through Dr.

Coster,"

A Johannesburger writes to me :

—

" The railway departments as well as the educational department are

manned almost exclusively by Hollanders, and many of the most

responsible posts are likewise occupied by HoUandei-s. It is understood

that a good many Germans have within tlie last few years been imported

into the State, and occupy jwsitions in the military and volunteer corps.

Few Englishmen are employed in any office of trust by the Government,

and the Netherlands Railway is, of course, in German and Hollander

hands, as also is the dynamite industry, the mint, and the National

Bank."

As a proof that legal oppression of the Uitlanders has
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increased since Mr. Chamberlain's remonstrance of February

1896, atteniioii is caileil to the recent legislation, such as the

Press Law, the Alien Expulsion Act, the Judiciary Law, and

the proposed Disarmament Act. The anticipation of the

Manifesto has again been confirmed.

" The Volksraad has by resolution affirmed the principle of adminis-

trative expulsion, and has instructed the Government to bring in the Bill

accordingly next session. To-day this power rests justly with the Courts

of Law, and I can only say that if this Bill becomes law, the power of the

Executive Government of this country would be as absolute as the power

of the Czar of Russia. We shall have said good-bye finally to the last

principle of liberty."

A year later than the Manifesto the Bill passed the

Volksraad.

A lawyer writes to me :

—

" The Alien Expulsion Act is scandalous and so repulsive to South
African ways of thinking that I doubt whether it will ever be enforced.

The Press Act is in direct opposition to the Grond Wet, is most

oppressive, and so stringent that it will produce a vast amount of harm."

There is none of that security for liberty which springs

from the existence of a fixed constitution, whether written

or unwritten. The First Volksraad is legally supreme, and

blindly adopts the suggestions of the Executive.

" The Legislature in this country," says the Manifesto, " is the supreme

power, apparently uncontrolled by any fixed constitution. The chance

will of the majority in the Legislature, elected by one-third of the people,

is capable of dominating us in every relation of life.

"Coming to the Executive Government, we find that there is no true

responsibility to the people. None of the great departments of State are

controlled by ministerial officers in the proper sense ; the President's will

is virtually supreme, and he, with his unique influence over the legislators

of this State, aided by an able, if hostile, State Secretary, has been the

author of every act directed against the liberties of the people."

The recent dispute between the judges on the one hand

,

and the Legislature and the Executive on the other, is fresh

in the public mind. The judges endeavoured to assert the

overriding force of the constitution, the Grond "Wet of 1858,

as against the temporary will of a transitory majority in the
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Volksraad. Tte Volksraad asserted its supreme power, and,

by a resolution, placed in the hands of the E.veeutive the

power of dismissing the judges unless the judges agreed to

renounce their claim to the right of "testing" Volksraad

besluits by the Grond Wet. Now, as a judge remarked, the

Volksraad, being legally supreme, may declare the President

a king by a majority of one, or may cede the tenitory to

Germany by a like majority.

The administration of justice next comes under considera-

tion. It is complained that the judges have no stability of

tenure, that they are not sufficiently paid, that the Executive

and the Legislature constantly interfere in their decisions in

specific cases, and have ousted their jurisdiction in many
important particulars. How insecure their tenure of office is

may be seen from consideration of the rule for future practice

established by the recent Volksraad hesluit on the con-

stitutional question. A mere resolution of the Volksraad

empowers the President to dismiss the judges, one or all,

unless they promise to abandon an obnoxious constitutional

theory. Their insufficient pay has many undesirable results.

No complaint is made as to any want of uprightness on the

part of the individual judges now on the bench, but it is

asserted that their modest salar}' of a few thousands a year

is not a sufficient attraction to secure the best lawyers in the

Pepublic, who would be compelled to sacrifice a large portion

of their incomes by accepting judicial office. It is felt, also,

to be anomalous and undesirable that causes involving the

ownership of many millions should be committed to the

decision of officials so inadequately remunerated. It is not

sufficient that the judges should in fact be upright; they

should be placed in such a position of dignity and emolument

as to render the complaint of dissatisfied litigants in great

causes unworthy of attention or credence. The interference

with the discretion of the judges in specific cases adopted by

the Volksraad on more than one occasion has been the subject

of comment, instances of which are to be found in the

Manifesto. Even pending cases are said to have been inter-

fered with by Volksraad hesluit.
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The Manifesto declares :

—

" The High Court of this country has, in the absence of reprcBentation,

been the sole guardian of our liberties. Although it has on the whole done

its work ably, affairs are in a very unsatisfactory position. The Judges

have been underpaid, their salaries have never been secure, the most

undignified treatment has been meted out to them, and the status and

independence of the Bench have on more than one occasion been attacked.

A deliberate attempt was made two years ago by President Kruger and

the Government to reduce the Bench to a position subordinate to the

Executive Government, and only recently we had in the Witfontein

matter the last of the cases in which the Legislature interfered with vested

rights of action."

The limiting of the jurisdiction of the Courts is pointed

out as another ominous tendency.

" In a law, introduced by the present Government, the Government,

instead of the Courts, are constituted the final judges in cases of disputed

elections. No election committees are allowed. This operates against

candidates opposed to the Government, because the Government has

virtually a vast standing army of committeemen and henchmen, officials

being allowed openly to take part in swaying elections ; and the Govern-

ment is in a position by the distribution of contracts, appointments,

purchase of concessions, the expenditure of secret service money, and

otherwise to bring into existence and maintain a large number of sup-

porters who act as canvassers—always on the right side in times of

election."

Not merely is the cognisance of election disputes removed

from the jurisdiction of the Courts, but the recent Alien

Expulsion Act similarly deprives the Uitlander of this

protection of Ms liberty. The organisation of the tribunals

in other respects is not favourable to the Uitlander.

" The great bulwark of liberty, the right to trial by jurymen, who are

our peers, is denied to us. Only the burgher or naturalised burgher is

entitled to be a juryman, or, in other words, anyone of us is liable to be

tried upon the gravest charge possible by jurymen who are in no sense our

peers, who belong to a different race, who regard us with a greater or less

degree of hostility, and whose passions, if inflamed, might prompt them,

as weak human creatures, to inflict the gravest injustices, even to deprive

men of their lives. Supposing, in the present tense condition of political

feeling, anyone of us were tried before a Boer jury on any charge having a
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political flavour about it, should we be tried by our peers, and should we
have a chance of receiving even-handed justice ?

" The High Court hardly comes under this censure, although, in a

general sense, there is maladministration, first, in the undcr-payment of

the judges ; second, in the occasional pressure put upon the High Court

by the Government ; third, in the absence of any Court of Appeal, which

latter defect is viewed as a great hardship in a country in which interests

of large magnitude are constantly the subject of litigation."

The treatment of natives is not usually supposed to be an

Uitlander grievance, and has not figured largely in their

indictment against the Government, nevertheless, it is to be

found in the Manifesto of the National Union.

" The administration of Native Affairs is a gross scandal and a source

of immense loss and danger to the community. Native commissioners

have been permitted to practise extortion, injustice and cruelty upon the

natives under their jurisdiction. The Government has allowed petty

tribes to be goaded into rebellion. We have had to pay the costs of the

* wars ' while the wretched \'ictims of their policy have had their tribes

broken up. Sources of native labour have been destroyed, and large

numbers of prisoners have been kept in gaol for something like eighteen

months without trial. It was stated in the newspapers that, out of sixty-

three men imprisoned, thirty-one had died in that jwriod, while the rest

were languishing to death for want of vegetable foods. We have had

revelations of repulsive cruelty on the part of Field-Cornets."

On the question of the treatment of natives as the main

cause of the division between the Dutch and the British, a

leading Johannesburger writes to me :

—

" The question of the treatment of the natives in the form of the

admission or not of the coloured people to political and civil rights still

constitutes the main cause which tends to maintain the separation of the

Dutch and British. In the Republics, the coloured people are entirely

excluded from political and partially excluded from civil rights. In the

British Colonies, the principle of political equality, irrespective of colour,

is established."

The programme of the Imperialist organisation, the South

African League, even in the " Transvaal Province," includes

a profession of faith in the political equality of black and
white.

The last item in the long indictment against the Boer
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administration refers to the general conduct and policy of

the Government as distinguished from inherent vice of

origin.

"In the administration," declares the Manifesto of the National

Union, " we find that there is the grossest extravagance ; that secret

service moneys are squandered, that votes are exceeded, that the public

credit is pledged in a manner that is wholly inconsistent with the

interests of the public. Money is said to have been sent out of the

country for secret service purposes, and the public audit seems a farce.

" The administration of the public service is in a scandalous condition

;

bribery and corruption are rampant ; we have had members of the Raad
accepting presents. ... A class of men has sprung up who are in constant

attendance upon the members of the Volksraad, and whose special business

seems to be the influencing these members one way or the other. I think

thousands "of you are satisfied of the venality of many of our public ser-

vants. I wish to guard against the assumption that all public servants are

corrupt ; thank God there are many who are able and honourable men ; and

it must be gall and wormwood to these men to find the whole tone of the

service destroyed, and to have themselves made liable to be included in

the general denunciation."

" The general administration," writes a leading advocate, " is rotten to

the core ; where there is no corruption there is gross ignorance ; and in no

department are the bulk of the men up to their work."

A resident in Johannesburg writes to me :

—

" Maladministration may come under two heads, first., official corrup-

tion, second, official incompetency. Both forms of maladministration exist

very largely in the Transvaal. It is unnecessary to particularise, as the

facts are notorious."

The indictment of Transvaal methods of administration

put forward on behalf of the Uitlanders may therefore be

summarised as follows :

—

The Government of the Eepublic is an arbitrary Govern-

ment, and is elected by a minority of the population. It is

retrograde and narrow-minded, and opposed to liberal

principles of Government. It is oppressive in taxation and
insulting in demeanour. It affects the methods of a military

autocracy under cover of the forms of Eepublican administra

tion. It is incompetent through ignorance in the head and
ignorance in the hands. The administration is extravagant

and it is corrupt.
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I have endeavoured in the foregoing to set forth in their

own language the claims of the Uitlanders of the Transvaal,

and their interpretation of the policy of the Government of

the Eepublic.

It will be my task to set out the other side of the question

as it has been represented to me by leaders of both political

sections of the Boer population. This reply will deal first

with tlie great allegation of an active anti-British and anti-

Uitlander policy on the part of the Government of the

Eepublic, and next with the special items of individual

grievance as formulated by the Uitlander leaders.
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CHAPTER XV.

THE BOER REPLY TO THE UITLANDER.

(Written in 1897.)

I HAVE already set forth in their own language the claims of

the Uitlanders of the Transvaal and their interpretation of the

policy of the Government of the Eepublic. It is now my
task to set out the other side of the question, as it has been

represented to me by the leaders of both political sections of

the Boer population.

This reply will deal with the general allegation of an

anti-British and anti-Uitlander policy of the Boer Govern-

ment of the Eepublic, and also with the special items

of individual grievances as formulated by the Uitlander

leaders.

The Boer denies that the action of the Government, or of

either political section of the Boers, is guided by a sentiment of

active hostility towards British interests or British-born inha-

bitants. A regard for their independence is the impelling

motive which dictates their policy ; they deny that there is

any such design as that ascribed to them by the Uitlander

leaders, of desiring to supersede British influence in South

Africa. They point out that it is difficult, from their stand-

point, to see any identity of interest between the Uitlander in

the Transvaal and the Imperial Government in England. If

the franchise were conceded to British residents, the effect

would be to deprive the Imperial Government of so many
subjects ; and no State has hitherto regarded it as a matter

of political advantage to be deprived of its subjects.

The policy of the Transvaal (a leading advocate writes) is simply one

of internal independence ; the Government and the ruling burghers want
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merely to be left alone to shape their own action, to make their own laws,

to protect their own homes, and Bi-)ecially to maintain undisturbed their

policy towards the coloured races, which is constantly threatened by
powerful parties in England. . . . Their policy as to external relations is

simply one directed to secure more fully their internal independence.

Any suggestion that there is a defined policy on the part of the Transvaal

to combine with Germany is without foundation. The Boers would

prefer subjection to Imperial rule to that of any other Power ; but they

have no desire to be subject to any foreign Power whatever.

As to the various points of evidence adduced to prove

the existence of an active anti-British policy, they are all

capable of different interpretation.

Coming now to the specific grievances set forth as

affecting the Uitlander residents, a somewhat different

reply is made by the Progressive from that made by the

Conservative party among the burghers.

The Progressives are inclined to admit that there are

certain grievances, but not such as to justify the violent

attempt to overthrow the Government of the Kepublic which

has been made by the Jameson Paid, or the Press propa-

ganda which has been carried on to discredit the policy of

the Government abroad.

To take the question of the franchise first. A Progressive

writes to me :

—

Inasmuch as compulsory military service is consequent on naturalisa-

tion, I think the privileges of naturalisation not adequate to what is

expected from the new burgher who can only vote for the Second

Volksraad.

A Conservative writes :

—

I do not see that the Uitlanders have any grievance as regards the

franchise. It is merely in self-defence that they are excluded ; and they

should be excluded, as they would upset the Government if they obtained

political power. In no country in the world would an overwhelming body

of foreigners be allowed to obtain the franchise and sweep the votes of the

original dwellers. As regards the contrast between the franchise law in

this Republic and the Free State, and the fact that the law was originally

identical, it is sufScient to say that circumstances have altered in the

South African Republic, and they are no longer the same as those of the

Free State. Thousands of immigrants arrive every month in the Trans-
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vaal, but the Free State is afflicted with no such additions to its

population.

An eminent judicial authority * writes to me :

—

As regards the franchise question, I understand it to be meant that it

is felt as a hardship by British subjects that they are not allowed, except

under certain stringent conditions, to cast off their allegiance and become
burghers of the South African Republic (any idea of dual allegiance is, of

course, out of the question and need not be discussed), and what I have

here said of British subjects of course also refers to persons of other

nationalities ; but since no exception can be made of one nationality more

than another tliis restriction applies to aliens of all nationalities. A
historical retrospect will, I think, tend to sliow that what is regarded as a

grievance is, on the other side, regarded simply as a legitimate means of

self-defence against foreign—one may say British—aggression. I believe

I am correct in saying that before the Transvaal annexation no country

could have been more liberal as regards granting the rights of citizenship

to newcomers than the South African Republic. If I am not mistaken, a

residence of six months sufficed to entitle them to burgher rights. The
Republics have been liberal in this respect—the Free State still, inasmuch

as no aggression upon its independence has as yet rendered it necessary to

be on its guard against acts of that nature. When the first goldfields of

the Transvaal were discovered a considerable number of strangers

(chiefly British subjects) settled in the country, particularly at Pilgrim's

Rest. I believe, again, that I am correct in saying that two members wei-e

allowed to them as their representatives in the Legislature. The conduct

of these new residents was on the whole not such as would encourage

any Government to allow them to have a say in the affairs of the country.

They hampered, insulted, and misrepresented the Government in every

possible way, and it seems to have been partly due to the intrigues of

these men, as wel as a number of British residents in the towns, that the

country subsequently lost its independence for a time. When the Soutli

African Eepublic afterwards regained its independence that occurrence

created the bitterest resentment among the English-speaking portion of

the Transvaal community. Some of them buried the English flag and

placed a gravestone on the site with the motto " Resurgam." Righteous-

ness was with them accounted for nought. Some of their organs expressed

the utmost hostility and disloyalty to Rciublican Government. A similar

spirit has subsequently been not infrequently shown by British subjects

:

witness the manner in which the head of the State has been insulted when

he visited Johannesburg, and also on the occasion when Lord Loch

visited Pretoria. British newspapers have been constantly reiterating

Chief Justice Melius de Villiers of the Orange Free State.
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that it would not be long before, with the continued large influx of

English people, the Transvaal would again be English territory, and

these were the same newspapers that demanded the franchise for the

British Uitlander. The Uitlander of any other nationality, by the way,

is hardly ever considered worthy of being taken into account. The

])rofessed Uitlander organs at Johannesburg have always exhibited the

most virulent hatred of the Boer ; no words of abuse have been considered

too bad for the latter. One of them liad the hardihood to announce that

the Boer must be crushed. JVlore than once have I read rhapsodical

accounts of the enthusiastic manner in wliich in the Transvaal " God

Save the Queen " has been sung on occasions when it is certainly quite

out of place. Can it be wondered at that after the British Government

retired from the Transvaal measures were at once taken to maintain and

preserve the independence of the country through the restrictions of the

franchise ? and can it be wondered at that the old-established population

of the country, who love and cherish their independence, should be loth to

relax existing restrictions so long as the British Imperial Government

remains a factor in South African affairs ? Why should we, more than

any other people, relish the idea of being extinguished as an independent

nation ? English people would not wish that England should become

subject to Germany. Why should subjection to foreign power be thrust

upon us ? And surely its own right of continued independent existence

must by the Transvaal be regarded as a matter that is paramount and

that cannot be subordinated to the alleged right of others to control the

destinies of the country. Judging from the press organs advocating the

cause of the British Uitlander, it is subjection of the race and of the

country to British supremacy that is sought. "The Boer must be

crushed," one of their organs has said. If such a spirit prevails, one may,

with confidence as to the reply, ask an impartially-minded man whether

the old-established population is not justified in treating the matter of

extension of the franchise with the utmost caution. This matter cannot

be settled in accordance with the doctrinaire theories of what are alleged

to be the principles of Eepublican Government, but the safety of the

State is the supreme law which must serve as a guide in the matter.

And another Englishman admits that it is unreasonable to expect

the Boers to give full political power to Englishmen, who would be

numerous enough to hand the country over to the Imperial Government

or the Chartered Company.

Another observes—One Englishman has wiitten, "The Boer is as

jealous of his political independence as the Yankee or the Swiss."

As regards the educational grievance a Progressive leader

writes to me as follows :

—

As regards the language question in the schools, I consider the

grievance really exists ; I would put the two languages on an equal
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footing ; I distinguish between the schools, the Law Courts, and the

pubUc departments. Allowing English to be spoken in the latter might

facilitate business ; but ix)litical considerations make it necessary to

maintain the language as a mark of the Boer character of the Republic

and an assertion of their absolute independence.

A Conservative on this question writes :

—

We give more privileges here to foreign languages, such as English,

than are given to foreign languages in England or in any other country.

In other countries, if foreigners wish their children to learn their

language, they have to pay all expenses ; but here the Government pays

part. I should like to see the reception which the British Parliament

would give to a request that the language m schools should be German in

the east end of London, and Yiddish in other quarters. We admit that

for commerce both languages should be known, but not that it should be

made compulsory in the schools. Tens of thousands in Johannesburg
are foreign or Russian Jews. Why do they not make the same com-
plaint ?

As regards the use of the language in the courts of law

and public offices, both sections of burghers are agreed that

the official use of the language is a defence of the inde-

pendence of the country and a standing protest against

any infiltration of anti-Eepublican ideas. A Conservative

writes :

—

If the immigrants wish to speak English, why have they come here ?

As regards the statement that the English-speaking are in the majority,

we deny it. They are not in the majority, if you except those who speak

both languages. If the English-speaking are in the majority, then we
dispute the right of a majority of intruders.

As regards the invitation argument (that the Uitlanders have been

invited to immigrate*), it is sufficient to say that the conditions of invita-

tion have been carried out. No promise was made to them that the

language of the Republic would be altered. Transgressions of the law

have been passed over such as would not have been permitted elsewhere.

The invitation addressed to the immigrants was, to come, i^ruvided they

obeyed the laws ; one of the laws requiring the use of the Dutch language.

There is no j)olicy on the part of the Boer Government or burghers to

oust British influence and British language from South Africa, and

substitute Dutch. As to their desire to preserve the Dutch language,

Letter of Secretary Ewald Esselcn, 13th December, 1863.
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tlieir cliief reaBon for doing so is because they consider it part of their

hiheritance in the past, and a bulwark of their independence in the

present.

English policy, it may be said, allows Dutch to be spoken

in the Cape Parliament ; but the liberties and constitution

of the Eepublic do not rest upon so secure a basis as to

admit of a step which would necessarily be the first towards

diminishing the influence of the burgher. It is also pointed

out that the Dutch-speaking population have always laid

great stress on the right to use their native tongue. And
one of their grievances, still remembered, is that Sir Owen
Lanyon failed to keep the promise of Sir Theophilus

Shepstone in his proclamation that both languages should be

used. Sir Owen Lanyon appointed officials who refused to

speak Dutch.

As regards the language question (writes another correspondent), in

a letter to the Nineteenth Century, I referred to the treatment of the

Dutch-si3eaking inhabitants of the Cape Colony by the British Govern-

ment. There an alien Government stepped in and deliberately suppressed

the existing official language then in use by the vast bulk of the inhabi-

tants (seven-eighths, at least), imposed various disabilities upon those

using that language, disallowed its use in Parhament, Courts of Law, and

subsidised schools. This continued for over sixty years, when first the

Dutch-s^jeaking community were in a position to command a majority in

Parliament, and to obtain some degree of restitution. They bore their

disabilities quietly and patiently, without talking of revolution or making

the world resound with the sad tale of their woes. Yet merely it is a

far greater grievance for a people to be deprived of their own country, of

the privileges which they have enjoyed, than for a new population coming

into a country not to obtain equal privileges with the old inhabitants,

especially when they knew what they were coming to.

I have more than once heard it said in the Cape Colony, " This is a

British Colony ; it is quite right that the official language and the

language of education should be English. If a people do not know it,

they must learn it." It would be considered a monstrous thing, I have

no doubt, to make a similar remark, mutatis mutandis, in the Transvaal.

In South Africa it so seldom occurs that " what is sauce for the goose is

sauce for the gander." I do not myself see the " right " of any body of

men coming into a country, where a foreign language is spoken, to make

a grievance of the fact that such a language is not wholly or partially

surrendered in favour of their own ; I would, as a matter of grace, not
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right, be in favour of giving the EugUsh language every privilege that is

reasonable and fair, even at the public departments. In answer to my
letter to the Nineteenth Century it has been said, " At all events, in

the Cape Colony the Dutch-speaking people have had the opportimity of

making their voices heard on the language question, whereas in the

Transvaal the English-speaking population have had none." To my
mind there is no analogy between the two cases.

The financial grievances enumerated by Mr. Chamberlain

similarly do not receive a single reply from the Boer,

opinion being divided as to the existence and extent of the

grievances alleged and as to the remedies applicable. The
recent Eeport of the Industrial Commission is sufficient

evidence of the difference of opinion in this matter, therefore

it does not need to be dwelt on at any length.

"It is maintained," says Mr. Chamberlain, "that the finances are

mismanaged ; that the expenditure escapes proper control and audit, the

taxation is maintained beyond the needs of administration; that unfair

discrimination is general in the collection of personal taxes ; that the

import duties on the necessaries of life are a hardship on the working-

classes, and so raise the cost of working the mines as to be effectually

prohibitory to the working of the poorer ones. If the taxation was

apportioned to the ability to pay a large number might be open to the

general advantage."

It is notable, however, that the amount of admission

made by the most advanced Progressives is substantially no

more than that taxation has been levied on a wrong basis,

that the production of the mines and the working of the low-

grade mines has been unnecessarily interfered with. Both

parties unite in denying that the finances are mismanaged or

that the expenditure escapes proper control or audit, or

that the taxation is maintained beyond the needs of the

administration.

A Progressive writes :
" I do not believe the expenditure is dispropor-

tionate to the population. Look at the expenditure in Rhodesia ; and as

to the taxation being excessive, consider that Rhodesia exacts fifty per

cent, on profits of mining ventures. It is a purely English idea that gold

in the reefs belongs to a private person ; the law of most countries gives

the mining rights to the State, and it was for the State, as representing

L
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the whole community, to dictate terms on which private persons are

allowed to benefit by the participation in public property." " There is no

unfair dificrimination " (writes a Conservative) " in the collection of

personal taxes, nor in favour of farmers. The imposts on luxuries are

less than those imposed in the American Republic. A tariff for the

protection of the produce of the country may, or may not, be a mistaken

jwlicy ; but Englishmen should recognise that it is at least a policy

adopted by most of the world, and which the burghers are entitled to

adopt if they think fit. There is no grievance weighing on the Uitlander

residents as the result of that tariff. It is impossible to make a ring in

such produce ; Boer famiers have no such ideas of combining, and the

fertility of the country is too great."

As to the objection to expenditure on warlike pre-

parations they are simply necessities, forced on the burgher

by the revolutionary plots of discontented immigrants. If

there were no Jameson Eaid there would be no such

expenditure.

As regards the exceptional restrictions imposed by the

law on the right of public meeting, referred to by Mr.

Chamberlain, the Boer's position is that, as Mr. Chamberlain

himself admits, those restrictions have not been strictly

interpreted. The power is only held in reserve, and, as a

matter of fact, has not been actually enforced. An advocate

writes to me :
" The law of the Transvaal on the subject is

framed on that of England ; show me a meeting that has yet

been proclaimed." In any case, it is held that as long as

there is in existence a discontented party consisting of

foreigners desirous of overturning the Government, every

Government, having the right of self-defence, is justified in

retaining in its hands these extraordinary powers.

As regards the grievances of the mining industry, next

referred to by Mr. Chamberlain, the Eeport of the Mining

Commission and the discussion in the Volksraad show that

opinion on the Boer side on this matter is largely divided.

The recommendations of the Commission represent the views

of the Progressive section ; the opposition thereto, that of the

other party. As the Eeport of the Mining Commission is

already before the world it is unnecessary that I should here

reiterate their recommendations : I will content myself
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therefore by giving the arguments of the extreme Con-

servatives on this matter as they have been pre sented to me.

"As regards the general policy of concessions," writes one of my
informants, " if none had heen given at the starting of the industry none

would he given now, but it would be dishonest to break our contracts with

capitalists who have expended enormous sums of money. The State was

obliged to adopt this policy of concession at the time at which it was

adopted. The country was poor, there were no industries, and when

capitalists offered to bring money for investment they expected reasonable

security for their return. As regards the dynamite monopoly—in all

Europe there are only two dynamite companies. Nobel enjoys a practical

monopoly in the North, England, and Germany, and another group of

capitalists that of the South. Their joint action has recently been illus-

trated, and is additional proof of the danger to this country of being

obliged to rely on foreign supplies. It is also to be remembered that not

merely the gold industry, but, in case of war, the interests of the State

would be affected unless the production of explosives was established in

the country itself. As a measure of military necessity powder must be

manufactured in this country, as in time of war the ports would be closed,

and this Kepublic, being surrounded by British territory, would not be in

a position to obtain supplies from abroad.

" As regards the concession to the Netherlands Railway, the same

arguments apply ; no one else was ready to construct the railway at the

time the concession was granted, and, however desirable it might have

been to avoid the resulting restrictions on the industry due to the working

of the railway, it is impossible to get rid of the consequences of the past.

" As regards the spirit concession, it is enough to say that the policy

of taxing luxuries, such as spirits, has been approved of by all countries,

and the Government in this country is entitled to adopt similarly such a

policy. The same considerations apply to the protective tariff adopted by
the Government to favour the agricultural products of the Transvaal

farms."

As to the condition of the police service in Johannesburg

and the restriction of recruiting to burghers, who, according

to Mr. Chamberlain, " cannot be expected to furnish adequate

material from which to select candidates for this department

of the public service," the reply is that it is not to be

expected that a population which showed itself ready to

overturn the Government in armed revolt, and invited a

foreign force to invade the country, should be armed, drilled,

L 2
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and disciplined at the expense of the Government which

they wished to overturn.

As regards the municipal government of the Eand—the

last subject referred to in Mr. Chamberlain's despatch—it

has been pointed out that, in the first place, there has for

many years past been a body which constituted a munici-

pality all but in name, the Sanitary Board having municipal

powers with the right to levy rates and taxes, not being

elected by the burghers, but by the inhabitants of Johannes-

burg rated at £20 a year. This Board contained only two

members nominated by the Government and fifteen or

sixteen chosen by the people themselves. However, the

new municipality just instituted, with largely increased

powers, is represented as being as much as can be expected

to be given to a town so recently established and possessing

a population so floating in character. If, in the future,

streets are ill-kept and ill-lighted, if the water supply be

imperfect, or if disease or crime be prevalent, the people

of Johannesburg, and not the Government of the Eepublic,

will be responsible. As to the acts of the new municipality,

like that of the former Sanitary Board, being subject to

Government veto, it is sufficient to say the veto has never

yet been exercised.

Coming to the grievances not touched upon in Mr.

Chamberlain's despatch, the first is the official ostracism of

English. Policemen, railway officials, officials in the public

offices, and in the law courts, are represented as being

unwilling or unable to use the language of the majority of

the population. The Boer reply to this is practically that

referred to on the use of English in the schools. The use of

English being permitted in the Courts and public depart-

ments might facilitate business, but the necessity, for public

reasons, to retain the Dutch languarge as stamping the Boer

character of the Eepublic, apply even here, though a certain

amount of inconvenience may be the result.

As regards religious disabilities, I have not found any

section of the Boer population prepared to support them in

argument. They are universally represented as a historical
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survival, to be understood only in the light of the traditions

of religious persecution, from which the Huguenot ancestors

of the Buers suffered.

" Tlie iirovision that all officials must be * Protestants,' " writes a leading

Conservative, " we acknowledge under present circumstances to be
objectionable. Jews and Catholics are excluded from ofilce under the Grond
Wet. But I may explain that this is not merely a Uitlander grievance,

but it affects all the inhabitants, including burghers. The only reason

for such a provision is that the Hugueuots who left Europe under

persecution by the Catholic King of France established here the foundation

stone of the old constitution, and, rightly or wrongly, considered it to be

a poHtical danger if Catholics were admitted to power. The exclusion of

the Jews appears to be an unforeseen result. At the same time I may
poiut out that certain reforms have already been introduced. At the time

of the foundation of the Grond Wet Roman Catholic churches or services

were prohibited. Under President Burgers, who was a Freethinker, this

restriction was abolished. It is more than likely in the coming revision

of the constitution these restrictions will be removed."

" At the same time," writes a Progressive, " it must be remember( d

that a grievance of this kind is not one particularly affectin^^ the working-

classes, but rather men of considerable wealth."

The restriction on the right of the Uitlander to carry

arms, the building of forts, the importation of military

supplies, has been the next of the grievances enumerated by

the Uitlander. As regards the military preparations, the

answer of both sections of the Boers is that the safety of the

State is the supreme law. " Defence, and not Defiance," is

the policy of the Government, which is entitled to regard its

own existence as legitimate; and it has to provide against

revolt as an imperative duty towards the burghers of the

State. As regards the carrying of arms, a correspondent

writes :

—

" The statement that Uitlanders are pi'evented from having arms is a

misleading statement. The law here is as to registration, customs duty,

and licensing of arms is the same law as that of the Cape Colony, Natal,

and the Free State. As regards registration, it is necessary in order to

prevent arms from reaching natives. As regards the customs imposed,

they are the same as imposed during the English regime. As regards

licensing, the regulations are the same as under the British Government

of the Transvaal. As a matter of fact, it is not true that the Uitlaiders

are unarmed ; or, if they are, it is their own fault."
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The exclusion of the Uitlander from office, felt as a

grievance by British residents, is not admitted as being a

grievance by the burgher. Under what circumstances they

ask, and in what country, has it ever been regarded as a

right of foreign immigrants to assume office. If English

miners went to dig the gold of the Ural Mountains they

would certainly not be inducted into political office by

the Tsar.

As regards the alleged monopoly of public offices by

Hollanders, " by gentlemen from the Low Country," as the

Manifesto of the National Union terms it, the Boer has two

replies.

In the first place, they point out that the political

independence of the country being threatened on the

British side made every appointment to office of a British

resident a matter of considerable risk from a political point

of view. Again, the Transvaal population did not till some

years ago, and to a very limited extent even now, supply a

sufficient number of men educated to fill posts in the

administration. Educated Hollanders, who could speak the

language, and could not possibly be suspected of having any

designs against the independence of the country, naturally

were chosen, as there were no others to choose.

Their second reply is that there is no such monopoly by

Hollanders. With a few exceptions all the high officials

are Afrikanders. I have been handed a list with the names

and nationalities of all the chief officials, which appeared to

bear out this statement.

The Under Secretary of State, the Surveyor-General, the

Assistant Surveyor - General, the Treasurer-General, the

Auditor-General, the Eegistrar of Deeds, the Chief Justice,

and one of the Judges, the High Sheriff, the Registrar of the

High Court, the Taxing Master, the Postmaster-General, the

Civil Commissioner, Judicial Commissioners, Magistrates,

and all the five members of the Execvitive Council, the

President, the Commandant-General, the Master of Mines,

the Commissioner of Eailways are all Afrikanders. Of the

higher officials only the State Secretary and the Under
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Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the State Attorney,

two of the Judges, and the Master of the High Court, are

Hollanders.

Neither are Englishmen absolutely excluded from office :

one of the Judges and the Assistant Treasurer-General are

Englishmen.

Coming next to the recent legislation which is quoted as

proof of the hostile action of the Government towards British

residents, the Press Law, the Alien Expulsion Act, and the

Alien Immigration Act, the position of the Transvaal Govern-

ment and of the ruling burghers has been clearly indicated

in the desj^atch of the Government of the 7th May of this

year. It is needless to here recapitulate these arguments,

but it may be sufficient to quote the remarks of the corre-

spondent I have already quoted, whose idea is that the

Transvaal is perfectly justified in passing a law to curb not

the liberty, but the unbridled licence of the press. I do not

believe that in any country existing, under circumstances

similar to that under which the Transvaal existed and exists,

would such open advocacy of sedition and revolution be

tolerated as was tolerated there for some time past. If there

is anything in the law recently passed that would tend to

check the legitimate liberty of the press, it ought, so far as it

has that tendency, to be amended.

If there is anything unconstitutional in it, it ought also to be

amended in that respect. This is a point, however, concerning which no

irresponsible journals but the courts of the country would have to decide.

The law for the expulsion of aliens who make themselves dangerous

to the safety of the State, I do not think any reasonable person could

object to; such aliens, of course, would object. If they did not wish to

come under the provisions of the law, thuy need only be quiet and law-

abidin,:;. Without going into details of this law, such measures may be

necessary for the security of the State, though it should not go beyond

the necessities ol the case.

As regards the Alien Immigration Act, it is pointed out

that in compliance with remonstrances as to the incon-

venience occasioned by its operation it has been repealed

;

but that its principle was the same as that adopted by every
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civilised country, with the exception of England, and its pro-

visions were not nearly so severe as those existing in the

United States of America.

A lawyer writes, as regards the Alien Immigration Act,

" I agree with it in principle ; this is not a No Man's Land."

A res nullius.

Any order under the Alien Expulsion Act, or under the

new Press Act, is subject to an appeal to the Courts, as has

been illustrated in practice in the case of the Star, when the

President's order was set aside by the decree of the Court.

That is an amount of power left in the hands of the Com-t of

the Eepublic such as none of the Courts on the Continent

of Europe possesses. The order for the expulsion of an alien

in any European country, with the exception of England, is

not subject jto appeal to the law courts. As regards the

alleged absence of security for liberty, which springs from

the non-existence of a fixed constitution, or from the legal

supremacy of the Volksraad, it is pointed out that Parlia-

ment in England is legally supreme, and that no Court of

Justice or other authority could question the validity of an

Act of Parliament. The Manifesto of the ISTational Union
makes it a grievance that the chance will of the majority in

the Legislature can alter the law, but the same criticism

would apply to English methods of legislation. At the same
time, and as a result of the recent dispute between the Bench
and the Executive, a Commission is sitting for the purpose

of drafting a new Grond Wet, in which provision will be

made against the possibility of hasty legislation, and provision

made for the security of the independence of the judges.

As regards the treatment of natives, it is denied that there

has been any habitual cruelty in theii' treatment.

The Boer position is, as has been already explained, that

it is a political and social blunder of the first magnitude to

attempt to put into force the British theory of equality of

black and white. In any indiAddual case of ill-treatment the

aggrieved have full access to the Courts, and the Courts have

no hesitation in gi\'ing them justice, but justice in their case

does not mean equality.
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Finally, the last item in the long indictment against the

Boer administration, a challenge of the general conduct and

policy of the Government as distinguished from what is

alleged to be its inherent vice of origin, the reply on the

side of the Boer is an emphatic repudiation of the truth of

the charges.

" It is simply false," writes a correspondent ;
" it is simply false to say

ihat the Government is incompetent and corrupt. Vague charges of that

kind are very easily made, and a partisan press is only too ready to

exaggerate the slightest irregularity such as may occur under any

Grovernment; but to say that the administration as a body can be so

described is a falsehood circulated for political purposes."

Another writes—" The general administration is not as corrupt as in

England, certainly not as corrupt as in the United States of America.

Cases of occasional corruption are inevitable in any country."

Another correspondent writes—"We await Mr. Chamberlain's with-

drawal of the extraordinary statements attributed to him on this head."

Another writes—" As to the corruption alleged to exist in the

administration, if it does exist, that would be a sad and pitiable fact. It

must be remembered, however, that all over the world the experience of

the United States, of Canada and other countries show that where

opportunities are given to men to make money on a extensive scale by

illegitimate means such means will be adopted. Under Great Britain,

where opportunities for corruption are afforded, as in the case of army

contracts and the like, corruption exists ; and curious tales could be told

as to what has happened in South Africa outside of the Republics, In a

young country such practices are perhaps more difficult to be stopped

;

but stopped they certainly ought to be as the administration becomes

stronger. In course of time such practices no doubt will cease. Also it

must not be forgotten that unfortunately it was the Uitlander who

introduced such practices, and that in the opinion of some of them (vide

Lionel Philips's letters, published by the Transvaal Government), the

administration was unfortunately not quite corrupt enough. Whether

such corruption really exists to the extent as has often been asserted

seems to me doubtful, but loose talk of the clubs proves nothing, and half-

a-dozen men will strenuously deny what half-a-dozen others will as

strenuously assert."

Passing now from the catalogue of the grievances of the

Uitlanders regarded merely in the light of hardships to

themselves, we have next to consider that portion of their

indictment against the policy of the Transvaal Government,

which I have already said must present the greatest share of
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interest to Eaglishmea at home. Reference has been made

to the various matters put forward as evidence of an active

anti-British policy on the part of the Government, anti-

British in the sense of trying to depress the condition of

British residents in the Transvaal, and anti-British in the

wider sense of trying to minimise or expel the influence of

the Imperial Government in South Africa. First among

the proofs of such a policy as are enumerated in the alleged

grievances of the Uitlanders, I have given the Boer reply to

this indictment, and have shown that their position in defence

of these matters of legislation and administration complained

of is that they are necessitated by their desire to safeguard

the independence of the country. That where that has not

been the impelling motive of the Government, economic

necessities of the past have induced some of the present

conditions complained of. As to the other matters of which

it is admitted that legitimate complaint may be made, the

answer is that time is required to adjust methods to circum-

stances. Briefly it may be said that the Boer Government

deny that any of the alleged matters of legislation or

administrative complaint are dictated by a policy in any

respect anti-British.

" The policy of all parties among the burghers," writes a correspondent

" the policy of the President and of the State Secretary are simply to have

the Republic left alone by any outside Power, There is nothing distinctly

anti-British, and never has been in the sense of hostihty towards Great

Britain in particular, on the part of the Government or the people of this

Repubhc. Apparently the action of the Government has been anti-

British, but the reason has simply been because the attack has been from

the British side. Dr. Jameson with Maxims, and the Jingo press with

their pens, have both had a common object. But the burghers would be

as ready to resent attack from German, from Portuguese, or any other

quarter, as from British."

" Neither President," writes another correspondent, " nor the burghers

have any expectation or wish to see the British power eliminated from

South Africa. They are perfectly aware of the defence of the internal

security of the white men in South Africa afforded by the presence of

British power on the sea. No doubt many Transvaalers, like many
Afrikanders generally, beUeve that ultimately South Africa will become

an independent nation, but that is a far-off event towards which things
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are slowly shaping themselves, and such an independent South Africa

would have no reason for being hostile or for being in any other relation

to the British Empire than that of the closest alliance."

" The burghers," writes another correspondent, " have had reason to

believe that the English people are religious and desirous of doing justice,

but they have also reason to believe that the English people are under the

control and direction of persons who are not religious and sometimes have

little regard for justice."

As to the other matters adduced as evidence of such a

policy, negotiations with foreign Powers, confederation of

the Free State, desire to acquire a port, their refusal to comply

with Mr. Chamberlain's suggestions of reform, general expres-

sions of hostility towards Englishmen, their reply is distinct.

" There is not the least intention," writes a coiTespondent, " on the

part of the burghers of this country to subject themselves to the power of

Germany, or any other foreign Power. What German pohcy may be is a

different thing ; but what the policy of the burghers is, is to safeguard their

independence. If by cultivating relationship with Germany as well as

other foreign Powers, this object can be effected, such a line of action is

distinctly the duty of the Government."
" The Government," writes another correspondent, " wishes to use

Germany to protect the country, but not to use Germany to injure Great

Britam."

" The Transvaal," writes another correspondent, " would prefer subjec-

tion to England to subjection to any other Power, but would fight to the last

before submitting to any foreign force. If the Transvaal made application

to Germany or France at the time of the Raid, a fact not as yet established,

such a course would be quite within its rights, as the idea in the Transvaal,

and even among the officers of the expedition itself, was that the Adminis-

trator was acting on behalf of the British Go»'ernment, and that his armed

Raid had the Imjierial sanction.

" German pohcy towards the South Africau Republic need harlly, I

think, be considered seriously. The people of that State do nut want to

come under German rule or influence, nor, if they did, would they go so

far as to estrange the people of the Oiange Free State, who would bitterly

resent any assumption of power in South Africa by the German

Government."

A leading representative of the Press observes :
—

*

" I am positive there is no diplomatic purpose behind German action.

The only German policy in South Africa is that Germany is anxious to

* Mr. Carl Borckenhagen.
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cultivate good rektions with the Republic, and so preserve the trade which
it already possesses wth the Republic.

" Olio may briefly say that Englishmen are distrusted because there is

an English policy in South Africa, and Germans are trusted because there

is no German policy. The German Emperor's telegram meant no hostility

to England ; he telegraphs to everybody, even to the Count of Turin.

The Boers, turning out in force against the Jameson Raid when they

thouglit that the whole might of England was arrayed against them,

appealed to the military instincts of the Kaiser."

A leader of the Progressive party tells me

—

"Even the Conservatives are much more against Germany than

against England. All parties are united on this point.

" As regards the adherence to the Geneva Convention, and the other

negotiations with foreign Powers, whose conclusion has been made a

matter of com23laint by Mr. Chamberlain in his recent despatch, the

despatch of the Tranivaal Government of the 7th May shows that they

were acting within their rights. The expressed object of the Convention

of 1884, as set out by Lord Derby in his accompanying despatch to the

deputation, was to give the Republic full power of conducting negotiations

with foreign States, and that power the Republic has done no more than

exercise. There is no danger to British interests in such action of the

Government, as any treaty with a foreign Power, other than the Orange

Free State, is subject to the veto of the British Government, should it

prove contrary to British interests.

" As regards the confederation of the Free State, and the recent treaty

granting special rights to burghers of the Free State, such step is one not

merely of the most natural, of alliance between two kindred peoples, but

one distinctly contemplated by the framers of the Convention of London

of 1884. Treaties with the Orange Free State are expressly exempted

from the requirement of the sanction of the British Government, and are

expressly exempted from veto.

" A former British Governor, though, as usual, his policy was reversed

by his successor, was strongly in favour of the fusion of the two States

;

and that fusion would have taken place forty years ago but for the action

of Sir George Grey, the successor in question. The mere suggestion that

there is an anti-British design on tlie part of the two Republics, evidenced

by the treaty of alliance, is in itself a sufficient indication of the nature of

the criticism to which every action of the Government of the Republic is

subject. The two States of common race, history, and language and
interests are naturally compelled to draw as close as possible the bonds

between them, when their independence is threatened, as it has been by
tlie action of a large section of immigrants within their borders, backed

by an aggressive power, the administration of the Chartered Company in

the north. As regards the acquisition of the port, it is to be noted that
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there is a very serious division of opinion among the burghers themselves

as to the advisability of such a step."

On one side, we are told, the existence of the Republic

is an established fact, and England must be contended to

recognise it as an established fact.

" Her wisest course would be to cultivate the friendship of the Republics.

Let her renounce entirely all thought of repression. Let her policy be,

where she can, to assist in strengthening the power of the Republics. If

the Transvaal hungers after a seaport of its own, let the Transvaal have

one, if one is to be had. To think that by hampering the Transvaal in

that direction a great advantage is gained, is a mistake. Irritation is

produced, and no good is evolved. If the South African Republic is

anxious to have a fleet of men-of-war of its own, let it have its way.

The fleet will not be employed to bombard London ; it may assist in the

defence of Cape Town."

The President and the State Secretary are known to

favour the project, but differences of opinion on this matter

do not run on party lines. For instance, a leader of the

Progressive party tells me, " We regard the absence of a port

as a grievance against England ; we think she is trying to

surround us." On the other hand, a member of the opposite

party tells me—" Many agree with me in preferring to be as

we are, I do not think that the Eepublic requires a port.

It would simply give greater facilities for attack
;
just as

the possession of Constantinople might not be such an

advantage to Eussia as seems to be assumed."

As regards the refusal of the Government to adopt

Mr. Chamberlain's suggestions of internal reform, it is pointed

out that no independent Government, whose power of internal

management of their own affairs is conceded, could adopt

any measures of the suggestion, however friendly, of another

Power; such adoption would be taken as a precedent, and

would constitute only the first of a long long series of

intermeddling with the internal affairs of the Eepublic.

As regards Mr. Chamberlain's declaration of the existence

of an anti-British policy, and the official information which,

it is assumed, is such as to warrant such a declaration, one is

told that there is no necessity for answering such vague
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declarations until something more tangible than Mr. Chamber-

lain's expression of opinion is adduced by way of proof. And
one is asked to compare Mr. Chamberlain's recent expression

of opinion as to the existence of a suzerainty, the abolition

of which was one of the objects of the visit of the Transvaal

delegation to England—an abolition effected by the Conven-

tion of London of 1884.

Lastly, as regards the loud-spoken expressions of intention

to drive out Englishmen, attributed to certain irresponsible

persons, one is assured that no Government of any people

can control the acts of hot-headed and injudicious individuals.

If the policy of the British Government and the British

people were to be judged by the declaration of certain

sections of the British Press, repudiation of treaty obliga-

tions and an armed conquest of a friendly State would be

assumed to be the object on which the British Government

has set its heart.

Summarising, then, the attitude of the Boer Government

in regard to the Uitlanders, it may be said that the Pro-

gressive party admit the existence of certain grievances,

such as the exclusion from the franchise, but do not admit

that the existence of these grievances justified an armed

insurrection or a political propaganda for the purpose of

generally discrediting the Boer Government. The Con--

servative party's position is practically the same.

On the question of the independence of the Eepublic and

its right to manage its own internal affairs, free from inter-

ference on the part of the British Government, both parties

are agreed.

The Conservative section—being that in power, and
likely to remain, in power—one is justified in taking their

position as of more practical importance than that of the

opposing section of the burghers. The position of the typical

Conservative burgher may be summed up as one which

upholds the general policy of retaining power in the

hands of the burghers, and of excluding, as far as possible,

British interference with internal matters of legislation or

administration :

—
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" We have been the first in the country, we have fought for it, and we

are the owners of the land, and we own all that it contains. It is for us

to dictate terms to the strangers who come here for the purpose of making

a fortune.

" They need not have come if they did not wish ; they did not stipulate

that they should get the franchise. If they had stipulated we should

have replied, ' You come for dividends, and you shall not get political

rights.' In no country have strangers ever claimed as a right political

privileges."

As to the claim of these strangers that they assisted us

in defeating the Zulus, the reply is easy. The Boer has

been the pioneer of South Africa, and the burden of nearly

all the fighting has fallen on him. If the British Govern-

ment adopted the policy of Sir Bartle Frere and defeated the

Zulus, they did that for Imperial purposes, and not for

the purpose of assisting the Boers :

—

" The retrocession to the Transvaal, however creditable to an English

Government, is, it must be remembered, simply reversing an act of violent

and unjust aggression ; and we cannot foi-get that the English Prime

Minister who directed the retrocession, thought the country to be a

howling wilderness. Nor can we either forget that the political opposition

of the Boers in the Cape played a great part in determining the policy of

giving back the land to its owners. We never have yet heard that

gratitude is due to a brigand for restoring what is not his, more especially

when the restoration is hampered by restriction on the subsequent liberty

of the aggrieved party. Nor can we forget that it suited the exigencies

of the British jarty system, which the Government of the Eepublic

perfectly understands, to retrocede the Transvaal and to avoid an

unpopular and expensive war."

" Need I do more," said a burgher, " than quote this, what two English

writers have said on the subject of the magnanimity of the retrocession of

the Transvaal. Mr. Edward Dicey says, 'I for one am not going to

endorse the futile theory that Great Britain, having annexed the Transvaal,

gave it back to the Boers out of a sentiment of magnanimity. That sort

of twaddle may have been good enough to remove the compunction of

Mr. Gladstone and his followers in 1881, at having to consent to a dis-

creditable surrender on the morrow of a disgraceful defeat, but it is not

good enough to satisfy the demands of historical truth. England, at the

instigation of the Government of the day, gave up the Transvaal, because

the reeistance of the Boers proved more formidable than we had anticipated,

because South African wars were unpopular at that period with the British

pubhc, and because the game of reconquering the Transvaal after Majuba

was not thought to be worth the candle.'
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" Lord Randolph Churchill says :
' Had the British Government of that

day taken advantage of its strong mihtary position and annihilated, as it

could easily have done, the Boer forces, it would no doubt have gained the
Transvaal, but it might have lost the Cape Colony. The Dutch sentiment
in the Colony had been so exasperated by what it considered to be the
unjust, faithless, and arbitrary poUcy pursued towards the free Dutchmen
of the Transvaal, that the final triumph of the British arms mainly by
brute force would have permanently and hopelessly alienated it from
Great Britain.'

" We cannot see how we owe gratitude to the Imperial Government
for giving our kinsmen in the Cape political privileges. The institution of

self-governing Colonies is part of the British political system, which expe-
rience has taught them conduces to greater efficiency, and let us not
forget also greater economy.

" The policy of the President is simply to maintain the independence

of the country, and to establish, on a firm basis, the prosperity of the

burghers. It is not reasonable for immigrants, who have come to make
their fortunes, who have no intention of fighting in defence of the inde-

pendence of the country, and who have no permanent dwelling-place here,

to ask the original inhabitants to step aside, and to give them political

domination. Franchise to the Uitlander means foreign rule. If not

annexation to Charterland or to the British dominion, at any rate it would

mean political domination by cosmopolitan Jew capitalists. The capitalist

is welcome to make his money, but he shall not have power over our

children or over our country. We do not worship Mammon ; we set a

higher store on liberty. This may be an old-world prejudice, but it is the

spirit which drove our ancestors from France, and drove our fathers from

the Cape. To tell us that our policy diminishes the output of the mines

may be, in your mind, to use the heaviest words of condemnation, but we

refuse to consider our policy simply from the point of view of its effect

upon the production of gold.

" Even if newly-enfranchised Uitlanders would not attempt to surrender

the territory to the British Government, we distrust their Aborigines'

Protection Society policy, which has made Natal, a land wrested by us

from the tyrant Chaka, a coolie reserve. We do not wish to see another

garden of South Africa made a hot-bed of heathendom, with the British

Government of India insisting on the right of the brown men to take

possession of the soil, fought for and won by white men. We are keeping

one section, at least, of South Africa free from the Kaffirs and the coolie."
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CHAPTER XVI.

MY VIEW OF BOER V. UITLANDER.

It will be seen, from the foregoing, that it was not without

hearing what both sides had to say on the issue of Boer

against Uitlander tliat I have been led to form my opinion

on the first question. Was there reality in the claims made
on behalf of the Uitlander ? and on the second, Was there a

definite purpose behind the treatment of the Uitlanders and

the military preparations of Pretoria and the Afrikander

propaganda through South Africa of ousting the British

power from the whole sub-continent ?

That the indictment of the Uitlanders was, in the main,

well founded, subsequent facts have made but too clear.

Criticism of people with genuine grievances is easy to those

who have not suffered under them ; but, nevertheless, it may
not be without political use, if I point out the errors, some

of them of mere political tactics, but others much deeper,

threatening the future peace of South Africa in the conduct

of the Reform movement and the Uitlander agitation

generally.

As to the deeper mistakes there seems to have been a

complete failure to grasp the Imperial importance of the

policy of repression of the outsider followed by the Pretoria

Government, and a marvellous under-estimate of the

fighting power, of the dogged tenacity, of the far-sighted

policy, of the next to superhuman secrecy of the leaders of

the Boers, and an equally wonderful over-estimate of the

Hollander influence—the Uitlanders failing to see that the

old President had not the least objection to being supposed

M
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to be led by Hollanders or " my Doppers," when lie knew very

well that he was leading in all the main lines of policy.

If continued in, these errors bode ill for future peace and

stability in South Africa.*

" Huis toe" was a theory too familiar to all the Uitlander

centres. It meant that, after the most trivial reverse, the

Boer commandoes would disperse to their farms, crying their

call, "Let us home." Again, the theory that the ruling

caste in the two Eepublics had no really national, however

perverse, ideal, and were simply intent on the spoils of

office, has been refuted by events. Their nationalist project

was thought to be non-existent, partly because the British

citizen saw that it would be desperate and dangerous to the

Boers themselves, and partly because a money-making

community, like that of Johannesburg, is apt to ascribe

money-making motives to every action it does not under-

stand. Nevertheless, it is clear enough now that there was

a national purpose behind the exclusion of the Uitlander

from office and from the spoils of office.

The unfortunate episodes attendant on the Jameson Eaid

may be ascribed on the side of the raiders and the Johannes-

burgers largely to want of judgment. One section of public

opinion in England was alienated from the raiders for

lawlessness, and another from the Johannesburgers for want

of gratitude to the raiders, displayed in not going to their

assistance. The persistent putting forward of the grievances

as if personal, and not as lese-majeste against the Empire,

the asking for the franchise, and swearing allegiance to a

flag stated by the petitioners to be foreign, piizzled and

alienated people in England. "Why do people calling

themselves British ask for the franchise ? Either they are

coming away and so remain British, and so have no right to

it, or they are staying to swear allegiance to the Vierkleur,

and, if so, what claim have they to our- sympathy ? " There

* The old President noted this error of the Uitlanders with grim,

amusement. After the Jameson Raid he observed :
" I am supposed by

the Uitlanders to be always guided by some one or other ; it used to be

Nellmapius, and then Dr. Lc^yds. Nellmaplus is now dead, and Dr.

Leyds is in Europe. Who is leading now ?
"
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is much in this illogical, but understandable all the same.

Lastly, the violent language and personal diatribes of some
journals of the Uitlander press alienated British sympathy.

It is true they were paralleled and surpassed by some of the

Dutch journals, but Dutch is not read in England. Besides,

such is not the tone of English controversy. The public

taste is prejudiced against a course upheld by violent

language and indulgence in personalities. The English

public suspects it is a case of abusing the plaintiffs attorney.

From what has been said, in dealing with the policy of

President Kruger, it will be seen to what conclusion I have

been led as to the anti-British purpose really underlying

his treatment of the Uitlanders, as well as the other portions

of his action to which they objected as primarily affecting

their own lives.

In the preceding chapter I have given a full statement of

the reply of the Boer leaders to the Uitlanders' indictment.

It will be admitted that it shows considerable skill in

dialectics. But most important, as bearing on the present

war, will be noted the repeated repudiation of anti-British

purpose or policy. Independence is their aim in excluding

the Uitlander from equality of vote or language. Defence is

the meaning of their armaments : no aggression on the

British power. Such are the protestations of Presidents and
State Secretaries, Judges and Advocates, Journalists and
Volksraad Members, Commandants and Field-Cornets, and
Commanders of Artillery.

There is a sense, of course, in which these assurances

may be taken as being meant to represent the truth. Inde-

pendence means Dutch independence, of a Dutch-ruled

State, in which the resident foreigner cannot become a

citizen. Defence means defence of the rule of a privileged

race. No aggression on the British power means no present

aggression ; only aggression at a favourable opportunity.
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CHAPTER XVII.

FROM THE EAID TO AFRIKANDER RULE IN rEETORIA,

1896-1898.

Let us now resume the thi-ead of events after the Jameson

Eaicl. Early in 1896, the Eeform prisoners—as the Members

of the Eeform Committee of the National Union of the

Uitlanders have come to be known—were placed on their

trial in Pretoria charged with high treason, and were

sentenced, four of them to death (afterwards commuted to a

fine on each of £20,000) and the remainder to imprisonment,

commuted to a fine of £2000 on each prisoner applying for

release. Two of the latter refused to do so, and were not

released until the Queen's Jubilee in June 1897.*

The late Administrator of Ehodesia and the officers of his

Expedition were handed over to the British Government,

and, after trial in the Queen's Bench in England, under the

Foreign Enlistment Act, were sentenced to various terms of

imprisonment in May 1896.

The next event of importance was the triumph of the

militant Afrikander Party in the Presidential Election of

1896 in the Orange Free State. The former President

(afterwards State Secretary Eeitz of the Transvaal, referred

to in the already quoted letter of Mr. Theophilus Schreiner)

had resigned owing to ill-health, and Judge Steyn, a member

of the same party, was elected, defeating Mr. J. G. Eraser,

* These two were Messrs. Wools Sampson and W. D. Davies, now
commanding in the Imperial Light Horse, a force composed almost

exclusively of Uitlanders. The State Attorney, Dr. Coster, had consulted

me on this matter, and I had recommended their unconditional release as

a compliment to the head of the Imperial Government.
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for some years Chairman of the Volksraad. Mr. Fraser's

policy was that of the President for twenty-five years, the

hite Sir John Brand, a policy which his opponents described

as pro-British, but which was in reality statesmanlike in the

highest degree, being a policy of fusing the Dutch and

British people, by according equal rights to all new residents

and a liberal franchise ; and, above all, of working in

harmony with the great Imperial Power which kept the seas

and secured the safety and autonomy of his pastoral State.

It was an evil day for South Africa when Sir John Brand's

enlightened policy was defeated in the person of its standard-

bearer. If it had not been so. Brand's favourite saying
" Alles zal recht komen " would have been realised.*

The increase of armaments in the Transvaal proceeded

with feverish haste during 1896 and the following years.

Orders already issued before the Eaid, as is recited in the

National Union Manifesto of 1895, for forts and artillery,

were executed. Military experts, German and Hollander

officers, were introduced from Europe to drill the younger

Boer in the artillery ; a short service system, enabling a large

number to pass through this training to constitute a reserve

force.

Meanwhile, an Imperial organisation was instituted, called

the South African League, to take the place of the disbanded

National Union and the Eeform Committee. It was not

directed by the same leaders—part of the conditions of the

release of the latter being three years' abstention from

politics—and while advocating the redress of the Uitlander

grievances, it was absolutely Imperialist in policy, placing in

the forefront of its programme the maintenance of British

supremacy in South Africa. There was no question here of

swearing allegiance to the Vicrkleur. Furthermore, by

* I have memoranda of discussions of Sir John Brand's policy with
the public men to whom I have just referred, with the late Mr. Carl

Borckenhagen and with Members of the Free State Volksraad. They
are instructive, and in one sense encouraging, by showing that some at

least among the Dutch-speaking people could grasp the truth that the

unity of the European people is the only way of salvation in South
Africa.
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advocating the rights of civilised natives, it was even more

at variance with Boer sentiment than its predecessor. Later

on we shall find, in considering the last agitation in

Johannesburg, in connection with the Edgar murder in

January 1899, that the action of the League, coupled with

the prosecution of its leaders,* finally determined the resolute

intervention of the Imperial Government on behalf of the

Uitlanders.

The negotiations of the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Chamber-
lain, during 1896, need not be gone into in detail. They
may be summarised as follows : The Imperial Government
repudiated all responsibility for the Jameson Eaid, and

prosecuted the leaders to conviction, and agreed, in principle,

to the payment of compensation, to be assessed on the

Chartered Company of Ehodesia, for the invasion. A system

of Home Eule for Johannesburg and the Witwatersrand

was tentatively suggested and declined by the Government
of Pretoria ; the grievances of the Uitlanders were championed,

as set forth in a preceding chapter, and were dealt with

primarily as breaches of the Convention of London.f

Furthermore, various steps taken by the Transvaal

Government in concluding agreements with the Netherlands,

with Portugal, the signing of the Geneva Convention, and

other matters, were dealt with by the Colonial Secretary

as being breaches of the Convention of London, which

subjected agreements of the Transvaal with foreign Powers

to a veto of the Imperial Government.

Lastly, two steps of the highest import were jtaken by

* Mr. Clem Webl), now an officer in the Imperial Liglit Horse, and
Mr. Dodd.

t Article XIV. "All persons other tlian natives conforming them-
selves to the laws of the South African liepublic (a) will have full

liberty, with their families, to enter, travel, or reside in any part of the

South African liepublic
; (b) they will be entitled to hire or possess

houses, manufactories, shops, and premises
;
(c) they may carry on their

commerce either in person or by any agents whom they may think fit to

employ
;

(d) they will not be subject, in resjDect of their persons or

property, or in respect of their commerce or industry, to any taxes,

whether general or local, other than those which are or may be imposed
upon citizens of the said Republic."
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the Imperial Government. The first was the dispatch, at

the end of 1896, of Mr. Conyngham Greene, an experienced

diplomatist in the service of the Foreign Office, to the post

of British Agent in Pretoria. His predecessor had been

—

with an interval during which an acting Agent, Mr. Henry

Cloete, had been appointed—Sir Jacobus de Wet, a British

colonial of Dutch descent. The next and most important

was the sending, in March 1897, of Sir AKred Milner as

High Commissioner for South Africa,

Early in 1897 two other events on the side of the

Eepublics occurred of the most far-reaching consequence.

In January 1897 the High Court of the Transvaal delivered

a judgment in a case of a claim to mining rights against the

State, deciding that a right of declaring a law or a resolution

of the Volksraad illegal, if in conflict with the Grond Wet, or

Constitution, rested with the judges. A similar right was

possessed by the High Court of the Orange Free State, and,

as is well known, by the Courts of the United States of

America. I do not here propose, as it is not necessary for

present purposes, to enter into the merits of the controversy,

although I discussed them fully at the time with CMef

Justice Kotze of the Transvaal, who delivered the judgment,

and with his colleagues, all of whom supported his action,

as well as the President of the Free State, Chief Justice

Melius de Villiers of tlie Free State, and Sir Henry de

Villiers, Chief Justice of Cape Colony, and also with the

State Attorneys of the two Kepublics. However interestiug

to lawyers may be the legal questions involved, it is rather

the result of the subsequent action of the Transvaal Govern-

ment that told on the political world.

The Transvaal Government procured the immediate

passing of a law by the Volksraad giving power to the

President to summarily dismiss any or all of the judges

who did not give him satisfactory assurances that they

would not exercise the so-called " testing right," and would

hold as law every resolution of the Volksraad, whether

in conflict with the Grond Wet or not. The fact that

resolutions of the Volksraad might also be retractive and
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ex post facto, aud so overturn in a moment vested rights

of property, caused this action of the Government to create

the greatest alarm and unrest in the whole Uitlander

community.

On a promise of a new Grond Wet, providing for the

independence of the Courts, the judges gave the required

undertaking; but the Grond Wet was not passed two years

later.

The next great event occurred in March 1897—the

confederation of the two Boer States. This was the crowning

stone of the policy of the militant Afrikander in power in

Bloemfontein since President Steyn's election in the previous

year. It was strongly opposed, but it was passed. Events

have proved that it sealed the fate of the Free State.*

The arming of the Orange Free State burghers, at the

expense of Pretoria, is generally understood to have proceeded

rapidly from this date, and continued for the two following

years, in fact, untU the ultimatum of the 9th October, 1899.

The only other event of considerable importance in the

same year, was the opening of the Ehodesian Kailway from

Cape Town, inaugurated by the High Commissioner, in

Bulawayo, in November 1897. This event, bringing a great

concourse of journalists and other visitors from all parts of

the world, fixed still more on the South African problem the

attention of the home-staying British public.

Not, indeed, that there was much likelihood of relaxing

that attention, the grievances of the Uitlanders still being

unredressed. The negotiations of the Colonial Secretary

with the Transvaal still continued on the same lines as

those already indicated ; to secure remedy for the Uitlander

disabilities, and to assert the claim of the Imperial power to

control the relations of the Transvaal with foreign States.

* It was during the festivities of what was called "Confederation
Week," in March 1897, that the " Kwaije Vrouw " banquet took place, in

which President Kruger was supposed by some journalists, owing to their

imperfect knowledge of Dutch, to have made some derogatory observa-
tions with reference to he Queen. Any one who was there could see

that the term was reall meant to be complimentary, meaning "One
who insists on her rights."
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New legislation, such as the Alien Immigration Act

(restricting immigration of aliens, repealed on remonstrance

by the Imperial Government, remonstrance emphasised by

sending warships to Delagoa Bay), the Alien Expulsion

Law, the Press Law, were among the topics dealt with.*

In October 1897, Mr. Chamberlain, the Colonial Secre-

tary, based the right of the Imperial Government to refuse

to submit certain claims to arbitration on the ground that

suzerainty, created in the preamble of the Convention

of 1881, remained, through the survival of that preamble,

although the Articles of 1884 were substituted for those

of 1881.

The chief political events of 1898 were the dismissal of

the Chief Justice of the Transvaal, by order of the President,

in February 1898 ; the Suzerainty Controversy, beginning

in April 1898 ; the accession to office and power in Pretoria,

in July 1898, of the militant Afrikander party, led by Mr.

State Secretary Eeitz and State Attorney Smuts, a party in

power in Bloemfontein since President Steyn's election in

1896 ; the controversy between the Imperial Government
and the new power in Pretoria over the Swaziland Con-

vention, from June to October 1898 ; and the accession to

office of a Bond ministry in the Cape Parliament, with Mr.

Schreiner as Premier, in October 1898.

Of the accession to power in Cape Town of the Bond
Ministry little need be said, except that it certainly was not

calculated to damp the ardour or lower the militant tone of

the Afrikanders in Pretoria, into whose hands had fallen the

conduct of the negotiations with the Imperial Government.

The dismissal of Chief Justice Kotze had lasting and
widespread effects. The Chief Justice, considering that the

non-introduction of the new Grond Wet, promised as a

condition of his temporarily relinquishing the " testing

* At this time I began to take considerable interest iu these questions
of the legal interpretation of the Conventions, having accepted in May
1897, from Dr. Coster, then State Attorney, a retainer as Advisory
Counsel to the Republic, after having consulted the Chief Justice, the
leaders of the Bar, and the British Agent, Sir Conyngham Greene, none
of whom saw any objection to that course.
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right," released him from his agreement to that effect, wrote

to the President that he held that the agreement had lapsed.

The answer was his instant dismissal by order of the

President. Among the British public at home, alarm and

distrust of the Pretoria Government was increased tenfold.

Among the Uitlanders there was consternation, as the

British reliance on the courts of law as the last and surest

defence of life, liberty and property is inherited in the blood.

The Suzerainty controversy, brought forward by the

reply of State Secretary Leyds, of the 16th April, 1898,

excited much interest, but does not seem to have been

attended by much political consequence. I have always

agreed with the position of State Secretary Leyds, that the

Suzerainty—a most elastic term, conveying no specific

meaning at the present day—established by the Pretoria

Convention of 1881 was abolished by the London Conven-

tion of 1884. Lord Derby, the Colonial Secretary, in his

speech in the House of Lords of the 17th March, 1885, says,

"We have abstained from using the word." But to assert,

as proving the existence of the Suzerainty, the persistence of

the preamble of the 1881 Convention (as the Colonial

Secretary had been advised to do in his despatch of the

16th October, 1897), when Lord Derby's printed draft of the

1884 Convention encloses " within a black line " as " proposed

to be omitted " this very preamble of 1881, is as extraordinary

as it is unintelligible.*

* The matter is really one more of interest to lawyers than to the

general public. It is worth noting, however, that every lawyer of

eminence, who has published an opinion on the subject, agrees that the

Suzerainty and the preamble of the 1881 Convention were abolished on

the conclusion of the Convention of 1884. Professor Westlake, in the

Revue de Droit International of 18!!6, holds this view, and expressly

refutes, the preamile theory. M.Arthur Desjardins and M. Asser, both

leading members of the Institute of International Law, have written

similar opinions. In England Sir Edward Clarke, and in South Africa

several leading lawyers, have expressed the same opinion ; and none the

contrary. Among these are Mr. W. P. Schreiner, Q.C., the late Prime
Minister of Cape Colony, who published his opinion in the press, and
Mr. Advocate J. W. Wessels, of the Pretoria Bar, the defender of the

Reform prisoners, who gave me in 1896 his opinion in writing that the

Suzerainty had been abolished. A foreign Charge d'Affaires at Pretoria

asked me why the Colonial Office had not consulted Professor Westlake.
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The most fateful event of the year was, however, one

which excited little attention at the time, and any attention

that was attracted was rather of a friendly kind. This was

the accession of the militant Afrikander party to office in

Pretoria in June 1898.

State Secretary Leyds having been appointed Minister

of the Eepublic to Europe, State Attorney van Leeuwen
being promoted to the bench, and Foreign Sectretary van

Boeschoten being sent to the newly-established Legation in

Brussels, their offices were filled by the election of State

Secretary Eeitz (formerly President of the Orange Free State,

and founder of the Afrikander Bond), State Attorney Smuts

(a young man of no experience, understood to have been

appointed on the recommendation of Mr. J. H. Hofmeyr, of

Cape Town, leader of the Afrikander Bond), and Foreign

Secretary Grobler, a relative of the President, all three being

members of the Afrikander party. Three Hollanders were

thus succeeded by three Afrikanders. Changes were also

made in their respective offices ; but what really made the

alteration of the personnel important was that the conduct

of the negotiations with the Imperial Government—and

necessarily, therefore, the policy to be adopted towards the

Uitlander cause in the hands of the Imperial Government

—

fell to the militant Afrilcanders instead of to the trained

Europeans who had preceded them.

The mistaken rejoicing of Johannesburg is still recalled

by many of the victims of the expulsion of October 1899, at

the order of Messrs. Eeitz and Smuts, A very prevalent

theory for years had been that the Hollander public servants,

introduced by the President, were the cause, instead of the

effect, of the policy against which the Uitlanders strove in

vain.

In Pretoria, therefore, State Secretary Eeitz of the

militant Afrikanders was, at last, in a position to influence

the action of President Kruger—not in policy, for in policy

they were in absolute agreement—but in choosing of times

and seasons. Educated in England, he was supposed to

understand the Imperial strength and purpose. In Bloem-
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fontein, Executive Councillor Fischer, in conjunction with

President Steyn—also educated in England—at last could

join hands with Pretoria in a militant pan-Afrikander

policy.*

* Mr. J. P. Fitzpatrick, in his valuable work, ' The Transvaal from
AVithin,' an accurate record of the facts wliich fell under liis immediate
notice, reproduces the Juhanuesburger's en-or as to the real character and
purpose of the Young Afrikander. Contrast his estimate of Messrs. Reitz
and Smuts with the letter of Mr. Theopliilus Schreiner, already quoted,
and with the view of Messrs. Scoble and Abercombie, cited in the note to

Chapter XXIH. Johannesburg realised its error in October 1899, and
rated plausible professions at their real worth ; but the British of Pretoria
had understood long before. The speech of Mr. J. W. Wessels, given in

the Appendix, shows that it was the Young Afrikander party that were
the immediate cause of the resistance to the Imperial demands on behalf
of the Uitlander, and, consequently, of the war.
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CHAPTEE XVIII.

THE AFKIKANDER POLICY IN THE BOER STATES, 1898.

In June 1898, at last in the councils of Pretoria, the

Afrikander party kept steadily in view the Pan-Afrikander

anti-British goal. To preserve the nucleus round which was

to group the Dutch domination from the Zambesi to the

Cape, from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean, a most jealous

grasp was to be kept on political power, on the gold in the

reef, on the command on rifles, forts and armaments, on the

exclusive use of the Dutch tongue. Just as two hundred

years before the use of the French language was suppressed

by force, so was English to be steadfastly ostracised.

Towards the British Uitlander, vigorous exclusion from

political power, while feeding him with fair words, lest he

might mould the KepubUc in other than Dutch models.

Towards the Imperial Power, a steady resistance to its

interference to protect the Uitlander—such treatment of

the Uitlander as he received being a purely internal affair

—

and equally endeavour to shake off the Imperial control of

foreign relations. Evade or openly disregard the Conven-

tions ; weariness and English party spirit, and all other

well-known causes of Imperial vacillation in the past

century will do the rest. What has often been flouted,

becomes obsolete at last.

On the origin and history of Boer distrust and under-

estimate of the power of the British people and the Imperial

Government I have already written, and of the Afrikander

propaganda which has created an Afrikander Separatist party.

But in the case of the men in Pretoria and Bloemfontein
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their education in England has really served to further

mislead them. Their brief and fragmentary experience of

English life, acquired during a professional education, has

given them little or no opportunity of seeing the higher

aspect of public life in England. But it has produced an

illusion of knowledge, the most dangerous form of want of

knowledge. And their education has produced an illusion

of intellectual superiority—as regards the rest of the world,

the British portion included—a superiority which is real

only in contrast to the veldt Boer.

"Dans le pays des aveugles, le borgBe est roi."

" In het land der blinden, is eenoog koning." *

The reason why this small body of men had such weight

with the action of President Kruger—for his policy they

did not require to sway as it was identical with their own
—both as regards the Uitlander and the Imperial Govern-

ment, is clear enough to all familiar with the typical Boer's

distrust of all but his own people. The President and, with

him, the Executives and Volksraads, had complete trust in

their support of his anti-British policy. But much more

than that, they were credited with special knowledge (which

in reality they did not possess) of British politics and parties,

and the probabilities of Imperial action. Of Boer blood

themselves, educated (at least as to their professions) to

some extent in England, they were regarded by the older

members of the ruling class as counsellers, whose residence

in England had enabled them to master the intricacies of

British statesmanship and politics, and whose duties in

Holland had inducted them into the mysteries of Continental

policy—an assumption which, curiously enough, they would

have seen to be absurd if applied to the politics of a Kaffir

chief's head kraal, and the casual stay of a European traveller.

Lastly, until, at the Bloemfontein Conference of June 1899,

the present High Commission raised—what should have been

raised long ago—the wider issue of the status of British

citizens in the Transvaal, involving the majesty and there-

* See Appendix. The Young Afrikander.
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fore the safety of the Empire itself—an issue having no
relation to the terms of Conventions between the Transvaal

and the Imperial Government—until this issue was raised,

all the questions between the Governments turned on the

legal interpretation of stipulations of the Conventions. And
these separatist Afrikanders are all lawyers, and, with few
exceptions, educated in the law schools of England. So,

anti-British, skilled in British and foreign politics, skilled

in law: this was the President's conception of "Le borgne

dans le pays des aveugles "—" Eenoog in het land der

blinden."

The new directors of the negotiations showed their hand
when very early in office, and a long series of new departures,

challenged by the Imperial Government as breaches of the

Conventions, were taken under their direction.*

The first matter of negotiation arose under the Swaziland

Convention of 1894. By that Convention Swaziland had
been placed under the protectorate of the Transvaal ; certain

stipulations being made in favour of the Swazis, including

the preservation of their native usages, so far as they were

not in conflict with civilised laws and customs, special

reservation being made as to cases between Swazi and Swazi

to be decided, as previously, by their own custom, and to be

excluded from the jurisdiction of the High Court of Swazi-

land. The privileges of the principal chief of the Swazis

were specially guarded^ and by an express article it was
stipulated that the Imperial Government retained the right

of diplomatic remonstrance, in case the provisions of the

Convention touching the reserved rights of the Swazis were

not observed.

By order of the principal chief, what the Swazis regarded

as a political execution took place early in 1898. In

previous decisions, the High Court of Swaziland had held

that cases of this kind fell within the category of those

excluded from its jurisdiction, by the Convention, inasmuch

* These will be seen enumerated in a memorandum to the two
Governments of the RepublicB, which I issued during the Bloemfontein
Conference.
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as it was matter between Swazi and Swazi, and no European

was involved.*

The Government of the Transvaal, on the advice of its

new officials was proceeding to arrest the principal chief,

who was called Bunu, when the High Commissioner inter-

posed, and pointed out that, under the Convention, the Swazi

usages were maintained intact, unless in conflict with civilised

laws and customs, that the privileges of the principal chief

were specially protected, and that the High Court had

already decided that there was no jurisdiction.

At the same time the Imperial Government were quite

prepared, by means of a new protocol, to enlarge the juris-

diction of the High Court, and in every way to facilitate the

maintenance of order and the gradual introduction of Euro-

pean civilisation.

The Transvaal Government, on militant Afrikander ad-

vice, refused to admit that the Imperial Government had

any right to a voice in the interpretation of the Convention

—a bilateral instrument to which it was one of the parties.

No remonstrance from the Imperial Government would be

entertained—although the right was expressly reserved

—

unless there should be a breach of the Convention ; of which,

apparently, Pretoria alone was to be the sole judge. They

moved Transvaal troops—drilled volunteers as well as burgher

commandoes—into Swaziland to seize the Swazi chief, who
fled to British territory in August 1898.

The High Commissioner evidently saw that, behind the

apparently minor dispute as to the interpretation of a con-

vention there was a spirit and purpose to discredit con-

ventional obligations, and to weaken the whole authority of

the Imperial Power. Through the Acting British Agent,

Mr. Edmund Eraser, what was practically an ultimatum was

presented to Pretoria ; and, as times were not then deemed

ripe for war, the Transvaal troops were withdrawn from

Swaziland ; an arrangement was made that the Chief Bunu

* The merits of this decision are immaterial ; as most lawyers will

agree, that another judge might very well have held that such a proceeding

was " contrary to civilised laws and customs."
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was merely to be fined, and not hanged, as intended, and a

new Protocol was signed, in October 1898, extending the

jmisdiction of the High Court of Swaziland to cover cases of

violent crime, even where only Swazis are concerned.

So within two months of succeeding to office in Pretoria,

the Young Afrikanders had brought South Africa and the

Empire to the verge of a war, such as has now convulsed

the world.

This, of course, was quite undreamt of in England, where

the declaration of the Colonial Secretary that five times

within recent years war with the Transvaal was imminent,

has hardly even yet been realised in its literal correctness.*

As it will explain much that follows, I may say that it

was at this point, in October 1898, after many doubts and

long enquiry that I realised the real trend—notwithstanding

the most pacific professions—of the Afrikander movement.

It meant war. The question was one only of time. That

the leaders were absolutely assured that actual fighting would

be necessary is another matter. If the Empire were at war

with another Great Power, possibly the Imperial GoveiTument

would peaceably cede South Africa to the Dutch-speaking

dominion, and even accept a subsidy for policing the sea by

its fleet, until the new dominion could spare time to ci'eate

one of its own.

* I eutered a strong protest against this method of interpreting Con-
ventions, which is only meant as a political device to evade public obliga-

tions, and finally to ensure their destruction by desuetude.

The position taken up by State Secretary Eeitz and his colleague.

State Attorney Smuts, and their followers, was obviously—apart from
their political purpose—that there is no real validity in stipulations pledged

on the public faith. In fact, that International Law has no real existence,

being " largely a matter of opinion, inasmuch as it has no law courts to

enforce it," to quote Secretary Reitz's sagacious phrase. This must be

interesting to English lawyers, being an instructive survival of English

legal education—the Austini^n heresy. It would no doubt surprise that

amiable theorist, John Austin, to find his harmless abstractions helping to

excuse the evasion of treaties.

The commandeering of British subjects in the Free State to fight

against their own people, and the express declaration of Executive Coun-
cillor Fischer and President Steyn, " We don't recognise International Law
here," wiU illustrate the same spirit (in the case of Dr. Dalgliesh, referred

to in Sir Alfred Miliier's desi)atch, 5th December, 1899.
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My absolute conviction that there would be war was

induced by the fact that I had learned to know the mind of

the young Afrikander, and well knew the mind of the British

people. It was as if one were looking through a stereoscope,

from two points of view at once. In England no one could

believe in the combined ignorance and audacity of two petty

States rashly challenging the world-wide Empire; and so,

no one dreamt of war. In the Transvaal and among the

mass of half-educated Afrikanders, not to mention the veld

Boer, although war was conceived as possible, their invincible

ignorance of the extent of the resources, of the reserve

military power, of the determination of the Imperial people

was as great as British incredulity as to the magnitude of an

audacity, the result of a hundred years of Imperial mistakes.
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CHAPTER XIX.

AFRIKANDER ACTION AGAINST THE UITLANDER AND THE

EMPIRE.

Leaving Pretoria, in November 1898, I made a tour through

the Portuguese territory, the town of Lourenpo Marques on

Delagoa Bay ; thence to Durban and other districts of Natal

;

and, visiting on the way the Eastern Province at East London

and Port Elizabeth, arrived in Cape Town in January, 1899.

My return to the Transvaal took place in April following.

Impressed as I had been on leaving the Transvaal, with

the pending certainty of war, I endeavoured, while pursuing

my other inquiries, to ascertain the views of leading men, of

all political parties, in all these districts of South Africa on

the possibilities of war. Among those who views I sought

were the Governor of Natal, Sir Walter Hely Hutchinson,

and the Acting High Commissioner, Sir William Butler

;

the leading members of the past and the present Govern-

ments, and of the legislative bodies ; as well as of leading

lawyers, of leading merchants and landowners in Natal, the

Eastern Province and the Cape. With only two exceptions,

I was assured that the prospects of war between the two
Boer States and the Empire, or between Dutch and British

in South Africa, were so remote that no sensible man would
think about them. There were only two exceptions who,

neither of them South Africans, realised the menace of the

situation ; one holding a high Imperial post ; the other a

friend, whose position in the Diplomatic Service, had given

N 2
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him exceptional opportunities of understanding the South

African problem.*

The last agitation of the Uitlanders of Johannesburg took

place in January 1899, arising out of the outrage known

as the Edgar murder. A British resident, being involved in
^

some street brawl, took refuge in his own house. The Boer

police—British being excluded from the force—broke in the

door; and, although several in number, one of them shot

the fugitive dead, instead of arresting him. The policeman

was brought to trial, and after a charge from the Boer judge,

was unanimously acquitted by the Boer jury. The Uitlanders

determined to protest and to appeal for Imperial protection.

Under the auspices of the South African League they drew

up a petition to the Queen, and transmitted it in February

to the Acting High Commissioner in Cape Town. It was

returned on account of some informality in the presentation,

and the Acting High Commissioner expressed Idmself in

terms somewhat unfavourable to the methods of the League.

A new petition of the 28th March, 1899, bearing 21,G84

signatures was drawn up, and a deputation proceeded to the

British Vice- Consul of Johannesburg to request his forwarding

it to the Queen. For this exercise of the elementary rights

of a British citizen, the leaders of the demonstration, Messrs.

Webb and Dodd, were prosecuted at the order of the

Afrikander State Attorney, Smuts, for infringement of the

Transvaal law prohibiting public meetings. Incidentally to

this proceeding, an illegal subpoena to attend the trial was

served on the Yice-Consul, who refused to obey it.

At this point, the Uitlanders of Johannesburg began to

suspect the genuineness of the sympathy felt with their lot

by the educated Afrikander.

A member of the present Cape Ministry reminds me that, in

January, 1899, 1 toki a party of friends at his house that war was inevitable

durino' the year, and that a quarter of a million of Imperial troops would

be required to cope with the Boer forces. This, no one present could be

brout^ht to believe ; the theoiy of " Huis toe " and under-estimate of the veld

Boers, prevailed among Imi>erialists at the Cape as well as Johannesburg
;

and, as regards their leaders, the educated Young Afrikanders, no one

could realise that they coiUd be bo ignorant and so audacious.
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The High Commissioner's despatch to the Colonial Office

of the 4th May, practically adopts the prayer of the Petition.

As I have already pointed out, it takes the question away
altogether from the region of legal interpretation of the

Conventions. It raises distinctly, and for the first time,

the issue, that not the grievances of the Uitlanders, not the

woes of the capitalists, but the prestige and therefore the

life of the Empire is at stake ; if the continued oppression

of British citizens is to be endured. The despatch makes

clear the existence of a distinct policy of calumny against

the Imperial Government, and of claims based on the

assumtion on some superior right in Dutch over British,

all over South Africa ; and shows how the Dutch in British

Colonies are becoming disaffected at the spectacle of the

British in the Transvaal appealing vainly for protection to

the Imperial Power.

The despatch of the Colonial Secretary, dated 14th May,

is a confirmation of Sir Alfred Milner's endorsement of the

Petition, and states the views of the Imperial Government :—

•

" It results from this review of the facts and conditions on which the

Petition is founded, as well as from information derived from your des-

patches and other sources, that British subjects and the Uitlanders gene-

rally, in the South African Republic, have substantial grounds for their

complaint of the treatment to which they are subjected.

" Her Majesty's Government, however, attach much less importance to

financial grievances than to those which place them in a condition of

political, educational, and social inferiority towards the Boer inhabi-

tants of the Transvaal, and even endanger the security of their lives and

proi^erty.

"Her Majesty's Government earnestly desire the prosperity of the

South African Republic. They have been anxious to avoid any inter-

vention in its internal concerns, and they may point out in this connection,

that if they really entertained the design of destroying its independence,

which has been attributed to them, no policy could be better calculated to

defeat their object than that which, in all friendship and sincerity, they

now urge upon the Government of the South African Republic, and which

would remove any pretext for interference by relieving British subjects of

all just cause of complaint."

During the last Johannesburg agitation, in January 1899,
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I had no special sources of information, although I followed

the proceedings with attention ; but, inasmuch as, during my
then recent tour through the various States, I found that all

the leading public men, and the press, without exception,

ascribed the action of the Transvaal Government, both as

regards the Imperial Government—a series of quite new

breaches of the Conventions having begun under the later

regime in Pretoria—and as regards the Uitlanders, to my
advice as a lawyer, interpreting the Conventions, I wrote

a letter of remonstrance to State Secretary Eeitz, dated

Cape Town, 4th February, 1899, to which reference will be

made in the summary of my memorandum to the Executive

and Volksraad, dated Pretoria, 1st May. To the Minister

to Europe, Dr. Leyds, with whom I had interviews in

January and March in Cape Town, I repeated the same

remonstrances.

In April I attended—for, as it proved, the last time—the

opening of the Volksraad of the Orange Free State. I had

several interviews with the President, and with members of

the Executive and Members of the Volksraad, of both the

Progressive and the Conservative sections. I endeavoured to

impress on them the extreme gravity of the situation, the

urgent necessity of inducing the Pretoria Government to

listen to more moderate counsels, and, if they wished to

retain their independence, to redress the grievances of the

Uitlanders. The introduction of the Free State Franchise

Law into the Transvaal would be the simplest solution.

Al)ove all, I endeavoured to convey to them my own con-

viction of the imminent risk of war ; and that the calculation

obviously being made by the militant Afrikander that, once

again, the Imperial Government would waver and retreat,

was due to absolute want of knowledge of the courage and

resolution of the British people or Government, when once

roused. Although at that time I had not had an opportunity

of discussing the situation with the High Commissioner, I

had formed a sufficiently accurate estimate, not so much of

his policy, as of the result on the mind of the British people

at home, of his presentation of the case of the Uitlanders,
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and of the gravity of the crisis as affecting the stability of

the Empire. I pointed out, too, the boundless wealth and

the reserve military force of the Empire in case of the war,

towards which militant Afrikander policy in Pretoria was

impelling the two Eepublics.

I found that, with the exception of certain progressive

members of the Yolksraad, including Mr. J. G. Eraser, there

was not the least confidence in the resolution of the Imperial

Government. And as to the chances of war, that they

inclined in favour of the Boer States ; more especially in

view of the likelihood of foreign complications.

Eor much of this I was prepared, but I confess I was

surprised to find the President holding—as he told me

—

that the presence of the Bond Ministry in office in the Cape

would interfere with the Imperial troops making use of the

railways. I reminded him that the Molteno Ministry was

dismissed by a word from Sir Bartle Erere, for endeavouring

to control his military operations ; and that, at an order

from Sir Alfred Milner, the Bond Ministry would cease to

hold office. And also, that neither an Ollivier Ministry nor

a Gambetta Government prevented the German army from

using the Erench railways.

I was impressed also to find that, in addition to the

many historic reasons for doubting the resolution and firm-

ness of any Imperial Government, they relied on a new one,

as rendering improbable any British redress by arms of the

Uitlanders' grievances. This was the Queen's well-known

dislike to any war, and her desire that her long reign should

close in peace. In Pretoria I found the same impression.

Now, one of the strange things in this most strange field

of South African politics, is that, almost until their expul-

sion, the Uitlanders of Johannesburg retained a certain

confidence in the friendly intentions of the Eree State

Government in particular, and also in the militant Afri-

canders in Pretoria ; thinking that the execution of their

conciliatory designs was prevented by President Kruger

and the Boers of the older school ; whereas the very reverse

was the case.
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From Bloemfontein I proceeded to Pretoria, arriving there

on the 9th April. I there conferred with several members
of the Volksraad, including Mr. K. K, Loveday, the only

English member of the First Volksraad, and other Pro-

gi'essive members, and, at their suggestion, drew up a
" Memorandum on the Present Aspect of the Foreign Affairs

of the South African Eepublic," dated Pretoria, 1st May 1899.

This memoradum was translated into Dutch and circulated

among the members of the Executive and of the First and

Second Volksraad, and was also sent to the Executive of the

Orange Fi-ee State.

The Memorandum was read at a private meeting of

members of the First Volksraad, at which I was present.

It is too long to reproduce here ; but the following are the

chief passages :

—

" In view of the grave aspect of the external affairs of the Republic, it

has been suggested to me that it would be well if I were to place on

record, for the information of the Executive and the Volksraad, my
opinion on those featui'es of the situation which seems to call for special

attention at their hands.

" The maintenance of the independence and of the free initiative in

South Africa of this Republic, and of the sister Republic of the Free State,

must necessarily be the first care of those charged with the Government
of the State. As I have more than once pointed out dui-ing the period in

which I acted as advising Counsel on the foreign affairs of the Republics,

the maintenance of that independence by the Burghers is not alone now,

as it has always been, a high object of their immediate personal concei'n,

but a trust which committed to them by destiny, should be carried out for

the benefit of the present and all future people of the European race in

South Africa."

Among the causes alleged as threatening the independence

of the State, I enumerated the three which appeared to weigh
most with them—the hostility of great capitalistic groups,

the discontent of the Uitlander population, and a " policy of

aggression ascribed to the present British Colonial Secretary
"

As to the last, I pointed out that

" It would be unwise to assume, without the amplest evidence, that

any Statesman in such a position of responsibility to his Empire and to

other States would lightly seek cause of war. The wisest course evidently
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ia to avoid, by every means phort of the eurrender of the independence of

a Republic, giving occasion for either pacific or armed intervention."

I then proceeded to point out the circnmstances favour-

able to armed intervention and the rashness of challenging

the unfettered power of the Empire. The friendly attitude

of Germany, the distractions of France; the Imperialist

tendencies of the leaders of the former Gladstone party

;

the irritation of the ruling class in England at what they

regard as ingratitude on the part of the Transvaal burghers
;

the change of tone among the Liberal press in England,

formerly in favour of the burghers.

I then refer to the general opinion, which I had recently

ascertained in all the states of South Africa on the gravity

of the crisis, to the recent increase of Imperial troops on the

border and to the

" Disadvantages and disasters attendant on war, however victorious

—

the loss of lives, of money, the check to industry, the recrudescence of

race divisions among the rapidly amalgamating white people of every

descent."

I then combat a fallacy impressed on the Yolksraad by

the Afrikander party, and which lured the burghers to their

destruction. " Forcible intervention is impossible under

British Constitutional Government, and so may be dismissed

from our consideration." I show how fallacious it was to

think that the capitalists, fearing the destruction of their

mines could hold the hands of the Imperial Government;

who, in the issues of peace and war, have only to commend
themselves to the judgment of the ruling class in the United

Kingdom, whose characteristic is their "strong sense of

justice."

"The ruling class, however unfavourably impressed by the former

policy of this State, would never sanction war, unless what in their eyes

constitutes a just and sufficient cause should arise. Should, therefore, the

Republic, by a strict adherence to its external obligations make certain

that it is in the right in its foreign relations, not only would it have the

security which springs from a sense of having fulfilled the obligations of

justice, but it would have perceptibly diminished the chances of foreign

intervention."
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1 then proceed to consider the two aspects of the situation

into which the Afrikander party has led the Government of

the State. The first aspect, that of the negotiations with the

Imperial Government, the second, that of the position of the

resident Uitlanders.

I first referred to the negotiations with the Imperial

Government with reference to actions held by them as

breaches of the Conventions, which, " for a considerable

time were referred to me for advice ; advice usually, though

not invaribly, acted upon by the Executive," but which had

become extraordinarily numerous during the preceding year,

since the accession of the Africander party to office.

The enumeration of the pending questions included the

Suzerainty Question and the Dynamite Concession and the

Convention of 1884 ; the proclamations with reference to

Dynamite in Swaziland, and the Swaziland Coiivention

of 1894 ; the Extradition with Ehodesia and the same Con-

vention ; Indian Immigration and the Convention of London
and an arbitral award to which the Imperial Government

had assented ; and the privileges of the British Vice-Consul.

I also enumerated the previous questions already settled on

which I had advised.

Desiring the Volksraad to clearly understand my dissent

from the method of interpreting conventions adopted by the

Afrikander party—with the real object of evading them

—

and which I was surprised to find even members of the

Volksraad had ascribed to my advice, I referred to the fact

that my advice had not been followed on the last occasion

on which I had been consulted by the Executive—the

Swaziland proposed Protocol—until and ultimatum had been

received from the High Commissioner.

" As more fully explaining what I consider to be the just and prudent

way of considering all questions under the Conventions, I may here quote

from my letter addressed to the present State Secretary on the 4th of

February, 1899, the substance of which I requested him to communicate

to the Executive.

" I am, for my part strongly of opinion that no insistence should in

any case be made either as to matters in which there is nothing of real
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substance in dispute, or where there is room for doubt as to the extent of

the legal rights of the Republic ; or, above all, where an insistence on a

technically valid right would entail disproportionate consequences of

public danger."*

Lastly, I referred to the position of the resident Uit-

landers as follows :

—

" I may be permitted to express my satisfaction that the President has

given proof of his proposals of adherence to the policy of securing the

stability of the Republic, and removing the prospect of foreign intervention

by widening the electoral basis of the State. There can be no doubt that

the Volksraad, relying on the advice of the President and the Executive

as their trusted Councillors, will duly weigh all the arguments to be

adduced in favour of liberal franchise proposals." And, in conclusion,

" I trust I may express the hope, that, notwithstanding the present grave

outlook, the Volksraad, by the exercise of wisdom and prudence, both in

enforcing a scrupulous adherence to the public faith of the State, pledged

in its Conventions and Treaties, and in a wise and timely concilliation of

those residents from other States, who, for good or ill, have thrown in their

lot with the Republics, will so guide the future of the people that the

cause of the Republic will be that of justice and right."

This appeal to the Volksraad had an appreciable effect

at the time ; and several members expressed agreement with

its recommendations. But the reactionary forces of the

Afrikander party were too strong ; with the result which was

seen in the Bloemfontein Conference.

It will be seen that the arguments I used were those

most useful to convince the burgher members—being an

appeal to their desire to preserve their independence and to

their sense of justice. It may be convenient here to state

my reasons for desiring to see that independence preserved,

if such were at all compatible with the higher interests of the

race and of civilisation in South Africa, t

* I had ascertained that this letter had not been communicated to the

Executive in Pretoria, some of whom were—^as well as Executive Coun-

cillors in Bloemfontein, under an impression that I had advised the legal

steps taken in connection with the aggressive policy of Messrs. Reitz and

Smuts. In the same letter (4th February), I recorded my dissent from

other legal action which I had read of in tlie newspapers.

t The reasons had already been set forth in a pamphlet stating the

arguments in the " Suzerainty Question " in 1898.
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The reasons wliich have evidently influenced the Imperial

Government not merely to support, but to offer to guarantee

the independence of the Boer Republics, if a policy of equal

rights for European inhabitants and justice for the native

races were adopted, must influence any one who dispassion-

ately considers the subject.

The promotion of the gradual fusion of the European race

in South Africa must be the object of any statesman, Imperial

or local, who looks into the future. Dutch as well as British

are here in South Africa to stay.

One obvious step in this direction would be gained by

conciliating, if it were possible, as some until the present

war had hoped, Dutch feeling in favour of Eepublican forms
;

leaving their Eepublics and local institutions intact.

Again, still bearing in mind the ultimate object, the free

initiative of the Eepublics in regard to the native problem

would be more likely to conciliate Dutch feeling, than any

hasty super-imposition of home-born British methods, which

have caused so much bitterness in the past. But, of course,

this initiative to be in the hands of British as well as Dutch

residents in the Eepublics ; and the object of retaining it

would not be the stereotyping of present Transvaal and

Orange Eiver legislation, but to control the application of

what is known in South Africa as Exeter Hall methods.

Yet again, for the good of all South Africa, a free initia-

tive in the hands of the Eepublics in regard to the exploita-

tion of minerals—for the public service and not for the

multiplication of millionaires, would undoubtedly present

advantages. Eere again, however, the control of this initia-

tive to be in the hands of British as well as Dutch residents

in the Eepublics ; who would be more likely to take the

British law of the Klondyke Gold Fields as a model, or the

present Orange Free State law, than the old Free State law,

under which titles are held the Kimberley Diamond Mines, in

which no rights are reserved to the State.

Immediate harmony with the policy of the Empire, and an

ultimate federation of all South Africa under the Imperial pro-

tection, would be directly the result of a policy so marked out.
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Not least of all, the danger of war and race feud, which

we are now experiencing would be dispelled ; and a newer

generation would have forgotten the particularist dreams of

to-day, as a Breton has forgotten that his country was once

separate from France.

The young Afrikander idea of independence, we have all

now discovered was very diflerent from this ; although it is

true, pacific protestations of goodwill (in Johannesburg more

especially) made the discovery much later in most cases than

in mine. The real object of that party in power in Bloem-

fontein and Pretoria, the meaning which they attached to the

" Independence of the Eepublics " was intolerant and most

jealous Dutch domination in South Africa. Their action was

impelled by bitter envy and jealousy of the Uitlanders

generally, and of the British in particular ; and by insane

hatred of the Imperial Power, whose sway meant equal rights.

They well knew that under any system based on equality of

opportunities, they would be compelled to take an inferior

position ; and they were determined to hold to their factitious

superiority arising from the military strength of the veld

Boer, and theii- grasp on the arms and the gold. Their anti-

capitalist statements were a mere rhetorical device

—

ad cap-

tandum vulgus—in England and elsewhere. Their plausible

professions of friendshijj to the Uitlander, and their ascribing

their inability to procure redress of their grievances to the

Dopper and Hollander influence—to President Kruger and

Minister Leyds—were a mere diplomatic ruse to blind the

Philistines, at whose simplicity in believing them they were

amused : witness their attempt to bring over the capitalists in

March 1897, by concessions of mining facilities if they would

abandon the Uitlanders' political claims.*

It is not sufficiently appreciated that their opposition was
not merely to the Empire and the British. Anti-British

always, it is true; but also anti-Hollander, anti-German,

anti-Erench, anti-foreigner au foiid. They have always

regarded their Hollander public servants as mere instruments,

* Fully described by Mr. Fitzpatrick.
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to be dispensed with at the earliest opportunity. No conces-

sion of equal rights to any foreigner was dreamt of.

In my sketch of the policy of President Kruger, I have

pointed out their misapprehension of this fact as one of the

mistakes of the Uitlanders of Johannesburg.*

• This mistake was partly realised by Johannesburg on the occurrence

of the resiguatioD, in July, 1897, of State Attorney Coster, after an

unworthy aspersion on the courage of his fellow Hollanders, offered to him
by President Kruger. Dr. Coster has since been killed, as I have already

mentioned, fighting gallantly at Elandslaagte ; while President Kruger

and Messrs. Reitz and iSmuts and Fischer, and the rest of the young
Afrikanders have kept well outside the range of the British guns.

President Steyn made no secret of his intention to dispense with the

service of his Hollander officials, as soon as he could get educated " land's

sons " to take their place ; and openly averred that, neither in Pretoria

nor Bloemfontein could they cause the Afrikander policy to waver by a

hair's-breadth.

An Oxford University graduate, appointed to lecture at the Pretoria

gymnasium, told me in July of last j^ear, that he had been introduced by

the Afrikander State Secretary Reitz to a stranger, as holding his chair

only until some " waare Afrikander " could be got competent to take it.

The young Afrikanders have been correctly described as the Boer
" Boxers

!

" and, indeed, resemble in more ways than their anti-foreigner

policy, the Chinese anti-foreigner party. Among these resemblances,

however, must not be included any deducible from a too servile imitation

of the Chinese fanatical courage.

One very militant member of the party, a barrister of the Temple,

whom I have known for some years, said to me in Pretoria, in April 1899,

when I endeavoured to convince him of the necessity of a conciliatory

policy :
—" The time for discussion has gone by. My horse and my rifle

are ready."

During the war, the horse and the rifle may have been ready ; but they

were not used. At least, the rifle was not ; conceivably because its use

might involve getting the marksman within range of other rifles. The
warrior in question served first on a Red Croi^s Committee, and then in

the Commissariat ; the latter an imdoubtedly convenient department, witli

an eye to the strategic difliculty of procuring supplies. He at present

reposes under a protection even more secure than that of the Red Cross

—

that of the shadow of the Imperial flag at Pretoria ; as a burgher who
has taken the oath of neutrality—while the fighting is going on.
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CHAPTER XX.

THE CONFERENCE OF BLOEMFONTEIN, JUNE 1899.

During the month of May, in Pretoria, I had interviews

with most of the members of the Transvaal Executive, and
with nearly all the members of the First and Second Volks-
raad, and with many of the official heads of departments.

As in Bloemfontein, I found a widespread disbelief in the

firmness of purpose of the Imperial Government, and an idea

that they were seeking to obtain control by peaceful means
which they knew they were unable to get by the use of

force, thinking war too dangerous and expensive.

As I have already mentioned, I found in Pretoria, as in

Bloemfontein, the same singular reliance on the Queen's

dislike to war, as a contributing cause, among all the

well-known other causes, towards preventing the Imperial

Government from ever, under any circumstances, redressinfy

the Uitlanders' grievances by force of arms. It was useless

to endeavour to explain—what the most superficial acquaint-

ance with home politics tells any one—that, however great

the influence on foreign negotiations the Queen's unique

experience has naturally given her, and however intelligible

and laudable her desire for peace. Her Majesty could not

conceivably entertain the wish—even if she had the power

—to prevent the adoption of measures, military or other,

recommended by responsible Ministers as essential to the

dignity, and therefore the safety, of the Empire and its

citizens. The Afrikander, educated in English law schools

knew all about Royal policy, as well as everything else poli-

tical. A statement by the Afrikander State Secretary and a
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letter from General Joubert, published at the beginning of

the war, showed their reliance on the Queen's influence, and

their disappointment at its not having interfered with the

firmness of the Imperial Government.

Nevertheless, there was a small but well-informed section,

who eventually would have influenced the President and the

Executive, but for the Afrikander State Secretary, State

Attorney, and otliers of the party, who ultimately decided

the fate of the negotiations. General Joubert was strongly

opposed to a war policy, and advised redress of the Uitlander

grievances and harmonious co-operation with the Imperial

Government ; he was alone in the Executive Council.

Before the Conference I had interviews in Pretoria with

members of the Free State Executive, who, however, so far

from being more pacific, as Johannesburgers imagined to the

last, were far more warlike, following implicitly the lead of

Councillor Fischer.

When I went to Bloemfontein, therefore, I felt assured

that the Conference would be abortive.

'

It is needless to go at length into tlie proceedings. Very

few words will explain them. The High Commissioner, as

a basis for discussion of all differences between the two

Governments, proposed that immediate and satisfactory

representation in the Legislature should be secured to the

Uitlanders ; and proposed, as the minimum concession which

would secure this end, a five years' retrospective franchise

law for all inhabitants, and one-fourth representation in the

Volksraad, "When the Uitlanders were thus put in a position

to redress their own grievances without calling on the

Imperial Government, the High Commissioner would be

prepared to discuss the settling of questions of the legal

interpretation of the Conventions by an arbitration Com-

mission—from which all foreigners were excluded—and to

settle, by personal negotiation, matters which were neither

Uitlander grievances nor questions of legal interpretation.

President Kruger, relying on the assurances of the

Afrikander party, led by Executive Councillor Fischer in

Bloemfontein (followed by President Steyn), and State Secre-
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tary Eeitz in Pretoria, miscalculated the Imperial policy.

He thought the minimum demand was a maximum ; that a

mere bargain was being introduced ; that, if he held firm, the

Imperial Government would retreat ; and never, under any

circumstances, would resort to arms to redress the balance of

power between Boer and Uitlander,

The President, therefore, in regard to the franchise claim

produced a most wonderfully-drafted franchise law—honey-

combed with pitfalls—a product of the ingenuity of Executive

Councillor Fischer—six months' notices, and proofs of law-

abidingness, and of right to franchise in country of origin,

and continuous two years' registration, and income of £200
a year ; and, after five years, the same proofs all over again.

So, at the end of seven years and a half from 1899, if one had

spent a large portion of one's life attending to the matter, the

franchise would be attained. And then offered this boon,

only if Swaziland would first be annexed to the Transvaal,

and only if an agreement were made that all future contro-

versies with the Imperial Government would be settled by

arbitration.

The High Commissioner pointed out that this extraordi-

nary scheme did not provide for the immediate, or even

the speedy, attainment of the franchise by persons who had

been for a long time in the Ptepublic ; and on the 5th June

declared the Conference altogether at an end.

As will have been seen, I was not surprised at this result.

Nevertheless, I did my best to avert it. On the 1st June,

the first day of the Conference—after the preliminary meeting

to settle hours and procedure, of 31st May—I issued the

following memorandum which was printed at the Official

Printing Press, and circulated among the members of the

Executives and Volksraads of the two States :

—

Supplementary Memorandum on the Foeeign Affairs of the
South African Republic.

I.—Since the issue of my memorandum of the let May, addressed to

the Executive and the Volksraad of the South African Eepublic, I have

ascertained several facts, some unknown at the time of writing and some

occurring since, which necessitate some further observations.
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1. 1 have ascertained that the majority, if not all, of the members of

the A'olksraads of the South African Republic and Orange Free State

have been under an impression that the action of the former Republic, as

regards the negotiations with the British Government during the last six

mouths, as previously, has been taken under my advice.

2. That certain matters enumerated in my memorandum of 1st May,

as being in a condition in which the proper course was still open to

discissusion, have been advanced a step further (and complicated) by

replies sent to the British Government and other action.

3. That further questions under the Conventions with the British

Government have been opened by acts of which I was unaware.

II.—I, therefore, find it necessary to inform the Executives and the

Volksraads of the two Republics that this impression on the part of the

Members to whom I have referred is unfounded.

My advice during no period has been given on all matters relative to

the foreign affairs of the South African Republic, but only on matters

specifically referred to me. These matters I have already enumerated in

my memorandum of Ist May.

For all action taken since October last the present legal advisers of

the Government are solely responsible.

HI.—I desire to place on record the following facts.

1. I strongly disapprove of the course adopted in connection with the

Swaziland protocol negotiation, in which the offer of the High Com-

missioner to negotiate a new protocol extending the jurisdiction of the

High Court to include Bunu was, contrary to my written advice, in the

first instance rejected, and then, after strong remonstrance from the High

Commissioner, accepted, after unnecessary friction had been created and

a loss of dignity had accrued to the Government of the Republic. (The

facts are more fully set out in my last memorandum.)

2. I consider the action of issuing a subpoena to the British Vice-

Cousul of Johannesburg highly inexpedient in view of the strained

relations with the Imperial Government, as well as being contrary to

International Law, in view of the special practice concerning consuls in

Pretoria.

3. I consider it was exceedingly inadvisable, in view of pending

negotiations with the British Government, to prosecute Messrs. Webb
and Dodd, of Johannesburg, in connection with their presenting a petition

to be forwarded to the Queen.

4. I consider the tone (I do not criticise the arguments) of the reply

to the Dynamite Concession despatch of the British Government exceed-

ingly ill-advised; and more especially ill-advised the reference to an

alleged British opium monopoly, a reference calculated to have no efi"ect

but that of arousing ill-feeling in Great Britain and South Africa alike,

and consequently of aiding the efforts of those desirous of precipitating
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5. I dissent, as I have already stated, from the published opinion of

the present State Attorney, unfavourable to the power of the Government
of the South African Republic, to cancel the Dynamite Concession ; and I

agree with the contrary opinions of Mr. Schreiner, Prime Minister of

Cape Colony, Mr. Advocate Curlewis, and Chief Justice Gregorowski.

As the British Government claim that the monopoly is a breach of the

Convention of 1884, unless the Kepublic has power to cancel the con-

cession, a new cause of controversy, over a question of no material

interest to the Republic, arises.

6. I hold illegal, and a breach of the Swaziland Convention of 1894

with the British Government, the proclamations of the Government of the

South African Republic of 6th March and 28th April, 1899, relative to

the importation of dynamite and fire-arms into Swaziland, rendering

practically useless the existing concessions. Here, again, a new contro-

versy with the British Government has been quite recently created.

This is more gratuitous, as the Swaziland Convention of 1894 provides for

the expropriation of any concession by compensation to be fixed by
arbitration.

7. I considei', from what I have learned of its purport, the recent

reply of the Government of the South African Republic to the last

suzerainty despatch of the British Government has placed the claim of

the Republic to be free from suzerainty on a wrong legal basis—a basis

unwarranted by the facts. (The original reply of April, 1898, was based

on my opinion of 11th February, 1898.)

8. I am of opinion that the legal advice on which the recent war tax

on non-burghers was imposed of highly doubtful validity, at the least,

but quite apart from that question, of singular inopportuneness. Here
again another controversy with the British Government has been need-

lessly occasioned.

9. I am strongly of opinion that the proposed clause in the new
Grondwet (and the legal advice on which it was based) subjecting all

foreign residents to military service in time of war, is a flagrant breach of

international law ; one sure to incur the reprobation of the whole world,

and to exclude the Republic from the category of civilised states. I

adhere to the conclusions in the learned opinion of advocate J. W. Wessels

on this subject, published in the Press.

10. I consider the legal advice on which was based the recent resolu-

tion of the Volksraad disfranchising those burghers on whom the franchise

had been conferred for defending the Republic during the Jameson Raid,

not merely unfounded on legal principle—being ex post facto and

retroactive legislation—but most inopportune and calculated to hamper
the negotiations with the British Government at the Conference of

Bloemfontein. Doubt has thus been thrown on the reality and the

permanence of any grant of franchise to resident Uitlanders as the result

of the Conference.

2
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IV. Finally, I desire to place ou record my strong dissent from the

whole tone and temper of the negotiations with the British Government,

during the last six months and up to the date of the Conference of

Bloemfontein—a Conference the result of the mediation of the President

of the Orange Free State.

If the object of those on whose advice the Government of the South

African Republic acted on the legal questions affecting the British

Government and its subjects had been to precipitate a war with the

British Government, a more direct course could not have been taken.

As I have explained in my previous memorandum, the very causes

which would lead the educated ruling class in England—which alone

influences foreign policy—to sanction war are precisely those which touch

tlieir sense of justice. Their sense of injured national pride has already

been suflficiently awakened by events in South African history. A strong

war party exists in every great state—its nucleus in its army and navy.

To go out of the way to strengthen the hands of such a party on the part

,

of a small state by committing acts of administration, none of which were

of the least immediate urgency as to time, and some of which were either

illegal or of doubtful legality or discourteous to a great power, is simply

to incur an unjustifiable risk of the lives and fortunes of the burghers of

the Republics, and to commit them to a war in an unjust cause.

Want of knowledge of external political conditions, in England or

elsewhere, may be an explanation of such a line of action, but it is no

valid excuse.

V. It is true that the permanent danger to the independence of the

South African Republic, and indeed to that of the Orange Free State, is

the discontent of certain of the resident Uitlanders, mostly subjects of

the British Government in the former Republic with their position under

the constitution. This, however, is a matter to be considered separately

in its bearing on the foreign affairs of the two Republics,

The purport of this memorandum is that I wish to make it clear to

those Members of the Executives and of the Yolksraads of the Republics

with whom I have had the honour of conferring, and to their colleagues, that

most of the acuteness of the present crisis, threatening the independence

and welfare of the Republics, and the evils of war, have been due to

measures (with the responsibility for which I have been mistakenly

credited), the unwisdom of which I trust I have sufficiently demonstrated

to all interested in the fortunes of either State.

M. J. Fakeelly, LL.D.

Bloemfontein, 1st June, 1899.

The only comment I need make on the memorandum

—

which explains itself—is on the reference to the Suzerainty-

claim. In a despatch of 9th May, 1899, State Secretary
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Eeitz makes the following extraordinary proposition. Inas-

much as in the London Convention of 1884 there is no

mention of

—

" self-government belonging to the Republic, it folluws of itself thiit the

now existing right of absolute self-government of this Republic is not

derived from either the Convention of 1881 or that of 1884, but simply

and solely follows from the inherent right of this Republic as a Sovereign

International State."

This is obviously a very different thing from merely

saying that the Suzerainty Preamble of 1881 was abolished,

and that the Transvaal was a Sovereign State, the rights of

which were defined in the 1884 Convention.* However, the

legal side of this argument I leave to the appreciation of

lawyers. To prove that you have everything, because the

instrument which is the historical record of your title grants

you nothing, is certainly in keeping with the view that

" international law is only a matter of opinion, as it has no

law courts to enforce it"; under which circumstances you

no doubt can evolve it as you go along.

It is the political side which is truly startling. It is a

claim of the Sovereign State of Monaco against France. It

is no less than a claim to stand on the same plane with the

Empire—which had restored its separate existence to the

Eepublic and still held a veto on its foreign treaties : a claim

that the Eepublic differed from the Empire only in degree

of power and not in kind : and stood in the circle of com-

munities as an International State, equal in rights to any in

the world. This, of course, was a direct challenge to the

Imperial supremacy in South Africa.

The High Commissioner fully appreciated the relative

importance of an argument faulty in law, and a claim

dangerous in politics. In a despatch of the 14th June,

1899, the State Secretary's proposition is thus com-

mented on :

—

" Mr. Reitz's contention is that the Convention of 1881 is completely

gone, and that on its disappearance the Transvaal emerged as a Sovereign

* The High Court of Justice of England, Chancery Division, declared

the Transvaal a Sovereign State. (Times Law Reports, 22nd April, 1898.)
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International State, not, however, by virtue of the new Convention,

which, according to him, absolutely abrogated that of 1881, but by its

inherent right to be something which, as a matter of fact, it had ceased to

be seven years previously. 'J'lic waj^ in which the State-Secretary juggles

with tlic Convention of 1884 is rather irritating to a plain man.

"But the importance of the matter does not consist in his arguments.

It consists in the assertion that the South African Kepublic is a Sovereign

International State. 'J'liis ajijjears to be contradicting the position con-

sistently maintained by us, and is, in fact, in the nature of a defiance of

Her Majesty's Government."

A defiance it was, and was meant to be. It is easy

to defy or to juggle with a giant when you are quite

sure he will not hit back ; and tliat mental position of

the Afrikander in power is the key to the failure of the

Bloemfontein Conference.*

* A brilliant reception was held in the Presidency of Bloemfontein

—

of late occupied by Lord Boberts—on the evening of 31st May, to meet

Sir Alfred Milner and President Kruger. As I looked round the room, I

told my friend, Commandant Ferreira, of the Yolksraad, afterwards

Commandant-General of the Orange Free Slate, since killed at Lady-

smith, that I saw the handwriting on the wall.
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CHAPTEE XXI.

THE POLICY OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONEE.

The appointment of the present High Commissioner for

Soutli Africa (Sir Alfred Milner) was viewed by Boer and

Uitlander in the Transvaal, and Bondmen and Imperialists

in the Colonies with more than usual attention, largely

mingled with apprehension. The general consensus of

approval shown by both political parties, within as well as

without the Imperial Parliament, while accepted as tolerably

reliable evidence of exceptional ability, did not in the least

tend to allay this apprehension ; nor yet his monumental

work on the British regeneration of Egypt. To have an

able administrator, Imperialists argued, who fails to gi-asp

the real facts of the situation, will only make matters worse

for the Empire. An extreme Liberal in office (the new

High Commissioner having been co-worker with Mr. John

Morley on the then Eadical Pall Mall Gazette) was a portent

in many eyes, and men spoke of Majuba. On the other

hand, the Boers in the Eepublics were equally apprehensive.

The High Commissioner had been appointed by Mr. Chamber-

lain, whom they loudly charged with complicity in the

Jameson Eaid, and with designs of annexing their country.

Even after the new Commissioner's coming the famous

Suzerainty controversy arose.

In Johannesburg the Liberalism— or Eadicalism—
weighed most; and the long silence of the High Commis-

sioner while conducting his investigations, and the fact that

he was accessible to politicians of the Bond as well as

Progressives—ending in the alarming report that he was
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learning to speak Dutch—induced an accusation of his being

" Pro-Boer," the Johannesburg analogue of" Engelsche zind."

After nearly two years of inquiry—an eminent writer

has been found wlio thinks six months sufficient—the High

Commissioner apparently grasped the situation, that there

was a distinct purpose to oust the Imperial Power from rule

in South Africa, and to substitute a Dutch-speaking Afri-

kander dominion, separated from the Empire.

In the Swaziland Convention negotiation in 1898 it was

impossible not to see the purpose of the Young Afrikander

Party—in power since July J 898 in Pretoria, as well as in

Bloemfontein since 1896. They denied the right of the

Imperial Government to a voice in the interpretation of a

Convention to which it was one of the parties. They held

that unless there should be a breach of the Convention

—of which Pretoria was to be sole judge—the Imperial

Government had no right to remonstrate. Their obvious

purpose was gradually to eliminate any effectual Imperial

control based on the Conventions in force. On this point,

however, the High Commissioner was firm, and the nego-

tiation of a new Protocol, extending a disputed jurisdiction

of the High Court, acknowledged the Imperial right.

It was not, however, until the delivery of a speech at

Graaff Eeinet, in the Cape, when, at the end of 1897, a

Bond deputation who had protested their loyalty were told :

"Of course you are loyal; it w^ould be monstrous if you

were not," that the apprehension of the Uitlanders were

relieved as regards the policy of the Imperial representative.

In a series of despatches, ending with the memorable

message of 5th May, 1899, shortly before the Bloemfontein

Conference, the High Commissioner displayed a vivid picture

of the whole political scene. There are pointed out the

intolerable assumption—in the press and in the pulpit, in

the school and on the platform—of some inherent superior

right to the land of South Africa of Dutch-speaking people

over those of British descent : the disloyal propaganda of

calumny against the purpose and character of the Imperial

Power: the anti-British and anti-Imperial jmrpose of
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depressing the Uitlander of the Transvaal to the rank of a

helot. The destruction of Imperial power in South Africa

is clearly shown to be the intended and inevitable end of the

Afrikander policy.

The most striking feature of the High Commissioner's

policy, however, consisted in his boldly removing the whole

controversy between the Imperial Government and the

Transvaal from the arid and ])rofitless ground of academical

discussion as to the legal interpretation of the Conventions

between the two Governments. The basing of Imperial

rights on the alleged persistence of the Preamble of the

Convention of London of 1881, declaring a suzerainty—

a

contention held invalid by so many eminent lawyers that it

is surprising how the Colonial Office should have adopted

it—was succeeded by a much more statesmanlike and

indeed an incontestable ground for intervention—the right of

self-preservation inherent in the Emxjire, The Imperial

Power, holding the greatest extent of territory, wealth, and

population in South Africa, and its continual hold on South

Africa being essential to its retention of the sea route to

India and Australia and to its retention of all the Colonies,

the Imperial Government could not, as a matter of right of

self-preservation, endure the maintenance of its borders of

a hostile military State, keeping in political subjection a

majority of inhabitants of British descent. To endure this

injustice was to destroy its prestige in the eyes of the world,

with British subjects of both white races in South Africa,

with the subject native races.

The spectacle of British subjects in the Transvaal

appealing vainly for protection to the Imperial Power was

leading into disaffection the Dutch-descended inhabitants in

the Cape and Natal, and, in conjunction with the incessant

Afrikander propaganda, was bringing them to turn their

eyes to Pretoria as a Mecca—and indeed as a Golconda and

a Woolwich as well.

Not Conventions, but rights apart from contract alto-

gether, formed the l)ase of the High Commissioner's policy.

Proximus ardet Ucalegon. In fact, his action rested on the
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principle of President Burger's address to the Pretoria

A'olksraad in 1877, in speaking of the Boer ill-treatment of

the natives :

—

" If you ask mc wliat the English have to do with it, I tell you that as

little as we can allow barbarities among the Kaffirs on our borders, as

little can they ulltnv that in a State on their borders anarchy should

prevail."

Nor did the High Commissioner allow the Jameson Kaid

to be successfully used as a reason for putting the Uitlanders

on terms of inequality, referring in one of his despatches to

the Eaid as a " conspiracy of which the great body of

Uitlanders was innocent, and which perverted and ruined

their cause."

The key to the solution, without war, of the situation,

the only peaceful way of ending the menace to South Africa

and to the Imperial Power was to adopt some means by
which the power, guided by the anti-British bias dominating

the wealthy military State of the Transvaal, could be paci-

fically brought to work in harmony with instead of against

the Empire. The franchise for the Uitlander was the only

conceivable means, if the majesty, and therefore the integrity,

of the Empire, as well as the autonomy of the Eepublics

were to be preserved. At the negotiations of Majuba,

President Kruger had promised the continuation of equal

treatment of new-comers with burghers, and that this

explicitly referred to the political franchise was explained

by Dr. Jorissen, one of the Transvaal negotiators. In the

Convention of Pretoria of 1881 the grant of self-government

was to " all the inhabitants," not merely the Boer inhabitants

of the Transvaal. The letter of invitation of December 13th,

1883, by the Secretary of the Transvaal deputation to

London, addressed to European investors and immigrants,

expressed indignation at being asked to furnish assurances

of fair treatment ; but the High Commissioner took his

stand on none of these contractual rights over which lawyers

might argue. The majesty—the integrity—of the Empire,

the loyalty of its South African citizens were at stake, and this

gave rights to the Imperial Government apart from contract.
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Therefore, at the Conference at Bloerafontein, the demand

of a real and not illusory franchise, and substantial represen-

tation in the legislation of the Transvaal was put first. As it

was not conceded, a thing of gins and pitfalls being proffered

instead, it was also the last. Nothing but this minimum
demand could remove the menace to the Empire by estab-

lishing race equality and bringing the Eepublic into friendly

co-operation with the Imperial Government.

Now, many Imperialists, including several Keform pri-

soners, expressed to me after the Conference, and even quite

recently, their satisfaction that this minimum demand of

Sir Alfred Milner at Bloemfontein was not acceded to, and

tliat the Conference failed.*

These objections were put to me in this way : Either the

Eranchise Law would be evaded in administration, or an

omnipotent Volksraad, three-fourths Boer, would alter the

law when Sir Alfred Milner, in the course of time, was

promoted to some other sphere of public service, and a more

pliable High Commissioner took his place, or British subjects

in the Transvaal, unwilling to forfeit their citizenship of the

Empire, would decline to take the franchise, no matter how
liberal or genuine, and so no Uitlander majority could be

obtained in the election of President or Commandant-

General ; and, therefore, the last state of the Uitlander

would be wore than the first, as they would have exhausted

the fore of their appeal to the Imperial Government and the

British public, who would say to them :
" Now you can

work out you own salvation."

A little consideration will show that these objections are

not well founded. In the first place, guarantees, embodied

in a new Convention, providing that the franchise was

genuine, and not subject to variation or repeal without the

express consent of the Imperial Government, would neces-

sarily be insisted upon. In the next place, an Imperial Act

* Some of my Imperialist friends of the Imperial Liglit Horse, and of

the Guides, were also good enough to add that they were glad that the

Republican Governments would not listen to my advice ; as, if adopted, it

would have averted war.
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of Parliameut c<Duld easily be framed, providing that British

subjects, naturalised in the Transvaal, could regain theii-

British nationality by goiug to British territory; and also,

of course, that a reciprocal franchise in Britisli territory

would be granted to Transvaal burghers who applied. A
rather close precedent for such a law is provided by the

Swaziland Conventions of 1890 and 1894, by which British

residents in Swaziland were granted political franchise in

the Transvaal.

The result of these combined provisions would obviously

be that every British resident in the Transvaal would accept

the franchise. And what would instantly follow, under the

law of the Transvaal ?

In the first place, rifles ; rifles supplied by the State at

the public expense to all the new citizens. In the next, the

power of electing the Commandant-General, which carried

necessarily with it the control of the forts and of the

artillery in Johannesburg and Pretoria. Again, the power

of electing the President, which also involved the control,

and if necessary dismissal, of all officials in the permanent

public service. And last, and not least, the complete control

of the municipalities of Johannesburg and Barberton, and

other mining centres.

Of these rights, clearly, the rifles—the immediate arming

of the British inhabitants, would be the greatest. To ensure

the control of the forts and artillery it would not be neces-

sary for the new voters to elect a new Commandant-General,

or, to control the officials, even a new President. General

Joubert was a very enlightened man ; President Kruger

would be a changed man in the presence of 80,000 British

rifles. In a word, all officials would have to play to the pit

instead of the gallery. A Plautagenet might safely be

trusted with privileges by an England in arms, privileges

destructive of English rights when exercised by James I.*

* Li the recent occupation of Johannesburg, Lord Roberts re-appointed

the Boer Commandant of the Town, and his subordinate officials. It is

obvious that though the person remained, the mot cTordre was changed
;

British bayonets being prevalent.
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The change in the position of the British inhabitants

would be immediate; the change in the personnel of the

officials need not be other than gradual.

To my mind, one of the clearest proofs of the complete

efficacy of the High Commissioner's proposed franchise was

that the Young Afrikander advisers of the two Executives

of Pretoria and Bloemfontein advised its prompt rejection.

They saw that a real, and not an illusory, franchise would

destroy the purely Boer domination in the EepubKc, and

with it their nucleus in Pretoria, their control of arms and

gold, wherewith to build up a Boer dominion over all

South Africa.

It remains for me to give here, as fairly as I can, an

appreciation of the High Commissioner's policy and method
of carrying it out, as derived from a careful consideration,

among other things, of his published despatches, and from

personal interviews in Bloemfontein and Cape Town. I may
say that I came to the consideration of the subject with no

predisposition whatever in its favour, rather the reverse, as

the past history of Colonial Office appointments in South

Africa has not been very encouraging ; and even the policy

of the Colonial Office with reference to the Transvaal as, for

instance, in the Suzerainty controversy, before the present

High Commissioner took a stand of his own, left something

to be desired-

The High Commissioner deserves credit for being the

first to see and to proclaim the great Imperial issues

involved in the dispute with the Transvaal, both as to the

Imperial control of its foreign relations, and to its treatment

of the Uitlanders. Even the Uitlanders themselves had not

insisted on this, the all-important aspect of the situation.

As to his methods, of slow and patient investigation, of

accessibility to all parties in the State, and taking every

pains to ascertain Dutch as well as British Colonial views,

I have shown that they even excited suspicion among
Imperialists. They were methods the very reverse of those

of the purely imaginary "prancing pro-consul" of Mr.

Gladstone's burning periods.
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The objects iiimed at by that policy, on which it has

chiefly been challenged, relate to war, and the independence

of the two Dutch States. As regards the prospects of war,

mere quietism and inaction would never have averted it.

On the first international trouble in which the Empire was

involved, the dominant Young Afrikander Governments of

the Republics would have moved. Unless, indeed, that was

anticipated by the disgusted British Colonials taking the law

into their own hands and marcliing to the relief of their

kinsmen in the Transvaal, in which civil war the Imperial

Government would of course be immediately involved. For

the threats of British Colonials throwing off the Imperial

connection and making terms with the Boer, though no

doubt meant when uttered, I do not think more than the

petulance of just indignation at Imperial betrayal, though as

to this I am not certain. But if this were the third one of

three courses, one of which was inevitable, this again meant

war for the Empire, and one ten times more terrible than the

present. The High Commissioner's policy was the sole one

that made for peace.

The independence of the Eepublic in the legitimate sense

of that term, its freedom from external interference and its

perfect autonomy, provided a regime of liberty and political

equality for all civilised men were established, has never

been threatened by that policy. Of this I am convinced,

not alone by the High Commissioner's personal assurance to

myself, but from a dispassionate consideration both of his

methods and of what would be, if it were attainable, the

most advantageous course to the Empire, to Europeans in

South Africa, and to their mission of civilisation. As I

have already stated, as my reason for supporting the inde-

pendence of the Eepublics—constituted on a basis of equal

rights for civilised men—I had hoped that their maintenance

would conciliate the Dutch historic preference for Eepublican

forms, and so promote the gradual fusion of Europeans in

South Africa, which must be the aim of European statesmen

of wider views. In this way, the self-ruling people of the

two Eepublics would no longer have cause for race division,
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and would gradually fall into line with the world-wide

Empire—a fusion towards which the first step would be the

Confederation of all South African States under Imperial

protection. It would not be the first time that the Empire

sheltered a Republic within its bounds. The Seven Isled

Republic rested once under the Fax Britannica, until that

Minister, afterwards to live to be the Premier of Majuba
Hill, ceded, as High Commissioner, the Ionian Islands to

Greece.

But, above all things, the conservation of that glorious

heritage of the past, the Imperial power, so lightly regarded

even now by some of our fellow-citizens, has been shown, by

the desperate war being waged, to have been jeopardised by

the policy against which was set the action challenged of the

present Imperial representative. As I have shown, war was

sought to be averted by that action ; but, if that action had

not been taken, war would soon have come in a worse form.*

* This book deals with policies and actions of persons rather than
with appreciation of persons. Nevertheless, as it conveys a public moral,

may I ask my countrymen to reflect what reason had they to expect that

any Imperial representative, in full sight of a century's examples of

Imperial vacillation and ingratitude, would be found at a crisis of the

Empire's fate to reject a safe quietism for a path of duty almost certainly

involving loss of fortune and fame and career?

The pathetic figure of a Frere going to his grave in obloquy,

denounced by a wizard of eloqvience—obloquy now, indeed, to be

remedied by the slow wisdom of a tardy bust—might well have served

to deter.
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CHAPTER XXII.

MY LAST KEMONSTRANCE.

Almost immediately after the Conference of Bloemfontein,

I returned to Pretoria. The failure of the Conference to end

as the Afrikander Party had hoped it would—in the High

Commissioner's accepting an illusory scheme of franchise

—

had somewhat disconcerted their leaders. The High Com-

missioner—unlike some of his predecessors, as the old

President ruefully recalled—had shown most unexpected

firmness and penetration in dealing with the negotiators of

the simple pastoral State. Still, the Afrikanders persuaded

the Volksraad that it was merely a splendid chess move in

the detested British game of diplomacy. They proceeded to

try a long series of tedious and fatuous juggliugs with issues

soon to become so terrible. I made one last effort to awaken

their misled people to the realities so soon to be upon them.

I conversed with many members of the Volksraad, who were

very courteous and willing to hear, and evidently doubtful

whether, after all, as I had rightly foretold the Imperial

policy before the Conference—and predicted the failure of

the Conference, on the ground on which it failed—I might

not now also be in the right as to the necessity of redressing

without delay the Uitlander grievances, of unreservedly

accepting the Bloemfontein minimum, and of working on the

policy of Sir John Brand, in thorough accord with the

Imperial power.

My views on the critical nature of the situation having

become known—partly owing to an imperfect version of my
memorandum of the 1st June having been published in a
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Johannesburg journal—I was requested by a representative

of the Pretoria Press* a Government organ, to explain my
views to the general public, already explained to the

Executives and Volksraads in memoranda.

The Press of Pretoria of 13th June, 1899, accordingly

published a report of an interview between its repre-

sentative and myself, from which the following extracts are

appended :

—

The situaticju is oue of extreme gravity. There is a distinct danger
of Avar, a danger not fully realised by many in both Reimblics. As far

as 1 can see 1 do not think there is any party in the EepubUcs desirous
of precipitating actual (and immediate) war. But I am certain that a
want of knowledge of the actual conditions of EugUsh poHtics and of the
character and power of EngUsh statesmen, and of the present state of

English public opinion with reference to the Republics and the status of
the Uitlander, has led many men of influence in public affairs here to

believe that war is impossible, and that therefore extreme steps may be
taken, either in the direction of a denial of the rights claimed on behalf

of the Uitlander, or of a demeanour towards the Imperial Government
which, in my oi)inion, is unwise, without incurring any risk of actual

warfare. Many here apparently think, even yet, that the Imperial

Government is not in earnest in championing the claims of the Uitlanders

to political rights. Possibly they will continue their disbelief until an
actual concentration of troops on the border convinces them too late, when
a spark may cause an explosion. I do not think that any true friend of

the Republics or of the burghers should keep silence under such

circumstances.

The High Commissioner gave me his views fully at Bloemfontein. I

have seen nearly all the public men in all States and Colonies of South

Africa, and all appear to me to be much more impressed than here in

Pretoria with the gravity of the crisis and the necessity of the redress of

the grievances of the Uitlanders. It will be readily agreed, I think, tha

the attitude of other countries endorses this view. The attitude of

Germany, evidenced through the fact of the Anglo-German Agreement

with reference to the Rhodosiau railways and telegraphs— the position of

Prance with reference to the Dreyfus agitation precluding its taking part

in outside matters—and the recent rapprochement of the United States

and Great Britain, seem to mo to indicate a strengthening of the position

of Great Britain. It must also bo remembered that only a small section

* The assistant editor, Mr. Williams, now serving with General

BuUer'ri force in Natal.
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of the Britisli public exercise an iufliieuce on foreign affairs, viz., the

educatetl upper and middle clasa, from which the ofticers of the Army and

Navy are drawn. While there is, of course, a warlike feeling among the

greater part of this section, they have a strong sense of justice, and they

will sanction no war except for what seems to them a just cause. But it

is not merely on the ground of the iiossibility of armed intervention, but

of the necessity of doing justice, that steps should be taken to meet the

just demands of the resident Uitlauders for equality of treatment as to

political rights; and the burghers of the Republics have always wislied

to have justice and right on their side.

The i)resent claim put forward on behalf of the Uitlanders by the

Im})erial Government is a purely political question, and avowedly is not

based on any rights secured to the British Government or its subjects

under Conventions with the Republics. Therefore, no question of the

legal interpretation of the stipulations of those Conventions can arise at

all. The Imperial Government claims political rights for its subjects

resident in the Republic, not under the Conventions, but on account of its

predominant interest in the peace of the whole of South Africa, and its

concern for the welfare of its subjects resident in the territory of the

Republic. There is, evidently, no room here for lawyers' arguments.

I am in favour of the widest possible extension of the franchise

consistent with the retention of a considerable majority in the Volksraad

for the present burghers.*

The resident Uitlanders should have" a strong minority representation.

A qualifying term of residence of five years, dating from the actual

commencement of the residence, seems reasonable. With a settled scheme

of redistribution there can be no prospect of overwhelming the power of

the old burghers.f

I have no hesitation in saying that I have always maintained that to

apply a wide and liberal intei'pretation to the provisions of the Conven-

tions with the British Government is the right course to follow ; and

that controversies on trivial matters, and on any matters as far as

]X)88ible, should be avoided. I hold that it is unsound to interpret inter-

national agreements of this kind in any merely technical way, such as

might be defended in reference to a commercial contract drawn up by a

solicitor. Critics may consider this as ai)plying ethics or jjolitics to the

interpretation of Conventions. I consider it merely tlie application of

common sense. And I also hold that a courteous and friendly reception

should invariably be accorded to any proposition as to the interpretation

of the Conventions put forward on behalf of the Imperial Government.

It is undignified on the part of a small State ; it is dangerous, inasmuch

* The Bloemfontein Minimum.
j- This was pointed out by the High Commissioner at the Conference.
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as it plavs into tlie hands of tlie war jiaity which exists in every great

Slate, and it is nnjiist to the great Power which guards tlie seas and

lireserves the peace of Soiilli Africa to aiU)pt any line of controversy

capable of being regarded as discourteous.

With regard to the claim for equal political rights, advanced by the

British Government on behalf the Uitlanders, this claim by the Imperial

Government marks a perfectly new point of departure. In view of the

predominant interest of the British Empire in the peace and order of

South Africa and the welfare of the immediate subjects of the Empire,

this measure might easily have been foreseen as natural and inevitable.

It is evident from the proceedings of the Bloemfontein Conference that

the Imjierial Government, as represented by the High Commissioner,

have no desire to set aside the independence of the Republics. Their

claim is, substantially, to secure for British residents in the Republic

treatment somewhat analagous to the treatment accorded to citizens

of the Republics in British territories. The law of the Orange Free

State is more liberal than the claim now made on behalf of the British

residents in tlie South African Republic.

The maintenance of the independence of the Republic must neces-

sarily be the first care of the Volksraad. All Europeans, even those who
are not African by birth, can sympathise with this desire. Apart from

being a matter of the immediate personal concern of the burghers, all

who consider the future of South Africa must regard it in the higher

light of a trust which is committed to the Republics, to be carried out for

tlie benefit of the present and future people of the European race in South

Africa.

What the Republics now should realise is that to preserve that inde-

pendence, which is a heritage for the benefit of all South Africa, llie

stranger within the gate must be considered. And, again, quite apart

from any consideration of the desirability of maintaining the indepen-

dence of the Republics, the claim of the Uitlander to participate in

political privileges is one founded on considerations of justice, equity, and

international usage.

These were my last words to the Governments and the

burghers ul" the Boer Eepublics,

p 2
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CHAPTER XXIII.

AFKIKANDEE NEGOTIATION: FROM THE CONFERENCE OF

BLOEMFONTEIN TO THE ULTIMATUM.

The Afrikander party, still believing that force would never

be resorted to by the Imperial Government, and knowing

British unpreparedness for war, and still resolute on refusing

any franchise that was other than a pretence, tried, as regards

the Imperial Government, a policy of illusory offers and

wearying delay ; towards the Uitlanders one of " Divide et

imjyera!'

Negotiations had been opened with the capitalists in the

preceding March to endeavour to detach them from the

Uitlander cause by the offer to grant them gi-eater facilities

for working the mines, by reducing the price of dynamite,

and other such concessions. When it was found that it was

impossible to separate them from the rest of the Uitlanders

in their demand for political reform, the proposed concessions

were promptly withdrawn by the State Secretary, after an

acrimonious correspondence. Similar attempts were now
made to detach the Jews by promising to relieve them of

their political disabilities under the Grond Wet—a promise,

it is needless to say, never kept.

The negotiations with the Imperial Government extend

from the 9th June, the date of a despatch of State Secretary

Eeitz, to the 22nd September, the date of the reply of the

Colonial Secretary—that he deemed it useless to continue

the discussion, and that the Imperial Government would
proceed to formulate its own proposals.

It may be divided into two sections as to time, one very
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long, from the 9th of June to 10th September; the other

from the 10th September until the 22nd,

In the first stage of three months, the Afrikander party's

idea was that the Imperial Government were not really in

earnest. They would never fight, however they might

bluster. They were known to be unprepared.

Finding, after three months, the Imperial Government

unexpectedly firm, and a body of about 5000 British troo^^s

from India having been sent to ISTatal, the Afrikander State

Secretary at Pretoria and the Executive Councillor at

Bloemfontein decided that a still bolder front would surely

cause the Imperial Government to withdraw from the

position for which they were not really going to fight.

So, without knowing, the young Afrikander party made

a fatal move. It meant irrevocably war. About the

10th September the burgher commandoes were ordered to

the Natal border.

In three weeks, precisely as I had predicted in the

interview in the Pretoria Press of the 13th June, a spark

on the border caused the explosion. It was not from a

concentration of Imperial troops but of burgher levies that

the occasion arose. The veldt Boer on the border was in-

tended to frighten the Imperial Government out of its

supposed policy of pretence and bluster. The Imperial

Government, never having been pretending or blustering in

its demand for equality for the Uitlander, was not deterred

in the least by the apparition of commandoes on the

border.

On the receipt of the Colonial Secretary's reply of the

22nd September, closing the discussion, the Afrikander party,

at long last, saw that they had fatally miscalculated the

spirit and purpose of the Imperial Government, and that the

clock had struck for war. Even then they might have tried

more delay, waiting for foreign complications, if delay were

open to them.

But the monster evoked by the Pretoria Frankenstein

was not to be laid. The veldt Boer, absolutely certain as to

his superiority in arms to the despised red-coat, got out of
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liaiid, and insisted on seizing tlie f()rnii(1al)lc strategical

positions on the borders of Natal.

The insolent nltimatum of the 0th Ootoher was not

intended in the least as a diplomatic document ; the

deciding on war had already passed out of the hands of

State Secretary Reitz and Executive Councillor Fischer. It

was the parting insult of a player at a desperate game, who
sees he has under-estimated his adversary's intelligence and

courage and skill, and knows that nothing has been left him
by tlie chances of fate and fortune but a mad appeal to

force.

Understandini^, so well as I do, the series of evasions

and devices the kaleidoscopic succession of supposed offers

of fiancliise really were, I could not find patience to attempt

to summarise them, but that it is alleged even by some

people in England that the faulty diplomacy of the Imperial

Government caused the war. There was no faulty diplomacy

on the British side after the Conference at Bloemfonteiu ; at

least, in the direction of being peremptory. If anything, it

was too patient.

As I have shown, war was forced on the Afrikander

leaders by the veldt Boer. But it was they who sent the

veldt Boer to the border ; and there would have been no war

if they had agreed to treat the Uitlander as a political

equal.

But even if, with tlieir eyes wide open, they had ))elieved

what I had told them—that the Imperial Government was

in earnest, and would fight to the death sooner than see

the Empire shattered as a result of the degradation of its

citizens in the Transvaal—even if they had believed that

assurance, I am convinced that, sooner than give up the

political power, which all their lives they have dreamt of as

the lever with which to build up a Dutch Afrikander Dom-
inion, they would have deliberately gone to war ; hoping for

chances, of foreign complications, of British party see-saw, of

all the forces that for a hundred years have sprung up to

unnerve the Imperial arm. They knew not how the spirit

of the Empire, within one short generation, expandin;; with
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its ever-widening dominion, has entered into the souls of its

citizens.*

It is a tedious task, but let me endeavour to state briefly

the course of the correspondence.

On the 0th of June State Secretary Reitz adch'csses a

note to the British Agent in Pretoria, containing a proposal

for arbitration " on differences arising out of the varying

interpretations, approved by the parties, of the terms of the

London Convention of 1884."

In his despatch of the 14th June the High Commissioner

observes :

—

" The whole point and gist of my contention " (at Bloemfontein) " was
that redress of Uitlander grievances must come first. . . . My proposals

for a settlement of the Uitlander grievances on the basis of a moderate

measure of enfranchisement having been rejected by the President, and
a totally inadequate scheme put forward in their place, he now comes
forward with an arbitration proposal. . . , I cannot see the smallest

reason why Her Majesty's Government should not at once reject this

jiarticular proposal."

In a telegram of the 19th July the High Commissioner

intimates that the Yolksraad have passed a seven years,

retrospective franchise, with multitudinous conditions.

In a despatch of the 27th July the Colonial Secretary

suggests a Joint Inquiry by nominees of both Governments

to ascertain and report on the practical reality and permanence

of the franchise recently enacted. If such Joint Inquiry

should result in a favourable report, then a new conference

should be held to discuss the proposed Tribunal of Arbitratioa

The Afrikander party know very well that their recent

seven years' retrospective franchise law is quite illusory;

they do not like any Joint Inquiry. So, in the first place,

* I find that Sir Willinm Dunn, M.P., for several years Oonsul-
General of the Orange Free IState in London, has come to a like con-
clusion. In a speech delivered in Scotland on the 6th June, he states

:

"While the Raid imdoubtedly hastened the outbreak of hostilities, the
Dutch hail, long before that date, been doing all that they could to

undermine British supremacy in South Africa, and were simply hiding
their time imtil they saw thcu way clear to striking an effective blow."
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their State Attoraey offers a simplified seven years' franchise,

on condition that there should be no inquiry.*

The British Agent was unwilling to accept less than the

Bloemfontein Minimum of five years' retrospective franchise.!

* High Commissioner's despatch, 15th August.

t Immediately preceding the illusory offer of a five years' retro-

spective franchise, the negotiations at Pretoria were being conducted

through the medium of interviews between the British Agent, Sir

Conyngham Greene, and Mr. Snuits, the Transvaal State Attorney.

Mr. Smuts subsequently had the hardihood to accuse Her Majesty's

Agent of "tricking" and "decoying" him, by misleading: promises of

accepting his conditions, into making an offer of a five years' retrospective

franchise. This accusation startled and shocked the British public at

home, and helped to give them some slight inkling of the calibre and

character of the young Afrikander negotiators.

As I told the British Agent at the time, if he had known Young
Afrikander methods and persons as well as I did, he would probably have
preferred to conduct his negotiations through the medium of writing,

instead of personal interview. Sir Conyngham Greene's diplomatic

experience in civilised lands, such as Holland and Greece—and Persia

—

had misled him as to what he was reasonably justified in expecting. A
veneer of European civilisation is at times disconcerting.

The deceit of the typical Young Afrikander is scathingly dealt with by
Advocate J. W. Wessels in his speech which appears in the Appendix. I

have no comment to make on that speech, except that I think my friend

Mr. Wessels vmder-estimates—or at least does not insist upon—one of the

greatest causes of Young Afrikander depreciation ol British character and
power. It is the illusion of half knowledge and deficient insight. The
saying "No man is a hero to his valet" is often quoted as if it were
depreciation of the man, instead of criticism of the valet. To appreciate

a great painting one need not be a painter, but one must have some slight

degree of artistic feeling. To appreciate a high character or a high
intellect, one must have some insight springing from the presence,

although it may be, in a lower degree, of the qualities to be appreciated

;

Avhereas the valet can only see the exterior, and—this is the irony of it

—

he thinks he knows everj^thing about his master. A man who can see

nothing but the foibles of some of the officers of our Imperial army is

really worse off towards correctly estimating British military efficiency

than if he had never met a British soldier in his life.

In an interesting work by Messrs. John Scoble (an old resident of

Pretoria) and H. R. Abercrombie, ' The Rise and Fall of Krugerisrn,' the

following instructive passage, illustrative of educated Young Afrikandei'

diplomacy, occurs:—
" Towards the middle of last year, and just after the termination of

the Bloemfontein Conference, a bold attempt was made to inculpate

certain persons alleged to be officers holding Her Majesty's commission
in the army as conspirators against tlie State. Some half-dozen jiersons

were arrested during one night and taken to Pretorin, where they were
incarcerated in the common gaol upon a charge of high treason. For
some time these persons were kept in prison, and strenuous eff"orts were

made by officials and one or two of the persons arrested to induce the
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Next, we have State Secretary Eeitz's despatch of the

22nd of August offering a five years' retrospective franchise,

principals to make a confession of guilt or guilty knowledge of a plotting

to overthrow the Government of the Republic. With great difficulty the

principals managed to communicate with Mr. Conyngham Greene, Her
Majesty's agent at Pretoria, and he took the necessary steps to bring the

matter to an issue. The State Attorney, Mr. Smuts, approached Mr.
Greene, and oft'ercd to withdraw from the prosecution u{ on the ground
that he felt reluctant to proceed against men holding commissions in the

British army. Mr. Greene, however, knew what this cunning suggestion

meant, and after consulting the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Chamberlain,
informed the State Attorney that the British Government insisted upon
the matter being sifted to the bottom, and that an advocate was to be
appointed to defend the accused. For this purpose Mr. Greene procured

the services of Messrs. Tancred & Lunnon as attorneys for the defence,

and they appointed Mr. Advocate Duxbury as counsel. The Government
was in consequence forced to proceed with the investigation, and pre-

liminary examinations extending over several days took place. It then
appeared that some of the secret agents of the Government had been
imprisoned intentionally, w-ith the object of enabling them to gain

incriminating evidence, and of becoming State witnesses at the trial.

Mr. Duxbury subjected these gentry to such a severe cross-examination

as to fully expose the intention of the plot, which was to identify the

Imperial Government, through the agency of British military officers,

with a revolutionary propaganda in the Transvaal, and thereby justify

the hostile attitude which the Transvaal intended to adopt. Through
the able efforts of the counsel engaged for the defence the charge broke
down completely, and eventually, the Goveniment deciding not to

proceed with the case, the accused were released from custody. At this

time the authorities of the Republic shrank from no means to further

their end, and the case in question seems to us one very nearly
approaching to the crime of subornation of perjury. The secret agents,

having their instructions from the head of the department, were ordered
to make the necessary affidavits against these British subjects so as to

set the criminal law in motion ; and these same wretches were set on the

watch to entrap persons who allowed themselves to audibly condemn the
actions of the Government.

" The suggestion made by the State Attorney, that he would abandon
proceedings if desired by the British Government, is essentially Krugerian.
If Mr. Greene or Mr. Chamberlain had fallen into the trap, the Transvaal
Government would have claimed that the charge was so absolutely true

that the British Government was afraid of the circumstances being dragged
into the light of day, and it would have been used as a reason for the
earMer declaration of war. As it is, there can be little doubt that the mass
of the people believed that it was only by the vigilance of the Government
that a serious conspiracy against the independence of the Republic was
brought to light, and the fact of the State Attorney declining to prosecute
was solely in deference to the wish of the British Government, and, there-

fore, a magnanimous forbearance on the part of the Transvaal. TIk; report

on the proceedings at the preliminary examination has been published in
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proviflingtlic linpcriiil Oovcrnincnt comply witli Ibe following

siugularly rcasoiiiiblo conditions:

—

First,—The Joint Inquiry to be waived.

a I'crcnt Blue Bonk, and it sIiowr cloarly llio tiuality of the iiicaus used

by the Goveniuient in order to gain tlie denired end.
" The eirrunislanccB relative to the illicit purclianes of gold under the

authority of the Governnieiit have often been dwelt on, hut the charge of

purchasing gold amalgam brought against a certain (lount de Sarigny, and
the State Attorney's iutcrforence, is perhaps less generally known. The
accused was discharged liefore evidence could be adduced, simply because

it would have involved the Government in the scandalous aflair. Suffi-

cient, however, leaked out to show that a system of permits was instituted

]iy which certain ]iersons were held free of damage in case of Ijeing detected

in purchasing gold. The ostensible reason for the institution of special

pernuts was to ascertain how and by whom the thefts of gold were made
from the batteries of the mining companies. That was a sufficient reason

for the adoption of extraordinary means in order to ensure tlie destruction

of a syst«m of pilfering which had grown u]i on the Rand gold fields.

But it is a remarkable fact that not a single amalgam thief has been

discovered through this agency, while there is reason to believe that the

gold bought under special permit has not been less than £750,000 in

value. It is difficult to trace gold obtained by theft or by the authorised

robbery countenanced by the Government ; but it is pretty certain that a

considerable amoimt of the stolen gold found its way to agents stationed

at Delagoa Bay, where the price of amalgamated and cyanide gold is

openly quoted."

The methods and the civilised regrets of the Young Afrikander are

well expressed in the following extract from a despatch appearing in the

London Times, dated, Pretoria, May 22 :

—

" To-day I have had conversations on the present situatitm with Presi-

dent Kruger and Mr. Smuts, the State Attorney. In discussing the i>ro-

spects of speedy peace Mr. Kruger said, with great emphasis, ' Unconditional

surrender on our part is absolutely out of the question. The Transvaal
will tight on until the greater part of her burghers arc dead ; but plenty

of life remains to her yet.'

" Mr. Smuts declared that the Transvaal had no choice but to fight to

the bitter end. The Republics were now well aware of their ultimate fate,

but, for all that, the war would not be concluded for a long time yet.

Speaking of the proposed destruction of the Johannesburg mines, Mr.
Smuts said that he greatly regretted that Johannesburg should suffer, but
that the Government had no choice in the matter, as the popular pressure

upon them was too great to be resisted."

Mr. Smuts' regrets were spared, and the fiendish project of wrecking
the mines and plunging into hopeless misery for years tens of thousands

of innocent men, women and children—to which he was compelled by
])opular ]ir(!ssure to assent—was prevented from being accomplished by the

action of Dr. Krause, the Boer Acting-Commandant of Johannesburg,
who arrested the leader of the wreckers, sent by Mr. Smuts, the day
before the ouneiuler to Lord Roberts.
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Second,—A definite promise of no more interference on

behalf of the Uitlandcr.

Third,—An abandonment of the Suzerainty Claim.

Fourth,—An agreement to refer all future questions to

Arbitration.

The object of these singular stipulations—if they were

really expected to be accepted—is of course clear. If the

Imperial Government promised never to interfere again, an

omnipotent Volksraad could soon dispose of the five years'

—

or a five months'—retrospective franchise—if, indeed, it

were not illusory from the first, in the stipulated absence of

inquiry. So the Uitlander would still be repressed. If an

agreement were made to submit all future disputes to arbitra-

tion, the Imperial Government's power of interfering in the

foreign relations of the Eepublic would be reduced to a very

small compass.

The stipulation that the Imperial Government is to agree

not to " further insist on the assertion of the Suzerainty " is

even more subtle and dangerous, taking the circumstances

of the time into consideration. Let us, therefore, consider

this at more length.

In his despatch of the 9th of May, the Afrikander State

Secretary had quite shifted from its original position tlie

discussion on the relationship between the Governments.

The original contention of State Secretary Leyds in the

despatch of the Kith of April, 1898, was that the Suzerainty

preamble of the 1881 Convention was abolished, and that

the 1884 Convention was the instrument defining the

relationship. But State Secretary Eeitz, on the 9th of May,

1899, took the strikingly original gi'ound, that the Transvaal

was a " Sovereign International State," whose rights did not

spring from any Convention.

Now, seeing that the Imperial Government, in their

despatch of the 13th July, 1899, had declared that " they had

no intention of continiiing to discuss this question," that was,

for all practical purposes, all that a reasonable Transvaal

Government could want. They would have heard no more

of the Suzerainty.
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What, then, was the political meaning of State Secretary

Eeitz's introducing the subject again, instead of letting it

drop ?
*

In the first place, we extort from the Imperial Govern-

ment a formal promise not to reassert the Suzerainty. Now,

the assertion of the Suzerainty, as most lawyers hold, was

simply an error made in good faith, and was due solely to

the fact that the Colonial Office relied on incoiTect legal

advice. (Why they did not procure competent advice, and

wliy our War Office also made not very dissimilar mistakes,

is another matter, not undeserving of the attention of the

r>ritish people.) r>ut a formal renunciation would be repre-

sented as an admission that the Imperial Government had

been wilfully, instead of mistakenly, in the wrong, and had

attempted an unjustifiable aggression. This sort of easily

misrepreseutable step no Great Power can afford to take.

In the next place, such a renunciation would instantly

be represented to the Foreign Powers and to the veldt Boer

as an admission of State Secretary Eeitz's theory that the

Transvaal was a Sovereign International State, whose right

of self-government did not spring from the abandoned

Suzerainty preamble or from any Convention.

It seems hardly likely, however, that the Afrikander

party thought that these terms would be accepted.

The Colonial Secretary's despatch of the 28th of August

intimates that the Imperial Government are willing to agree

to a Unilateral Inquiry instituted by the British Agent,

but cannot renounce the Imperial Government's right to

interfere ; can make no normal renunciation of the Suzerainty

Claim; are willing to discuss Arbitration; and suggest a

further Conference.

State Secretary Eeitz in a despatch of the 2nd of Septem-

ber withdraws his offer of a five years' franchise as his

remarkable conditions will not be accepted, and falls back

on the already enacted seven years' franchise—pitfalls

included.

* There were other than political meanings, but they are unim-

portant.
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The Colonial Secretary's despatch of the 8th September

refuses to go back to the seven years' franchise proposal, as

the Imperial Government are satisfied it is insufficient ; but

is willing still to accept the lately proposed five years'

franchise ; assumes that the English language is to be

used by the new Volksraad members ; and suggests a new
Conference to discuss the Arbitration and other outstanding

questions.

Now we reach the fatal despatch of State Secretary

Eeitz of the 16th September, after the commandoes had

been ordered out and sent to the Natal border. Pretoria

will not agree to a five years' franchise unless on the con-

ditions already imposed, and refuses the use of the English

language in the Volksraad, l)ut will now agree to a Joint

Inquiry.

The reading of this remarkable diplomatic correspondence

at this point should be accompanied by a war map. The

explanation has already been given. It was the effect on

the Imperial Government of the presence of commandoes

on the Natal border that was awaited, more than the tenor

of this despatch.

The reply of the Colonial Secretary of the 22nd Septem-

ber closes the discussion, and announces the intention of the

Imperial Government to " formulate its own proposals for

a final settlement of the issues which have been created in

South Africa by the policy constantly followed for many
years by the Government of the South African Republic."

Last comes that most insolent document, flushed with

insane arrogance—the Ultimatum. It is, as has already been

stated, not a diplomatic document at all. The Afrikander

leaders saw that war had come upon them through the

impatience of the veldt Boer ; and now was their last chance

of a parting greeting to the foe they had so fatuously con-

temned. Its modest demands deserve enumeration :

—

First.—All matters of difference to be settled by Arbitratiou.

Second.—British troops ou the borders to " be instantly withdrawn."

Third. —" All reinforcements of troops which have arrived in South
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Africa bIiico tlie lut oi" Juno, ISDU, sliall be removed fnnii Smith

A J'l ica."

h'mirth.—"Her Majesty's troops which are now ou the High Seas

shall not be landed in any part of South Africa."

" An immediate and affirmative answer " is requested " be-

fore or upon Wednesday, Uth October, 1899, ncjt later than

5 o'clock P.M."

Failure to accept these terms l)efore 5 o'clock p.m. is to be

regarded as a declaration of war.

Any further movement of British troops is also to be regarded

as a declaration of war.

These tirms would liave been rejected with scoru by

Montenegro. The Imperial Government is calmly requested

to evacuate British tt^rritory and to recall Britisli troops on

the high seas.

Still, with all this insolence, even to the last is to be

perceived the note of non-European subtleness. This

arrogant Ultimatum attempts to lay the responsibility for

a declaration of war on the Imperial Government, because,

indeed, they will not evacuate British territory and will not

prevent British troops from landing at British ports.

But, as has been seen, it was intended as nothing but

a parting insult to the Imperial people and Government,

whom the separatist Afrikander had foolishly despised since

Majuba Hill. And so, once again, is tlie Chancellor Oxen-

stierna justified of his saying—" Vides, /id jili, quantilla

sajjientia houiines re/jantur."
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CHAPTEK XXIV.

ON WHICH SIDE WAS THE AGGRESSION?

From what has been seen of the methods and objects of the

Afrikander in power in Pretoria and Bloemfontein, it will bo

clear that the aggression and the making war was not on the

side of the Imperial Government.

There was no aggjression or undue or unwarrantable

interference in the Imperial interposition to put an end, as

a measure of self-defence, to an intolerable menace to the

peace of South Africa and to the very existence of the

Empire, involved in the presence of a formidable and hostile

military Power on the border, ever ready to attack at a

moment when the Empire should become involved in foreign

complications. It was no aggression to intervene for the

})rotectiou of the oppressed Uitlauders ; it was an Imperial

duty to citizens of the Empire and of friendly Powers ; it

was self-defence to prevent the growing disaffection of the

Colonial Dutch.

This is the real justification of the Imperial position
;

the situation was so menacing and intolerable that it would

have justified armed intervention and occupation of the Boer

states.

I prefer to call attention to this—the real inwardness of

the situation—rather than to the platform question, "Who
struck the first blow ?

"

As a matter of fact, the militant Afrikander led his

misguided people into striking the first blow, by seizing,

annexing, and renaming British towns and territory in Natal

and Cape Colony ; and by looting and destroying houses and
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property of British citizens ; and by cruelly expelling and
maltreating the majority of the European inhabitants of the

Transvaal.*

But, we are told, although it is admitted that the Boers

struck the first blow, seized British territory and expelled

and maltreated British citizens, still their action was only

technically aggressive. Believing they were going to be

attacked, they, in their simple way, took up defensive posi-

tions on alien soil. As Mr, Leonard Courtney put it, they,

in entire innocence, took the Colonial Secretary's intimation

that discussion was useless, and that the Imperial Govern-

* As it is not mj^ iuteution to write in tLis book a liistory of the

unprecedented scenes of the Exodus from the Transvaal, or of the j)ro-

gress of the war, I, therefore, deal with that unparalleled outrage on
civilisation, by order of the Afrikanders in power in Pretoria, in connection

with the question of the responsibility for the war. I resided near
Johannesburg during most of the period, and had abundant proof of the

misery wrought at the instance of the Afrikander office-holders, Secretary

Reitz and State Attorney Smuts, who, as lawyers, advised the Pretoria

Government to take this step. Johannesburg at last appreciated the

educated Young Afrikander.

It is, of course, true that, under International Law, a State at war is

entitled to order the withdrawal of subjects of the other beUigereut. But
here, if ever, must be applied the exception, " Summum fun, summa
injuria." Tlie general rule, taken from the custom of States in Europe,

api^lied to far different circumstances. Nowhere in the history of the

civilised world has the majority of the inhabitants of a territory, men,
women, and children, been driven from their homes in wdiich they have
lived for years by an armed minority. There was no justification in

military necessity, or otherwise, for advising the expulsion of these poor

people.

The cruelty of the manner of the expulsion surpassed the injustice of

the Afrikander order. Not even tolerable provision was made by Messrs.

Reitz and Smuts for the transport of the expelled refugees. I have seen

women and children huddled in open cattle trucks and coal waggons,

exposed to the rain and the night, while the rough Boer, accustomed to

sleep in the open veldt, was sent by Afrikander order to first-class carriages.

Ourae leves loquuntur ; ingentes silent.

In one political move, the Young Afrikander signally failed. A long

list of prescription had been compiled, containing the names of the Reform
prisoners, of the leaders of the South African League, and of others, such

as editors and staffs of the Uitlander journals, who had made themselves

obnoxious to the Afrikander leaders. Warrants of State Attorney Smuts
for the arrest of these Uitlanders as hostages, under a fictitious charge of

treason, were prevented from being executed by the timely flight of those

proscribed, many of whom have since marched into Pretoria in the

Uitlander corps.
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ment would formulate its own proposals to end an intolerable

position, as meaning, " Wait until I get my pistol and I

shall renew the discussion."

Here, again, I prefer not to rely on a minor, though

perfectly legitimate, answer, that re-naming of towns hardly

is consistent with taking up more defensive positions on

alien territory—even by a pastoral peasant. But the true

reply is, that if their Afrikander leaders had fulfilled the

obligations of justice, and the pledged farith of their people,

to give fair treatment to the Uitlanders, and had abandoned

their project of ousting British power from South Africa,

there would have been no prospect of their being attacked.

In one sense, of course, more especially since the tide of

war has turned, the Boers have waged a war of defence.

But, looking through mere phrases to the reality beyond, the

defence they carried on was not of their independence, in

the sense of autonomy, on the basis of justice, equality and

liberty to civilised inhabitants, but of the right to dominate,

as a jDrivileged oligarchy. In that sense, the war waged

by the Confederate States of America was a merely defensive

war—to retain the right to keep negroes in slavery.

In any case it was, with the Afrikander leaders, only a

question of time and season. There is too vast an accumula-

tion of proofs—apart from those supplied by the annexations

and rebellions which have marked the course of the war

—

that active aggression on British territory at a favourable

moment has long been designed.

Dominating every thought and action of the militant

Afrikander party was one idea—that the Boer had an in-

herent superior right to the land of South Africa, in the Cape,

in the Transvaal, everywhere, " 0ns Land." The intolerable

injustice of this assumption has already been pointed out.

A plain deduction is that the assertion of their right was only

a question of finding a favourable moment, when the Empire

was at war with another great Power. This, in that world,

the most formative of action, that of ideas. What of deeds

and declarations ?

Colossal armaments—a world's wonder—have been re-

Q
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vealeJ to the astonished Empire. These were ordered, be it

remembered, before the t'ortimate excuse, the Jameson Eaid

of 1895, occurred. When have such enormous stores of arms

been collected with no intention to use them ? What pur-

poses of legitimate defence would require an accumulation of

rifles, estimated to number five for every burgher of the two

Boer States ? For what purpose could they have been pro-

cured—rifles, however expensive, become obsolete in a few

years—except for distribution among the Cape Dutch ? And
lastly, as a writer in Switzerland inquires, What can a small

State of 250,000 inhabitants want with a Secret Service Fund

of £300,000 a year ? * The Imperial Government has not one-

fourth of that sum.

An anti-British campaign for twenty years—the Press,

the Platform, the Pulpit, the School—took care that the ideal

of Dutch domination and British exclusion should not grow

dim. Was this to last for ever? Would words never be

transmuted into deeds ?

Let this war answer. It has presented us the spectacle

of 15,000 rebels in arms against the authority of the Empire,

led by members of the Cape Assembly who had taken the

oath of allegiance.

These, indeed, are proofs that all the world now can see.

But no one who knew the mind of the separatist Afrikander

could help seeing it before the war, through all the veils of

diplomacy.

So far, I have considered the Boer side. What of the

British ? There is one all-suflicient proof that the Imperial

Government at the outbreak of the war had not abandoned

the hope of peaceful remonstrance yet being sufficient, and

that war, if it could be avoided, w'as not designed. It was
pointed out some time ago in a speech by the Prime Minister

of Canada, Sir Wilfred Laurier. The Empire was unprepared

:

only a handful of troops were in South Africa.

This consideration leads one to understand why, although

the Afrikander leaders in Pretoria and Bloemfontein would

* Professor Edouard Naville, of the Geneva University, ' The Trans-

vaal Question,' p. 36.
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have preferred postponing the war until the Kinpire was

involved in complications, yet they distinctly—though to

their minds not to any great extent—incurred the risk of

precipitating the war by sending the Boer commandoes to the

Natal border.

In the first place, they believed that the Imperial Govern-

ment would give way, and that the risk of war was no

appreciable. But, if the improbable were to occur, they

calculated that they had a fair chance, either of complete

triumph or of substantial gain.

At the best, should foreign complications, through Russian

action in China or India, or French interference in Egypt,

cause war with the E^mpire, triumph would ensue, and the

name of the South African Eepublic would become a literally

correct description—the territory being expanded to include

all South Africa.

State Secretary Reitz reveals his hopes in an interview

published in a French newspaper, the Echo de Paris.

" At pieseuf, Great Britain is most gloriously isolated, and the British

Empire itself runs considerable risk of being vanquisLed. France and

Russia have never had a finer chance to get rid of a troublesome enemy.
Does France mean to allow this opportunity—the last she will ever have,

perhaps—to pass without taking her revenge on the British ? No ! I am
sure you will not, for such conduct would be nothing less than criminal.

It would mean your destruction. Make a bold attempt for Egypt then,

and extend your possessions in Tripoli. Fight, I say, even at the very

improbable risk of being beaten. Follow our example. As for Russia,

anyone can see tliat it is to her interest to incite India to rebellion."

And, at the worst, what would happen ? Substantial

improvement in the position of the Boer States in the

direction of shaking off Imperial control. The fact that the

British were unprepared, and had only a handful of troops,

was thoroughly well-known. Also, too, the " neutrality " of

Bond members—of the loyal section ; and the active assist-

ance of thousands of rebels in the Cape and Natal—of the

militant section. Their gigantic secret armaments were well

known to themselves ; and also that they were quite com-

petent to use the large cannon— a fact of which the British

Q 2
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War Office apparently was not aware, although they knew of

the existence of the guns.

The Afrikander leaders, therefore, quite correctly counted

upon a series of initial British reverses, and, with fatal

reliance on the Colonial OfQce and British party precedents

of the past, expected that the Imperial Government, to save

further loss of blood and treasure, would assent to a weak
compromise, granting the Boer States a freer hand—with

which to prepare for a future war of extermination—and the

abolition of Imperial control over Transvaal foreign relations.

Fortunately for the Empire, the Afrikander leaders'

reliance on the paralysing of the Imperial arm, through

British party spirit, British humanitarianism, British altruism

(of the vicarious variety), and on the supposed want of

])atriotism of British shopkeeper and workman, has failed

them for once, and the long tale of Imperial vacillation has

ended.*

From the purely military point of view, it is now agreed

on all sides that the Boer forces did not make the best of

their opportunities of immediate success, which were vastly

greater than even now is generally appreciated. Military

men are agreed that if the Boer forces had moved on the

11th September instead of the 11th October, their army of

40,000 men could have swept through all Natal to the sea,

and occupied Durban, as the Indian reinforcements had not

arrived, and there were only a few thousand troops in all

Natal. Or, even when they began the war, in October, f if

* Au instance of Young Afrikander hopes which fell within my
personal experience will illustrate. In Johannesburg, soon before the

Exodus of the Uitlanders, a member, though a not very convinced one, of

the separatist Afrikander party, who is a judge of the Transvaal, came to

see me about a legal question. He expressed his regret that my pacific

counsels had not been adopted—the war party being too powerful, and

not having, until then, realised that it was mere " blufl"" on the side of

the Imperial Government. " However," he said, " we cannot help it

now ; we shall win at the beginning and for a long time, and then the

British will get so tired of the loss of lives and expense, that we shall get

better terms and a new Convention." I rei)lit'd, " You will get uo Con-

vention, and you will have no Republic."

f But for the foresight of the Premier, Colonel Hime, the Indian

reinforcements Wijuld unt have been &eut.
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they had neglected Ladysmith and Kimberley—leaving a

comparatively small force at the passes of Natal and at the

diamond fields (where there were only 500 troops)—they

could have seized the Hex Eiver Mountain passes, and

marched straight to Cape Town, There would have been

from 50,000 to 100,000 rebels in arms in the Cape Colony

—

as it was there were 15,000—and there were no British troops

to stop them.

The ultimate end, of course, would be the same, as the

Imperial C4overnment would have to reconquer the Cape,

or the Empire would perish. But the magnitude of the

task—the amount of time and lives and money—would

dwarf to insignificance the present war, heavy though the

burthen has been.
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CHAPTER XXV.

THE PIUNCIPLES OF THE SETTLEMENT : MEASUHFJi

NECESSITATED BY THE WAK.

It may lie seen that, while the title of this hook relates to

the settlement after the war, hitherto I have dealt with the

history of Boer and Briton in South Africa for the last

century, the attitude of the Boer towards the Briton, the

separatist Afrikander propaganda since Majuba Hill, and its

fatal sequence in the action of the separatist Afrikander,

lately in power in the Boer States.

My reason for approaching the subject of the re-settle-

ment of South Africa in this manner is that it presented the

only way of showing the crucial determinant of the imme-

diate course of settlement necessitated by the war. I have

endeavoured to present the mind of the Boer people, led and

leaders, one, and the greatest, of the factors which must

determine. The mind of our own people we know ; as to

that of the Kaffirs and other subject races we may form

conjectures.

That the result of the present war will, if not at once, in

the early future, modify the attitude of the Boer and lessen

his depreciation of the Briton, we have reason to hope. But

one campaign, however victorious, cannot obliterate a

century's mistakes.

For some years to come, therefore, we must take as

constant factors all those disruptive tendencies, in veldt

Boer and separatist Afrikander, which I have described at

length. The immediate and necessary conclusion, therefore,

is that no separate existence outside the Empire can be left
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to the Boer States. Like causes would produce like effects

in tlie future as in the present. Annexation of the

territories must be absolute.

The same spirit exists in the Boer leaders—the militant

Afrikanders, who even now ascribe their defeat to force

majeure hostility to the Imperial Government ; dislike and

envy and jealousy of the unwarlike British-born colonist.*

The same spirit still exists in the veldt Boer ; their present

defeats are only chastisings by the Lord, who will remember
His people in good time and set them in strength again.

They still are a slow and stubborn and patient people.

The recent annexation of the territory, lately the Free

State, as the Orange River Colony may seem to some to

render these reflections needless, in face of the/ai^ accompli ;

but that is not so. Unless the principles which direct

annexation are clearly apprehended, there is danger, not so

much of the annexation being reversed—although that

occurred before in the Orange River Territory—but of hopes

being entertained of a reversal ; and, more serious still, of

the internal reorganisation of the territories of the Boer

States being conducted on lines which ignore the basic fact

—the condition of the mind of the Boer people.

Intercourse, commerce, intermarriage, education, but,

above all, time, must be waited for—until the growth of a

local South African patriotism, common to all, of British or

Dutch descent, and as loyal to the Empire as Australian or

Canadian national feeling, has dispelled in its light the dark

shadow of sixteenth-century tribal exclusiveuess, which has

wrought such evil in our day.

It is to be remembered also that, in view of the mental

* Ml-. J. A. Hobson, in his book, ' The War in South Africa,', written
from the standpoint of one favourably inclined towards the Boer side,

states :
" The able young judge jjut this point most impressively to

me. . . . 'But conquered and humbled by Great Britain, our respect will
turn to rancour ; we shall submit only because we must, and so long as
wo nuist ; the spirit of freedom will not die, and the Republics, which
might have been in friendly alliance with Great Britain, will remain
permanent centres of disall'ection, waiting an opi»ortunity to strike

a blow.'

"
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attitude of the colonists of British descent in South Africa,

Imperial statesmen cannot afford to make any more

mistakes ; enough has been made in the past to strain

loyalty almost to breaking point. And never should it be

forgotten what a menace would be the disaffection and scorn

of the subject native races, consequent on any failure of

their British rulers to see the facts of the hour whicli

threaten the stability of the Imperial rule.

For the maintenance of that Imperial rule, charged with

its share of the destined mission of the European race in the

world ; for the fusion of the European race in South Africa,

a necessary means towards that end ; for the good of Kafhr

in Africa and India in our Eastern dominion ; for the

upholding of the confederation of the Empire, the most
glorious instrument of justice which the world has seen—the

menace to its heart, inherent in any persistence of an alien

power, animated by racial antagonism in the midst of our

South African dominion, must be removed ; and not merely

be removed, but must never be suffered to recur—never

again.

Therefore must there be absolute and permanent annexa-

tion of these territories to the Empire ; and obliteration of

artificial barriers between races and territories marked out by
the deeds of the past and the physical facts of the present, to

be one.

The war has reaped a heavy harvest of the patriot dead,

who flocked from lands of the snow and the sun, and laid down
their lives for the Empire, and for the spread of justice, and
liberty, and happiness to their fellow-men which the Empire

means. The survivors, and the Government of the Empire,

are trustees to posterity of the fruits of their lieroic deeds.

Canada, and Australia and New Zealand, as well as the Home
Country, have paid their share of the toll. And South

Africans as well : from the Helot of the Transvaal, who with

the people of Natal—numbering in all less than an English

town—bore the fiercest shock of invasion ; to the British

colonist in the Cape, distracted with doubts of once again

being abandoned by the Imperial Power; to the loyalists
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of Dutch descent, who have undergone the bitterest test

of all.

The two aspects of the problem of the settlement after

the war relate, on the one hand, to what is palpably neces-

sary—the territorial and constitutional settlement of the

annexed territories ; and, on the other, to the reorganisation

of the Imperial machinery of government, with a view to

preventing those errors in the past which have borne such

evil fruits ; a reorganisation, the necessity of which is not so

palpable and inevitable, but yet is most urgently required,

lest worse come.

As regards the settlement of the territory of the Boer

States, the principles should first be clearly fixed on our minds.

The first is the conservation of the integrity of the

Empire, and of the Imperial hold on South Africa. For this

end other things and places will urgently require considera-

tion ; but the question now is as regards the Boer territories.

To promote the fusion of the Dutch and British people,

and to prevent the prospects of future war between British

and Dutch, furnishes again a necessary principle.

And, again, the conciliation of Dutch sentiment towards

the Imperial Government, as far as compatible with Imperial

supremacy, must inevitably find its place. And, not at all

to be forgotten, the conciliation of British sentiment in these

territories.

Lastly, the promotion of the federation of South Africa

—

for the good of South Africa and of the Empire as well—to

counteract and extinguish the separatist tendency.

Bearing these principles in mind, it becomes clear in the

light of past and present dangers—of Boer and Afrikander

sentiment and the danger of leaving it to be exploited by

enemies of the Empire—the institution of Crown Colony

government for some years to come is plainly inevitable.

Any immediate institution of representative government, in

which the Boer inhabitants were admitted to the suffrage,

would mean transferring the fight from the kopjes to the

ballot-box. An electoral system in which the Boer had no

vote would mean erecting an Uitlander oligarchy ; and there
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is reason to fear an ideal kind of government wonld not be

tlie resnlt, besides the inevitable consequence of perpetuating

race feeling.

It has been suggested that it might be well to consider

the advisal)ility of fixing a period within which Crown Colony

government would come to an end. In this way two dangers

would be avoided. Crown Colony government, like all kinds

of government, including a Pretoria oligarchy, tends to

perpetuate itself. Vested interests, family and personal

influences, would rapidly cluster around it ; and no one ever

heard of the most minute, however patriotic, of German

principalities consenting to be mediatised. If perpetuated, it

would create an atmosphere alien to the freedom which is

tlie breath of the Empire. It would ultimately diminish the

strength of the territory as an integral portion of the Empire

;

and it would deter the most desirable class of British citi-

zens, who have "reverence for the laws themselves have

made," from immigrating. The second danger, which the

fixing a period to Crown Colony government would avert, is

that of premature agitation. If it is known at what period

representation in a legislative assembly would be granted to

the inliabitants of the new Colonies—assuming they are two,

instead of one—then there would be no motive, unless the

intermediate period were too long for agitation. But this is

a matter calling for prolonged and careful investigation of

the local conditions.*

* As well as the reasons based on the struggle between British and
Boer, necessitating the postponement of the introduction of representative

institutions, there are others arising from the character and composition
of the population of the Witwatersrand.

In the first place, a very considerable section are non-British, and of

these the majority come from a country like Russia, wherein there are no
representative institutions, and, therefore, no experience of the principles

on which they must be worked to be etfective in producing good
government.

In the next place, the feverish race for wealth has produced, even
among the British to an a]ipreciable extent, a type of character in England
confined to the less reptitable side of Stock Exchange business, versed in

the circulation of unfounded rumours to bull and bear stock, and, by an
easj'^ transition, to injure inconvenient business or professional rivals.

Able and unscrujadous intrigue of this kind applied to electoral inr.tjfu-
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As to the objection that the Imperial Goveruiueiit, after

lengthy negotiation and insistence on the francliiso being

conferred on the Uitlandcr, then proceeds to give the

franchise to no one, and institutes a Government consistiiiir

—

as a Crown Colony Government does—of a Governor

nominated by the Crown, and a Council also nominated,

and so display inconsistency, there is a quite sufficient reply.

What was aimed at by the demand for the franchise, as far

as the Uitlander personally was affected, was simply a means

tiuuK could oijly effect a regrcttiililc rcproUuctiou of the lesa useful kind of

American politics.

The following extract from Mr. J. A. Hobson'.s book, already referred

to, is not without bearing on this aspect (jf the matter :

—

" Mr. Winston Churchill's description of South Africa as a ' Land of

Lies ' is not quite the reckless generalisation it sounds. Whether it bo a
subtle psychical reaction of certain deceptive qualities of the country, its

illusive distances, mirages, the incalculable tricks of nature in tliis ' land
of surprises,' or contact with 'the treacherous Kaflir,' or whether it be a
' natural selection ' leading to the survival of mendacity for use in sjiecula-

tive business, I am unable to decide.
" But about the fact there can be no doubt. There are liars and

credulous folk in every land ; but for minute detailed mendacity and the

wanton acceptance of the same, South Africa stands pre-eminent. It took
me some time to adjust my inexperienced mind to this focus. For some
time I was disposed to accept readily the circumstantial statements made,
apparently in all good faith, by sober intelligent business and professional

men. But I soon learned the need of severe scepticism. In the art of

wliich I speak it is scarcely necessary to add that politicians were the
greatest adepts, and when the business man becomes politician, he brings

his business talent for detail into politics with marvellous results."

I will only say that it took me very much longer to adjust my mind
to that focus ; but I have done it now.

Lastly, there remains a reason for avoiding undue haste in the

introduction tif elective government—one which haunts the mind of the

rank and file of the Johannesburgers like an evil dream—the danger that

any elective government would consist of nominees of the great capitalist

houses.

On this point the writer has some apposite reflections, pointing to a real

danger ; but one which, I hope, Imperial Statesmen will be able to evert.

" The practical paiamountcy exercised by financiers, the recognised

leaders of whom are foreign Jews, over the economic interests of the

Transvaal, extends also to the social and the recreative side of Johannes-
burg life. Man}^ of the recognised leaders of society are Jewish. The
ncwsjjajiers of the 13th September contained tjie announcement: "There
Avill b<! 110 pcrfdrniancc at the Empire (Music-Mall) to-day, l)y reason of

the Jewish l):iy of Atnin'mcnt." The Stock Exchange was also closed

upon that day.
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to good Government—the only one possible means of

attaining it Avithoiit war. Since the war the circumstances

are changed. The franchise is no longer necessary ; the

sword has established the conditions of good government,

which woidd now not be furthered by the franchise ; and, as

well, has established that Imperial supremacy which was

the greatest reason for demanding the franchise.

The usual powers of legislation and administration, of

course, would vest in the new Crown Colony Government.

When the British arms have establislied firm order, this foreign host

will return with enhanced number.s and increased power. During the

distress of last autumn they bought up, often for a song, most of the

property and businesses that were worth buying, and as soon as a settle-

ment takes place they will start upon a greatly strengthened basis of

possession.

It may be said, granting this story of a Jewish monopoly of the

economic power is true, it does not justify the suggestion that the political

power will pass into their hands, and that there will be established an
oligarchy of German Jews at Pretoria.

But a little reflection shows that while this class of financiers has

commonly abstained in other countries from active participation in

politics, they will use politics in the Transvaal. They have found the

need for controlling politics and legislation by bribery and other persuasive

arts hitherto ; the same need and use will exist in the future. Politics to

them will not merely mean free trade and good administration of just

laws. Transvaal industry, particularly the mining industry, requires the

constant and important aid of the State. The control of a large, cheap,

regular, submissive supply of labour, the chief corner-stone of profitable

business, will be a constant incentive to acquire political control ; railway

rates, customs laws, and the all-important issues relating to mineral

rights, will force them into politics, and they will apply to these the same
qualities which have made them so successful in speculative industr\' .

In a word, they will simply and inevitably add to their other businesses

the business of politics. The particular form of government which may
be adopted will not matter very much. Government from Downing
Street may, perhaps, hamper them a little more than the forms of popular

representative government ; but the juilicious control of the press, and
the assistance of financial friends in high jjlaces, will enable them to

establish and maintain a tolerably complete form of boss-rule in South
Africa.

A consideration of tliese points throws a clear light upon the nature of

the confiict in South Africa. We are fighting in order to place a small

international oligarchy of mine-owners and speculators in power at

Pretoria. Englishmen will surely do well to recognise that the economic
and political destinies of South Africa are, and seem likely to remain, in

the hands of men, most of whom are foreigners by origin, whose trade is

finance, and whose trade imerests are not chiefly British.
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Above all things, iu the control of the Imperial Governor,
all arms, forts, and military equipment.

In the nomination of the Colonial Council to assist the

Governor of the new colony of the Transvaal—and, of

course, of the Orange Eiver—special care should be taken to

make it representative of all classes of the community. In
view of popular- interests—and prejudices as well—it should
be made specially clear that there was no undue capitalist

representation.*

In the appointing of officials the greatest care sliould be
taken to avoid any appearance, not merely of undue weight
being attached to the recommendations of the great capitalists,

but to any appearance of race domination by the victorious

British. It is to be remembered that thousands of loyalists

of Dutch names and descent fought on the side of the

Empire, In the late administration, especially in the Orange

Free State, many useful officials can be found.

f

On one point there should be no uncertainty. English

should be the official language in every department of the

administration, in the public offices and the Law Courts. It

is not in the present crisis merely a question of permitting

Dutch for the sake of convenience in the transaction of

business. As a matter of fact, business is, and always has

been transacted, even in Pretoria, in English. The fact is

that the use of the Dutch language has been turned into a

separatist propaganda. Its being permitted in the Cape

Parliament in 1882 was openly declared as " the thin end

* Those who know Johannesburg do not require to be told that this

feeling—one of fear of being " Kimberleyised," as they term it—exists

among a very considerable section, many of whom have lived in Kimberley

in former years. Ir, was expressed to me quite recently by members of

tiie Imperial Light Horse—an Uitlander corps—returned from being

besiegeil in Ladysmilh. In Kimberley, oue ureat corporation, that of De
Beers, not merely has a practical monopoly of the production of diamonds,

but, by means of what is known as the " compound system," has the

monopoly of the supply of go.)ds to the natives working in the nunes (the

natives are coutined to barracks, called " compounds ") with the result, of

ctnirrfo, that there is no room for the ordinary trader.

t This fact has evidently been reco^uised and acted upon by Lord

Iloberts in the Orange River Colony.
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of the wedge " towards ousting British rule ; and its public

use in tlie Transvaal and the Orau'^fe liiver Territory would

be laid hold of as an incessant reminder of the intolerable

claim to prior and superior riL,dit tf) tlni land in the Boers

who fouglit the Matabele, over the Britisli who subdued the

Zulu.*

It is clear that an inquiry as to tlie measures necessary

to be taken for the le-establishment of order and civil life

will be required witliout delay. Possibly a General Com-
mission, with subordinate sections, would present some

advantages : as a co-ordination of results in some cases

would be called for. The first and most necessary Com-
mission of Inquiiy would be to investigate the claims for

compensation for losses suffered by the loyal Uitlanders in

the Transvaal and the Orange lliver Territory as a result of

their lawless expulsion and their being robbed of their

property, under the guise of " commandeering," or even

without show of form. A Finance Commission, to arrange

for the completion of a State loan to meet these losses, and

to contribute a reasonable share of the cost of the war to the

Imperial Treasury, would obviously be required.

The assessment of the burthen of the necessary taxes for

this purpose will be no easy task. Quite different considera-

tions apply to the assessment of a war tax on the mines ; on

the property of the burghers in arms; on the property of

their leaders—who, and not the burghers, are responsible for

the beginning and the conduct of the war ; on the property

of burghers of British descent who abandoned their property

rather than fight against the Empire ; on the British

Uitlanders : on the Uitlanders, subjects of neutral Powers.

A Commission of Inquiry on Law, and more especially,

on Law Reform, is most urgently required. The present law

must be taken as the basis of property rights until it is duly

altered. The first step should be to appoint a compatent

body to select such laws as ought to be confirmed ; l>ut much
more important is the selection of laws to be promptly

* See Chapter X.—" The Youug Afrikander Propaganda."
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repealed or modified. The Gold Laws, especially, require

immediate modifications. As they already stand, they unduly

tend to throw all the gold claims into the liauds of the great

capitalists, by requiring monthly licensing claims to be paid,

whether the claims are being worked or not. The result is

that, in times of depression, the smaller holders have to

relinquish their claims, which are, of course, then taken up

by the wealthy men.* Further, no new claims should be

allowed to be taken up for a considerable time, for the same

reason. Again, the Transvaal Government parted with

many rights, which legitimately should have been retained

by the State, under the guise of "Concessions." Special

inquiry, at the most impartial hands not interested in any of

the concessions, should be made as to the validity and real

value of these claims.

Other matters of inquiry as to what, if any, modifications

should be made in the existing law of the two territories

relate to such difficult questions as the Kaffir laws : regula-

tions as to Kaffirs being obliged to carry passes ; to remain

indoors after dark—the Curfew Law; not to walk on the

footpath ; to pay a special tax ; and those relating to Asiatic

immigration, which is totally prohibited in the Orange Eiver

Territory, and only permitted, under restrictions, in the

Transvaal ; the Licensing Laws, dealing with the supply of

alcohol to the natives, present questions of great difficulty,

both of legislation and administration.

In addition to this work of inquiry, for which of course

only temporary commissions will be required, all the branches

already existing of the public service will require to be

organised, and in some cases to be entirely reconstituted.

Such are the departments of Justice, of the Kailways, of the

Treasury, of tlie Post Office, of the Mines, of the Land
Registry, of the Surveyor-General, and of the Police.

The police, more especially, will require complete recon-

struction. Url)an ])olice will be re(]uireil for Johannesburg,

Pretoria, and other towns, and in the mining centres in

* This piocean, I am iiiformod by Joliannesburgers, is called " freezing

out."
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especial, in very large numbers. In the country strong

patrols of mounted police will be required for many years

to come.

One new department should certainly be created, and
large funds placed at its disposal in both tenitories—

a

Colonisation Department. The State-aided immigration of

1820 produced the only completely British district in the

Cape Colony, the eastern province. The political effects of

such immigration need not be dwelt upon. In the Transvaal

especially, and also in the Orange Eiver Territory, a very

considerttble proportion of land is still in the hands of the

State, and would be immediately available. In addition to

this, very large tracts are in the hands of various land

companies, with which the new Government could directly

deal. The New Zealand Land Acts would furnish useful

precedents as to legislation, and their working a guide in

carrying out the Acts. Agriculture, not cattle runs, would

change the face of the two territories. State irrigation works

are, however, an absolute necessity for agriculture as much
as in India. No private individual could afford the enormous

expense of adequate works ; and no merely commercial

company, regarding dividends only, would expend its capital

on what M'ould bring in only a nominal return. To the

State, on the contrary, and to the community, the return for

irrigation works is not merely the actual interest paid yearly

for the expenditure, but the total increased produce of the

country ; an increase, which in some cases in India after

returning yearly 7^ per cent, on the capital, is equivalent

in one year to the total capital expended.* Parts of the

Transvaal and the Orange River Territory are exceedingly

fertile, and only require water to be converted into agri-

cultural farms. In the Transvaal especially, a Forest

Department would have a most favourable field. Trees of

all kinds grow with wonderful rapidity.f

* Lord Curzou's speech at Lyallpur, October 1899.

t North of Johauuesburg is an extensive wood, miles in circuit, called

the Sachseuwald, which looks an ideal public park for the city, and

which is only eight or nine years old. In England the sain.} growth is

said to requii-e about thirty years.
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Natal and the Cape Colony will, of course, be the scene

of other measures necessitated immediately as the result of

the war. A Natal Commission to investigate the losses of

loyal colonists has been appointed for some time. A claim

is also made for the cession to Natal of the remaininer

portion of Zululand, now annexed to the Transvaal, and for

the annexation of Swaziland, now under the protectorate

of the Transvaal. In the Cape, and Natal also, besides the

question of compensation to loyalists, that of the punish-

ment to be awarded to rebels is being considered, and of

measures to be taken against seditious publications.*

It may be well here to notice much wider projects of

readjustment of boundaries of the new territories published

from time to time in the press. Suggestions have been

made of the annexation of the Orange Eiver territory to

Natal, of Johannesburg and the Witwatersrand to Natal, of

Johannesburg and the Witwatersrand to Bechuanaland, to

form a new province, with the Gold Eeef city as its capital.

The grounds on which these partitions are advocated are

chiefly that they would obliterate the former lines of

division, and with them the tradition of corporate unity.

As to this I do not think there is much probability of
the end in view being attained by such means, even
supposing the course could be recommended on other

grounds. The sentiment of unity among the Boers seems to

rest on language and religion, and not territorial circum-

scription, the bounds of which—the late rebellion is a

proof—race sentiment transcended. Another advantage

claimed is that it would facilitate the restoration of civil

government by putting a British majority in power. This

also seems unfounded. It rests upon the assumption that

an electoral body is going to be entrusted with legislative

power, which, as I have pointed out, would be a rash

experiment for several years. Again, the North-eastern

Transvaal, almost completely inhabited by Boers, cut off by

" Ab I write, news has just been published of the resignation of the
Bond Ministry, it is understood, owing to a party division over the first-

named matter, and the annexation of the^Repubhcs.

S
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any such operation as the last two-named, wonld become a

focus of Afrikander propaganda. And, possibly, a gold reef

may yet be found there, to be transmuted into rifles and

cannon. But the greatest disadvantages of all are the delay

and paralysis of industry, awaiting the return of civil life

and law and order, pending the necessary inquiries as to

population and boundaries, and, most of all, that it would

be a complete leap in the dark as to the character and

tendencies of any of the newly-formed communities.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

THE IMPERIAL HOLD ON SOUTH AFRICA : REORGANISATION 01'

THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT. '

To retain the hold of the Empire on South Africa—a hold

essential to the continued existence of the Empire the world
over—reorganisation of the whole political fabric in South

Africa is essential.

The present crisis in the fate of the Empire, the present

war, with all its terrible consequences to victors and
vanquished alike, are directly traceable to the effect on the

mind of a stubborn people of Imperial errors of a hundred

years.

To strike at the root of the evil, profiting by the teachin

of this war, we shall have to destroy and to create.

Destroy the causes of vacillation and ignorance of fact

which have characterised the Imperial Government at home

;

destroy the causes of demoralisation and timidity of

Imperial representatives in South Africa.

Create conditions of information with the Government at

home ; create conditions of confidence and independence

with the Imperial representative in South Africa.

The method recommended and endorsed by experience is

plainly that of our most successful Government of India.

There no attempt has been made since the Mutiny to shirk

the Imperial burthen. Here, as Grey and Erere have in

vain preached to a people who would not heed, all the

trouble has arisen by a series of vain endeavours to thrust

the burthen of the Imperial people, now to a Griqua chief,

now to a troublesome colony, now to rebels in arms.

R 2
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The parallel between India and South Africa is not, it is

true, very close. Here, as in India, there is a large subject

population of non-European race. In India, however, the

European population are loyal citizens of the Empire. In

South Africa there is not merely the difficulty of a subject

non-European people, but there is the difficulty, unknown

in India, of a section of the European population, set for a

generation past on ousting Imperial rule from the territory.

A little reflection will show that the analogies are greater

than the discrepancies. In neither India nor Africa can

mere counting of heads be sufficient to suffice for a rule of

Government. The possession of the Cape is so all essential

to the maintenance of the Empire that it is impossible to

allow its inhabitants, of whatever race, to do as they please

without regard to the higher interests and duties of the

Empire as a whole. No more than the Orkneys—to w^hich

our original title is traceable to a pledge from Denmark as a

security for a loan from Scotland four hundred years ago

—

no more than the Orkneys can be permitted to demand

reunion to the Danish Crown, can Dutch-speaking citizens

in South Africa be permitted to weaken or exclude the

Imperial Power.

To follow the principle of our successful Government in

India does not necessarily involve a servile copying of

details. The creation of a Governor-General of South Africa,

with an Advisory Council, the creation of an Under-Secre-

tary in the Colonial Office at home, with an Advisory

Council of South African experience, would reproduce the

essential features characteristic of tlie Indian system. Of

this last—the reorganisation of the South African section

of the Colonial Office—no more need be said, as there are

few difficulties in the way, except in the selection of persons.

Let us first consider the present system of Government

in South Africa, which is chaos, and see what, on the Indian

principles, should be substituted in its place. Evils, the

immediate result of the present system, which is no system,

we have had to repletion. If there had not been such chaos,

a band of rash officers of a British territory would not have
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by a raid on a State witli which we were at peace discredited

the Imperial Government in the eyes of the world and tied

its hands in negotiating for the redress of British grievances.

Nor, again, would an attack by the most formidable Power
in South Africa have found the Imperial forces utterly

unprepared.

British experience in organising and administering

dependencies and colonies in every part of the world has

been as unique as it is renowned. In South Africa, never-

theless, there is no trace of any foresight in the organisation

of the various territories. Everything has been left to

hazard, to the accidental creation of a moment, to a temporary

expedient to tide over a sudden difficulty. It is true, of

course, that the constitution of the United Kingdom has

grown, and not been carried out on a pre-arranged plan.

There the parallel ends. In the United Kingdom the move-

ment has been from diversity to unity, from warring pro-

vinces to a central Government, from the mid-Saxon folk-

moot to the Imperial Parliament. In South Africa the

ever-recurring desire on the part of the home Government

to evade Imperial responsibility—really inseparable from

the necessary retention of the Cape—instead of, as in India,

in 1857, boldly facing it, has ended in a perfect mosaic of

constitutions, heterogeneous in origin, jarring in action.

The constitution of Cape Colony is modelled on the

ordinary type of the British Colony in Australia or Canada.

It is self-governing, having a Governor nominated by the

Imperial Crown, an Upper House of Parliament, the Legis-

lative Council, and a Lower House, the Legislative Assembly,

both elected ;
" responsible Government," that is to say.

Government by Ministers responsible to the local Parlia-

ment, was introduced some years ago.

In Natal a similar system prevails. The Governor is

appointed by the Crown. A Lower House is elected, but

the Upper House, the Legislative Council, is nominated by

the Governor in Council. Here, too, is " responsible Govern-

ment." The Governor is also " Supreme Chief of the Native

Tribes," Commander-in-Chief of Her Majesty's forces and
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Vice-Admiral. Now, before proceeding to the second and

third types of authority in this wonderful land of experi-

ments, I may point out that the conditions which were so

favourable for the working of local autonomy, and " respon-

sible Government " in Australia, and almost to the same

degree in Canada, were not, and are not, present in South

Africa. In both Australia and Canada there is a subject

native race, but it is relatively unimportant in numbers, and

does not seem to increase. In South Africa the number of

the native race south of the Zambesi is variously estimated

;

but all agree that it cannot be less than six to one of the

white race—six millions to less than one million—and, more

formidable still, it is rapidly increasing, owing, apparently,

to their own custom of polygamy, and to the peace which is

British. Imperial interests are, therefore, affected, and

Imperial duties towards those races cannot Ije lianded over

to merely local governments.

Again, another difference, and equally important, at least

for our time and generation. In Australia the population is

homogeneous, and all are intensely British in spirit, all

speaking English. In Canada, although there is a French-

speaking province, the loyalty to the Empire of the French
Canadians is as undoubted and as proved as that of the

French-speaking folk of Guernsey and Jersey and the rest

of the group of islands in the Gulf Stream. In South
Africa the disaffection of a considerable section of the

Dutch-speaking people has scarred deep traces in the history

of the past century, and, while I write, is being proclaimed
by the thunder of cannon on British soil.

Under such conditions it is not too much to say that the
experiment of " responsible government " was somewhat
rash.

The next form of authority we find is that of " the High
Commissioner for South Africa and I>rotector of Native
Tribes," Commander-in-Chief of Her Majesty's Forces, and
Vice-Admiral of the Cape of Good Hope. There appears to
be no precise definition of his powers, and no military force

at his immediate disposal to enforce them, w]uLte^'er tliey
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are. The High Commissioner communicates by despatch

with the Colonial Secretary in London, but—apart from a

sudden emergency, which has only once occurred, when in

1857 Sir George Grey despatched to quell the Indian

Mutiny Imperial troops ordered elsewhere—he can only

await instructions. As Commander-in-Chief he has under

his orders only such portions of the Imperial troops as

happen to be in Cape Colony—until the present war only

a few thousand men. The Colonial troops are under the

control of "responsible" Ministers. He has no authority

over even the Imperial troops in the Colony of Natal, where

the local Governor is Commander-in-Chief.

In the Native Eeserves of Basutoland and Bechuanaland

the High Commissioner holds the legislative power, his

proclamations being law. The Resident of Basutoland and

other officials represent his authority. From these territories

white immigration is excluded.

Lastly, we come to Rhodesia. Here all the functions of

State are partitioned. Originally, at the first occupation in

1890, all legislative and administrative power was vested

in the British South Africa Company. Since the Jameson

Raid the remainder of administrative power is still in the

Company's hands, but the administration of justice and

the control of the Mounted Police, the armed force, is in the

hands of the Imperial authority, represented by a Deputy

High Commissioner. Recently the legislative authority is

shared with a newly-created Legislative Council.

This survey shows that it would surpass the wit of man

to devise a more confusing maze of conflicting, overlapping,

and clashing authority. And this in face of the fact that

the whole white population from the Zambesi to Table

Mountain, British and Dutch, are one community, inextric-

ably interwoven by family and business relationships, and

that the geographical conformation of the country makes the

whole population, Dutch and British, dependent, up to the

present, for their trade, import and export, on a few har-

bours, all, with one exception, in British hands.

To save trouble to the Home Govt^rument, an absurd
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attempt has been made to constitute and deal with these

territories, as if they were dilierent countries ; hence not so

much needless multiplication of authorities—for variations

of local authority to meet local needs can only be useful

—

but the absence of any general scheme of government,

applying to the whole of South Africa, or indeed of any

reasoned scheme at all. If it wished to be consistent in its

inconsistency, why did not the Imperial Government erect

chains of fortresses all along the borders of these various

British territories, so as to imitate as closely as possible the

particularist Germany of opera houffe ?

From the point of view of Imperial welfare the fatal omis-

sion has been to provide a means and method of co-ordination.

Imperial South Africa has been condemned to ataxia.

Both in war and in peace the hands of the Imperial

representative are tied. If, as we have seen, war be

threatened, the High Commissioner is liable to be impeded

at every turn by the self-governing power of Cape Colony,

of which he is Governor, in which he resides, and through

whose Ministers responsible to a local parliament he must

act. To use the Colonial forces, he must secure their

consent, consent which, one is told in South Africa, cannot

always be safely reckoned on. If Imperial troops use the

Colonial railways he may read of supporters in Parliament,

of the Ministry in power, murmuring at " Our Colonial

railways " being made use of by Imperial troops going to

kill " our kinsmen." Of course he can dismiss the Ministry,,

and plunge a country at war into a general election, as Sir

Bartle Frere was intrepid enough to do, although that was

only war with natives, not with Dutch, and be proclaimed a

" prancing pro-Consul " by an eloquent Prime Minister in

England.

In peace, equally serious difficulties may arise. The

Protector of Natives may deem it expedient and just to

institute measures, within the self-governing Colony as well

as beyond its borders, which may not harmonise with the

beliefs or prejudices which regard " Zwart Schepsel " as

beings without rights.
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In a word, co-ordination of the action of all South

African States, when the safety of the whole Empire is

concerned, must be provided for. Unless the necessity

should become urgent, on account of developments which

have not yet happened, it will not be necessary to suspend

the experiment of self-government, already in operation in

two of the Colonies, It will be quite sufficient to introduce

certain modifications of the powers of the self-governing

Colonies, which will give the Imperial representative in

South Africa a free hand, in everything affecting Imperial

welfare. The problem is too complex, the issues are too

dangerous to be left altogether in local hands. The

community, torn by racial Dutch and British dissensions,

confronted everywhere by an overwhelming majority of

Kaffir tribes; distracted by an anti-British propaganda,

striving to expel the Imperial power; the centre, too, of

operations of world finance, turning round the vast South

African product of gold and diamonds, which, for the safety

of the Empire, must not be allowed to come completely

under the control of cosmopolitan capitalists ; a community
such as this is not one in which the welfare of the Empire

can be with safety entrusted to local hands without Imperial

guidance. A community, too, the protection of whose coasts

the integrity of whose territory has lately been effected, once

again, at the expenditure of tens of millions of Imperial

treasure, and thousands of lives of Imperial soldiers.

To establish firmly the Imperial hold on South Africa, a

complete re-organisation is therefoxe necessary of the office of

High Commissioner, and such minor modifications of the

local constitutions as may be required. Following the course

marked out by our Indian experience the High Commissioner

should become Governor-General of South Africa, with all

powers needful for the protection of the integrity of the

Empire, and the safety of South Africa as a whole ; and for

the discharge of duties incumbent on the Imperial Power

towards the other great divisions of the Empire, which may
not be delegated to local authority. The authority of the

Governor- General should spring du-ectly from the Imperial
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Parliament, delegating to him power to annul acts of the

Provincial administrations. In India the Governor-General

in Council is charged " with the superintendence, direction

and control of the whole civil and military government."

A Council, as in India, would be clearly necessary. In

India, however, the appointment rests with the Crown, in

South Africa, the precedent need not be so closely foUowed.

Seeing that, unlike in India, there is a considerable European

population endowed with self-government, a preferable

method of appointing a certain proportion of members of

the Council might well be from lists of alternative names,

submitted by the local Administrations ; the nomination to

be by the Governor for the time being. In this way the

Governor-General would be kept in touch with local views

and experience ; and at the same time the selection of the

names of candidates would be less likely to degenerate into

a party contest ; while the power of selecting from different

names submitted would facilitate the presence of members
more likely to work in harmony with the particular Imperial

representative in office. The remainder of the members of

the Council could be appointed by direct nomination by the

Governor-General from leading residents in South Africa,

whether in or out of Parliament. The Commander-in-Chief

of the Imperial troops in South Africa should be a member of

the Council to advise on military affairs.

As in India the Council should be an advisory body,

having no right to direct by their vote the action, legislative

or administrative, of the Governor-General, but they should

have the right of being consulted ; and if the Governor-

General decided to disregard the advice of the majority, it

should be his duty to place his reasons on record. The

Council should have the right of placing their opinions on

record when they differed from those of the Governor, and of

having their dissenting minutes forwarded to the Imperial

Government.

The legislative powers of the Governor-General in

Council should be defined. It would be found on investiga-

tion that they need not be unduly restrictive of local self-
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government. Nor would they be likely to be put to very

extensive use, or even to lead to any material conflict wiili

local legislation. The presence of these powers would

nevitably tend to prevent local legislatures or administra-

tions from taking any steps inimical to the interests of

other provinces in South Africa, or of South Africa as a

whole, or to the Imperial welfare. A general power of veto

over local legislation or acts of administration in any of

the three cases just enumerated, would probably be found

sufficient, in conjunction with the power to legislate by

ordinance—an extension of the present power of the High

Commissioner to legislate by proclamation—with regard to

military steps necessary for the safety of the Empire, the

internal order of South Africa, the repression of rebellion,

or of native risings ; with regard to the native policy to

be adopted l)y the Governor-General in his capacity of

" Protector of Natives "
; and with regard to matters affect-

ing other Colonies or divisions of the Empire, such as the

immigration of Indians.

A special Imperial force levied and equipped in South

Africa—for which the present irregular corps would form

an admirable nucleus—should, in addition to the ordinary

Imperial troops, be under the direct command of the High

Commissioner, to be despatched to any district of all South

Africa.

In India, general control and supervision of finance is

vested in the Governor-General in Council. In South Africa

this power seems hardly required. Exception might be

made, however, as regards a contribution to the military

expenditure and to the navy expenditure of the Empire. A
power to legislate by ordinance, as to the maintenance, by

contributions from all the provinces of the whole organisa-

tion of the Governor-General's staff, of the Legislative Council,

and of the special Imperial force, would be plainly desirable

;

the expense could be most conveniently assessed on tlie

Customs duties. It would be highly inexpedient to leave

the voting of such contributions to local authority. Further

control over finance would hardly be necessary, as, in tlie
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only eventuality tliat might seem to require it—a tariff war

between two or more provinces—the interposition of the veto

of the Governor-General would prove a sufficient protection

to general South African interests.

One word, in addition, as to the slight curtailment of the

local authority of the self-governing colonies. It has been

shown that it need not be considerable, urgently though it

be required ; it has been shown that the views of each pro-

vince would be sure of representation at the Council of the

Governor-General. The justice, however, of the Empire's

claim, and that the claim is not a matter of favour, is clear

when are considered the enormous loss and cost to the

Empire of the present war—the direct result of the absence

of a central authority to adequately represent the Imperial

power in South Africa. And, again, when we consider that

all the colonies and provinces rest immediately on the sea

power for the protection of the coast, and immediately, too,

on the Imperial troops, for defence against domestic rebellion

and Kaffir attack.

These arguments, however, are hardly necessary. The

loyalty of the loyal colonists of ITatal and the Cape, which

has stood the stress of battle, will not exaggerate the minor

surrender of local privileges which the present war has

shown the Empii-e to require. No such surrender of power

and privilege is expected or is requisite as that which took

place in India, when, after the Mutiny of 1857, the authority

of the great company was transferred to the Imperial Crown.
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CHAPTER XXVIT.

POLICY OF THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH AFRICA.

The policy of the general Government of South Africa,

earned out by its own immediate agency, or immediately

through the local Government of the Provinces, should be

initiated on clearly fixed principles, to ensure permanence in

results and stability in purpose, although individuals may
change. The melancholy record of South African history

shows how the absence of any fixed scheme of Government,

of any tenable or permanent ideal of policy, together with

the absence of any real freedom of initiative or other than a

merely precarious tenure of office in Imperial representation,

have coloured the whole life and development of the

composite people of European descent.

Vigour, initiative, security of power in the Imperial

representative, having been rendered possible by the changes

just now indicated, part of that necessary reorganisation

must be the adoption as a fixed rule by the Colonial Office

—

the rule of the Council of the Secretary of State for India

—

to interefere as little as possible with the Governor-General

n Council of South Africa.

The principles to be set steadily in view by the new
general Government should be those which the mistakes of

the past and the dangers of the present and future equally

point out.

First must be a consistent repudiation of that unhappy

ideal of tribal exclusiveness—that fatal heritage of isolation

in the wilds—which has been the chief cause of the present

war. The solidarity of the European race in South Africa
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must never be lost sight of, with its principles of justice,

equality and lil^crty, sad though it may be, that the

recognition of such an elementary truth should have to l)e

enforced by the sword in tlie twentieth century. Equal

rights for civilised men in South Africa, equal welcome for

all, British or Dutch, Canadians, Australians or American?,

coming to South Africa to make it their home. To promote

the growth of a new Soutb African nationality, embracing

all of European descent, and in active loyalty to the Empire

of which it is a constituent part, nuist be the highest goal of

Imperial statesmanship, wliile in any way consistent with

the higher duty of preserving the integrity of the Empire,

every consideration shouhl be given to the sentiment of those

citizens who are descendants fr(jm the earlier Colonists ; and

care should be taken to show that the supremacy of the

Empire does not mean the establishing of a racial oligarchy

of any section of its citizens.

Another principle which past dissensions and present

experience equally warn us is necessary, is that recognition

should constantly be accorded to the truth, that not equality,

social or political, but tutelage is the position which justice

accords to the uncivilised natives of South Africa.

The principle should be recognised that, while the regu-

tion of immigration from India and our other possessions is

a matter of Imperial concern, there is a prior and superior

claim of the Europeans—who in tropical lands can only

exist as exotics—to immigrate and occupy temperate lands,

such as South Africa, and that this right exists apart from

the consideration that not Orientals, but Europeans, have

colonised and civilised this land.

The measures necessary to be taken by the General

Government for the establishing of secure prosperity for all

inhabitants group themselves under various divisions. In

some, the measures can only be taken—consistently with

safety and efficiency—by the General Government. In

others, while by instituting inquiry and affording guidance,

the General Government may greatly contribute to the

successful action of the subordinate governments, the actual
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carrying out of the measures may l)u left to local adminis-
tration.

First, among the measures which can be efficiently

carried out by the General Government alone, must be
counted the placing of the whole European community in

South Africa on a sound military basis. The foi-mation of a

force of military police for the whole dominion is one of the

first necessities of tlie hour. Fortunately, as the war shows,

there is no lack of material.

A sound economic basis is also essential, and some of

the necessary measures could only, from their vastness, be

adequately undertaken by the General Government. A
well organised scheme of irrigation works, carried out by the

State would change the whole face of tlie country. In view

of its also changing the political complexion of large districts,

by inducing greater British immigration of colonists, coming

as agriculturists and not as cattle-ranchers, it is obviously

a matter for the General Government.*

Land tenure is a matter with which, in view of the

enormous tracts which are still Crown lands, the General

Government should deal on a wide basis and with fixed

principles. A Commission to investigate and report on the

New Zealand, Australian, and United States systems of

opening up new lands would afford useful guidance, as

the problems there are somewhat similar. The growth of

the class styled " Bijwoners " (tenants-at-will on another's

farm) deserves speedy attention, as the class is rapidly

developing into the most dangerous element in any society

with a subject native race—the " Poor Whites." With their

recent military occupation taken from them, they will become

an even greater menace. Their origin seems largely to have

arisen from the absence of enactments, like the United States

Homestead Exemption Acts, to prevent farmers being quite

expropriated for debt ; and partly from the subdivision of

inheritances.

* One is assured on all sides that a steady opposition to any measures
tending to favour British immigration has been pursued for years by
those desirous of makin;^ South Africa all Dutch.
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In other ways the General Government might deal with

the question of improved land tenure. To abolish the class

of " bye-dwellers," experiment might be made with village

communal tenure—from which expropriation is impossible

—

instead of allotments. The prosperity of the Mir seems to

be due to this characteristic rather than to the quality of the

Russian villagers.*

To prevent the growth of a destitute class in the cities,

and a further addition to the political danger of "poor

Whites," the United States Acts—such as those of Penn-

sylvania, restricting legal process against poor debtors

—

should be adopted ; and similar protection should be given

to workmen's earnings.

The General Government should regard the exploitation

of minerals as primarily a fund for State purposes—the con-

struction of State works, roads, railways, bridges, irrigation,

harbours, schools ; and not for the creation of millionaires.

The British legislation of the Klondyke Gold Fields seems to

present a useful model for legislation.

The construction of means for communication through

the length and breadth of South Africa is eminently a matter

of Imperial concern, and should be in the hands of the

general Government, from its political importance, quite as

much as its relation to agricultural and trade. In the

territory of the late Eepublics there are practically no roads

or bridges, except in the suburbs of a few towns. New
railways should belong to the general Government instead

of local administrations.

Industrial education is also required as part of the

means for furthering the economical development of the

country.

Education of the ordinary type, and the 'diffusion of

information, are also matters of Imperial and political

concern. It would have been impossible for any propaganda

* It is not improbable that only for the action of a rashly-experi-

menting British Governor, Sir John Cradock, in 1812, nearly all the land

in South Africa would have continued to belong to the State, as under

Dutch-East India Company rule.
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to have created such widespread distrust of Imperial policy

and of British people if there were not a seed-plot of

ignorance for tares of calumny to grow. Not, indeed, that

wonders can be worked even by years of education, but it

would help other agencies for dispelling race-hatred.

Legal administration would also be an appropriate subject

for the concern of the general government. The establishing

of a geueral Court of Appeal for South Africa, and the

making uniform the conditions of admission to the practice

of the law, are matters of great moment to the whole

community. The necessary appeal to the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council will be a new link binding South Africa

to the Empire.

This enumeration of measures which, in pursuance of fixed

general principles of administration, would naturally fall to

be dealt with, by way of enquiry or execution, by the general

Government, is not meant to be exhaustive. It is only

intended to show that many matters which, at first sight,

might be looked upon as of merely local concern, are, in a

vast undeveloped country, beset with complex problems of

Imperial moment.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

IN THE COUNTEKBALANCE : VIDEANT CONSULES.

In the counterbalance to the griefs and Josses of this fateful

war are many things to cheer all those who, in the darkest

hour, never despaired of the Empire. That our people at

home, in the United Kingdom, have shown their ancient

spirit, and shown that mammon-worship has not killed

patriotism, as so many had told us, is consolation indeed
;

tliat all the people have become conscious of the mighty

heritage of the Empire, charged with the lot of bearing

justice and happiness to so many hundred milUons of the

human race, is something to cheer the heart. All men now

can see that the march of the Empire is no longer the step

of the half-conscious giant, but follows clear purpose and

steadfast resolve. The might of chaotic confusion, of crime,

and misery, that fled from the sword of the Empire in India,

is not to return ; nor are the fires of triumphant barbarism

tliat made Africa a hell in an earthly paradise, to flame

anew, with the hoped-for failing of the Imperial people to

realise their destiny and their duty.

The moving rally of our citizens from beyond the seas

—

from snowland and sunland, from Canada, from Australia

and New Zealand—has set a seal to the unity of the Empire

such as no parchments of confederation could bring. The

world knows now, and the Chancelleries of Europe know,

that the islands of the Northern Sea stand at the head of

a world federation, in war as in peace. Not least has been

gained by the dawning, slow but clear, over the mind of the

people of that land of sorrow and renown, which has sent a
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victorious commander to lead the Empire's army of the sun

of their Imperial duty, of their duty as co-heirs and joint

rulers of the Empire which their valour in arms and their

skill in administration have so greatly helped to create.

In South Africa, too, there is something to encourage,

however dark be the immediate outlook. The valour of the

despised helot of the Transvaal, the loyalty of the loyal

Dutch, the tenacity and stubborn courage of the Boer in the

field, the thrice-tried fidelity of the British Colonial in arms,

the historic intrepidity of the Imperial troops, bring hope of

common respect, which must lead, in later days, to that

fusion which is the only way of salvation for the newer

nationality now to grow up under the shield of the Empire.

For the Government of the Empire in South Africa there

is something to be counted, in the new-born respect of the

defeated foe—discarding the beliefs of a hundred years—for

unlooked-for strength in arms and inflexibility of purpose.

The hour came, and, all unexpectedly, the man.

Yet much remains to be done, that is worth the doing,

and therein lies a field for the highest statesmanship, for

men who lift up their hearts.

Videant Consules. Eespect for Imperial strength and

resolution is something; but much more is respect for

justice, for liberty, for humanity ; for all of which, in truth,

the Empire stands.

.S 1:2
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APPENDICES.

THE WAR AND ITS ISSUES: FROM VARIOUS
STANDPOINTS.

APPENDIX I.

PROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE LOYAL CITIZEN OP
DUTCH DESCENT.

The Young Africandkr.

The following is a report of a speech, delivered on the 6tli June, 1900,

at a meeting at the Paarl, Cape Colony, of the Guild of Loyal Women
of South Africa, by Mr. Advocate Wessels, one of the leaders at the bar

of Pretoria, wiio defended the Reform prisoners at the trial iu Pretoria

in 1896.

Sir Pieter Faur4 (late Minister for Agriculture) introduced Mr. J.

Wessels, himself an Africander, and well acquainted with Transvaal

affairs.

The Mayor also introduced Mr. Wessels, paying a high tribute to that

gentleman's past eiibrts in the Transvaal for South Africa's welfare.

Mr. Wessels said :

—

I hardly thought when as a schoolboy I spent my holidays in your

beautiful town I would one day be asked to address you on the subject of

loyalty to tlie Crown. In those days there was little, if any, race hatred.

One never heard of those visionaries who speak of an independent South

Africa free from all British control. In those days everything was peace

and happiness. Without peace there could be no happiness, and without

happiness life was not worth living in any country. If I should be

somewhat serious this morning, I feel sure the ladies will forgive me.

The subject is such that it will not permit of any but serious treatment.

I know that seriousness in a speaker is by many regarded as a great bore.
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bat the subject will nut boar much lovity. As I understand the Guild,

it was the intention of those that founded it that when the women of

South Africa should influeuco their children in such a way that these

would firmly understand that it was an honour and advantage to be a

citizen of the Britisli Empire. (Applause.) When 1 ask you to consider

it an honour to belong to the British Empire, 1 would not for one moment

suggest that it is a disgrace to be an Africander. On the contrary, I

would ask you to be proud of the fact that you are Africanders, and never

to attempt to pose as Englishwomen, for when we Africanders attempt

this we only make ourselves contemptible. (Hear, hear.) There are two

cardinal precepts that I would have you bear constantly in your minds.

The first is that an Africander is every whit as good as an Englishman,

and the second is that an Englishman is every whit as good as an

Africander. (Applause.) I am an Africander, and I am proud of it. I

am proud of the fact that I have Dutch, French, and German blood in

my veins. This is just the very reason why I respect the Englishman's

pride of birth. We have every right to be as proud of our ancestors as

the English have to be proud of the'rs. (Hear, hear.) There is, however,

one bad quality which has become very prevalent amongst us Africanders,

and that is the quality of conceit. It is especially noticeable in the

rising generation of Africanders. I would not have you think for one

moment that the Englishman is void of this vice, but I think that the

young Africander is aggressively conceited where he has but little reason

to be so. The young Africander reminds me of the fable of the frog that

felt so confident that it could rival the bull in size, that it blew itself out

until it burst. The young Africander states have tried to rival Great

Britain as a military power, and like the old Greek's frog they have also

burst. (Laughter and applause.) The young Africanders in the

Transvaal and Free State gradually came to believe that they knew
everything better and could do everything better than any Englishman.

They thought that because they, or rather their fathers, could hit a bottle

at 200 yards there was no limit to their capacities. Straight shooting

became to them the be-all and end-all of virtue. (Laughter.) Education,

culture, industry, commerce and skill in good government were as nothing

compared with skill in hitting the bottle. (Renewed laughter.) To
suggest to the young Africander that he was not omniscient and omnipo-

tent was to be a traitor to one's race. To tell the Kruger oligarchy at

Pretoria that it was quite impossible to prevent the active and intelligent

majority of the community from obtaining a voice in the future govern-

ment of the State, was enough to be jeered at and called a fool. They
were strong enough to control that, and " om die Engelsche uit die land

te schiet." To tell them that it was quite impossible for them to with-

stand the might of the Emjiire if they provoked the British so as to come

to blows, was sufficient to show yourself a coward. To criticise the
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Africander aud show him that his inflated ideas were fuolish was a natural

offence. Yet that same class of Africander would listen with rapturous

delight if Mr. Ernest Hargrove painted his own people as blood-thirsty

tyrants. To hear an Englishman deny his countrymen and say that the

Empire was going to ruin because it would not listen to the Bond, met
with violent applause ; but for an Africander, one of themselves, to point

out their folly and to caution them that if they persisted iu their foolish

course, ruin would stare them in the face, was a sin that merited the

contempt of every Africander. This conceit had brought ruin to many a

Transvaal, Free State and Colonial home. I beg and pray of you to teach

your children to be proud of their race and teach them that they are quite

as good as others, but do not teach them that they are better. Conceit is

born of ignorance, and ignorance is the best and surest guide to utter

perdition. Widen the range of your children's knowledge and teach the

young Africanders to look beyond the Limpopo to the broad world, where

Anglo-Saxons, Germans, Frenchmen and Kussians are in constant rivalry

to civilise mankind. When he begins to realize what goes on in the wide

world he will feel proud that he is a British subject—a subject of perhaps

the greatest Empire the world has ever seen. (Hear, hear.) He will see

that, go where he will, he may meet with the scowl of jealousy, the glare

of hatred, but never witli the shrug of contempt. (Loud applause.) Why
is that? The complete answer is interesting but extremely complex.

This great fact he will, however, quickly notice. Millions of British

subjects are ruled in divers parts of the world with an army which com-

pared with those of even the smaller European States is insignificant. If

he be wise lie will ask himself how is this huge Empire able to maintain

itself with so small an army? Ilow is it that over these large and

populous tracts of country the Empire requires so small an army to

maintain the Pax Britannica ? In Germany and the other great States of

Europe there are millions of soldiers to maintain the social order, and

consequently militarism is rampant. In the British Isles and wherever

there is British rule the social order is maintained by an almost insignifi-

cant army. The British Empire is thus not ruled by force, but by some-

thing else. What is that something else ? There can be no doubt that

this something else is the British love of freedom. (Applause.) Where-

ever the British flag floated there we find equality and tolerance. (Hear,

hear.) No part of the Empire feels the goad of tyranny ; there is therefore

no inducement to break away ; hence no large army is required to compel

obedience and maintain the integrity of the Empire. On the contrary, so

jealous is each State of the national honour, aud so keen to secure the

safety and integrity of the Empire, that directly one member is threatened

we see the whole world in commotion, and we see citizens rushing to its

aid from the icy regions of Canada to the sunny plains of Australia. The
British Empire difl'ers from the Empires of old aud from those of to-day
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iu that it has been built up uot so much by conquest as by a peaceful,

industrial and commercial expansion. No Alexander, no Csesar, no

Najwleon founded the British Empire. France, Spain, and Holland

possessed not very long ago Empires nearly as great, if not as great, as

the present British Empire. Where are their Empires now ? How was

it that Great Britain had maintained lier Empire whilst the other nations

had lost nearly all their vast extra-European possessions. The chief

reason is because the British Empire had never been exploited for the

benefit of a certain class or clique in Great Britain, but for the benefit of

all. If to-day the noblest and wealthiest peer of the realm were to land

in Table Bay, from the moment he set foot on Colonial soil he had no

greater rights in this Colony than you or I. (Applause.) Each state or

colony of the British Empire ruled itself, and was master of its own

destinies within its own sphere. A Canadian had no right to interfere in

the affairs of Australia; an Australian had nothing to say in the Cape

Colony, and the Cape Colonist had the right to control the afiairs of the

Cape Colony. Beyond the borders of tlie Cape Colony he had no right of

controlling tlie policy of the whole Empire. (Hear, hear.) Within the

limits of this Colony the voice of the majority in the Legislature is the

voice of the people for the time being. The Bond, for instance, is at

present the ruling party in this Colony. Unfortunately, the Bond is not

satisfied with having supreme power in this Colony, it desires to rule the

whole of South Africa. Such is its conceit and ambition, that it deems

this insuflicient and seeks to rule not only South Africa, but the whole

Empire. It is to my mind a curious phenomenon to hear the Bond

shouting that the whole British Empire is going to ruin because English-

men, Scotchmen, Irishmen, Canadians, Indians, Australians and the larger

part of South Africa do not agree with their wild hallucinations. (Hear,

hear.) Excuse this digression. I think you will agree with me that the

British Empire is sui generis, that it does not hang together by force, that

its watchword is Political Equality, Freedom of thought and Freedom (if

speech, and that under its wide shield every man is the master of his

own destiny.

There is one other important fact. It is a fact very often oveilooked

but it IS, nevertheless, to my mind, very important. The British Empiie

is composed of men of all nationalities. It is a Cosmopolitan Empire

Men of .French, Dutch, English, Scotch, Irish, and Asiatic descent are all

embraced within its wide folds. Being, therefore, an agglomerate of

nations and races there is no reason for any one to feel that his national

pride is being trampled on. Everyone's language is respected and no one

is interfered with in his religion, whilst every member has a voice in

public affairs. (Applause.) Take Germany, Russia or any large Euro-

l)ean power, and what do we find? The Germans had conquered and

partitioned Poland, they had annexed Schleswig-iiiJatein, and wrested
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from B^raiice Alsace and Loiraine. In all tliese cuiKiuered territories the

inhabitaata were compelled by order of the Kaiser to think and Hpeak in

German. You could not even dare to sell on the market a pound of

butter in the Danish language. German alone is the language of the

Parliament, the public offices, and the schools.

Most people wanted some material advantage for their loyalty. The

subjects of the British Empire have the advantage of a ready protection

wheresoever they might be. No region was so remote that the arm of

the Empire could not reach it. Great Britain has so great a navy that

she can always see that law and order is maintained and that no foreign

nation dare trample on the rights of her subjects, 0ns Land has this

morning come out boldly with its policy. It wants the complete inde-

pendence of South Africa. The British flag shall no longer protect its

shores, or at the most it may obtain the voluntary concession of a right to

protect. But do these people realize what the position of the Cape would

be if it were not a portion of the British Empire ? Do they know that it

would be exposed to the first naval power that came along, and that it is

not impossible to conceive that the shrieking members of the Bond might

become the subjects of some Asiatic sea power like Japan, (Laughter

and applause,) It was therefore not only an honour, it was an advantage

to be a member of the British Empire, Can you understand how anyone

could wish to exchange his right of British citizenship for the privilege of

being ruled over by President Kruger and his family ? Advisedly I add

his family, for anyone intimate with political life in the Transvaal would

know that the family of Paul Kruger had a greater influence there than

the grandsons of the Queen have in the territoiies of the British Empire,

To many there is a fascination in the word " Eepublic." They think you

have but to baptise any form of government with the name " Republic,"

and then Freedom immediately sets her throne there. Unwise men ! If

they will make themselves acquainted with the history of Venice and the

Italian Republics they will soon find that the word "republic" does not

always spell freedom. If by republic we mean political equality, freedom

of thought, and freedom of language and religion, then the British Empire

is verily the greatest Republic in the world, and its Sovereign its

permanent president. (Applause,) But, ladies, if by Republic we meau

a narrow and selfish oligarchy, then heaven defend us from Republics,

I do not wish to vex you with present-day politics, but one cannot helj)

referring, though cursorily, to the controversial politics of the day. Had
it not been for the conceit of the young Transvaaler and the young Froo

Stater—their ignorance, blindness, and obstinacy—we should not have

seen South Africa bathed in blood, and we should not have seen two

Republics cease to exist. You have heard how the members of the Bond

Congress at Graaff-Reinet regret the war. I do not believe that they

can regret the war more than I do. I did all in my power to persuade
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the oligarchy at Pretoria to erase to be a family party and to allow the

Uitlander, who coutributed so much to the iState aud whoru they had to

thauk for their welfare, to have some voice in the govermncnt of the

licpublic, so that the Trausvaal might cease to be au oligarchy and

become a Republic in deed as well as in word. I begged them to give

the Uitlander au honest aud satisfactory five-year franchise, and so to

satisfy the Uitlander's sense of justice. What was their reply ? They
called me a traitor to my race—a man whom his relations would not own.

Thauk God, this part of their prediction has not been fulfilled. I tried to

persuade them that war with Great Britain was suicidal, aud that when
tlie first shot was fired the iudepcudence of both Republics would be gone.

The Volksstein, the Government organ, told me that I was a fool, and

that I knew nothing of the might of these young Republics. It was not

only the Boer of the back country that thought the Africander invincible.

A most intelligent man, a friend of Hime, wrote to me from the Boer camp
that they were sure of victory, and that many of them had vowed not to

w^ash until they reached the Indian Ocean, Nay, he would even visit me
iu Cape Town. The worst feature of all this is that they really believed

tiiat their ho])es would be fulfilled. Shortly before I left there was a

feeling rampant in young Transvaal that they would sweep the British

into the sea and compel the officials at Cape Town to speak Cape Dutch.

Every young Africander was polishing his Mauser and openly boasting

" dat hij gaat Engelsche schiet," He thought that as he could shoot

straight—though many cannot even do this—he would soon be in Cape

Town. (Laughter.) Was not the god of the Transvaal greater than the

god of the British Empire ? I have some relations and many friends

fighting on the side of the TransvaaL I am sorry that their conceit and

ignorance led them to take up arms, but I feel that they were misled

by Kruger and that arch-fiend Leyds. (Hear, hear.) After the victory at

Amajuba the young Transvaaier came to regard himself a far better man
than an Englishman. The Hollander Leyds persuaded them that through

his skill and cleverness as a diplomat the Transvaal had become the most

important spot on the face of the globe. The German and French con-

cessionaries were never weary of impressing upon the members of the

Raad that England was an effete Power, and that they loved the Traus-

va.d with more than brotherly love. All Euroj^e would rush to the

assistance of the young Republic directly it resolved to throw ofl" the

British yoke. They smiled at the uufortimate Boer and said, " aap wat is

jy een mooie jongen." And yet when the war came what do we see?

The German Emperor hastens to congratulate the Queen and tell her that

his heart was always with the British Army. (Applause.) The people

who in their conceit and ignorance thought they could shake the founda-

tions of the British Empire, make it totter and fall, only succeed in

overthrovviug the iudepeu ieuce of t\vo Republics. The Bond regrets the
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loss of the Republics inde[)eudeuce, I, wLo lived in the Transvaal and

knew it well, regret that loss far more than they. I know what happy,

contented, and prosperous countries those two RepubUcs could have been

made under a Government with wide views imbued with a true feeling

for freedom ; imder a Government that did not intrigue against British

interests with Germany, France, and Holland ; under a Government that

honestly endeavoured to carry out the obhgations of the Convention, and

that did not try at every turn to circumvent British statesmen ; under a

Government that sought the friendship aud did not do everytliiug in its

power to rouse the enmity of the British nation. Oh, what a country it

might have been under a President like the late John Brand ! Had the

Transvaal recognised the fact that an Africander is as good as an English-

man, but no better, then the bitter race hatred would have disappeared,

and the EepubUcs would still have had their indepeudence. This wretched

idea that the Transvaal was a first class Power because they shot straight

at Amajuba had spread even to the Cape Colony. Did not a member of

your Parliament consider that 50,000 British soldiers were but a breakfast

for the young giant. And because this feeling spread Cape Colonists were

also anxious to take part in the onslaught against the tottering Eminre.

Now, ladies, though I regret the ignorance, blindness, and obstinacy that

led the Transvaaler and Free Stater to declare war on Great Britain, I can

understand and appreciate his aspiration to acquire for his country by his

own right hand complete and fidl independence. I feel profoundly the

misery that has been caused alike to South African and English mothers.

Yet when I think of the battles that have been fought, though I feel

bitterly sorry that ever a shot was fired, I feel proud that my countrymen

are no cowards. (Applause.) As I respect the EngUshman, so would I

that the Englishman should respect the Africander. (Applause.) When,
however, I come to think of the rebels in this Colony, I cannot under-

stand how their leaders could have been guilty of such wrong and of such

folly as to take up arms against the rest of South Africa. I feel indignant

that these men could have led their misguided brothers into such misery.

I feel no vindictiveness against the bulk of the rebels, for they were but

the shee}) that followed the goats. The victorious Transvaal would drive

the EngUsh to the sea, and they too would join in the procession. I'hough

they were guilty of a foolish crime, they at any rate came out boldly into

the open light of day, risked their lives and took the consequences. But,

ladies, when I come to think of that other crowd of Africanders who

skulk in the twilight and whose courage is mere insolence, men who,

secure in person and in property, sit behind the British lines of defence,

and from there urge on the poor Transvaalers, Free Staters, and insurgents

to continue the struggle for their own personal benefit, then words fail me
to express my loathing and contempt. (Applause.) Their newspapers

exaggerate British losses, sneer at British arms, cast grave doubts on
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British succesaeH iu order to ])U()y up the Republicau hopes; they exagge-

rato the spread ut" the flames of rebelliou, aud promise moral support with

an empty word. But would tlieae men risk their lives ? No. (Applause.)

At the most they will send a few sens across the borders and risk the

lives of a few children. Go teach your children to bewail and respect

those Africanders who fought and died for a hopeless cause, but to despise

and condemn those others who, secure under the aegis of British

protection, urged on thoir misguided brothers to die in the last ditch-

(Applause.) Why were these leaders so anxious to join the Republican

cause? Because they thought it would benefit thein. If all South

Africa were one Dutch Republic, think of all the available government

billets. Tlie glamour of the wealth and power of the Pretoria oligarchy

had crushed out their better reason.

Much as I dislike extension of empire by conquest or annexation, I feel

that the matter has gone bo far that British sentiment could not be

appeased by anything short of annexation. Moreover, it seems to me
that the peace of South Africa would be in constant danger if the

Republics were allowed to carry on their former hostile existence. The
Bond at Graaff-Reinet says if you do annex there will also be evil. If,

then, this evil must and will prevail whether there is annexation or no,

then surely the better policy is to choose that evil which can most easily

be held under control—and that undoubtedly means annexation. If Sir

Alfred Milner should wish to justify his jwlicy, he need but ^xjint to

the rebel districts and the Graaff-Reinet Congress. The speeches there

delivered will furnish Lord Salisbury with ample proof of the danger with

which the Republics threatened South Africa. The speeches of the

members of Parliament at that Cougresfl transcended those of their

humbler brothers in idiocy, and offer the strougest possible plea for

annexation. These people say, if you annex the Republics, the whole of

South Africa will hate you ; but they forget to say that they were all

standing on the tip-toe of expectation that the Republics would be

successful, and then tliey would have shouted Republicanism as loudly as

they now shriek out their fear that annexation spells ruin to the Empire.

They display a solicitude for the safety of the Empire one would never

nave given them credit for. (Laughter.) Did these men warn the

Republics after the Bloemfontein Conference that if they did not give the

five years' franchise the Republics might sacrifice their indejiendence ? I

never heard of that voice of warning. It was the old story of watching

the proverbial cat jump. Unfortunately the animal jumped on the wrong

side, and that is the reason for all this bluster and threatening and

gnashing of teeth.

Ladies, I will conclude by again asking you to teach your children to

be proud of their race, proud of their country, and proud of the fact that

thej'^ are members of the British Empire; but 1 will also ask you to teach
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your children to loathe and despise those who sow the seeds of sedition,

those who fan the flames of race hatred and who, to satisfy their envy

and vindictiveness, their liatred and ambition, would Avish t^o make of this

fair country a veritable hell on earth. (Loud applause.)

In an introduction to the foregoing speech, which has been republished

as a pamphlet, Mr. Wessels vvrites as follows:

—

The Africanders in South Africa may be roughly divided into three

political classes—1. The Africanders descended from English ancest<*rs.

These have a strong attachment to the Empire and no desire to break

away from it. 2. Africanders descended from Dutch or Huguenot
ancestors, who, like the English Africanders, are anxious that South

Africa should form part of the Empire. These may be shortly designated

as loyal Dutch Africanders. 3. Africanders springing from Dutch and

Huguenot forefathers, who are anxious to establish a United South Africa

entirely free from British rule. Many people identify the Bond party

with this class, though I think this too sweeping a statement. It is

difficult to form an accurate estimate of the exact number of heads under

each class, though I think that the combination of the English Africander

and the Dutch loyal Africander considerably exceeds the disloyal portion.

The disloyal portion clearly show through their newspapers that the

liberty of the individual is no concern of theirs, and most assuredly no

plank is their platform. They hate with a bitter hatred everybody who
is not of their way of thinking, and they would impose their rule uix)n

their fellows, not by persuasion, but by brute force. To them the Mauser

is a holy symbol. They have no desire to see South Africa a country

peopled by free men. Their aspirations are to pull down the British flag,

to impose the Dutch language on all, and to establish a reign of barbaric

terror. They prate loudly of the liberty of the Press, but, judging by the

past, they would suppress every anti-revolutionary paper. They deprecate

force, but rely for argument and conciliation on the Mauser and the Krupp
gun. They howl at the idea of British annexation, but would have freely

annexed without a qualm of conscience any British territory that they

were strong enough to hold. They wail over the bloodshed which they

themselves have caused, but openly gloat over the number of British

soldiers they have slain and the number of South African homes they

have made desolate. They feed and batten on race hatred. Their

Christian Charity does not extend beyond their own narrow clique. They
abuse the liberty of English rule and make of that Liberty a licence. We
are therefore face to face with this problem. Are we going to allow these

people to prevail ? Are we going to allow them to cut us adrift from the

Empire and expose South Africa to the attack of some other Power wiih

which these people would readily conclude an alliance if it were only to

wreak their vengeance against the British ?

If we are going to allow this then we may bid Freedom farewell.
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When one hears some of these peojile talk ab(jut their forefathers, one

would imagine that the English took away their Freedom. They forget

that the rule of the Dutch East India Company was a tyranny of no mean
order and they forget that the Cape was handed over to Great Britain by
solemn treaty.

It is high time, therefore, that English Africanders and Loyal Dutch
Africanders stand together and oppose in solid phalanx the onslaught

of those of our countrymen who long to establish over us a rule of Red

Terror.

It was with the object of voicing the views of those Dutch Africanders

who fear the threatened tyranny that I delivered the following address.

J. W. Wessels.
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APPENDIX II.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF AN INTERNATIONAL LAWYER.

The Reconstitution of South Africa.

The London Times publishes the iollowing letter of the 10th March,

1900, from Professor Westlake of the University of Cambridge and of the

Institute of International Law.

To the Editor.

Sir,—The nation appears to be practically agreed that the territories of

the two Dutch Republics must become a part of the British Dominions,

and that their inhabitants must enjoy the free institutions which have

been found the best security for the loyalty of all races under the British

flag. Whether those institutions shall be given to them as provinces of

the same areas with the Republics, or there shall be a re-arrangement of

areas in Soutli Africa, whether they shall be enjoyed by each province

separately or in federation with others, and what arrangements may be;

necessary in order that any part of the cost of the war may fall on the

provinces on which it ought to fall—these are questions which it may not

be premature to discuss, but which I do not propose to discuss to-day. I

wish to draw attention to a preliminary point of which the importance

may easily be overlooked—namely, the necessity of ending the war, when
it comes to be ended, in such a manner as to leave no doubt that the

Republics will have ceased to exist. To say that " their past system,

which involved a large measure of political and military independence,

will, of course, be materially modified as a result of the war " is probably

to go as far as, at the present stage of the military operations, it would

become the Government to go ; but the public ought already to accustom

itself to perceiving that, when the thing comes to be done, that will not

be enough. If the Republics are left standing with a modified system

they will continue to be separate States imder restrictions extending, no

doubt, to the franchise and to armaments, and, therefore, much more

important than any to which they are not subject, but which, whatever

they may be, must leave the situation open to the difficulty which

uniformly dogs the attempt to maintain restrictions on any State acknow-

ledged to be one. The right of Russia to emancipation from the Black

Sea Clauses of the Treaty of Paris was put by many on the ground that

restrictions on what a State may do to its own territory are contrary to
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nature, a contradirt-ion in logic, and therefore never to be justified except

for a temporary purpose. Those who remember 1848 will call to mind
hiiw, when tearing iip the treaties of 1815, the satisfaction of the French

in jiroclaiming themselves free to fortify Huningue seemed, at least, equal

to that which they felt from claiming an increased liberty of action in

Europe. So wo may be sure tliat if the Republics continue to exist, it

will not be long bef()ro they, with the support of their sympathisers in all

parts of the world, will not only try, but will claim as of right, to shake

oft' all fetters to wliich they may be subjected. And they will have the

further su)i]iort of those who, wiiile unable to deny the attempts which

the Transvaal has made from 1881, to sliake off the successive Conven-

tions, justify them on the ground that the independence taken from them

in 1877 ought to have been fully restored. There are never wanting

those who contend that a State is not prevented by its signature from

re-opening the question whether the conditions which it signed were just,

and their arguments will be barked by the fallacy that no permanent

restrictions on a State can be just.

It may be said that it is forcing an open door to insist on its being

made plain that the two territories are to be taken under the British flag.

In answer, I would point to the bungling phases through which France, a

coimtry in which form is much more attended to than in England, arrived

at her goal after her war in Madagascar ; the treaty of the 1st October,

1895, the unilateral declaration of the Queen of Madagascar on the

18th January, 1896, and the equally unilateral French law of the 6th to

8th August, 1896. In the words of the Bevve Qenerale de Droit

International PuhJic, a very able periodical certainly not disposed to find

France in the wrong, "these difi"erent documents gave rise to the most

lively and confused controversies abt)ut the meaning of the words pro-

tectorate, annexation, sovereignty, and the consequences of the annexation

of territories." If England, which has to face a widely-spread disposition

to find her in the wrong, cannot arrive at her goal more simply than this,

we shall not only incur the usual imputations of bad faith, but shall leave

a real doubt to cloud the future. And our statesmen are, in such a

matter, under the peculiar liability of being misled by our Indian

experience. For reasons of policy, the reality of which 1 am far from

disputing, we have built up in the Peninsula a system of our own, of

which the result is that the relations between the United Kingdom and

the native States cannot be expressed without contradiction in the terms

of European international law. That does not matter, for there is no

neighbour to take advantage of the circumstance, and it has been officially

notified in the Indian Government Gazette of the 21st August, 1891,

that "the principles of international law have no bearing upon the

relations between the Government of India as representing the Queen-

Emprees on the one hand, and the native States, under the suzerainty of
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Her Majesty, on the other." But in Soutli Africa we (hire nut follow

such precedents. If the evident miud of the nation is to be curried out it

must be made clear to those who take their stand on European inter-

national law, that the Dutch States have cea3e<^l to exist, even as

dependent ones.

This being so, it will be well that the public should begin to reflect on

the way in which its intention of bringing all South Africa under the

British flag can be fulfilled. A State may cede a part of its territory, but

when the whole State disappears there can be no legal cession, because no
constitution provides for such a case. Neither the Legislature, the

Executive, nor any general has a commission to put an end to the State's

existence. A general may conclude a military convention as to the

terms in which he and his troops will lay down their arms, but there is

this difficulty about inserting any political promises or holding out any

lX)litical hopes in such a convention, that at that stage reconstruction

cannot be far advanced, if indeed it has commenced, and in its progress it

may be found imix)ssible to carry out such promises or give effect to such

hopes. The Treaty of Limerick is an instructive example of the difti-

culties which may follow from trying to make a military convention

serve a political purpose. A moral sanction to the extinction of a State

may be obtained from a popular vote, or from the i-esolution of an

assembly specially elected to decide on the matter ; and, since such

sanction cannot in any case be a legal one, the voters summoned need not

be only those who enjoyed the franchise before. The oligarchy hitherto

governing has no moral claim to represent the South African Republic.

But, as against third Powers with which a question may arise as to what
has become of the rights and obligations of the annexed State, the only

legal title which the annexing State can claim under international usage

is the will of itself as conqueror sanctioned by time. And perhaps the

annexing State will take the wisest course if it announces that will in the

simplest way, by proclamation. For the moral justification which we all

desire and expect, we must look to the co-operation, in working the

system which we set up, of assemblies elected on a liberal franchise.

I will conclude with two warnings. First, in any reconstruction let the

name " State " be avoided, even if the territories of the two Republics should

be adopted without alteration of boundaries as colonies or provinces. In the

case of the United States there was an original justification for the word,

because the colonies became States by declaring and achieving their

independence. But if, when they formed a true union, they had dropped

that word with its misleading associations, it could not have been argued

80 plausibly that entrance into the union did not preclude eventual

secession from it. The power of names is great, and not even England

can afford to neglect accuracy in their use, and to rival Carlyle's " Emperor
Sigismund super grammaticam."

T
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Socoiidly, let tho lessen of 1877 teach us the dauger of delay in iutro-

ducing the free institutions which we intend for these territories if and

when conquered. Tliere is no agrarian question and no religious question

to fear. Since the Dutch language is sure to be admitted on equal terms

with the English, as in the Cape Colony and Natal, and the exclusion of

English cannot be again attempted without big guns, there will not even

be a language question. Some ^Jersons talk of guerillas, but there can be

no guerillas without a sympathising population from which to draw their

sujjplies, and the small body of Boers cannot be at once guerillas in the

mountains and farmers to supply them. And the non-Dutch vote will

have the majority in the Transvaal, and our garrison will, for a consider-

able time, be large. If the new institutions are quickly got to work, we
may rely, with Lord Loch, on the practical Teutonic minds of the Boers

for settling down. The danger will be in the disaffection which delay in

getting the new institutions to work may cause to sptread from the Boers

to those who are now Uitlanders.

Yours obediently,

J. Westlakk.

Chelsea, 10th March.

The Times comments as follows on the preceding letter :

—

" Lord Salisbury refuses to be led into a discussion of the highly-

contentious assertions made by the two Presidents. They move us as

little as their pathetic reference to considerations which ought to have

been present to their minds and to have held their hands when they

prepared for and precipitated war and boasted that they would drive the

English into the sea. The burden of blood and tears and of moral and

economic ruin of which they talk is heavy, but it is on their shoulders

and not on ours that the load must rest. It is enough for us that they

deliberately made preparations for this contest for years on an enormous

scale, and that when they thought they were ready they made war upon

us and seduced numbers of our Dutch fellow-subjects from their allegiance.

That is proof enough of the conspiracy, the existence of which is some-

times denied by their friends. It must be our business to abolish, as far

as possible, any centre around which a similar conspiracy might hereafter

re-form. Professor Westlake, who had some doubts about our legal

position while the Conventions existed, writes us a weighty letter this

morning on the situation which follows their abrogation by the war. He
insists on the absolute necessity of doing in the most effectual way what

the Government have now declared thej" mean to do. There must be no

loophole for a doubt hereafter that the Republics have ceased to exist.

To leave room for doubts is to leave room for aspirations and for intrigues

which must be extinguished for ever if the peace and the security of

South Africa are at last to be kid upon a solid and enduring foundation."
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APPENDIX III.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE CHURCHES.

The Noxconfoumist CLERav and the Wak.—The Confidenoe of

THE Churches in Sik Alfred Milner.

From " Cape Times;' IStJi Jxme, 1900.

Yesterday, at noon, a large and influential body of Nonconformist

clergy waited upon Sir Alfred Milner at Government House to present to

His Excellency an address conveying the support of all the religious

bodies in Capo Town and district in the Imperial policy towards the two

Republics, and of confidence in His Excellency as the exponent of that

jiolicy. The deputation met the Governor in the drawing-room, where

there were present : The Revs. J. J. McClure (convener), A. H. Hodges,

II. Cotton, Ezra Nuttall, J. H. Gathercole, J. G. Locke, J. R. Saunders,

B. E. Elderkiu, W. S. Caldecott, R. Jenkin, Geo. Robson, Wesleyans;

D. W. Drew, A. Pitt, Jas. Richardson, J. S. Moffatt, A. Vine Hall, and

H. C. Newell, Congregationalists ; W. E. Robertson, David Russell, and

W. Mcintosh, Presbyterians ; A. E. Saxby and E. Baker, Baptists ; and

J. Tom Brown, London Missionary Society. 1'he following ministers

were unable for various reasons to attend: Revs. H. Tindall, J. le Pla,

Jas. Fish, and W. Edwards.

The Address.

On His Excellency entering the room,

The Rev. J, J. McClure said : Your Excellency, the address which 1

have the honour to present, with my brethren, to you this morning repre-

sents not only the respect and esteem in which you are held by the

ministers of the Evangelical Churches of Cape Town and district, which

are represented here, and also those who are not represented, but also a

deep feeling of personal affection. We are here to-day to present this

address to you convinced that the policy which you represent, and of

which you have been such a distinguished exponent, has within it peace,

prosperity, and abiding happiness for all the States and colonies of South

T 2
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Africa, (^llcar, licar.) Mr. McCliirc flieu rmiI tlir MildresH, whicl. \v;is iu

these tornis

:

To Sir Alfred Milner, G.C.M.G., etc.

May it please your Excellency,—We, the undersigned ministers of

religion resident in Cape Town and the vicinity, feel impelled by a sense

of duty to express our convictions on two or three important points

involved in the present situation in South Africa.

1. We desire to express our entire confidence in Your Excellency's

personal judgment, evidenced by the eminent fairness, justice and prudence

you have displayed in the administration of South African affairs since

you assumed the office of High Commissioner.

2. We emphatically approve of the general policy of which Your

Excellency has been the exponent, and which you have unfalteringly

and patiently jiursued, in the face of much misrepresentation and

antagonism.

3. We very distinctly hold the belief that the well-being of the whole

of South Africa is dependent upon the indisputable establishment of

British supremacy and sovereignty, and we do not hesitate to affirm that

when the end is accomplished and the neighbouring territories are placed

under a pure and wise government, in accordance with the policy that

prevails in other provinces of the British Empire, disaffection will cease

and the whole population, without distinction of race or language, will be

welded into a peaceful and loyal community.—We are, Your Excellency's

most obedient servants, (signed) Jas. le Pla, A. Pitt, D. W. Drew,

H. 0. W. Newell, J. Moffatt, J. Richardson, A. V. Hall, Ben Evans,

J. Leipold, E. Baker, A. E. Saxby, J. Russell, J. R. Saunders, E. Nuttall,

Wm. Flint, Hy. Cotton, A. H. Hodges, B. E. Elderkin, E. Mdolomba,

J. E. Locke, R. Jenkin, W. Hewitt, G. Robertson, J. H. Gathercole,

Jas. Fish, Henry Tindall, W. Edwards, J. W. Barns, W. J. Caldecott,

W. E. Robertson, J. J. McClure, David Russell, S. J. Hamilton, C. E.

Greenfield, W. Mcintosh, J. M. Russell, J. M. Zahn, Hy. Tmdall, Wm.
Edwards, J. McMillan, H. H. G. Kreft, T. Weber, J. Rath, H. Kling.

The Wesleyans.

The Rev. Ezra Nuttall said they counted it a very high honour that

they bad been permitted to attend and present this address to His

Excellency, who had many arduous and distracting duties to occupy his

time. But they wished to say what was in their hearts. Were the

matter under discussion one of mere parochial interest they would not

have ventured to ask such an honour, but this Imperial and colossal

question was very dear to them and to the Churches they represented.
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They had como to speak as ministeiK of the Church, not so much in the

name of the members of their churches, who had already had an oppor-

tunity of informing His Excellency as to their general views, but ho

might say for his brethren that they were in jierfect accord with the

resolutions that had already been passed at so many meetings. It had

given them pain, when so often His Excellency's name and reputation

had been attacked, and they recognised that the difficulties of his exalted

position actually debarred him from answering, as he might so easily do,

such sophistries, he need not say slanders. (Applause.) Would His

Excellency accejDt from them this expression of their kindly feelings, very

deep respect and esteem, and their expression of trust that under God his

administration might be carried to a successful issue. (Applause.)

The ConorectAtionalists.

The Rev. J. S. Mofifatt, speaking on behalf of his own denomination,

said they perfectly imderstood each other. (Hear, hear.) They had come

with a profound conviction, one shared by every man there, that they

could do a great deal for His Excellency and for the Empire, of which

they were proud to be the subjects, in one way. There were more things

wrought in heaven and earth than man knew of by the power of prayer,

and His Excellency might rest assured there were prayers going up,

earnest prayers, day by day, that he might be supported in his present

responsible and heavy work, and in the end attain the objects set forth in

that petition. They wished fervently that His Excellency might come
successfully out of this crisis, such a one as had never before occurred in

this country. (Applause.)

The Presbyterians.

The Rev. W. Mcintosh said he was a Presbyterian, and until recently a

Transvaal uitlander, and he had come to say that they, the uitlanders, felt

confidence and strength when His Excellency took up this matter so

recently. They felt that now the power of the King was going to be

made manifest in this land. And, being here, he felt that he could do no

less than stand forward and express the feeling they had towards His

Excellency. (Hear, hear.) The men who were bred under the banner of

the Queen should be with His Excellency in these trying times. (Hear,

hear.) They had come as Christian men to say that they believed the

Kingdom of our Lord was a Kingdom of righteousness, and that that

Kingdom would be advanced when liberty which was not licence reigned

throughout this land. They felt that His Excellency's policy was on the

lines of that great Providence in which they believed, and so they came

to-day to give what little courage and confidence and strength His

Excellency might get from their support. (Applause.)
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The Baptists.

The Rev. E. Baker said his church unfortunately had not had an

opportunity of giving expression to its opinion on the great subject,

although tliat was not due to any want of conviction, but he hoped to

forward to His Excellency their resolution in a few days. He was only

too glad to be there to assist in giving a wider echo to the chorus of

approval that had come to His Excellency that morning, and which he

hoped would strenthen His Excellency's hands. He had also pleasure in

testifying to the statesmanship His Excellency had displayed during the

troublous months through which we were passing. (Applause.)

Sir a. Milner's Eeplt.

His Excellency, after accepting the address, said: I thank you for

coming here to-day to present me with this address. Emanating as it

does from a body of men so representative, and whose deliberate opinion

on a question of the highest public importance is entitled to so much
weight, I cannot but feel it is an event of unusual importance. You
represent, I think, all the great Nonconformist religious bodies of this

town and neighbourhood. Your attitude is typical of the unequalled

unanimity and strength of conviction which exists among the Non-

conformists of South Africa with regard to the great struggle at present

convulsing this country. The men whom I see here to-day, and their

fellow ministers throughout South Africa, are not in the habit of

obtruding their opinions on political questions. (Hear, hear.) It is a

unique crisis which has brought them into the arena, and the exceptional

character of their intervention lends additional weight to the temperate,

but strong and clear, statement of their position which has just been

placed before me.

A Victim of Mendacity.

As regards myself personally, I cannot but feel it is a great source of

strength at a trying time to be assured of the confidence and approval of

the men I see before me, and of all whom they represent. You refer to

my having to encounter misrepresentation and antagonism. I do not

wish to make too much of that. I have no doubt been exposed to much

criticism and some abuse. There has, I sometimes think, been an

exceptional display of mendacity at my expense. (Laughter.) But this

is the fate of every public man who is forced by circumstances into a

somewhat prominent position in a great crisis. And after all praise and

blame have a wonderful way of balancing one another if you only give

them time.
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I remember when I left England for South Africa three years ago, it

was amidBt a chorus of eulogy so excessive that it made me feel thoroughly

uncomfortable. (Laughter.) To protest would have been useless; it

would only have looked like affectation. So I just placed the surplus

praise to my credit, so to speak (laughter) as something to live on in

the days which I surely knew must come sooner or later, if I did my
duty, when I would meet with undeserved censure. And certainly I

have had to draw on that account rather heavily during the last nine

months. (Laughter.) But there is still a balance on the right side

which, thanks to you and others, is now once more increasing. (Applause.)

So I cannot pose as a martyr, and what is more important, I cannot

complain of any want of support. No man, placed as I have been in a

position of singular embarrassment, exposed to bitter attacks to which he

could not reply, and unable to explain his conduct even to his own friends

(hear, hear) has ever had more compensation to be thankful for than

I have had in the constant, devoted, forbearing support and confidence of

all those South Africans, whether in this colouy, in Natal, or in the

Eepublics, whose sympathy is with the British Empire. (Applause.)

A Settlement of " Never Again."

In the concluding paragraph of your address you refer in weighty and

well-considered language to the conditions which you deem necessary for

the future peace and prosperity of South Africa, and for the ultimate

harmony and fusion of its white races. I can only say that I entirely

agree with the views expressed in that paragraph. The longer the

struggle lasts, the greater the sacrifices which it involves, the stronger

must surely be the determination of all of us to achieve a settlement

which will render the repetition of this terrible scourge impossible.

(Applause.) "Never again" must be the motto of all thinking, of all

humane men. It is for that reason, not from any lust of conquest, not

from any desire to trample on a gallant, if misguided, enemy, that we
desire that the settlement shall be

No Patchwork and no Compromise;

that it shall leave no room for misunderstanding, no opportunity for

intrigue, for the revival of impossible ambitions, or the accumulation of

enormous armaments. (Applause.) President Kruger had said that he

wants no more Conventions, and I entirely agree with him. (Laughter.)

A compromise of that sort is unfair to everybody. If there is one thing

of which, after recent experiences, I am absolutely convinced, it is that
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the vital iuteresta of all those who live in South Africa, of our present

enemies as much as of those who are on our side, demand that there

should not be two dissimilar and antagonistic political systems in that

which nature and history have irrevocably decided must be one country.

(Applaiisf.) To agree to a compromise which wouLl leave any ambiguity

on that piint would not be magnanimity, it would be weakness, ingrati-

tude, and cruelty ; ingratitude to the heroic dead, and cruelty to the

unborn generations.

The True Magnanimity.

But when I say that, do not think that I wish to join in the outcry, at

present so prevalent, against the fine old virtue of magnanimity. I

believe in it as much as ever I did, and there is plenty of room for it in

the South Africa of to-day. We can show it by a frank recognition of

what is great and admirable in the character of our enemies; by not

maligning them as a body because of the sins of the few, or perhaps even

of many individuals. We can show it by not crowing excessively over

our victories, and by not thinking evil of everyone who, for one reason or

another, is unable to join in our legitimate rejoicings. We can show it

by striving to take care that our treatment of those who have been guilty

of rebellion, while characterised by a just severity towards the really

guilty parties, should be devoid of any spirit of vindictiveness, or of race-

prejudice. (Hear, hear.) We can show it, above all, when this dire

struggle is over, by proving by our acts that they libelled us who said

that we fought for gold or any material advantage, and that the rights

and privileges which we have resolutely claimed for ourselves we are

prepared freely to extend to others, even to those w-ho have fought against

us, whenever they are prepared loyally to accept them. (Applause.)

His Excellency conversed for a while with the members of the

deputation, who, with an expression of thanks for the interview, then

retired.

Despatch by a Congregational Minister.

The Rev. R. J. Campbell has been writing a series of letters to the

Daily News on the subject of the war, its causes and its probable effects.

The most recent of these letters appears in the issue of 11th May ; a few

extracts are appended.

In a former communication I endeavoured to show that in the judgment

of many Colonials whose experience gives them a right to speak, the

present war is a conflict of forces rather than of individuals, and that its

principal causes lie much further back than the Conventions of 1881 or

1884, much less the Jameson Raid or Uitlander grievances. Nevertheless,

it goes without saying that the course of South African history would

have been altogether different but for tlie 1877-81 policies ; and the
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struggle in which we are now engaged would have taken another form,

and yielded another result than now seems likely to be the case, but for

the Raid and the Kruger policy towards the Uitlanders.

By the working out of the effects of the 1877 to 1881 ixilicies in the

Transvaal, assisted by the Knigerite and the Bond propaganda, quite

another situation arose, which it is instructive to trace.

The first eflect was the impression created of the bad faith, incon-

sistency, and weakness of the British Government. Had the Beaconsfield

Cabinet kept its promise of the grant of free institutions to the Transvaal,

and avoided the blunder of setting up a military Government instead, it is

possible, though by no means certain, that the Boers would have given up

their aspirations after independence. Upon this no one can speak

positively, as the event would have depended upon so many contingencies

;

but when it is taken into account that Mr. Kruger himself held a jiost

under the British Government, and only resigned because he was refused

an increase of salary, it is at least reasonable to assume that given self-

government and a fair measure of prosperity, the Boers woxild speedily

have acquiesced in British ascendency, and that the insurrection would

never have taken place. But once it did take place the Gladstone policy,

a policy in which Mr. Chamberlain had a voice, was certain to lead to

further complications, and even its immediate effects were felt throughout

the whole of South Africa. It not only injured British prestige both Avith

whites and natives, but inflicted heavy damage upon British interests of a

material kind.

Previous to the war of independence the race feeling did not exist, or,

if so, was very far from being a political danger. The retrocession woke
it into activity. The Englishman sank a step; the Dutch Africander

rose. In Cape Colony appeared the Bond, whose political objects have

gradually become more clearly defined, but whose attitude from the first

was anti-British. Africanderism became a force with a centrifugal

tendency. In the mouth of a Dutchman the word was associated with

the achievements of his brethren in the Transvaal, and the thought began

to shape itself that the victory of the Boer farmers might be the prelude

to a greater consummation, when Anglo-Saxon should be exchanged for

Dutch supremacy in the Cape itself. There is plenty of evidence that this

aspiration was not ill-founded, as those who read the words of the Rev. S. J.

du Toit, written nearly twenty years ago, and now translated, may
discover for themselves.

In Paul Kruger Dutch Africanderism has found its focus, partly by
force of circumstances, but chiefly by the character and ability of the man.

The President of the South African Republic is a typical Boer, the

embodiment and exponent of all that is most characteristic of his race.

Narrow, ignorant, forceful, unscrupulous and cunning, in bis own way
religious, and perfectly fearless in carrying out his aims, he i? the head
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and centre of the South African problem. So far not another man has

sho\vn a tithe of his abihty, and little as it might suit the more refined

Africander political malcontents of Cape Colony to see such a man at the

head of affairs, in the event of a thorough-going federal success they could

never have dispensed with him. Boer sympathisers in England utterly

mistake Paul Kruger, For twenty years he has consistently worked

towards one ideal, a United States of South Africa, an Africander

Republic with himself as George Washington, It is not so absurd as it

seems, and assuredly not so impossible as we far-off islanders in our

complacent self-confidence have imagined. Every act of his career since

Majuba Day fits in with the supposition that his objective was Capo

Town, though his policy was such that if the larger scheme failed the

smaller might succeed, and Pretoria become the capital of a sovereign

international State, which should absorb its smaller neighbour on the South,

and force its way to the sea on the East.

The President is a millionaire, thanks to the British, and enormous

sums have been paid to consolidate and render subservient the Kruger

party in the State. Nor was this Kruger party confined to the Transvaal.

Vast sums found their way across the border. At the last General

Election the Bond party defeated Sir Gordon Sprigg with Transvaal gold.

Transvaal emissaries found their way to every part of South Africa

stirring up disaffection and race feeling. Why was this done ? or, at any

rate, why was the money spent ? The only reasonable explanation is that

Mr. Kruger's policy was not simply defensive, but offensive.

Once only did it seem to strain Africander sentiment too far, and that

was when the closing of the Vaaldrifts was attempted. But here the

policy was not really changed. Dutch Africander hopes were centred

upon the power and importance of the official clique in the Transvaal, and

it was worth risking something to further that end, which inthis instance,

happened to be served by the success of the Netherlands Eailway

Company.

The whole thing has been worked with marvellous cleverness. No one

can prove a " conspiracy " to oust British authority ; Mr. Kruger and the

Bond have been too wary for that. But if for "conspiracy" we read

"understanding," then we can safely affirm that Africanderism has long

known its own mind. To the world it looks as though the two Republics

armed for their own defence. At the worst the Federals believed that

European intervention would save them from extinction, while at the

best, well, the Powers might have to recognise a de facto sovereignty, the

result of a spontaneous Africander uprising from the Zambesi to Cape

Town. All the afore-mentioned measures have been means to an end;

the very name South African Republic instead of as formerly Transvaal

State is not without significance, as is also the annexation of British

territory at the commencement of the war. It may be that this fact has
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been overlooked by philo-Boers at home, but Colonials are under no mis-

apprehension as to its meaning. It is a portion of the price that England

has had to pay for " acquiescing in the existence of the two Kepublics."

That the price has not been greater is due, first and foremost, to Sir

Alfred Milnor, and after him to the splendid loyalty of the Colonial

Volunteers.

It was not the Transvaal but the Empire which was menaced at the

commencement of the present struggle. If this be an unrighteous war the

responsibility for it does not rest at the door of the British Government.

England did not make it ; Africanderism made it, and intended to

make it, though not so soon as has actually been the case. To the end

of time no doubt it will be denied that a conspiracy against British power

ever existed at all. Good hard lying has always been part of it, and it

takes a good deal to open the eyes of the British public to the fact.

Perhaps when the pacification comes sullicient black and white evidence

will be forthcoming to establish beyond all doubt the fact which every

loyal British subject here well knows—that we have had a very narrow

escape. Will the Nonconformist irreconcilables at home ponder the

evidence that is forthcoming even now ? I cannot be surprised that they

should be slow in believing it, but let them do justice to Colonial testi-

mony, and they will exactly reverse their present notion that the war is

on our part one of aggression, and on the part of the Boers one of defence.

It is not so. We are the attacked, and if our policy of self-dcfeuco

involves the annexation of the defeated aggressors it cannot bo helped.

One cannot but be sorry for the Boer rank and file. The vmtutored

farmer of the veldt has been the dupe of a clique, which has never

perhaps numbered more than a hundred individuals. If it can be proved

up to the hilt that this clique had some of its representatives in Cape

Town as well as Pretoria and Bloemfontein, sharp pimishment should be

meted out. It is no light thing to juggle with men's lives. The Boers,

as well as we, are paying in blood for the ambitious schemes of President

Kruger and his familiars. Perhaps they may some day discover, if

prejudice will let them, that they have been misled. We must see to it

that pjritish victory shall mean for them the very liberty they love, and

for the sake of which they are found willing to die.

When the reckoning comes let the loyalists have their due. There is a

surprising uneasiness abroad in regard to the possible action of the British

Government. At first I found it difficult to understand, but now I am
getting used to it. When one speaks of the firmness and determination

of Ministers and the British people generally that this time the settlement

shall be thorough, and of such a nature that the work will never need to

be done over again. Colonials laugh. " We have heard all that before,"

they say. " We know the sort of firmness to expect from the British

Government," This is rather humiliating, but true. Nor is it all.
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There is a grimmer mite pounded. 'I'he loyal iuhabitautH of Cape Colony

and Natal are determined that upon the policy to bo pursued by Great

Britain in the forthcoming settlement they will adjust their own future

attitude to the Motherland. " Barring sentiment," they declare, " what

have we to gain by inclusion in the British Empire ? We cannot stand

another twenty years like the last. Either there must be a real settle-

ment, or we shall make terms for ourselves and cut the cable." This

kind of loyalty savours of disloyalty, but it is not really so : it is sentiment

overcome by indignation. Are our statesmen alive to the danger ?

I ought here to remark that it is well understood both in Cape Colony

and Natal that in any event the Free State was bound to lose indepen-

dence. Part of the declared purpose of some of the Transvaalers was the

early absorption of their smaller neighbour. There are, of course, some

even amongst Colonials of British origin who regret the position of the

Free State much more than that of the Transvaal. Amongst such are

men like Mr. Henry Beard, one of the most respected citizens of Cape

Town, and a member of the Legislative Assembly. Mr. Beard is one of

the few who refuse to believe in the reality of an Africander conspiracy

to drive the English into the sea. In particular he regrets the fate of the

Orange Free State, concerning which he has held an opinion approxi-

mating to that of Mr. Bryce. He is dubbed pro-Boer, as so many
moderate men are just now, both here and at home. Yet it were well

if such as he were listened to. While disbelieving in the inevitableness of

the present war, he regards annexation as the only possible settlement in

the state of public feeling. Indeed, I understood him to say that he

regarded it as the best policy under the circumstances, but pleads that it

should be of such a nature that the Free State burghers should scarcely

know of the change. Autonomy without independence seems the clear

line for the future. This, one is glad to say, is also the course approved

of by Sir Alfred Milner, who shared Mr. Beard's sympathy with the Free

State. Sir Gordon Sprigg's recommendation, that self-government should

only be conceded when the Homo Government is satisfied that a majority

of the burghers are willing to accept British supremacy, is more drastic

than probably Sir Alfred would recommend. Besides, is it English ?

The vanquished must not be crushed. If we have fought for equal rights

let us concede them as soon as law and order can be restored in the

conquered territories.

The Rev. W. Tees, Presbyterian Minister in Durban, furnished me with

a surprising piece of first-hand evidence of the Africander conspiracy. In

his congregation there is, or was, a gentleman who was formerly Attorney-

General in the Free State, and who is of avowed pro-Boer proclivities

When the war broke out, and the Boer success made it seem probable

that Natal would be overrun, this gentleman made no pretence of

concealing his satisfaction. Mr. Tee&, in conversation with him, referred
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to the ^;eneral consternation at the tlinriiu!j;li iirejiaiednessof tlie i{eiml)lirs

for the struggle. " Yes," was the cahii rejoinder, " Great Britain lias Leon

completely taken by surprise. Sir, this has been preparing since 1884."

" In both States ? " " Yes, in both, and in the Colony also. The
Transvaal has been the arsenal, but those in the know in the Free State

and the Colony have worked in unison with Kruger."

"And the object was to oust the British from South Africa?"
" Precisely, but it was not intended to do it all at once. The first step

was the consolidation of the two Kepublics as a sovereign international

state, and later on an Africander rising at the right moment."
" Then do you mean to say that when President Kruger attended the

Bloemfontein Conference he knew perfectly well that the proceedings

were a farce, and that he really meant to fight ? " " Yes,"

" And President Steyn's announcement that the Free State had never

thought of war was made in the full knowledge that war had long been

prepared for?" "Yes."

"But, sir, that was most blasphemous lying, for he called upon the

name of God at the time he made the statement."

"Well, I suppose it was—diplomatic lying, diplomatic lying, you knuw."

This kind of thing is slowly coming to light. Englishmen find it

difficult to understand the deliberate falsehood and long-sustained

insincerity of the Africander policy in this laud of lies, as Mr. Winston

Churchill calls it.

One thing I cannot omit to mention—the sjjlendid, touching loyalty

to the Queen which is shown on every hand. At home we take such

loyalty for granted ; here it means perhaps a little more, because it

cannot be taken for granted. Just think of it ! Seven thousand miles

from Old England in a territory which Her Majesty has never visited, and

the majority of whose inhabitants have never seen her, the sound of her

name is greeted with a reverence, afi'ection, and enthusiasm that I have

rarely heard equalled. I saw men in Greenmarket-square, at Cape Town
sing the National Anthem with a solemn feeling and emotional earnestness

that were irresistible. It stirred the fibres of the most stolid.

The Church of England.

The following is the copy of a letter addressed by the Archbishop of

Cape Town on the 21st April, 1900, to the High Commissioner:

—

Sir,—I feel that the absence of any official expression of opinion on the

part of members of the English Church during the present crisis, at a

time when other religious bodies have combined in addressing Your
Excellency, is likely to lead to an erroneous inference as to that Church's

attitude in respect of the future of South Africa. I therefore hope that

I may be permitted to express to Your Excellency my firm conviction
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that no enduring jieace can be secured to this country so long as the

Northern Eepublics are allowed to retain their independence and to

remain outside the limits of the Queen's sovereignty. I believe that the

cause of freedom, righteousness, and progress, as well as of justice to the

native races depends upon the establishment of British rule throughout

South Africa.

In saying this I feel no doubt whatever that I am expressing the

decided and deliberate views of an overwhelming majority of those over

whom I have the honour to preside as Metropolitan, and that they, like

myself, entertain the fullest confidence in Your Excellency's prudence,

wisdom, and courage in dealing with the momentous issues now at stake.

I remain, sir, your faithful and obedient servant,

(Signed) W. W. Capetown.

The Roman Catholic Church.

The Rev. Dr. McCarthy, whose speech in support of the High Com-
missioner's policy, appears in the report of the meeting of Irish Colonists,

writes :

—

The Roman Catholic clergy at the Cape are almost unanimous in their

support of Sir Alfred Milner's jx)licy ; but their abstention from public

utterances may have left a false impression. One of them. Dr. Kolbe, of

Colonial birth and editor of the South African Catholic Magazine, was

strongly opposed to it; and the emphasis of his expression may have

caused some to think that he voiced the opinion of his fellows in the faith.

This was so far from being the case that public opinion compelled him to

resign the editorship of the magazine. With the toleration characteristic

of the Boer advocates he, after months of undisturbed monopoly in

expressing his views, complained that he was denied liberty of speech

;

merely because his Bishop had attended a meeting opposed to the Boer

policy.

— The Dutch Reformed Church and the Kaffir.

I The Rev. J. S. Moffatt writes :—

i One of the most remarkable statements that has appeared is in the

manifesto signed by a body of the most influential ministers and theo-

logical professors of the Dutch Reformed Church. They contend not

only that there is a better understanding between Boer and Black Man
than there is between Black and British, but that the Dutch Reformed

has always been a missionary church in South Africa, and is so at the

present time in a greater degree than any other. It is out of the question

to attribute to these Reverend Fathers any wilful intention to mislead by

saying the thing that is not, the only other supposition possible is, that

they are profoundly ignorant of the past history of South Africa and of

things as they are at the present moment.
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Take a case in point—the relative position of the natives in the Cape

Colony, and in the Transvaal. The Reverend Charles Phillips, formerly

of GraafT-Keinet, now a refugee from Johannesburg, has stated the case

so concisely and yet so clearly that I make no apology for taking over

the whole passage. "To come to the fundamental policy of the two

Governments, the essential principles as embodied in their laws, which

regulate their relations to their coloured subjects, no one dare affirm that

the natives are not treated worse in the Transvaal than in Cape Colony.

The difference begins with the 'Grondwet,' or Constitution itself:

—

*' In its ninth article it is affirmed that there shall be absolutely ' no

equality, either in Church or State, between white and coloured.' The
natives are the 'zwart goed,' black goods or property, the schepsels, mere

creatures, the Gibeouites, to be used as the ' hewers of wood and drawers

of water ' for the white people.

" Till two years ago there never was such a thing as a legal marriage

among coloured people. When it was granted, lest it should be thought

that there was the shade of equality at the hymeneal altar, the preamble

introduces the 9th Article of the Grondwet, quoted above. It then

insisted upon a fee of £3 to the Government, and so hedged it round with

other restrictions as to p)ut a premium on immorality, insomuch that all

branches of the Christian Church sent deputations to Pretoria, and worked

des^jerately for its abolition, preferring the old condition of things."

The reverend authors of the manifesto tell us that the Dutch Refonned
Church is not, and never has been, unwilling to give the Gospel to the

black man. Yes and No ! Certainly not so far as these particular

ministers are personally concerned. They have given an honourable

example struggling successfully as they have done to rouse in their own
church missionary zeal. They have worked hard, and well, and they

have done good work. No one will grudge them that testimony who is a

well-wisher to the native. But it would seem as if while absorbed in

this effort, and in the joy of its success within the range of their own
observation, they had quite forgotten what is the real attitude of the vast

majority of the adherents of the Dutch Reformed Church. That can

only be understood by those in such regions as the Transvaal and its

borders, who in their missionary efforts have found their path crossed,

their labours retarded, their successes crushed by the undying hostility

of the Boer. There are many Boers, good Christian men, who are zealous

and willing to give their native dependants a sort of Christian teaching,

but it is doubtful whether even these would allow that teaching to take a

direction which would give progressive advancement to the native in

status and education. Yet these are some of the results without which

the missionary's work remains incomplete.

We need not go beyond the Cape Colony to know how bitterly the

Boor resents the education of the black man. It was only lately and
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witliin sight of Table Mountain tliat 1 linteneil to a Dutch lady who laid

down with ahnost vehement conviction the following exposition of her

views :
" Education of the coloured people was no use, it only spoiled

them. There ought to be a law made, that every coloured person should

be compelled to apprentice his children for three years to the service of

some white man. That is what they were made for." Yet this lady

belongs to the inner circle of revived religion in the Dutch Reformed

Church. In another house I had to sit in meekness under a wild tempest

of words in which were set forth the injustice of a Government which

assisted the black man to educate his children, whilst the white people

could not afford to spare theirs from the work of the farm to go to school

:

yet these people were landowners on the northern slope of the Paarl

mountain who drove in to church every Sunday with a well set-up

equipage and a pair of spanking horses. Travelling through the karroo

by train some years ago, I was approached by a Dutch Reformed minister,

who with an incredulous yet deeply serious air, inquired if I really

believed that these black peojJe had any receptive faculty for divine

things, and whether it were any use preaching the Gospel to them. I

answered him in tlie spirit of gentleness, for I saw that he meant no

harm, and that he was a sincere seeker after truth.

To go back to the Transvaal—that there are many missionary stations

there is true enough. The missionary is tolerated and looked down ujjon

as belonging to an inferior order of clerics. He must be discreet— he

must teach his flock to be submissive to their superiors and contented

with that state of life in which it has pleased Providence to place them.

Resolutions supporting the policy of the Imperial Government, declaring

that the present war is the result of a long prepared design to drive out

the British Government from South Africa, and to substitute a Dutch-

speaking dominion as the result of a war of aggression and conquest

;

and affirming their confidence in the High Commissioner has also been

passed by

—

1. The Baptist Church of South Africa.

2. The Cape Town and District Congregational Association.

3. The Congregational Union of Natal.

4. The Durban Church Council.

5. The Maritzburg Church Council.

6. The Evangelical Church Council of Port Elizabeth.

7. The Evangelical Ministers of Kimberley.

8. The Lovedale Missionary Institution of the Free Church of

Scotland.

9. The Cape Town Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church.

10. The King William's Town Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church.

11. The Natal Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church.

12. The Adelaide Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church.
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13. The Kaifrarian Presbytery of the Free Church of Scotland.

14. The KaffVarian Presbytery of the Presbyteriau Church of South

Africa.

15. The Cape of Good Hope Synod of the Wesleyan Methodist Church

of South Africa.

IG. The Clarkebury Synod (Native) of the Wesleyan Methodist Church
of South Africa.

17. The Queenstown Synod (Native) of the Wosleyan Methodist Church
of South Africa.

18. The Conference of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of South Africa.
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APPENDIX IV.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF AN IMPERIALIST.

Sib Ai/Fked Milner on Local Patriotism and Citizenship of

THE Empire.

The foUowiug sjjeech by Sir Alfred Milner, High Commissioner for

South Africa, was delivered to a deputation of the Guild of Loyal Women
of South Africa, attending to present an address to the Queen. The

report is taken from the Gape Argus of 25th April, 1900.

It is hardly necessary for me to assure you that it wiU give me great

pleasure to send home this address for submission to Her Majesty. I

venture to think, though perhaps I go beyond my province in saying so,

that among the innumerable demonstrations of loyalty and affection, of

which she is the recipient, this address will possess a peculiar interest

and value, because it comes from South Africa, because it comes from

the women of South Africa, and because it springs directly out of the

great crisis through which South Africa is at present passing. I have

been looking back to see when it was that I first heard of the movement

which has resulted in the formation of this Guild, and I find it was just

before Lord Roberts left Cape Town, before the operations which led to

the relief of Kimberley and Ladysmith, at the moment when

The Tide op Rebellion

in this Colony had reached high water mark, and the hopes of the enemy

were at their highest. They are no fair weather friends, the Loyal

Women of South Africa (cheers), neither are they, I fancy, in the ordinary

course, much of poUticians. But there are crises in the history of every

State when the latent reserves of strength in those sections of society

which are usually the least political, naturally and rightly show excep-

tional activity. It is such an impulse, a generous and spontaneous

impulse, which has led you, women of South Africa, in one of the gravest

crises which has ever threatened Her Majesty's Throne and Empire, to

Rally Round your Sovereign,

herself a woman, the most august and venerable figure on the world's

stage. But when I say that, do not suppose that I think that j'our move-

ment begins and ends with an expression of personal devotion, however

deep. What I specially welcome about the statement of principles
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contained in your address is its wide outlook, its appreciation of what is

meant by citizenship of the British Emphe. That is what we all need

so greatly, not only in the Cape Colony, or in the Colonies generally, but

quite as much in Great Britain itself.

The Wideu Patriotism.

Do not think it is inconsistent with local patriotism. Quite the reverse.

The latest political red herring is an attempt to confuse the minds of

men about the real issue at the bottom of the present struggle, which is

simply whether this country shall be inside or outside the British Empire,

by representing it as a struggle between those who think first of the good

of South Africa, and those whose interests and sympathies lie outside.

In future we are told that we are only to have two parties here—South

Africans and Uitlanders (laughter), but the difficulty of this ingenious

idea is, that it takes two to make a fight. Before you can get two bodies

of men to engage in combat, they must both exist, and, as it happens,

there is no such thing in existence, either here or in Great Britain, as an

Uitlauder Party, if that means a party which wishes to see South Africans

governed in any other interest but its own (cheers). I am, I believe,

supposed to be a typical Imperialist (hear, hear). Speaking as an

Imperialist, I can only say that it is not only consistent with my pohtical

creed, but it is an essential part of it, that South Africans should be

governed in the interest, and by the agency, of the people whose lives

are bound in it (cheers), who feel for it, and who work for it, as their

home. But the

Spirit of Looal Patriotism,

which I for one desire to see strengthened, not weakened, is liable to two

aberrations. It is a mistake to think that such patriotism can only be

found, or only exist in full measure, in born South Africans. Nothing

can be more unwise in a young country than to make distinctions

between those who are born in it, and those who have come from outside,

provided they are equally attached to it, equally prepared to serve it as

their home (cheers). And it is even a greater and more vital mistake to

regard a devotion to South Africa as inconsistent with, much more as

antagonistic to a devotion to the British Empire. If there is one thing

of which I am absolutely convinced, it is that the highest interests of

South Africa itself make for its inclusion in that great association of free

aud self-governing communities which is known as the British Empire

—

(cheers)—and the existence of which as a unit of invincible power, is

essential to the maintenance of the political ideals which these com-

munities have in common, and which mean so much for the whole future

of humanity. It is its highest merit in my eyes that the body, whose

members I am addressing, recognize that fact, and that their object is to

u 2
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spread its recognition. And tliis leads me to make one remark with

regard to your critics. I do not refer to hostile critics whose attacks are

an honour and should bo encouragement—(laughter and cheers)—but

critics of your own household who at heart are at one with you, and with

whom you would wish to avoid even the shadow of a misunderstanding.

I can sympathise with some whoso loyalty to the Throne and Empire is

quite undoubted, and who say :
" What need is there that we should

profess our loyalty, or form an association to demonstrate it?" And

certainly no one would dream of pressing those who have that feeling,

to join in any public movement if that method of contributing their quota

to the stock of common effort is uncongeuial to them. But I fancy they

somewhat misconceive the object of those who are present here to-day.

That object is not to demonstrate their own loyalty, which is quite

unnecessary, but to help to spread and strengthen throughout the com-

munity a sense of what loyalty in its true sense really means (cheers).

Can any one say that in this country, at this time, that is a work of

supererogation '? That is une criticism. But then there is another, and

again from friendly quarters. I hear there are some who think that you

are not sufficiently exclusive, that this Guild is drawing to itself adherents

from among those who do not feel, or have not at all times felt, as strongly

as some of us do, the honour and privilege of citizenship of the British

Empire, or who do not agree in all respects with every aspect of Imperial

policy. But if that is true, it seems to me to be a reason for satisfaction

rather than the contrary, and shows that

The Guild

is already doing good work, by uniting those who, despite minor, and

perhaps serious diflerences, are prepared to take their stand on one

broad platform of Imperial patriotism. I don't care what the diflerences

may be in other respects. If any one is able to subscribe heartily to the

principles laid down in your programme, it is good enuugh for me. In

conclusion, I wish to say one word on a personal matter, though I am
sorry to introduce the personal note at all on an occasion of this kind. It

is one of the principles of this guild to loyally strengthen the hands of

the Imperial Government and of Her Majesty's representative in this

land, and in handing me your address you have been kind enough to

speak in very strong terms—in terms which I feel to be too strong, though

I am grateful for the kind feeling which prompted them—of the action

and services of Her Majesty's present representative in this Colony.

Now, I see a very great difference between the cordial support of Her

Majesty's representative as her representative—especially at a time of

great national danger, and when he has his hands full, and more than full,

in upholding her lawful authority in this country (cheers), and the approval

of the particular methods and acts by which he may strive, however con-
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RrientimiHly, to fulfil that duty. Certainly he may claim that great

allowance should bo made for him, that his actions should bo judged

generously and as a whole. But God forbid that he should claim to be

exempt from criticism, even at a time like this. It is a favourite allega-

tion of the enemy that people are liable to be accused of being disloyal

because they criticise the action of the Governor. I do not believe that

this is so, but if it were so, it would, frankly speaking, be absurd. I

deprecate any attempt to invest the Governor with a sacrosanct character,

as I deprecate the intolerant spirit, the mania of suspicion, at present

abroad in some quarters, which would even ostracise people whose

essential loyalty is not open to question, because on this, that, or the

other point of a widely involved controversy, they may not agree with the

opinion of the majority of loyalists. From that suspicious, that intolerant

spirit, I believe the Guild of the Loyal Women of South Africa to be

entirely free (cheers), and that is one of the many reasons why I welcome

it and look forward hopefully to its future. Faithful to the Sovereign,

faithful to South Africa, and faithfiil to the Empire, its members have

A Great Work

before them in the coming days, not only the remaining days of what is

still a critical struggle, during which all our energies must be centered on

ensuring the triumph of our cause (cheers), but in the subsequent period

of reconstruction and development on new and broader lines. P'or that

we indeed require the strenuous, the imselfish, the patient efforts of all

loyal men and women, working in a spirit of generosity and compre-

hensiveness in order to place this country for ever beyond the danger of a

renewal of intestine strife, to make it a strength, and not a weakness, to

the Empire, and a happier place to live in, for those of every race, than it

hns been in the immediate past (loud cheers).
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APPENDIX V.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE TRADER.

Trade and the Issue of the War.

A leading trade journal—the British and South African Export

Gazette—contains in a recent number an able article, from which are

extracted the following useful reflections on the issue of the war in its

bearing on the commercial interests of the world ; and on tlie settlement

after the war from the same point of view.

The New " Progress and Poverty."

The parties in the field represent the opposing forces of progress

and reaction. Those who fight under the banner of " Africa for the

Afrikanders" are fighting to make South Africa a close preserve for

themselves and their descendants. They are deaf to all appeals for

enlightened advance ; they care nothing about utilising the resources of

the country so long as they can live in their traditional sloth. They
simply desire not to be bothered with agricultural improvements nor

commercial activities. The busybody from Europe would have no place

in their commonwealth except as the helot to work mineral deposits for

their benefit, or develop other native industries on a pei'centage to the

State. The Afrikander Republic would be a Republic of prohibitive

import dues, of enslaved native labour, of oppressive land tenure, of cheap

brandy and dear bread, of few railways, of a scanty white population living

in patriarchal ease upon a tributary working community, white and black.

The twentieth century, which is being welcomed by the rest of the world,

would never enter South Africa if by any possibility the Boers should

prove victorious in the present campaign. For it must not be forgotten

that though we are only fighting the burghers of the two Republics, the

ideas which animate them are held just as ardently by the Dutch popula-

tion of the Cape Colony and Natal. The fight is to settle whether South

Africa is to be made a second China or to be thrown open to the capital

and enterprise of the world.

A Policy of Open Markets.

The British spirit in South Africa, as opposed to the Dutch, is for the

fullest and freest possible expansion of the sub-Continent's resources, for

utilising the free labour of the black, for abolishing all taxes that hamper
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trade and industry. These are all objects which bear immediate relation

to commerce, and commerce in South Africa accordingly has had to play

the part of a vigorous political combatant. To read the resolutions of the

South African Chambers of Commerce, and compare them with the pro-

ceedings of the Dutch political organisations, would make one believe

that both pronomicements were equally the issues of a vigorous party

propaganda. But commerce has fought in vain for most of the reforms

she has asked for. The Dutch have been the predominant power, and

they have set themselves with the most unintelligent doggedness to resist

any proposal which might interfere with their narrow conception of their

own interests.

A New Trade Epoch.

Now, however, at the dreadful cost of a desperate war^ commerce is to

gain a voice of authority. The task of reconstituting the shattered fabric

of South African politics will devolve upon Great Britain, and we can feel

the utmost confidence that her object will be to ensure the fullest freedom

for the economic development of the country. The conversion of the two

Boer Republics into British territories will mean an enormous change in

the political tendencies of the Cape Colony. The secret Pan-Afrikander

ambitions of the past few years will have to be abandoned, and the con-

tinued maintenance of many abuses which recently seemed impregnable

will have ceased to be within the limits of practical politics. Then Natal,

which is refreshingly British and vigorously commercial, will be given a

stronger position in the making of South Africa than it has hitherto

enjoyed. No doubt the winning of the war and the pacification of the

two Republics are tolerably arduous preliminaries to the general reconsti-

tution of government. But the subject is of such vast importance and

intricacy that one cannot very well be premature in discussing it.

TuE "Dominion of South Africa."

There is a great deal to be said, for example, for and against the

projected Dominion of South Africa. Whether the war will leave the

country in such a condition that the fragments of old institutions can be

pieced into this whole of political federation is a question which only a

bold man will attempt to answer. But, whatever the prospects of political

unity may be, the conditions are alreadj'' prepared for commercial unity.

It will be for the trading interests of the countrj^ to see that both in the

remodelling of the Boer Governments and in the formulation of the larger

scheme of South African administration as a whole, every means are

adopted to relieve commerce of the many absurd and injurious restrictions

which at present retard her progress. In the successful construction of a

new commercial system everything depends upon a clear recognition of

the force and effect of existing conflicting tendencies and interests. It
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seems to ur, therefore, worth while to point out, even during the piogress

of the great struggle hetwoon Briton and Boer, the abuses which are at

present complained of in the commercial conditions of the country and

the remedies which are most likely to prove successful in dealing with

them. British manufacturers know how enormous has been the recent

advance in the value of South African trade despite these abuses. Who
can place any limit to its growth if these abuses were removed and the

magnificent resources of the sub-Continent were thrown open to the

enterprise and capital of the outside world ?

Free Trade versus Protection.

To some extent the economic position of South Africa resembles that of

Great Britain at the time of the great Corn Law agitation. The fiscal

system has been designed entirely in the interests of the producer as

against those of the consumer. That the import tariff has not been con-

structed on a frankly prohibitive basis is due to the fact that the producer

is so poor a hand at production as to be of sheer necessity a heavy con-

sumer too. But the spirit of the country's fiscal policy is unequivocally

exposed, beyond any dispute, by the clapping on of extra duties to meat

and breadstuffs when these commodities began to be largely imported

from Australia and America. Where the position in South Africa differs

from that in England in the thirties and forties is in the fact that no party

in the State is quite prepared to advocate unadulterated Free Trade.

This, of course, is explained by the fact that there is no huge industrial

population in South Africa, as there was in England, to whom cheap food

means the possibility of a tolerable existence. Besides, it is generally

recognised in South Africa that the development of the soil is really a

prime necessity of a prosperous development, and the consuming portion

of the community i^ quite ready to make some reasonable sacrifices in

order to stimulate the growth of flocks and herds. But even amongst the

town populations in the Cape Colony and Natal, and far more strongly

amongst the mining communities of the Transvaal and Rhodesia, there is

spreading the bitterest indignation against a policy which imposes fresh

duties on oversea food supplies while the native production is far below

even the present proportions of a continually growing demand.

Commercial Union.

It follows from these facts that commercial union for British South

Africa cannot come, as it has been hoped in the past it would come, from

the xiniversal adoption of the Customs Union tariff, although with the

abolition of the special tariff of the Transvaal it will be the only fiscal

scheme in actual operation. It is true that Natal has lately subscril)ed

assent to that very anomalous tariff. But she entered the Union
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grudgingly, and mainly because nho was anxinua to avoid any cut-throat

competition I'or the Transvaal trade. As to Rhodesia, the acceptance of

the Cape Colony tariff is one of the keenest grievances of the people against

their administration. Indeed, one cannot expect it to stand as a per-

manent principle of taxation that miners in one country should pay

unnecessarily dearly for their food and drink in order to support the

farmers and distillers in another. So far as British manufacturers are

concerned, they have hardly anything to complain of in the CuRtoms

Union tariff, beyond a few anomnliL's and stupidities such as are to ho

found in all tariffs. The dead-set of the South-African protectionist is

not against manfactures but against foodstuffs. If, however, the war is to

result in any scheme of fiscal federation for the sub-Continent, the

Imperial authorities who have made such a measure possible will certainly

have a right to demand that it shall be made a measure of assistance to

Imperial trade.

Fiscal Federation of the Empire.

The idea of special favouring tariffs within the Empire has made huge

progress since the days when Mr. Rhodes was snubbed for a tentative

attempt to put it into practice. The new tariff of a United South Africa

might very well give British (or, rather. Imperial) goods an advantage

over Continental and other foreign merchandise. The country is a large

importer from Australasia and India as well as from Great Britain, and it

has practically no trade interests that are worth conserving with any

foreign Power. Tlie only objection which can be raised to this proposal

is its effect upon revenue, but it is probable that any diminution in customs

receipts would be more than compensated for by an all-round expansicn

of trade.

Inter-South African Free Trade.

The " free interchange of South African products " is the one principle

of the Customs Union which the reorganisers of the fiscal system, to

include the Transvaal, could most heartily and emphatically endorse.

The stupid and vindictive policy of the Transvaal—which has shut out

Cape tobacco while it has let in Delagoa Bay spirit—has undoubtedly

proved a severe handicap upon the producing industries of South Africa.

With the old barriers removed, and with the fresh influx of capital and

enterprise which will follow upon British control, there ought to be an

extraordinary growth in the farming, fruit-growing, and viticultural

activities. The oldest-fashioned Dutch landowner will have to recognise

that ho is face to face with new conditions after the war, and the soil of

South Africa will cease to be an example of how it is possible to make

nothing of the gifts of nature. There will no Ionizer be that artificial

inflation of produce prices which in the past has so largely reduced the

necessity for agricultural exertion. And in the Transvaal the diBtreesed
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burgher will no longer be able to draw a subvention from the public funds

because he has no mind to cultivate his farm.

Railway Reform.

With a universal import tariff, and with the abolition of excessive

duties on imported foodstuffs, the principal evils of wliich the South

African trader has had to com]>lain would be removed. Such matters as

postal and telecjraph anomalies are only matters of detail. There remainsi

however, the great question of the railways. In the past, unfortunately,

the railways have been much too largely used as political instruments.

The British Colonies cannot be held guiltless of exploiting the resources of

the interior for the benefit of revenue, nor of making one branch of traffic

bear the burden of others less profitable. In the Cape Colony there has

been followed a cheese-paring policy of building local hues out of through

traffic earnings, when at once the bold and the wise course would have

been to float a new railway loan and to enter upon a big scheme of exten-

sion. These heresies are nothinar, however, to the petty malevolence with

which the Netherlands Railway Company of the Transvaal has been

employed by the Transvaal Government to forward its pet scheme of

crushing out British commercial supremacy within its territories. When
the Imperial authorities take over the functions of Mr. Krager's Govern-

ment, they will, of course, assume its obligations towards the railway

companies. They may be dej^ended upon to establish a more equitable

system of through rates from the ports, abandoning the foolish policy of

placing obstacles in the way of trade's development alons the line of least

resistance. It will not be long, probably, before the Transvaal railway

system becomes the property of the State. It will then only be reasonable

to expect that the transport of goads for the up-country mining industries

will, for the first time, be placed upon a thoroughly sound economic basis.

There are, too, many details in the local working of the Netherlands

Railway, of which both the mines and the merchants have the strongest

reason to complain. One of the grievances of importers is the frequent

impossibility of puttin^^ the responsibility for loss and damage in transit

upon any one of the several railway authorities, and the freighter's conse-

quent inability to obtain any redress. There is no doubt that the general

adjustment of rates might be made on the Netherlands system with very

great advantage to freighters. The small instalment of reforms which

was granted a couple of years ago by no means exhausted the capabilities

of concession in this direction.

Transvaal Merchants' Grievances.

The questions of tariffs and of railways are questions in which under

the promised federation the whole of South Africa will be dealt with.
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But hefore federation is considered the Imperial authorities will have to

carry out the important and difficult preliminary of reorganising the

administration of the two Republics. There are no commercial problems

in particular to be dealt with in the Orange Free State, but almost the

whole body of the Uitlanders' grievances in the Transvaal is made up of

oppressions and exactions upon trade. It is needless to point out how
intimately the interests of merchants and storekeepers are bound up with

the prosperity of the mines, and -with the wides]iread movement in mining

enterprise which is certain to follow upon the establishment of British

control. But it may be pointed out that the wholesale evasion of the

native Liquor Law has meant an enormoxis drain upon the native demand

for all other commodities. Then there is the question of the treatment of

Asiatics. Mr. Kruger's proposal was to insist upon the continemont of

Asiatics, both for trading and residence, in locations. Against this pro-

posal the Imperial Government protested on the ground that it was a

breach of the Convention. Probably the majority of wholesale traders in

the Transvaal would prefer the maintenance of the present freedom for

Asiatics, with a stricter enforcement of sanitary regulations, and they

would certainly object to any legishition which would favour their further

increase. Another matter of almost equal consequence to both mining

and commerce is the question of native labour supply. Something liKe

free trade should be established in this traffic in place of the ill-advised

pass regulations which have served only as encouragements to the flagrant

dishonesty of Boer officials. It is not too much to say that a native

labour supply at once plentiful and sober would mean the beginning of a

new industrial era in South Africa. The effect upon the community's

consuming power of lower import dues and railway rates need not be

dwelt upon. Nor is it necessary to discuss such minor matters as trading

licenses, police protection, and municipal administration. It may be

worth pointing out, however, that the theory of Transvaal jurisprudence,

as established by the autocrat Kruger, gave positively no security of title

to property ; and it will be readily understood what sort of an influence

this fact exerted upon commercial enterprise in the last days of the

Republic. It is impossible to say what the aggregate benefit to British

manufacturers of a healthy condition of things in the Transvaal would be.

Probably it would amount to several millions of additional purchases

annually. But what is certain is that after this war, Johannesburg will

follow in its old courses and once more " beggar expectation."

The Economic Ideal.

It is perfectly obvious, therefore, that commerce has a very substantial

concern in the lamentable struggle now proceeding in South Africa, and

that it will have much to say in the reorganisation of affairs which will

follow upon the conclusion of hostilities. In many of its contentions
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trade will run counter to the vic^v,^ of otlier intcrestH, though we believe

that tlic policy we liavo formulated would be found to benelit in the long

run every class of the community. It is well, therefore, that the repre-

sentatives of commerce should determine upon the attitude the}'' will

adopt, and that they should be prepared to prevent any perpetuation of

the anachronisms and anomalies which have hindered the economic

development of South Africa. It would be a thousand pities if the

elTusion of blood and the sacrifice of life which the settlement of pending

questions by war has involved should leave vmaltered any of these abuses.

Many of them are local in their working and must be left to the gradual

fil'eration of local opinion. But the whole trend and tone of opinion in

South Africa will depend upon the wisdom and breadth of view of the men
who are entrusted with the task of setting up a now scheme of adminis-

tration in the conquered Rejniblics, and with the greater task of federating

the several territories into one free, prosjyerous and progressive common-
wealth.
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APPENDIX VI.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A PROGRESSIVE BURGHER
OF THE ORANGE FREE STATE.

The Orange Fkee State amd President Kruger's Policy.

The Special Correspondent of the London Times at Bloemfontein sends

an interesting despatch, dated 25th April, 1900, from which the following

extracts are taken. They contain the views of a Progressive burgher of

the Free State, the party lately led by Mr. J. G. Fraser, who, to the loss

of all South Africa, was defeated in the Presidential election of 1896.

Few chapters in the history of the developnrient of that anti-British

movement which finally culminated in the present war in South Africa

could be more interesting than that dealing with the political relations

between the Orange Free State and the Transvaal.

Both Republics had their origin in the Great Trek. But, though both

sprang from that movement of discontent with British rule, such as it

was in the thirties, there was a great difference in the degree of the

discontent. A large section of the emigrant farmers was composed of

men of adventurous nomadic habits, impatient of all control, and bitterly

hostile to all those elements of modern civilisation which British influence

represented. It was these who, when in 1848 direct sovereignty over the

country between the Orange and Vaal rivers was resumed by Sir Harry

Smith, decided to cross over into the then almost unknown regions

beyond the latter river, and founded various turbulent little States carved

out of territories conquered from the natives. These ultimately coalesced

into a single republic, which assumed to itself the ambitious title of the

South African Republic. Those, on the other hand, whose grievances

had been largely temporary and local, and who realised the advantages of

sume form of stable government, remained in the fertile country south

of the Vaal, and, being joined by many immigrants, Dutch, English, and

German, became the fathers of the Free Staters uf the present generation.

Thus there was from the very first a great difference of character between

the two Republics, and for many years after the retrocession of the Free

State intercourse between it and Cape Colony was much closer than

between it and the Transvaal. There grew up in South Africa during the

sixties and seventies a Dutch nationalist aspiration, aiming at the ulti-

mate creation of an united Dutch South Africa from which English rule

should be eliminated. This aspiration was chiefly fostered by foreign
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immigrauts, llollauders aud Gcrmaus, who came to seek their fortunes iu

the Republics, aud by some of the more educated among the Cape Dutch

who had studied in Europe, and there imbibed the views about national-

ism which were in fashion with the generation that followed the half-

nationalist, half-liberal movement of 1848. Conspicuous among these

were men like Carl Borckenhagen, a talented, ambitious aud unscrupulous

German, who, through the medium of his journal, the Bioemfontein

Express, and still more through the enormous secret influence he exercised

over President Reitz and his successor Steyn, devoted all his powers to

the propagation of the nationalist idea of hatred of England ; F. W.
Reitz, a rising advocate in Ca\>Q Colony, who afterwards rose to become

Chief Justice and President of the Free State, and is now State Secretary

of the Transvaal ; the Rev. S. J. du Toit, editor of the Patriot—since

converted to a sounder appreciation of what the future welfare of South

Africa demands. It was these three men who, in 1882, founded the

Afrikander Bond. In President Burgers, too, with his magnificent plans

for tlie future development of the South African Republic, these views

found a typical representative.

It was the revolt of 1881, the series of defeats inflicted on British

regulars by a handful of Afrikander farmers, and the short-sighted and

unexpected surrender of Mr. Gladstone's Government, that gave the

nationalist aspiration a chapter in history, a new hope, and—in Paul

Kruger—a leader.

During the war of 1881 large numbers of Free Staters and colonials

flocked to the Transvaal to join their kinsfolk. In the Free State many

petitions were signed and addressed to President Brand expressing sym-

pathy with the Boers and asking the President's intervention. On
7th February, 1881, Kruger sent from Heidelberg a long appeal for

intervention or assistance to President Brand, ending with a passage

which may well be quoted as summing up the object of Kruger's policy

from that day to this :
" Freedom shall rise in South Africa, as the sun

from the morning clouds, as freedom rose in the United States of America.

Then shaU it be, from the Zambesi to Simon's Bay, Africa for the

Afrikander." Brand offered his mediation, which the British Govern-

ment, glad to get out of the scrape as best it could, eagerly accepted. At
the Newcastle conference Brand practically dictated the terms to which

both parties were to submit. But, though Brand's sympathies inclined

towards the revolted burghers of the Transvaal, he still remained a friend

to Great Britain. He was far too sagacious to be led astray by the

nationalist delirium which the war awakened among the Dutch all over

South Africa. He did all in his jwwer to discountenance the Bond

advocated by Borckenhagen and Reitz as only calculated to cause future

mischief. His sane, far-seeing policy was guided by a sincere patriotism

which looked not only to the Orange Free State, but to the whole of
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South Africa. He looked on the British power as a friendly factor—

a

factor essential to the development of those portions of South Africa

which it had retained under its control. Brand's comparatively early

death in 1888 was one of the greatest misfortunes that ever befell South

Africa, as it left the field clear for Paul Kruger. From the very first

Kruger was determined not to rest content with the settlement secured

for the Transvaal by President Brand. Through the weakness of Lord

Derby he secured its modification by peaceful means in 1884. But the

reaction which followed in England and which led to the despatch of the

Warren expedition in the following year convinced him that he had now
got as much out of Great Britain as he was ever likely to get by peaceful

request, and that henceforward he must look to political intrigue and

physical force to help him in his further plans. For a time the poverty

of the country, internal dissensions, and the task of maintaining himself

in power—an object which in his eyes has always ranked above all else,

abo'^e even the destruction of the British power in South Africa—kept

him quiet. In 1886 came the discovery of the Witwatersrand with its

promise of immeasurable wealth, to be used not only to keep the President

in office, but also to carry out by the practical instruments of armed force

and lavish intrigue the vague ambitions once cherished by President

Burgers. The Delagoa Bay railway scheme initiated by Burgers was

now taken in hand by Kruger with characteristic determination and

unscrupulousness, and as an essential preliminary the Portuguese Govern-

ment was driven into breaking its faith with the English company which

had got the concession for the railway to the Transvaal border. The
objects Kruger kept before his eyes in those years were twofold. On the

one hand, his aim was to connect the Transvaal with the sea, not only

through Delagoa Bay, but by the actual extension of its territory to the

coast through Zululand or Amatongaland, so that it should have its own
harbour and become economically free both of Portugal and the British

colonies, and be able to enter into more direct relations with European

Powers which might support it against England ; and, on the other hand,

to arm his own burghers and render the Free State economically and

politically so completely dependent on the Transvaal that, when the time

should come either for throwing off the London Convention or for annex-

ing some piece of disputed territory necessary for his schemes, he should

have at his back a military Power with which no British Government, such

as British Governments then were, would dare to try the issue of war.

In 1887 two secret conferences took place between the Transvaal and
the Orange Free State, dealing with various economical and jwlitical

questions. Nothing could give a clearer idea of Kruger's policy towards

the Free State than some brief account of these meetings. The first

conference took place in President Krugor's house at Pretoria on 31st May
and the next two days. There were present on the one side President
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Kruger with his State Secretary aud State Attorney, Messrs. Bok and

Leyds, and a commission of the Transvaal Volksraad consisting of Messrs.

F. Wohnarans, Klopper, Taljaard, Lombaard, and Spies, and on the other

side a deputation from the Free State Volksraad composed of Messrs.

Fraaer, Klynveld, and Myburgh. The Transvaal representatives are very

typical. Above them all stands out the President, who practically leads

the whole conference ; knowing exactly . what he wants, indifferent to

argument, returning a^ain and a'lain to the same point, however often

refuted ; incapable of conviction, though ready as a last resort to lower

his demands step by step aud claim that he has made a great concession

—the same Kruger as twelve years later at Bloemfontein, only here not

on the defensive against a superior intellect and a will as strong as his

own, but active, persuasive, impassioned, speaking among men more

capable of submitting to his influence. At his side is the smooth plausible

young Hollander Leyds, taking no part in the debate, but making his

influence discernible in almost every argument. The commission repre-

sents Kruger's stalwarts in the Volksraad, the men chosen for their

unquestioning fidelity to the hand that has fed them and kept them in

their places, for their narrow religious and political prejudices and for

their genuine hatred of England. Just as the Transvaal representatives

for most purposes mean President Kruger, so the Free Staters mean

Mr. J. G. Fraser. Son of one of those Scotch Presbyteiian clergj'^men

who came out to South Africa in the middle of the century to supply the

intellectual deficiencies of the Dutch Reformed Church, Mr. Fraser

entered the Free State as a young man, and threw in his lot unreservedly

with the country of his adoption, rapidly attracting President Brand's

attention and becoming his right-hand man, his political alter ego, in

which capacity he came on this occasion to Pretoria. After Brand's

death Mr. Fraser resolutely continued tiie tradition of Brand's policy,

but unfortunately, as year by year the influence of the noisier and

extremer party led by Reitz and Borckenhagen, and afterwards by Steyu,

prevailed, his own hold grew \\eaker. In vain Mr. Fraser for years

prophesied the inevitable result of following the mischievous policy of

the Transvaal. The mass of the burghers, swayed by sentiment and

deluded by their belief in England's weakness, refused to heed his warn-

ings. And now Mr. Fraser has lived to see the little State with which

he has so long been identified, and which owes so much to him, throw

away its independence in defence of an unworthy and hopeless cause.

The object with which the Free State deputies had come was a single

and straightforward one—to arrange for a general treaty of amity and

commerce which should bring the two kindred States closer together, and

more especially to come to some agreement with regard to the scheme of

building a railway across the Free State from Cape Colony to join on to a

proposed Transvaal railway from the Vaal to the Witwatersrand and
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Pretoria. Another suggestion the deputation had come to urge upon the

Transvaal was that of joining a general South African Customs Union.

Both these suggestions met with Kruger's strongest disapproval. They
meant bringing South Africa together, linking the Free State in closer

commercial, social, and political relationship with the British possessions,

instead of bringing it into completer dei.)endence on the Transvaal. More
than that, it meant English commerce and English immigration on the

Rand, and threatened to swamp his carefully-fostered schemes for the

Delagoa Railway and for German and Hollander immigration. Through-
out the whole series of discussions at the conference the contrast between

the attitude of Kruger and the Free State Deputies is very striking. The
latter have come to discuss in a straightforward matter of fact way certain

economical matters of vital interest to both Republics. For Kruger and
his commissioners these are all questions of high politics, to be judged
according as they fit in, or clash with, a certain mysterious secret policy

to which allusions are constantly dropped. In fact, while the Free

Staters talk like business politicians, the Transvaalers talk like stage

conspirators. On the railway question Kruger insists that the Free State

shall not construct, or even sanction, its railwaj'-, or, at any rate, the part

connecting Bloemfontein with Cape Colony, before the Delagoa Railway is

completed. Dela:j;oa Bay must be the jwrt for the Free State, and not

an English port which would let in English trade and bring English

influences into the land. For in Kruger's eyes English trade is the worst

form of ruin. It must be kept out of the Republics at all costs. To
quote his own metaphorical la-jguage :

—"For the little sheep my door is

open ; but the wolf I mean to keep out." Or, as another member of hi-t

commission puts it
:—" What need have we of the Colony and its importa-

tion ? The trade they represent to us as life and prosperity is our death.

We Republics are strong enough ; let us go together." Against such

arguments it is useless for the Free Staters to plead that the line is an

urgent necessity for them, and that there is no sign of the D -lagoa

Railway being completed for years to come, or to ask whether the

Transvaal is quite indifferent to Free State interests, as long as it can get

the Free State under its control. Kruger entreats them to wait, vows
that railways are a delusion and a snare, that for the present the Free

State is much better without one, that to join with Cape Colony now wil

ruin the Delagoa Railway or any railway he may wish to build to a

harbour yet to be acquired. In time, he promises them, they shall have

a great railway system radiating all over South Africa from Pretoria, but

not before the Transvaal has made itself absolutely indej^endent of

English political influence and English trade.

Delagoa is a life and death question for us. Help us ! If you hook on

to the colony you cut our throat How can our State exist without

the Delagoa Railway ? . . . . Keep free ! We shall help you, even with

X
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a contribution if necefieary. I wish to share with you, but it" you refuse,

go! We shiiU build, if it takos us ten years. The Lord rules! If

the Free State will not work with us, we shall make our own harbour

on our own borders If you build your lino I will not let it join

mine.

As for the Customs Union, Kruger declares that the Transvaal could

never enter it unless it had its own harbour and was free of its dependence

on the convention. As things are the English will only use their position

to swindle the Transvaal of its proper share in the receipts. He entreats

the Free State to keep clear of such a union.

No Customs union ! Customs unions are made between equal States

with equal access to harbours, but where one is master and the other

dependent there can be no union. We are striving to settle the question

of our own harbour peacefully.

Mr. Fraser sceptically remarks that a harbour requires forts and ships

and soldiers and sailors to man them, or else it would be at the mercy of

the first passing gunboat. Kruger, somewhat nettled, replies that, once

the Transvaal has a harbour, foreign Powers can intervene in its affairs.

The Transvaal must get into touch with foreign Powers in view of

eventualities.

The strength of our position lies in our making the British Government

understand that the Republics hold together. Then we can be sure that

we will be taken into account Let us speak frankly. We are not

going to be dependent on England. Take no railway union—remain

without a railway. That is better than to take their money. The future

will provide greater blessings if you work \dth us. Let them keep their

money. Let them not bind you. The Lord reigns—none other—the

deliverance is near at hand.

So, too, Mr. F. Wolmarans :

—

We must look at the matter from the political standpoint of our

independence. We have had much experience of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment, and we will and must shake ourselves free and become independent.

We are still insufficiently prepared (ongerust). We wish to get to the

sea, more especially with an eye to future complications. Let us first get

to the sea and achieve our independence. Wait a few years. Why are

we to-day worried at Delagoa ? English influence ! They wish to keep

us in bonds and dependence ; that is what we struggle against

You know our secret policy. We cannot treat the colony as we would

treat you. The colony would destroy us. It is not the Dutch there that

we are fighting against. Time shall show what we mean to do with

them ; for the present we must keep them off.

I'hese extracts give some idea of the hopes and fears that animated

President Kruger and his followers in 1887. They hardly suggest the

theory so common among those whose knowledge of South African affairs
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begins with New Year's Day, 189G, that Kruger bore no ill-will to

England or the English, before the bitter diailliisionmeut of the Jameson
raid.

The result of the conference was that Kruger retired beaten, Brand
having made it quite clear that he would not let the Free State be dragged

into Kruger's policy or give up his power of independent action as regards

either the railway or a customs union.

In the following year Brand died, and was succeeded by Reitz. For a

while Brand's influence in the Volksraad was strong enough to act as a

check on Reitz's desire to subordinate Free State interests to Transvaal

ambitions. Transvaal maladministration and the exclusive policy adopted

towards the Uitlanders, many of whom were Free Staters, offended a large

section among the more thoughtful people in the Free State. Never-

theless, in 1889 Reitz succeeded in concluding a conditional defensive

alliance with Kruger at Potchefstroom ; and as Brand's influence died

away the doctrines of Pan-Afrikanderdom, as expounded by the new
President and still more eloquently confirmed by the growing wealth and
power of the Transvaal, found ready acceptance. How far this change of

sentiment had gone by the autumn of 1895, when Reitz resigned owing
to mental breakdown, is shown by the fact that in the preliminary

selection in the Volksraad of candidates for the Presidency only nineteen

votes were given to Mr. Eraser as against forty-one given to Mr. Steyn,

an out-and-out follower of the extreme Afrikander doctrine as preached

by Reitz and Borckenhagen. In the interval between this selection and

the actual election came the Jameson raid. Eraser, who had for years

condemned Kruger's policy towards the Uitlanders, and could not, there-

fore, enter into the denunciation of the raid with the same unqualified

fervour of invective as Steyn, was disastrously beaten. Transvaal money
is believed to have played no small part in the expenses of that election.

Immediately after the raid the Free State Volksraad passed a resolution

setting aside the Potchefstroom treaty and declaring that the Free State

burghers should be at the disposal of the Transvaal if its independence

were endangered from without or within. In the following year Steyn

went to Pretoria, where he was received with tremendous enthusiasm

and welcomed as the destined President of the United Republics. A
definite treaty of offensive and defensive alliance was now concluded—the

treaty under the terms of which the Free State declared war upon Great

Britain two years later. It was in vain that the moderate party, headed

by Eraser, protested and declared that there could be only one outcome

of a policy whose whole object was to strengthen the Transvaal in its

resolve to suppress the Uitlanders and defy the British Government

—

namely, war and the destruction of the Republics. In a speech to his

constituents on 17th March, 1898, Mr. Eraser condemned in the strongest

language the misrule and corruption in the Transvaal, and, reviewing the

X 2
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whole hifitory of the relations between the two Republics^ denounced

President Steyn for having sacrificed to a spurious sentiment the proud

and independent position won for the Free State by President Brand, and

for having reduced the Free State to be a vassal of the South African

Republic, enjoying the extreme privilege of fighting its enemies and policing

its citizens without having a voice in its affairs. The alliance was a sham
which was destined to ruin both States.

Mr. Fraser's protests fell on deaf ears. President Kruger and his

agents at Bloemfontein had completely persuaded the people of the Free

State that no British Government would dare to challenge the combined

forces of the two Republics to the issue of war, and that beyond diplomatic

protests there would be no interference with Kruger's policy as long as the

Republics held closely together.

The Bloemfontein conference made some pretence at reviving the old

mediating policy of President Brand. But it was only a pretence.

There was no attempt at impartiality ; still less could the Free State,

bound hand and foot as it was by treaty, bring any real pressure to bear

on its ally. Mr. Abraham Fischer, a plausible, ambitious lawyer,

attended the sittings of the conference professedly as interpreter, really in

order to mislead the Free State Volksraad as to what passed. It was upon
his account of the proceedings that the Volksraad voted its resolution

expressing its complete satisfaction at Kruger's first proposals. In the

subsequent negotiations Fischer, while actively engaged on peace missions,

did no little to make peace impossible. It was he who, in August, went
to Pretoria and urged Krager to refuse the proposal for a joint commission

as an unwarrantable interference with his independence. Undoubtedly
it was the attitude of Messrs. Steyn and Fischer, and of the Volksraad
which they swayed, that more than anything else strengthened President

Kruger in his resolve to resist the British demands. The history of the

last few months, the secret session of the Free State Volksraad, where

President Steyn openly accused the British agent at Pretoria of having

deceived and misled Mr. Smuts, the correspondence with Sir A. Milner

ordering him to withdraw British troops from the Republican frontiers,

the wholesale annexation of British territory and commandeering of

British subjects to fight against their allegiance are too recent and weU
known to require fuller treatment. Never in history has the indepen-

dence of a small, prosperous, and well-governed State been more wantonly

and light-heartedly thrown away by its rulers than in the case of the

Orange Free State.
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APPENDIX VII.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF IRISH COLONISTS IN
SOUTH AFRICA.

From the Cape Times of the 16th March, 1900.

IRELAND FOR EVER.

An Enthusiastic Meeting—The National Sentiment—Irish

Regiment op Guards—His Excellency's Policy.

A representative meeting of Irishmen resident in Cape Town was held

at the International Hotel last night, under the presidency of the Deputy-

Mayor (Mr. T. J. O'Reilly). There was a large attendance, including the

Rev. Dr. McCarthy, the Rev. Father Moran, the Rev. Father O'Reilly, the

Rev. J. J. McClure, Dr. Farrelly, Messrs. J. C. O'Riley, F. L. St. Leger,

Burke, Ford, Wallace, J. Gabriel, Chadwick, W. Black, Ryan, J. E. Wood,

and many others, the hall being well filled, and the proceedings throughout

of an enthusiastic character.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said that the present was a

most opportune time for the Irishmen to come together and pass resolutions

of the nature which would be submitted to them that night, especially

considering the amount of valour which had been shown by the Irish

troops now in this country (cheers). Probably such another occasion

would never come again during their lifetime, and it would be seen from

the resolutions that the Irishmen of the army and navy were to be allowed

to wear the national emblem, the shamrock, on St. Patrick's day (cheers).

And further, the valour of the Irish troops was going to be marked by

the formation of an Irish regiment of Guards, and when they had heard

the resolutions which would be spoken to he had no doubt that they

would be carried unanimously (cheers).

St. Patrick's Day and the Shamrock.

Dr. Farrelly moved the first resolution in the following terms :
" That

we Irishmen, in public meeting assembled, recognise that our countrymen

in Her Majesty's service have added fresh laurels to the national honour,

and thank Her Majesty for acknowledging their merit by her order to wear

the shamrock on St. Patrick's Day, her intention of forming an Irish

regiment of Guards, and of paying a visit to our country, where a loyal

and enthusiastic welcome awaits her. And that this resolution be handed

by the chairman to His Excellency Sir Alfred Milner for transmission to
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Her Majesty." Speaking to the lesoluiiou, Dr. Farrelly said that the

present occasion marked the beginning of hapi^er times which were in

store for them, lie thought that after many centuries EngUshmen, Irish-

men, Scotchmen, and Welshmen had learnt to appreciate one another's

qualities. The Queen's action in regard to the shamrock, everyone must

admit to be a most graceful recognition of the national sentiment, a recog-

nition of the Irish as a constituent foi-ce, and not as a disruptive element

of the Empire which ruled the greater part of the civilised world. It sealed

the imion of the scattered units of the Empire, and tended greatly to heal

those woimds inflicted by dead and gone dissension—(cheers)—far off

things of long ago. That those were not altogether ended, of course they

all knew, and it certainly marked an event which could have only one

result, and that was to lead Irishmen to imderstand not merely their

national, but their Imperial resiDonsibility. The formation of the Irish

regiment of Guards was also a step taken by Her Majesty which must

commend itself to Irishmen. It was a most fitting recognition of the

valour of their coimtrymen in the field, and of the skill of Irish generals

(cheers). Her Majesty's visit ttj Ireland was also a mark of a clearer

imderstanding among the constituent peoples of the United Kingdom,

They had not made their own destiny ; it had been imposed on them, and

they were linked together for ever, English, Irish, Scotch, and Welsh, and

he thought it was a most fortunate omen for the future of the Empire,

which they all had to administer, that Her Majesty should have proposed

to pay a visit to Ireland.

Continental Criticism.

He had noticed a very curious misapprehension of the attitude of the Irish

towards the Empire on the part of the foreign critics. There were many

subjects of dispute and misunderstanding between English and Irish, but

very few of the foreign writers had noticed that their attitude was that of

disputants in a family quarrel. They were prepared to discuss, even with

unnecessary heat at times, their respective sides of the quarrel, but on the

intervention of one whom they conceived to be outside the circle of the

Empire, their attitude changed. That was one of the greatest lessons

which the present state of affairs in South Africa impressed upon them,

and the effect itself was emphasised by Her Majesty's recent action.

Another thing which their foreign critics had failed to see was the position

of the English towards the Irish themselves. One could not have lived

for many years in England without perceiving the extreme good-nature,

the absolute absence of jealousy, and the readiness to appreciate public

service on the part of the English towards the Irish, and most foreigners

absolutely failed to grasp that fact. He thought there lay a heavy burden

on them not to be behind in reciprocating that feeling, and to recognise

that however much they might disjmto en luinoi- issues, on tlie greater
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issues whicli affected the safety of the Empire they were one with their

English friends (loud cheers). The Imperial sentiment amongst the Irish

was usually described by continental critics as non-existent, but bethought

that was a complete failure to appreciate the facts, for they must remember

that at all great crises of the Empire's fate—from Waterloo to Delhi, from

Kandahar to Alexandria, from Khartoum to Paardebcrg, Irish skill and

Irish valour in the field had helped to create the Empire. In the more

peaceful field of the law, of administration, and of dijilomacy, Irish service

had constituted our people co-heirs of a great inheritance (loud cheers).

Mr. Wood, in seconding the motion, said that never would an order have

been so gladly obeyed as the order for the wearing of the shamrock on

St. Patrick's Day, and he was sure that Her Majesty would have no more

loyal and devoted Guardsmen than the Irish Guards (cheers).

The resolution was carried by acclamation.

Lord Roberts.

Dr. Marius Wilson moved the second resolution as follows :
" That this

meeting of Irishmen wishes to convey to Lord Roberts their high appre-

ciation of the great services he has rendered to the British Empire, and, as

brother Irishmen, to congratulate him and the troops un<^er his command

on the great successes which they have achieved. They hope and trust

that the great work which he has still in hand may be brought ere long to

a successful issue, so that the British flag may triumphantly fly from Cape

Point to the Zambesi. As Irishmen we drink your health and our

brother countrymen's on this St. Patrick's Day." He observed that Lord

Roberts had come out to take the command of the forces in South Africa

at a time when he was mourning the death of a son who had laid down

his life in the service of his country, and since his lordship had been out

here he had carried matters on in a way they all liked (hear, hear). For

years past everyone had looked forward to a United South Africa; the

only difference in the point of view was that one section of the community

wanted it under one flag, whilst they wanted it under the flag under which

they were born, and under which they lived (cheers).

Mr. J. C. O'Riley seconded the resolution, and said that for the last fifty

years he had been a resident of this Colony, and he had witnessed the

arrival of every general since the days of Sir Harry Smith in 1851. He
also mentioned that he had served through the Kaffir War of 1851, at a

tune when he was scarcely bigger than the gun he carried (cheers).

The motion was passed with unanimous enthusiasm and hearty

cheering.

A Scandal to Civilisation.

The Rev. Dr. McCarthy then moved the next resolution, which read as

follows :
" That this meeting of Irish colonists records its profound convio-
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tion tliat iu the presem war the Empire is lighting for justice and ])eace,

aiul tenders to the High Cuiumisbioner ita abaolute cunfidence and respectful

Bympathy in his grave anxieties." He said that personally he held that

the war was just simply because it was unavoidable, and he took it that

the Empire was quite justified in forcin'^ the Transvaal to remove the state

of oppression which existed, even by the employment of force. Both

legally and morally Great Britain was fully justified in taking such steps

as should remove what had been for a long time a scandal to civilisation

and an insult to their brethren, which they all felt (hear, hear). He might

also point out the necessarily bad effect which the Transvaal had upon

the Dutch in the Cape Colony. He had lived in the country too long to

say that the Dutch were disloyal. There were disloyal Dutch no doubt,

but the tendency of things was such that the prevalence of the Africander

ideal in the Transvaal meant a war fur the existence of the British flag, or

else the reduction of all men except the burgliers to the level of the popu-

lation of Johannesburg. So he was firmly convinced that the Emijire was

fighting for justice and for peace, because if they had hesitated now^they

would have had to fight later on. It was not the Empire that had broken

the peace; it was those men who, by their irreconcilable attitude, had

shown that their anxiety waa to govern the whole of South Africa.

The High Commissioner.

He would ask them to recollect, moreover, if they had ever heard of a

nation piling up arms which they did not intend to use ; and while they

piled uj) arms in the Transvaal, the Transvaal emissaries had invaded the

Colony, and while he was perfectly ready to acquit the majority of the

Dutchmen of the Colony of disloyalty, he was perfectly sure that there

was a conspiracy to seduce them, and that it had succeeded only too well.

In conclusion, it only remained for him to ask them to tender to His

Excellency Sir Alfred Milner tlieir absolute confidence (loud cheers). He

regretted greatly to learn that under the recent strain His Excellency's

health had suffered during the past few weeks, but he would have the

sympathy of all honest Irishmen—(cheers)—and when his term of office

expired they would show him how much they admired the courage and

wisdom which His Excellency had shown iu spite of domestic treason,

insult, and contumely (renewed cheers).

The Rev. J. J. McClure, in seconding the resolution, paid an eloquent

tribute to the manner in which Sir Alfred Milner had conducted the affairs

of the Empire in South Africa, and observed that they must all feel proud

of the part which their country had played in this great struggle.

The resolution was carried with much enthusiasm.

On the motion of the Rev. Father O'Reilly, a vote of thanks was passed

to Lady Roberts for the great work she has done in aiding the families of
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Irish soldiers, and the proceedings came to a close with the singing of the

National Anthem.

The Queen's Reply to the resolution moved by Dr. Farrelly addressed
to Her Majesty was transmitted by cable and forwarded through the

hands of the High Commissioner.

Copy of message dated London, 17th March, 1900 ;
—" The Queen

sincerely thanks ihe Irishmen in Cape Town for their loyal message,

unanimously agreed upon at a public meeting and transmitted through
the High Commissioner. The sentiments which it expressed have greatly

touched Her Majesty. The Queen has always felt confident that the

same spirit of courage and allegiance which has distinguished her Irish

soldiers in the face of the enemy would be shared by their brethren in

the Colony in support of the authority of Her Government."

{Cape Times, 19th March, 1900.)
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APPENDIX VIII.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A MINISTER OF THE CROWN
IN CAPE COLONY.

A Speecu by the Hon. T. Lynedoch Gbaham, Q.C, M.L.C, now
Colonial Secretary in the Present Cabinet.

The Kpeech was delivered at a meeting in supiwrt of the policy of tlie

Imperial Government, held at Claremont, Cape Town, on 30Lh March,

1900, and is reported in the Gape Times of 31st March.

"A Governor with a Backbone."

The Hon. T, L. Graham, Q.C, M.L.C, who was received with loud and

prolonged cheers, moved :
" That this meeting desires to place on record

its high appreciation of the conduct of Her Majesty's High Commissioner

throughout his tenure of office, and its complete confidence in the policy

of Her Majesty's Government, as administered by hiin." (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Graham said, " I find some difficulty in adequately expressing myself

in moving the resolution, because I feel that few, if any, of the distin-

guished individuals who have occupied the onerous and responsible

position of High Commissioner of this Colony so rapidly gained the

lasting alfection of the loyal inhabitants of this country as Sir Alfred

Milner—(loud cheers)—and this in spit« of the fact that to the vast

majority of the inhabitants of South Africa when Sir Alfred Milner

accepted that responsible position his figure was an unfamihar one. We
knew him as an able scholar. We knew him as a brilliant writer, but

we had yet to learn of those high qualities of statesmanship and adminis-

tration which we have now learned by personal exijerience. (Cheers,

and a Voice: He's too sharp for Kruger.) I well remember when the

question of a successor to Lord Rosmead was first mooted how eagerly

we scanned the cables from England to see who was coming out as High

Commissioner. I well remember the critical period of His Excellency's

appointment. I recollect early in February, shortly after Sir Alfred's

appointment was promulgated, an article had been published in the Daily

Chronicle of London, then under its old regime, and edited by a man
whose sympathies were strongly pro-Boer, and in that article it was

pointed out that Sir Alfred Milner was coming to the Cape at one of the

most critical periods of its history, and the writer wound up his article,
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which created a considerable sensation at the time, by pointing out that

the time would be considered even more critical were it not for the full

trust and confidence reposed in Sir Alfred Milner's fairness and honour.

And the editor of the Chronicle was not the only person who had been

prepared to eulogise our new High Commissioner, because we found at a

public function men of almost every shade of political opinion united in

wishing our High Commissioner God-speed, and in congratulating the

Government upon the excellence of their appointment. We found men
like Sir William Harcourt, John Morley, Lord Eosebery, combining with

Mr. Asquith, Mr. Balfour, and Mr. Goschen in their congratulations, and

we waited expectantly, and we have not been disappointed. (Cheers.)

We, however, soon found that in Sir Alfred Milner we had a man ot iron

will—(cheers)—and fearless courage—(renewed cheers)—and what was

nmre, a man who intended to do what he considered was best in the

interests of the Empire, entirely regardless of the consequences. (Cheers.)

I remember well having a conversation with your member (Mr. Innes),

whose eloquent and intei'esting speech we have heard with such pleasure

to-night, very shortly after Sir Alfred Milner's arrival in this colony.

Perhaps Mr. Innes will not mind my mentioning it. We were discussing-

as everybody was at the time, the High Commissioner, and I asked Mr.

Innes what his opinion was of the new High Commissioner. Mr. Innes

said—I shall never forget his words—" Well, of one thing I am perfectly

certain. He has got a backbone like a lightning conductor." (Loud and

prolonged cheers.) And if theie was one thing that South Africa wanted

at that time it was a man with a backbone, and within a very short time

we have all been only too eager and anxious to join in the chorus of

praise with which Sir Alfred Milner had left the shores of England.

(Hear, hear.)

The Attacks on Sik Alfred Milner.

Now in what I have said I have been specially referring to the circum-

stances surroimding His Excellency's early appointment, for this reason,

because lately we have seen political parties in this country and in

England—(Voice: "Rebels," and cheers)—people perhaps who eagerly

and by all kinds of means, underhand and otherwise, endeavouring to

prove that Sir Alfred Milner was a firebrand, sent out here by Mr.

Chamberlain with the deliberate object of plunging Great Britain into

an vrajust war with the Transvaal. (Cries of " Shame.") We know that

that was absolutely untrue. (Loud cheers.) We know that when Sir

Alfred Milner arrived here his sympathy with the Dutch was a matter

of regard. In June, shortly after his arrival, with the cheers of the

Jubilee still ringing in his ears, he wrote a despatch to Mr. Chamberlain

in which he stated that notwithstanding racial difficulties in South Africa,

so far as he could observe, they had no effect on the loyalty of any section

of the inhabitants. (Cheers.) What was it that made him change his
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miiid? It w:\H the inexorable logic of factn. It wm that that had

changed hia miuJ, and now we find him attacked by those perBons whom

he had referred to, and I have been endeavouring to ascertain on what

grounds they based their attacks. First of all, so far as I can learn, they

said that Sir Alfred Milner had rushed this country into an unjust war.

(" No.") Well, I would say, let them refer to the despatches ; let them

refer to the prolonged negotiations which preceded the ultimatum that

was sent by the Transvaal Republic, and I would ask, could any negotia-

tions have been carried on with more patience, and with greater tact

than those conducted by Sir Alfred Milner? (Loud cheers.) When one

came to read those despatches and follow the train of events that led up

to the war, it was clear that if there was one thing that the British

Government desired it was peace, and if there was one thing that the

British Government desired to avoid it was war, at all costs, saving the

loss of British supremacy in South Africa. (Loud cheers.) And then

another charge that has been hurled against Sir Alfred Milner was that

he made reflections upon the loyalty of a certain section of the inhabi-

tants. It was a charge which was seriously advanced in the columns of

certain papers appearing both here ami in England. It certainly did

sound comical in the light of events, when we see a large section of the

inhabitants of this Colony who have broken out into open rebellion. We
have got to look not only at the rank and file. AVe have beyond the

mere rank and file professional men, field-cornets, justices of the peace

galore. (Laughter and cheers.) We have ininisters of religion and

members of Parliament. (Loud groans.)

Traitors in Parliament.

Ye.s, we have members of Parliament, and I will give them one or two

little particulars with regard to these latter gentry. (Cheers.) First of

all, let us take the case of Vryburg. If you will take the map you will

find that in every district into which a Boer commando entered the

inhabitants of Dutch descent have risen with open arms to receive them,

not all of them, but the vast majority who took Vryburg. Seventy-five

per cent, of the inhabitants were now either squatting round Mafeking,

endeavouring to subdue the indomitable Baden-Powell—(loud and pro-

longed cheers)—or else they were engaged in the more congenial occupa-

tion of looting loyalists' farms. And, as I have said before, it was not

only the rank and file, but we have a fair sprinkling of members of

Parliament. What happened at Burghersdorp ? There was a patriotic

gentleman, named Joubert. (Laughter.) He is at present, I believe,

member for the district of Albert. When the Boer commando entered

Burghersdorp, of course this gentleman was there. One of the very first

things done was to raise a commando of rebels, and a considerable force

was got together, which was captained by a well-known field-coinet, also
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a Justice of the Peace—(laugliter)—and a rebel commando conBisting

almost entirely of Dutch Colonists. What did this patriotic gentleman,

Mr. Joubert, do ? On the market square at Burghersdorp he presented

the gallant commandant with a Free State flag, beautifully embroidered,

and expressed the pious hope that he would carry it with the force with

honour and glory to victory. (Loud groans and cries of " Traitor " and
" Hang him.") That patriotic gentleman is still at large. And then

there is another gentleman, well known to all members of Parliament,

whose sjieeches were read by all with the very greatest attention. That

gentleman is Mr. Van der Walt. (Groans and laughter.) I believe Mr.

Van der Walt has b'cn a member of Parliament since the year 1884, or

even longer. What has this gentleman done? He is one of the most

loquacious members in the House. He makes lengthy speeches on almost

every conceivable subject ; but never was he so eloquent as when he was

protesting the loyalty of the Dutch-speaking inhabitants of this country.

(Loud laughter and cheers.) Now, what has Mr. Van der Walt done?

When the commando arrived at Colesberg he had welcomed them, and

had made a speech. That was not surprising. (Laughter.) And he

told them, that as an old member of the Cape Parliament, the time had

arrived when every Afrikander should work shoulder to shoulder. That

gentleman is also still at large. Then they came to a somewhat painful

subject. That is, the colleague of the Treasurer-General. I will not say

anything about him—(A Voice :
" Do ")—because he was in durance vile.

(Laughter.) Last, and perhaps not least, we have that reverend patriot,

Mr. Schroder, of Upington. LTntil very recently he was the Landdrost

of Upington, and at the same time he never knew when he might be

called upon to take his seat in the Cape Parliament. In the face of all

this, can we not say that Sir Alfred Milner was perfectly right i;i making

aspersions upon the loyalty of certain inhabitants of this colony ? And

we have only to look close at hand and read the speeches which many of

the members who attend these so-called Christian meetings make, and we

will find violent treason in a very large number of them. (Hear, hear.)

The Gravity of the Situation.

It is a significant fact that the military authorities had found it neces-

sary to place tens of thousands of men on the lines of communication

between this and Blocmfouteiu. (Cheers.) I will go farther, and say

that it was Sir Allred Milner's duty to draw the attention of the EugUsh

peoj^lc to tlie atato of affairs which existed in this colony. Fortunately,

not only the people of Great Britain, but the people of Greater Britain

over the sea, had recognised the gravity of the situation, and had made

up their ;mind3 that such a state of affairs should never exist again in
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South Africa. (Loud cliccrs.) They sent some of their best men, many
of whom had given up their lives fighting for the old flag. In the veords

of one of their most eloquent colonial Premiers, " Every bullet that finds

its way to the heart of our colonial soldiers is an irresistible rivet in the

links of that chain which wolds together the different parts of the British

Empire." (Loud cheers.) I will just briefly refer to another series of

charges against His Excellency. It has been said that Sir Alfred Milner

had disregarded the advice of his constitutional ministers. (Laughter

and a Voice : All rebels.) Well, he certainly declined to jettison the

Uitlander. Tie certainly put his foot down when large quantities of

ammunition wore being sent over our railways to the Free State at the

time when those extraordinary expressions of neutrality were being made

by the Prime Minister of this colony ; the doctrine that an integral part

of the British Empire could remain neutral in the struggle. I think you

will agree with me that His Excellency was right. (Loud cheers.)

Slandering the High Commissioner.

But I can hardly believe that these charges were levelled against the

head of the High Commissioner and the Governor of this colony. If it is

true that the Governor had a serious disagreement with his ministers, they

had a constitutional course open to them, which perhaps they might have

adopted. Of course this remedy involved retirement; but I do not think

that the representatives of a party who had the monopoly of that

" righteousness which exalteth a nation " would consider such a question

on such a vital point. (Laughter.) They had their constitutional remedy.

They had not chosen to take it, but had remained in ofiice. I think

that was the strongest argument in favour of the suggestion that there

could not be any very large amount of disagreement between the Govei-nor

and his constitutional advisers. (Hear, hear.) It has been said by my
friend Mr. Innes that, after all, was there any necessity at the present

moment to raise any agitation, when the bulk of thinking people in

England were with us, when the bulk of the colonies were with us, was

there any reason why we should not sit absolutely quiet and allow

matters to take their course ? I feel that in 1881 and 1882, if the truth

had been known to the Empire, then war might never have been raised.

(Hear, hear.) Consequently, I would echo the wish that has been

expressed by the last speaker, and urge upon you to loll up at the

meeting which has been organised by the Vigilance Committee, and I

wiU go one step farther, and ask you to put your names down on the

Vigilance Committee. Its sole object is to carry out the motion which

you have just enthusiastically passed. (Loud cheers.)
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APPENDIX IX.

FKOM THE STANDPOINT OF A LOYAL WOMAN IN SOUTH
AFRICA.

An Open Letter from Mrs. T. Ltnedoch Graham.

The Cape Times of 12tli July contains the following open letter :

—

To Mrs. Oronwright-Schreiner.

Wynherg Hill, July 10.

Sir,—Can you find space in your paper for this open letter to Mrs.

Cronwright-Schreiner ?—I am, etc.,

A. Graham.

July 10, 1900.

Dear Mrs. Schreiner,—As only sympathisers with the views of your

own party were invited to the meeting in Cape Town yesterday afternoon,

I could not, of course, he present, hut your speech is reported in this

morning's paper, so though we might not hear there is evidently no
objection to our reading it, and I should like to make a few remarks

upon it.

Unfortunately we women on the other side have no Ohve Schreiner to

voice our sentiments on public platforms, so mass meetings are not much
in our line. But do not imagine that because we are silent, we do not

exist, or that because we make no noise we are in the minority. The
women of South Africa who believe in the justice of the British cause are

in a great majority, and their feelings on the rights and wrongs of the war
are deep if silent.

You say you have received letters from Canada, Australin,, New
Zealand, and other English colonies, condemning the war and the proposal

to annex the Republics. Doubtless you have. There are cranks in every

community. But shall I tell you what we have received ? Not letters,

but men, men who have flocked to the Imperial standard and gladly

given their blood to fight for the cause that they believe to be just. Men
in hundreds have voluntarily come from all those very places from which
it is your boast to say that you have received letters. The cause for

which men will die is more likely to be fundamentally right than the <jne

for which they will only write letters.

You dare to accuse us of a " Hideous crime ajjainst justice and
humanity;" the "hideous crime against justice and humanity" lies at
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the door of the Republics. The war was none of our making. They
niarle lonf>; and careful jireparations, they spent millionR on armaments

;

they launched the ultimatum, they invaded our territories, and finding us

unprepared, in the first dark days of the war, they slew the flower of our

manhood hy hundreds. To plead in justification that they did all this in

self-defence, on account of Great Britain's threatening attitude, is a poor

argument. I wonder how much excuse your friends would find for me if

I met you some day and killed you, because I fancied you looked ferocious

and might be meaning murder ? Over and over again we have given blood

and treasure to save these same Boers from extinction by the native tribes

that swarm around them ; we ignored the shameful defeat of Majuba,

although our troops, ready to wijie it out, were actually in Table Bay

;

and this, because the conscience of the British people thought the Boers

had some right on their side. And what was the return we got? Hardly

were our backs turned than some of the people of this colony, thinking

they scented weakness in our treatment of the Transvaal, began to

conspire to turn us out of South Africa altogether. As far back as 1882

(which was before the Jameson Raid, you know) this dream of a United

South Africa for the Afrikanders, under a Dutch flag, was first dreamt of

and ])lotted for ; and this scheming and plotting has never ceased since.

Road the articles under the title " De Transvaalsche Oorlog " which

appeared in De Patriot in 1882, and deny it if you can.

Your parallel of a surgical operation is good, but it fits us better than it

does you. We all know a serious surgical o}wration is not undertaken

for fun, neither is a great war undertaken for the benefit of a few

capitalists, as you pretend to think. We tried a surgical operation in

1881, and we were both stupid and careless—we left some of the instru-

ments of discord in the wound ; we gave the Transvaal a badly-worded

Convention and the right to arm itself to the teeth, although every child

knew the only Power those guns and cannon were to be used against was

Great Britain. We have suffered long, and now we are going through

another surgical operation. This time, please God, we will be more

careful, and leave no instruments inside to cause a festering sore in the

future. We should be fools indeed if we did not profit by experience ; if

we left the Transvaal and the Free State the independence they have so

grossly abused, so that they might again have the satisfaction of invading

our territories and oppressing our subjects as soon as the khaki backs of

our soldiers were turned. The Republics have made a bid for Empire, and

played us for a great stake, and in a fair tight they have been beaten ; if

the peace you talk so much about is dear to your heart, now is the time

to s^how it. Bid them pay their stakes like honourable men, then bury

the hacbet and shake hands ; that is the only way to promote peace.

What would you say of a man, who having lost his game, went whimper-

ing round to his friends asking them to try and get him let off paying his
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stakes—his debts of honour ? You would say he was a mean, dishonour-

able cur, that no decent man wouLl speak to. What is dishonourable in

an individual is dishonourable in a nation.

You talk glibly of the " loftiest traditions of English morality " ; would

you not be serving your country better if you tried to inculcate some of

this lofty moraUty into your own countrymen and country-women, instead

of insisting that there shall be no peace, because your wish is father to

your thought, and you have not got your own way about the war ?

My dear lady, under all that political bias and personal bitterness, I

think your heart is really tender. Think a little somfetimes of our

desolate homes and the dear ones we, too, have lost, and give up egging

on an unfortunate people to shed more blood in a lost cause. The game
has been played, and lost and won ; to go on killing now is surely

murder in the sight of God. It is His decree that the British arms should

be victorious, and after all is said and done, there might certainly be a

worse fate than to become citizens of the greatest Empire tlie world ha?

ever seen.—I am, etc.,

A. Gbaham.
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